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PREFACE 

soviet central Asia consists of the Soviet republics of 

Uzbekistan, Kirghizia, Turkmenia and Tajikistan. Thi~ study 

undertakes to analyse some of the developm~nts in Uzbekistan 

and Tajikistan. At the time of Tsarist occupation, these 

two republics had historically simi! ar socio-economic expe

riences. They had relatively advanced sedentary farminq and 

feudal agrarian relations as compared to the other two 

republics of the region. In the colonial period, also, 

commercial agriculture developed very quickly in these t,vo 

republics, where cotton came to dominate the social and 

economic life of the peopl~. Ho,...,ever, the pre-revolutionary 

Central Asia did not exist in its present form. The major 

part of Central ASia, which \"as ::Hrectly under Tsarist rul.=:, 

was known as the Turkestan province. The rest of the nres~nt 

day Central Asia e~isted in th~ shape of two Khfln~t~s, V~iv~ 

and Bukhara, which T""ere protectorat'?s of the Ts;:~rist r<mpirP. 

Central Asia woke up from its feudal slum1")er vJith the 

introduction of capitalist relations un::ier the aeqis of 

Tsarist d.roperialism. This introduced new el.<>mants of d~velop

ment as well contradictions in Central Asia. '.oiith the 

introduction of the colonial factor into the feu:J al socie+:y, 

the development process in Central Asia was gP..:tre:i to the 

needs of metropolitan capital while the society remained 

generally backward. Industrial :J.evelopment and urbani?ation 
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in Central Asia were patterned by the existing social 

relations in Tsarist Central Asia. 

A study of the process of urbanization is crucial to 

understand the dynamics of change and progress in a given 

society. Any dynamic society involves the mobility of its 

population. Urbanization is the sp~t!al expression of this 

mobility. The redistribution of manpower spatially is a 

complimentary process in the socio-occupational mohi 1 ity of 

the popul-=!tion. 

Urbanization is not an. indepPndent process c ap3ble 

of transcending the li'Tlits of the social formation in 

which it tak~s shape. Different historical fo~ations 

have historically evolved patterns of urbanization~ \o.rhich 

are not. only different in each mode of pr~luction but do 

also differ according to the various forms of the same 

mode of production. The first chapter in this study is 

an attempt to relate the pattern of urbanization with the 

specific social system. In the process the theoretical 

study involves a discuss ion of t hP slav~ 1 feud ,1, ccmi t- -11 i st 

and socialist societies in their dif ferF=>nt, aspect c;. The 

period chosen for detailed st~ly is a more recPnt onP 

(1950-75). The period before 1950 was on-= in which the 

Soviet Central Asian republics •11ere engaged in :iism"!ntlinq 

the earlier colonial territorial division of labour. The 

foreign intervention~ civil war as 1-.'ell as the PXi stence 

of former exploiting classes 1 continued throu9h the 1920s. 
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The second World War and the subsequent reconstruct ion 

dominated the 1930s and 1940s. Thus, any study preceding 

1950 could not have done justice to the study of socialist 

development in Central Asia. That is why a more peaceful 

and stable period is chosen. The cut-off year 197 5 has 

been chosen to make the study more effective. Spanning 

the study to some later period could have had the danger - ' 

of oversimplifying trends without knowing the actual out-

come. More recent study is also confronted with the problem 

of data availability. The year 1CJ75 allows that much spacP 

for analysing the outcome of the process of development 

and give any opinion on the pattern of development. Ho·~ver, 

the study has ·not always strictly adhered to the time frame 

suggested above. This has been mainly due to the difficul

ties of obtaininq data on a particular year. For example, 

the trend in 195 0 has been o1n occasions based on 195 9 census 

data. So also that in 1975, which relies on 1979 census 

data on some occasions. However, this has not affected 

the spirit of the study, which is mainly concerned with the 

pattern of growth of urbanization and working class. The 

overlapping of the years on some occasions has bAen helpful 

in studying the patterns and trends of growth in the tv10 

Central Asian republics. 

Chapter two is a historical study, that covers a cAntury 

and forms a background to t.he actual sttrly. ~his ch'3ptFr 

deals i.-Jith the pattern of urbanization in 'I'sarist period 
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beginning from the 1850s and that in the SoviPt period 

between 1917-1950. It· helps in identifyinq the two distinct 

stagPs in the Soviet peri.od so far. The first po.rio::l, till 

the 1950s, ~as more a quantitative phase of development. 

Nonetheless, these quantitative d~velopm~?nts sr.:t- this oeriod 

apart from thP. Tsarist period qualitatively. The industria-

lization of the Central Asian republics 'Nas s:,J'3tiolly exorcssed 

in terms of the nature and function of urbaniz~tion in this 

period, which were different from that durinq the TsF1ri~t 

period. 

~d. :h~ 
The second ana third£chapters deal with agriculture 

and industry respectively since 1950. The process of ur})ani-

zation involves both agricultural push and in-lustricil fl'Ill. 

As such the study focuses on the restoration of thP b:-.,lance 

between the push-pull mechanism in t.he t'NC Central !\sian 

republics. The outcome of tho. study sho'.vs th0t in tr;e 

period between 1950-75, the economic structurP of th"' b-10 

Central Asian republics was hiqhly porfected. The r<=·P10V'3l 

of the earlier constraints facilitated the qro·,,th of the 

productive forces. Yet the tc·rritorial and socin-occun~t-ion-"'1 

mobility of the indigenous population did not i!:'prov~" to tho 

desirable extent. The study shows that thPre 1tJPrc. c;•Jffi ci<=?nt 

constraints imposed by ::'lemographic and cultural f-3ctors on 

the redistribution of the population socially as well as 

spatially. 
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The growth of an indigenous industrial working class 

was shaped by the evisting patt~rn of urbanization, i.~ •• 

the migration pattern, the pattern of urban gro\>lth and the 

level of ucbanization. The territorial, sectoral, skill 

and sex distribution of the workin1' class remained ethnically 

uneven. The growth of a surplus rural popul "'tion, non- part 1-

cipation of the indigenous population. in social production 

are the outcome of the process of urbaniz~tion which is 

constrained by demographic and cultural factors. The last 

chapter which studies the growth of 'N'Orking class tn the two 

Central Asian republics, provid~s ample eviience on the role 

of the non-economic factors in the process of urbanization 

of Central ASia. The mere perfection of th~ economic 

structure of these republics has not b~en enough to bring homo

geneity in theo class structure of the ethnic Central Asians. 

The avail abi 1 ity of data has be eon a major probleom in 

undertaking this study. In the absence of a field trip, 

whatever data could be available has been m~de u~P of. In 

the process, I am a''~ ar~ that I may rtot hcwe done full .1 u~t ice 

to some of the probleoms I have endeavoured to analyse. These 

limitations apart, I_ hope the stLrly would be useful in socio

lo9ical rese~rch of the problem of urb.=!nization and manpoW"'r 

mobility in Soviet Central Asia. 

Finallv, theo study has mainly be~=>n focuss-~ on the two 

Central Asian republics of Uzbekistan and Tajikistan. These -

two republics are fairlv repre.:;entative of the Central Asia 

as a whole and thus general! zat ions may be made on the basis 

of the study of these two republics. 
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INTRODUCTION: 

A Theoretical perception of the 
relationship between the patterns 
of urbanisation process and the 
social structure 



"The most important division of material and 
mental labour is the separation of town and 
country ••• 

The separation of town and country can also 
be understood as the separation of capital 
·and landed property, as the beginning of the 
existence and development of capital indepen
dent of landed property -·the beginning of 
property having its basis only in labour and 
exchange. • 

(Karl Marx and Frederich Engels) 

The purpose of the undertaken study is to analyse the 

growth of working class in soviet Central Asia in the process 

of urbanisation and in terms of industrial organisation of 

space. But before a specific study of the above mentioned 

area is undertaken it is necessary to arrive at some metho-

dological principles expressed through definitive, genera

lised concepts. 

The problem with non-Marxist Western urban sociology 

has been, in most cases, the 1 ack of any conceptual tool 

and most of them have been empirical studies of life :-1i t~in 

the city itself. Social phenomena are interpreted in terms 

of the city, intra-city activi ties .. 1 

----------~~ 

1. "The city", by R.E. Park, E.rN. Burgess and R.W. 
Mckenzie (eds.}, Chicago, 1924, symbolizes the empi
ricism of :American urban sociological research. 
This empiricism was also summed up by Prof. Niles 
Carpenter, who said that the recent trend in socio
logy has been epitomised ';.)y the quest for data. 
Cited in Paul Meadows an:i Ephraim H. Mizruchi (eds.), 
Urban~smf urbanisation and cha~e: ComE~ative 
~~;mect-3!~.!tTM8ssacfiuSitt8,"-i 9r;p:1o.---
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Those who have tried to give a general definition, 

have remained within the above empiricist framework. The 

city is seen as a natural-spontaneous and ideal-~Ipical 

construct. 1 They attempt to define •urban' in cultural 

-terms, through quantitative variables of spatial organisation 

Qnd ignore the historical causal growth of urban forms. 

In Wirth's view, the social-psychological consequences 

arising out of the ecological and demographic structure of 

city life constitute the urban culture or a •·way of life• 

which is termed 'urbanism'. 2 City is a continuum, a perna-

nent settlement, whose structural features are characterized 

bY large size, high density and social heterogenity. 3 For 

the 'culturists' the urban form is a higher form of ecolo~i-

cal order arising out of sheer spatial interdependencies. 

The human interaction and communication within this higher 

form of ecological order cr~ates a,shared cultural and moral

political order.4 

----------
1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Louis Wirth, "Urbanisn as a way of life", American 
~gur~.2!_.2LL0£!..2.!~, 44, July, 1938, pp.l-25:---

Ibid., pp.1-25. --
Michael Peter Smith, .!.hL.f!!L and 2.Q£.!.21_ ~ he.Q!y, 
oxford, 1980, p.12. 

Abber J. Reiss, On Cities and social Life, Chicago, 
1964, p.xix; and-ai'so'ltOEertPar:k;-1-Th.eurban Commu
nity" in Ernest E. Burgess (ed.), !.h~_!!!:.!?~!L.f~~i t~, 
Chicago, 1964, p.166; Cited in Michael Peter Sm1 t~ 
.21?· ili·, p. 3. 
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The other major trend in non-Marxist urban sociology 

in the west has been the •technological• interpretation 

of city which tries to define urbanisation in terms of 

technical-mechanical consequences of economic growth. 1 

advanced 
Urban life emerged in history when anLtechnology helped to 

create a surplus sufficient to enlarge the area of popula

tion settlement and break the self-sufficiency of Neo

lithic barbarism. 2 The ·~ban revolution• transformed 

society by creating a cultural and Pconomic unity amonq 

3 those living in the urban aggregate. The surplus cre~ted 

by this technological revolution (tools and skills) enter 

·into exchange on a wider area. This, along wlth the grovo~th 

of transportation, gives rise to an increase in the size 

and complexity of the urban network which •contains and 

1. For Sjoberg, in the absence of a single cultural 
milieu, technology is the only factor that provides 
cities their universal form. Technology was the 
level of economic growth required to provide the 
surplus for sustaining the non-agricultural specialists. 
Gideon Sjoberg, "The Pre-industrial city", American 
Journal of S0£.!£12,gy 60, 1955, pp.328-29. citedin 
Paul Meadows and Ephraim H. Mizruchi, 212• £!!•, 
p.22. . 

2. Gordon Childe, ~-~ened !n._!listory, Fenguin, 
1982, pp. 75-77. 

3. Childe's description of civilizations of Egypt, 
Mesopotamia and India, ibid., chapters 6 and 7, 
pp. 121-58. --
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utilizes this surplus•. 1 In the city, the tools and the 

skills which represent the particular st~e of societal 
i 

development find the most co-ordinated and rationalised 

expression. The city is not only functionally created by 

technical-economic factors but is also functionally limited 

by the level of a given technology. 2 

The three above discuss~ trends are similar in 

their approach essentially• They were ecological in 

content and their analysis was centred round the geo

physical study of the population aggregation. 3 The ecolo

gical theory views the development of social organization 

in response to the changes in the utilisation of space 

occasioned by the technological, demographic and environ

mental factors. 4 

1. For a perceptive approach on the functional relation
ship between urbanisation and technology, Ralph Turner, 
The great classical traditions, vol.r, New York, 1941, 
'P-279:-ciTed inPaUi-Me"adows and Ephraim H. Mizruchi, 
.212· .£.!!., p.13. 

2. Lewis Mumford, The Culture of Cities, New York, 1938, 
p.235. Cited in-paul Meadows-and EPhraim H. Mizruchi, 
,g2· ill·, p. 15. . 

3. Most part of these ecological studies were devoted to 
the establishment of the properties of various zones -
natural areas, habitats and so on. The ecological 
theacy in part reflected the demand to make science 
exact and independent. Don Martindale • s "Introduction" 
in Max Weber, ~f!!Y• New York, 1958, p.29. 

4. Otis Duiley Duncan and Leo F. Schnore, "Cultural, 
behavioral and ecological perspectives in the study 
of social organization", ~~ic~n/Journal of sos19J29y, 
65, Sept. 1959, p.144. Cited in Michael Peter Smith, 
~· ~., p.teu. 
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These sociological theories treat city as an inde-
' . 

pendent variable that transforms the society. This resulted 

in defining social structures in terms of the urban-techni

cal order like industrial and pre-industrial. The distor

ted historicism can be discerned in the counterposing of 

categories which are not parallel: like industrialism and 

feudalism. All pre-industrial cities were by implication 

regarded as feudal. 1 

The ecological theories of urban sociology in spite 

of their apparent variations are essentially embedded in 

empiricism, trying to account for the physical and external 

aspects of the city, i.e., in terms of physical expansion 

and differentiation in space. The city is regarded as an 

autonomous spatial unit with its own laws of development 

and organised externally and independent of the laws of 
2 social organisation. Most of these works have been either 

mere ·reviews of the problems or emphasis on the institutio~ 

nal aspects, but all of these works have been primarily 

1. Oliver c. Cox regards industrial-pre-industrial 
constructs as heuristic devices. •The Pre-industrial 
type lumps so many disparate social systems that its 
value as an operational instrument seems nullifiedM, 
he says in'The Pre-industrial city reconsidered,• 
,in Paul Meadows and Ephraim H. Mizruchi, £R• £ll•, 

' pp. 23-24 and 26. 

2. Robert E. Park, Ernest W. Burgess arrl Roderick D •. 
Mckenzie (eds.), The Ci tz, Chicago, 1925. Cited in 
Don Martindale's 1Intr~uction•, ~· £!!•• p.24. 
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devoted to the geology and the ecology of the city. 1 

If one analyses the variables used to differentiate 

the city or urban from rural,· the 'primitivism• of these 

criteria can be easily seen from their imperfect and 

imprecise applicability. These variables, like concen

tration of population, heterogenit~ and different! at ion, 

mobility, rationality and specialization etc., can be 

features of both urban and rural structures. 2 

Heterogenity is not altogether absent in non-urban 

areas, and :tt is more marked in case of large cities 

than in that of small cities. There are urban areas which 

are not more heterogenous than their surrounding rural 

areas and also there are cities which are not less homogenous 

than their countryside. 3 The same is true of mob! 1 ity in 

urban and rural areas. 4 

-~-~~-------
. 1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Niles carpenter, The Sociology of Cit~ life, New 
York, 1932: Rose Hum Lee;-New YorK, 1 ~57-and Egon 
Ernest Bergel, _yt'...,2.§!! ~g!~, New York, 1955. 
Cited in Don Martindale,~·~., pp.26-27. 

Don Martindale, £E• £!!., pp.29-30. Martindale 
criticizes the basic concepts of ecological theory 
as insufficient to differentiate the thaory of the 
city from any other branch of sociological theory 
or even political and economic theory and even some 
branches of botanical theory. A compound definition 
of the city of the ecological school is given in Egon 
Ernest Bergel, Urban Soc!g~, New York, 1955, p.s. 
The first type of cities are Fprt scott,· Kansas, 
Pendleton, oregon etc. and the second types are 
cities of Spain, Norway, Ireland, Iceland, Albania 
and Newzealand, Egon Ernest Bergel, ~· £1~., p.s. 
Urban places like Dakota, Missisipi and Vermount show 
little .mobility while rural areas at times like the 
Reformation and industrial revolution showed a consi
derable mobility. .!2!.9·, p. s. 
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Similarly, stratification is not a purely urban 

characteristic and instead of being a constituent element 

of the urban area, it is a result of organisation and 

division of labour in both town and country. Countryside 

has its strata like lord, supervisor, servants, yeomen 

and serfs in feudal societies and the kulaks,agricultural 

labourers, small farmers, artisans, ~achine operators and 

agronomists, veterinary surgeons etc. in the case of 

capitalist societies. 1 

I 
The density of population is insufficient and arbi-, 

trary as a criterion. There are larger peasant settle

ments which are 'rural' though their population concentra

tion and density are larger than places defined as 'urban•. 

Any attempt to classify urban areas by a certain popula-

tion density has been ineffective because they vary from 
. 2 country to country. 

·--------
1. At present, strata like gentle farmer, dirt farmer: 

the large-scale business absentee farmer, the small 
family farmer: the big farmer and the share-t:'!ropper: 
the owner and agricultural labourer, signify the 
class stratification in American countryside. 
Egon Ernest Berge!, .2E• .£.!.!., p. 8. 

2. Ibid., p.6: A bewildering variety of criteria have 
been used to define •urban" settlements. A brief 
survey of definition of "urban" population in the 
censuses of 123 countries taken around 1960, reveals 
the enormous diversity in the definition of nurban" 
in terms of demographic concentration. Growth of 
World's Urban and Rural PoEulation!_jllO~o,u:N. 
PUblicatlons7saies No.f69.xti173";19t>O;p:P:7-lO; 
cited in U.N. Manuals on Methods of Estimating 
Population, Manual VIII, New York, 1974. 
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Concerning spec-ialization and rationalization, these 

are matters of economic and technological organisation, 

which are as much applicable to modern farming, which in 

the process of mechanization and commercialization has 

acquired specialization and rationalization of production. 1 

The standardization of the work process has nothing to do 

with the density or heterogenity of the urban area. 2 

Thus any study of urbanization patterns will obviously 

be inadequate within the framework of western empiricist 

analysis, which abstracts the city from its wider social 

context and treats it as a separate entity whose cultural

behavioral patterns are distinct from the rural entity and 

directly result from the quantitative elements that give 

rise to this population aggregate. A deeper analysis would 

show that the variables used to define 'urban' are not 

'independent• as they are assumed, but are themselves the 
3 instances of the socio-economic process. 

1. Egan -Ernest Bergel, .2E· _s_!j:., pp.4, 13. 

2. Standardization of the work process, according to 
Smith, is a result of factory system and mass marketing. 
Michael Peter Smith, £E· .£!!., p.180. 

3. Smith argues, for example, that population movements 
and spatial densities are induced by geographical 
patterns of job distribution determined by those who 
control the means of production. Michael Peter smit~, 
~ £!!., p.l80. Oliver c. Cox also argues that urban 
aggregation may be the cause in technological develop
ment rather tha-n the other way round. The growth of 
cities may enhance agricultural specialization and 
thus agricultural efficiency. An improvement in dis
tribution in t~rms of quantitative growth of transport 
and communication can make more food available. Thus 
an agricultural surplus for urban consumption can be 
obtained indirectly from production in cities. Oliver 
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With this methodology it is difficult to study urban!-

zation as a process and the dynamic urban structures, 

functions and forms, not only in terms of historical 

diversity but also in terms of differentiation within 

the same historical period. with the above method all 

cities are either same irrespective of time and space or 

all societies are same depending on their industrial or 

non-industrial character. If individuall.y taken, any of 

the above variables would result in different class!£!~ 

cation of existing urban-rural areas. If denSity as a 

yardstick is taken, than many existing rural areas will 

become urban and the vice-versa. 1 Similarly if occupation 

is taken as the criterion, rr:eaning urban areas as places 

where the majority of the people are engaged in non

agricultural activities, than military settlements and 

"artisan villages" would be termed as urban. 2 

The 'city centrism• of western non-Marxist urban 

sociology smacks of a bias in favour of western industrial 

con td ••• 
c. Cox, "The Pre-industrial city reconsidered" in 
Paul Meadows and Ephraim H. Mizruchi (eds.), .f!l?· £it., 
p. 22. 

1. F. Felix tried to quantify the 'urban• definition in 
terms of population density in his A redefinition of 
'City• in terms of density of population:-chicago, 
1926; by which he defines places above 1000 people 
per sq. mile as 'cities•; cited in Egan Ernest Bergel, 
21?· ill·, p.6. 

2. Egon Ernest Bergel, EE• ~., p.e, and for a critique 
of Bergel's occupational definition, Don Martindale, 
.E~· £.!.!., p. 28. 
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urbanism as the epitome of cultural, scientific and techno-

logical evolution of human society.· By its very implication 

societies are good or bad depending upon the urban struc

ture, which is the· transforming force. This bias is mani

fest also in the way the politico-cultural preponderance of 

city is presented. 1 All pre-industrial societies are 

lumped together as food producing rural societies where 

cities played a very modest role. Only after the advent 

of the industrial revolution societies began to be diffe

rent with the •preponderance of the uiban life•. 2 The 

origin of this approach can be traced to the Weberian model 

of historical forms of cities - oriental and accidental, 

patrician and plebian - as the centres of power and 

conflict. 3 Historical forms of cities were characterised 

-----------~ 

1. Niles Carpenter, ~-22£!2!99Y of_City Life, New 
York, 1938, p.19. Cited in Egon Ernest Bergel, 
~· ill·, p. 10. 

2. Bergel calls it •preponderance• and not 'dominance• 
since, according to him there is no clear cut cor
relation between urbanism and dominance of the city. 
In modern state the farm block exerts more political 
influence than their numerical strength would suggest. 
North Dakota, a rural state with only 13 towns with 
no more tnan 39,000 population each, has the same 
number of votes in the US Senate as New York. However 
for our purposes, the •preponderance• or •dominance• 
reflect similar 'city centrist• bias. E.E. Bergel, 
£2· £!!.,pp.10-11. 

3. Max Weber, ~~ity, The Free Press, New York, 1968. 
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by their degree of autonomy and corporate institutions. 

The oriental cities were seen as legally and constitu-

tionally indistinguishable from the rest of the country, 

dominated by an omnipotent ruler and lacking any corporate 

aut9nomy for its merchants and artisans who were the 

serving men of a monistic ruler, whereas the occidental 

city was seen in terms of its sharp juridical differentia-

tion from all other forms of social organisation; an 

independent entity in a society where power was diffused 

and with corporate autonomy for the trade organisations 

of its merchants and artisans. 1 Not. only oriental and 

occidental but within the ~estern ~orld cities were diffe-

rent iated in terms of their autonomy and their dominance 

over the countryside. The towns of north Italy developed 

into ci t'J-states in the proces~ of their dominance over 

the countryside: the towns of Germany arrl North Europe 

inspite of their high degree of autonomy did not rule over 

extensive territories; and the towns of F~ance and England 

were quickly integrated by the monarchy into the developing 

nation- state. 2 

Med~val cities, for Weber, were the centres of 

conflict and struggle bet·ween various claimants to power 

which resulted in a cyclical process of subordination (to 

2. Brian Elliot and David McCrone, ~-E!!z, London, 
1982, p. i 2. 
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the feudal lord) - atltonomy- subordination (to the patri

monial state) • 1 The medi~val towns are not seen as the 

product of the society, but r.~s the product of the interest 

of an emergent burgher class united in their opposition 

to the f~udal mastecs. 2 The ~>/eberi an model is equally 

city centred with its bias in favour of the western city 

as the source of transformation of society. For him the 

med.iaeY '"ll European cities with their notions of freedOm 

and codified laws in the interest of the burghers created 
. 3 

the basis for the rise of capitalism. The bourgeoisie 

was the exclusive preserve of the western cities which 

were the source of the future liberalism arrl democratic 

4 
pluralism. The subsequent discussions that will follow 

will prove the fallacy of the independent character of 
also 

the urban place which wil~make the distinction between 

Oriental and occidental and such other distinctions based 

on politico-cultural characteristics superfluous. 

The western non-Marxist urban sociology can be summ~J 

up in the words of Castells as "an ideology of modPrnity 

-------
1. !Eid., p.48. 

2. le~·· p.11. 

3.- R. Bendix, ~Weg~~-~-in~ll~~~l?.21E.~, London, 
1960. 

4. Vatro Murvar, "Some tentative modifications of ~>leber•s 
typology: Occidental versus oriental City" in Paul 
Meadows and Ephraim Mizruchi (eds.), .Ql?• £!.S·, 
p.ss. 
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ethnocentrically identified with the crystallization of 

the social forms of liberal capitalism.a1 

Unlike the western non-Marxist sociology the focus 

of the study shall be to locate urbanization in the whole 

socio-economic system that determines the basic structure, 

function and forms of the process of urbanization. 2 

The historical typologies chosen for analysis are 

ancient/pre-feudal, med.t.~al/feud-31, modern/cap! tali st __ ......_ __ _ 
1. Manuel Castells, .!...,~ urbaE_.Q~~tion, London, 1~77,p.70. 

2. There are Marxist urban sociologists in the west, who 
are yet to gain a dominant position vis-a-vis their 
non-Mar~dst counterparts, hence they have not been 
reviewed in the brief study of western sociologists 
undertaken above. But the subsequent discussions ,to 
arrive at a theoretical definition of urbanization will 
be base1 on their works. There will be reference also 
to the ·..-~arks of soviet sociologist and economic geo
graphers. The pioneering Marxist urban sociological 
works are, Henry Lefebvre, La revolution Urbaine, 
Paris, 1970: Manuel castells;-the-ur6an-gut~tiEE and 
fl!~1~2B~f~, London, 1978: J. Lojkine, 
"Contr ibutl.on to a Marxist theory of capitalist urba
nization" in c. Pickvance (ed.), Urban sociologY,: 
fE.!..!!c al~says, London, 1976: L. Al thusser:-'Fo.r -Mar~, 
New York, 1970: L. Althusser and E. Balibar,_Readgag 
faE!!al, London, 1970: Manuel Castella, "Theory-a 
ideology in Urban sociology~ in c. Pickvance (ed.), 
Qf"E~SocioJ£9Y: Mas~imo Quaini, geogra.EEL2!!SL!i2Ex1~, 
Oxford, 1982; and for the works of Soviet socio-
logists and economic geographers, Nekrasov N., The 
~rri torial 2£_ganig&tion of -~.Y,ill~nomy, Moscow, 
1974; Yu G. Saushkin, ~Egmi£_Q~graphy, Moscow, 
1980; Yuri Pivovarov, "Modern urbanization: spec! fie 
features and tendencies" in ~!et Geo9raphica] 
§~die~, Moscow, 1976, etc. 
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and modern/socialist urban forms. This is because the 

basic hypothesis is the correspondence between socio-

economic systems and urban forms. 

This method begins with the assumption that urbani

zation is not in itself a content: neither cultural',, since 

cities under ar with the same socio-economic system can 

have different 'cultural content•, nor as a "productive 

force" transcending socio-economic forms, since m1ere 

spatial concentration does not create new relation. Urba

nization is a form of organization of space, determined · 

by and corresponding to the dominant socio-economic 

structure. It is the "urban relationsr~, with their 

broad social content, which can be taken as the real 

substance of utbanization. 1 urbanization is the relation 

between society and space, which arises in the process of 

the organisation specific to the particular mode of 

production. Space achieves its specific form, function 

and significance in relation with the broad social relations 

and not the vice-versa. It is not a result of the unilinear 

cultural growth of mankirrl nor is it an independent entity 

outside the socio-economic structure. At every historical 

juncture the space articulates the dominant mode of produc

tion in all its aspects. In the course of the following 

-~-----

1. Yuri Pivovarov, ~· ill•, p.182. 
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discussions on concrete historical typologies, this · 

articulation will be demonstrated {in the way historical 

urban forms of spatial organization crystallize in accordance 

with the concrete socio~economic formation). Urban 

spatial form is an aspect of the overall spatial organi-

zation of production, consumption and exchange that 

expresses the social relations within a particular struc-

ture of property relation (appropriation of product) and 

the relations of real appropriation (technoloqic al 1 abour 

process). 1 

While urbanization articulates a particular mode 

of production, it is also capable of affecting and: influen

cing the various aspects of the mode of production because 

of the specificity of their spatial expressions, or because 

of their particular relations with the space. 2 Different 

effects can be produced, also, by the actions of groups 

and individuals, who are not simply concrete embodiments 

of total social relations but also are historical actors 
' ' 

who consciously try to change the environment of their 

living. 3 Various urban forms have their historical speci

"ficities depending on the nature of the conjuncture where 

--------
1. Manuel castells, .!!2!~~an_gue.§!!2!!• ..£!>• ..£!j:., p.126. 

2. 1Ei2•r p.430. 

3. The effects of urban social movements on urban struc
ture have been analysed in Manuel Castells, The City 
~d the_gr~£~, London, 1983, pp.311-13. 
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earlier spatial forms persist and co-exist with emerging 

and' new spatial forms. Even withia each mode of production 

every st~ge gives new shape to spatial forms, ~hich however 

does not mean the disappearance of the spatial forms of 

the earlier stage or stages of the same mode of production. 1 

A theory of urban social change must account for both 

the spatial effects of soeio-economic change and social 

effects resulting from urban spatial form. Like every other 

historically produced social reality, structur~s and functions 

are historically defined· but at the same time it gives social 

meaning_ito the social activities spatially expressed and in 

th'is sense any attempt to simply project a city as a blue

print of the mode of production must be denouned as mechanis

tic and equally deterministic perception, like the •technolo

gical' theories of western non-Marxist sociology. 2 

1. ~· Castell s, The urban ~~.2!!, ,g,e. £!..!., p. 44 3. 

2. While the towns of the mediaeval period were the 
outcome of the feudal society, they. also contained 
elements that helped, along with other factors, the 
dissolution of the feudal economy & society. Though· 
it does not seem acceptable that the towns were the 
only dissolvent of the feudal mode, some role of 
the towns cannot· be denied. Henry Pirenne, Mediaeval 
Cities, New Jersey, 1974: also Rodney Hilton~ea.), 
Transition from feudalism to capitalism, London, 
1980,--,nwnlch theaebati between M. Dobb and P. 
Sweezy is nicely summed up by John Herrington, 
"Town arti eountry in the tr ansi ti on to Capital ism", 
p.174: also John walton, -The new urban sociology~ 
in International social sciences Journal 33 (2), 
1981 and socrar-theory aDQ~he urban-guestion, London, 
1979. cited In M. Castel~!FCI'ty ana~~ass 
!:22.!.§, g.e. ill·, p. 297. 
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The definition of urbanization, in other words, is 

the social meaning of a material process expressed spatially·. 

The material process is the articulation of the historically 

evolved mode of production in economic, political, techno

logical, ideological and cultural aspects. 1 The functions 

of the urban form varied from administrative residential 

(and of consumption) concentration to places of exchange 

or manufacture depending on the historical process of urba

nization or the specific social meaning assigned to spatial 

forms. 

To establish the above assertions review of the various 

spatial forms under different social syst~is undertaken 

in the following part of this chapter. 

AnsJ~!L.EE~lli_g3.!-E!ll terns 
2I....E£22iliation 

Separation of·town and country, according to Marx, was 

the ·.spatial expression of the division of the society based 

on division of labour, within the framework of private 

property and of the development of capital independent of 

landed property, as property began to be based on labour 

1. According to Cast~lls the role of the city is struc
turally determined by the htstorically defined society, 
whatever might be the mental representation of a 
spatial form. Like the merchant may define the city 
as a market for meaning street fair and intense .socia
lization, but it also means the commodification

1
of 

economic activity, monetarisation of work process 
and the widening of the transport networ~ to all 
potential sources of goods and markets. M. Castells, 
The c.!,tt_and_~!1-L9!".s!§!...£2~~, .2!?• ill·, p. 302. 
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and exchange. 1 

However* the separation of the town and country was 

a late phenomenon, more specifically appearing with early 

capitalism. Sjoberg has tried to explain the emergence 

of cities in the early periods of civilization as the 

result of a favourable ecological base, a relatively 

advanced agriculture and non-agriculture technology and 

growth of a complex social organization with a well-deve

loped power structure. 2 

The shift from hunting and food gathering to agricul-

ture permitted the production and storage of food surpluses. 

The limited period required for product! ve labour m~e it 

possible for agricultural~production to devote time for such 

communal activities as the building of temples and other 

pUblic buildings. 3 What differentiated cities from villages 

was the presence of religiogovernrnental buildings, of 

writing, and of artisans, merchants, officials, priests, 

who were not directly involved in food producing activities. 4 

Urban forms appeared historically in the slave 

societies as residential concentrations, living off an 
..,._......,_..... __ .................. 
1. Karl Marx and Frederich Engels, "The German ideology", 

Collected Works, vol.v, Moscow, 1976, p.64. ---- __. __ 
2. Richard Basham, Q~~~polo~, California, 1978, 

p. 39. 

3. Ibid., pp. 38-39. --
4. Ibid., p. 37. 
~ 
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agricultural product directly and locally obtained by 

working the land: and with the emergence of social contra

dictions between direct producers and the appropriators 

of the agricultural surplus, who administ~.red the products 
-Was 

and whose existenc'l based on the appropriation of this 

surplus. 1 At different stages of production in the slave 

mode of production, property, predominantly consisting of 

land and slaves, appeared in various concrete forms: 

communal, temple, state and individual private property. 

The citizens held the slaves under subjugation and exploi-

tation only through their community and thus were bound to 

the communal form for the reproduction of the slave mode 

of production. 2 Landed property was of sUbstantial 

importance, as land worked by slaves created a surplus. 3 ____ ....,._........__.. 

1. Cities first appeared about 5000-6000 years ago and 
were scarcely larger than the farming villages that 
preceded them. The population of first sumerian 
cities ranged from about t000-12,000 people and ur 
had a population of no more than 25,000. 

Cities appeared in society when both the potential 
for production of food surpluses that could support 
a non-productive urban population and annual blocks 
of time for collective labour were available. 

Richard Basham, ..!l..!:!?..stD_n!hropolo_gy, California, 1978, 
pp.37-41. . 

2. K. Marx and F. Engels, "The German Ideology~, . .2!?• .£!..!. 
PPe 32-341' 63-6$1 89 • 

• 

3. .E2.!!!!~L~s~nomy, Moscow, 1983, p.4S. 
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The surplus' in slave societies ·'wa·s ·not surplus 

value, but simple surplus work and production of more 

•use value• i.e. surplus labour was-required to obtain 

other products (surplus products) in exchange. 1 

In this epoch, the cities, together with the surroun

ding countryside, made up the city-state (like the ancient 

Greek Polis) which were in fact isolated slave-owning 

states. 2 This formed the economic whole in classical 

antiquity. The urban form appeared, as the labour of the 

slaves created s·urplus product, a part of which was used 

by the slave-owner to obtain luxuries or money. But the 

role and the structure of the urban form varied depending 

on the various forms of this mode of production. 3 However 

in all the forms of the slave mode, inspite of the varia

tions in the relationship between town and country, funda

mentally the town was embedded in the countryside, whether 

it were the oriental cities (where the large cities were 

the Royal camps and the works of artifice (superfetation) 

erected over the economic construction proper) or the cities 

of classical antiquity (Graeco-Roman) founded on landed 

1. K. Marx, Grundrisse, Harmondsworth, 1973, pp.471-72 • 
. ------

2. .f.glitical_!£2!10my, ~· ill·, pp.47-48. 

3. The purpose is no~ to go into the debates whether 
such distinct modes as Asiatic mode exinted or not. 
What is important here is to see the different forms 
of economic organisation in Ancient Slave mode of , 
production and the corresponding spatial forms. For 
a detailed analysis of the three forms, K. Marx, 
.QL~__!!~ I .21?• ill• I PP• 4 7 2-7 9 e 
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property and agriculture or the derman.ic period where 

the land was the seat of all economic activity. 1 

Thus, the earliest towns appear to have been agricul-

tural aggregations for the benefit of mutual aid and 

defence, for administration and for exchanges based on 

surplus products {not for the purposes of creating capital 

Massimo Quain!, Sll2• cit., p.86. In the oriental 
form {discernible in~he Slav.onic communities, among 
the Rumanians, in Mexico, Peru and · 
India) the self-suffici.ent commune combined manu
facture and agriculture and contained within itself 
all the conditions of its reproduction and surplus 
production. Cities formed at the most selected 
points where the hecii of the state and his vassals 
exchange revenue or tribute {surplus product) for 
labour and spend it as labour fund. Under this 
system cities proper form alongside the village 
since the potential for enlarged reproduction is 
employed mainly outside the basic economic unit, 
i.e.4 the village. In the Graeco-Roman classical 
form the town along with the surrounding country-
side formed a single economic entity. This is because 
the towns were the ne.ats· of administration where the 
land-owners and the aristocracy of wealth (whose 
slaves and latifundia was based in the surrounding 
countryside) took up residence. The predatory nature 
of the slave society also created urban forms as 
centres of military and civil administration {to 
keep slaves under. control). The social division 
of labour into handicraft and agriculture appears 
in this society which gives the towns some distinc-
tion fr:o.m the countryside. 'towns, though not 
separated from the countryside, are not simple out
growths of the villages. The third form, i.e., 
Germanic form, was the conjuncture when the slave 
system was producing less surplus and the parcelling 

~~ut of land was not able to sustain the growth of 
(~ ~the town. The decay of towns that ha1 set in at 

"\~ 151\ ~~ the fall of Roman empire continued in Germanic society. 
~C\. · K. Marx, ~~!• .22• £.ll•, pp.474-84: and also i > \'1'\~ Frederick Engels, .Qrigi!J_Of famJ:!Y.U?riva~ropet;t.Y 

and state, OJ2. cit., pp.42b-21: 433, 449. This 
decay of towns in the early middle ages is asserted 
by Jacques Le.Goff, "The town as an agent of civi
lization, 1200-1500" in C.M. Cipolla (ed.), ~! 
Fontana~~omic ~tory of~~~, Glasgow, 1981,p.73. 
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but for obtaining luxuries). 1 since most of the residents 

were landed proprietors whose material requirements did 

not require trade and exchange among themselves, the market 

place was located usually outside the town prope~mainly 

along river harbours or sea-bays for inter-city or inter

regional .trade. 2 A governing elite superimposed itself 

on the agricultural based subsistence economy and it was 

then that full time specialists - aqministrators, priests, 

roadkeepers, soldiers and craftsmen - appeared. Wealth 

wa~ drained out of the surrounding area without anything 

being given in exchange. The non-agricultural residents 

of the towns lived off by providing luxury goods to the 

urban based land~owning aristocrats. The limited growth 

of urban areas was mainly due to the low productivity of 

land and labour. Division of labour was not advanced; 

agriculture, cattle-breeding and handicrafts were the 

chief branches of material production in slave-owning 

-------
1. According to Vaughan, Rome and Sparta have their 

place at the head of the military cities of the 
world, whereas Tyre and carthage were great commer
cial cities of the antiquity. Robert Vaughan, ~ 
~ge o!_gs~-sl~~, London, 1969, p.12. 

2. Amos H. Hawley, UrbaE,_.§.g£!~y, New York, 1971, pp. 21-
22. Athens was t:ne'"entrepor~ of the Mediterranean 
world. It was the centre of merchandise imported to 
Piraeus (tinber, fur, leathe~, wax etc.) from Black 
sea and the Mediterranean 1 from Egean islands (gold, 
copper, iron and wine), from Phrygia and Miletus 
(carpets and fine wool). Robert Vaughan, 21?· ill·, 
p. 29. 
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societies. 1 So surplus could not be ma:ie available for 

the continuous growth of towns. Limitaticns of trans-

portation was also another factor for making impossible 

any concentration at any particular point in space of a 

1 arge quantity of food which could sustain the growing 

population of the urban areas. This led to the dis

appearance of many ancient cities. 2 

The cities of antiquity were the spatial expression 

of a social structure where the growth of a religious and 

administrative elite had become critical to the existence 

of the ·society. It was an outcome of the settled agricul

tural life that perm;tted a surplus, and it also simulta

neously reflected the need of society for administration 

and for ecological st8Pility, when agriculture and land 

were acquiring utmost importance. 

The ecological instability in both Mesopotamia and 

Mesoamerica necessitated cult activity towards assuring 

crop and animal fertility and the regularity of seasons, 

made the temples the centre of city growth. In the earliest 

----------------
1. Political EC_9!!,2!!l.Y• .2-e• £!_!., p.44. 

ACcoraing to J.M. Roberts,the economic life of the 
classical antiquity was overwhelmingly agrarian inspite 
of all its elaboration and organization around a net
work of cities. Its bedrock was the estate of the 
countryside which was the basic unit of production 
and of society and provided subsistence for almost 
all the population. J .M. -Roberts, The Pelica.!L.,h!story 
of the world, Harmondsworth, 1983, p.274. __ _...... ____ 

2. Amos H. Hawley, 2P• £1!., p.36. 
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cities religion provided the focal point for the collection 

and redistribution of peasant tribute. Thus early temples 

had large granaries within their premises and the earliest 

writi'ngs of temple scribes had little to do with philoso

phical questions, as they were more concerned with keeping 

the temple accounts. The red! stribution of- thP- peasant . 

product through the channels of religious institutions in 

cities, created an advanced social structure in the cities. 

The urban artisans maintained by the temples, the merchants 

who were active as a result of a steady flO'Y of peasant 

surplus to the cities represented a more progressive 

1 division of labour in society. 

The religious-centred cities gave way to military-

centred cities as a result of periodic peasant resistance 

and continual threat from seminornadic groups at the edge 

of city's hinterlands. More important later was the popu

lation growth encou.raged by incrE-ased proouction and 

sedentary life, and the shift from up-lands to low-lying 

valleys that could be irrigated. This shift restricted 

the area of arable land since land suited to irrigation 

was limited to low land river areas. In the circumscribed _____ _....... __ _ 
1. Richard Basham, S!J?• cit .. , pp. 39-40. Incidentally,.' 

even in the later period, i.e., of classical anti
quity,. cities were the centres of religious move
ments. In the Roman empire, the orthodoxy of Chris
tianity spread first between towns and among towns 
people. The word pagans was attributed to countrymen. 
Keith Hopkins, "Economic growth and towns in Classical 
antiquity" in Philip Abrams and E. A. wrigley (eds.), 
Towns in S~ti~, London, 1978, p. 39. 
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valley regions in which the earliest cities had emerged, 

the gradual exhaustion of the best agricultural land extended 

the hinterlands of riverine cities to the point where 

competition between neighbouring peop~,es for 1 and led 

to warfare among cities. The cities came to perform more 

and more military functions and with it the power of the 

priestly elite· was replaced by that of the military elite. 

With the rise of this elite the urban stratification 

underwent change. The rulers and the warrior class were 

served by a large retinue of servants which included gate-

keepers, cooks, cupbearers, male and female slaves, harem 

officials and so on. Along with the earlier existing 

urban strata, the new strata made the urban structure more 

stratified. The dialectical development of the urban 

form and function resulted in ·the fusion of religious and 

military functions in the institution of the divine kingship. 1 

In short, the urban areas of this period, i.e. during 

the slave mode of production, were spatial forms of the 

social organization, expressing both the 'administrative-

--------
1. The inevitability of the transition of power from 

priest to warrior to divine king was not common 
only to the Near Eastern States - the Pharaohs of 
Egypt providing a prototype to divine kingship -
or to the ancient societies of India, Southeast 
Asia, China and Japan. It was also conspicuous 
in the case of Mesoamerica, where the Maya priests 
first lost prominence to their own warriors and 
then were supplanted altogether by an Aztec empire 
whose later rulers enjoyed a .. divinity" and position 
above that ever accorded to European kings. 
rg~., pp.40-11. 
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domination• an1 the place of •residence-consumption• of 

the appropriating class! The emergence of large empires 

in classical antiquity helped in the resurgence of cities. 

The Greeks, followed by the carthagini~ns, followed later 

bY the Romans created larger and larger states. One of 

the most striking changes in the Mediterranean basin during 
.was 

this 
1

per iod . (from 1000 B .• c. to 400 A.D. >Lthe growth in the 

size of the political units. The flow of taxes and the 

monetary unification under the large empires were compli-
2 mented by the growth of large towns. Towns in the network 

of trade and taxes acted as intermediate markets for 

collecting staple food {grain, wine, oil) and as processors 

of primary products (wool, flax, hides} which could be 

transformed in towns into goods of higher value but lower 

volume (cloth, 

chief markets 

leather, dies, ropes etc.) for sale in the 
.. ~he 

ofLempire. Thus the primary stimulus to 
I 

long distance trade in the Roman empire was the tax demand 

of the central government and the distance between where 

most pro1ucers (tax payers) worked and where most of the 

government's dependents (soldiers and officials} were 
..,..... ________ _ 
1. Manuel Castells, .ER• £il•, p.447. 

2. The city of Rome in the first century A.D. was 
as large as London in 1800, with .a population of 
about 1 million. Other cities like Alexandcia, 
Antioch, and Carthage were as large as any European 
town except London before the 19th century. 
Keith Hopkins, E~· ~., pp. 37-38. 
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stationed. 1 Taxation increased productivity~ threw 

extra produce into the market. and helped the growth of 

towns, as this produce was transformed by urban artisans 

into export goods in order to acquire money to pay their 

taxes. 2 

The growth of towns in this period was also a func'!:ion 

of conquest. The import of booty, and a massive number 

of slaves, the extrusion of free peasants an1 the growth 

of large estates, the creation of a large surplus, helped 
3 in the creation and growth of towns. Slavery secured 

the long-distance mobil! ty of labour in a society where 

there was no effective labour market. The increasing 

labour demands could be met by influx of slaves, which 

also ensured the prosperity of the parasitic e 1 i te that 

characterized the ancient cities. Slavery was an important 

4 agent of mig~ation. The existence of slavery precluded 

the use of wage labour as an alternative means of exploi

tation and finally by allowing the aggravation of several 

--------· 
1. Ibid.~ p.41. --
2. !2-M·, p.S9. 

3. The number of Roman towns is assumed to have been 
very large - 900 in Eastern Provinces, over 300 
along north African Littoral, excluding Egypt and 
a similar number in Iberian peninsula and Italy • 
.!.2!9·, p. 70. 

4. Military movements and colonization leading to settle
ments in conquered territories by peasant soldiers 
constituted another import ant agent of migration in 
antiquity. 
!2id., pp.64-65. 
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workers under a single owner, slavery allowed a greater 

degree of exploitation in compatison to free men. 1 The 

greater exploitation of slave labour increased agricultural 

productivity in the Roman Empire an1 thus an expansion of 

towns, but it also b~ought the downfall of the empire and 

cit~es for the same reasons. The lack of growth of more 

productive free labour told upon the empire when the slave 

source dried up and the use of free labour could not 

rescue the empire from declining productivity. 

Functionally, the ancient towns were centres of 

consumption in which landowners spent profits deriv8d 

from rural property worked.by slaves. The considerable 

number of petty-commodity producers who lived in these 

tOi·ms were playing a subsidiary role to the more powerful 

consumers, since the existence of the former was deter

mined by the share of the consumption fund allowed to 

them by the latter. one prime characteristic of the 

ancient city was that it coalesced the rural and urban 

population into a single autarchic autonomous unit, in 

which agricultural land-owners set the tone. Though 

the importance of agriculture to the growth ·Of towns in 

the ancient period is undeniably considerable, at the 

same time the aggregate importance of small manufacturers 

cannot be underestimated. It is these small units of 

---------
1. 1~·, pp.65-66. I 
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_non-agricultural production which elevated the average 

living standard in the empire, albeit only slightly. 1 

The decline of the slave society gave rise to the 

manorial organisation that reached its culmination in 

the monasticism of the 8th and 9th centuries. The clergy 

and the war lords ruled society and appropriated the 

wealth of the small peasants who were part-time craftmen 

also. Though trade did not cease altogether in early 

me~val period, both long and short distance trade 

remained irregular. 2 The clusters of population were 

usually around a castle or an abbey and in some existing 

old urban areas of Roman period. 3 They \iere known as 

the episcopal towns or monastic town·s. Instead of being 

the centres of exchange reflecting the separation of 

urban handicraft from agriculture, they became self

sufficient units. 4 Towns remained •treasure hoards, 

places where riches of building and ornaments piled up 

reflecting the wealth amassed by the rulers and the church

heads •. 5 

-------
1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

s. 

C.M. Cipolla, "The Origin 11 in The Fontana Economic 
llitory_ of E urol?!:, .2!?• Ell·, pp: 11-14.-----

.!£.!~·, p. 15. 

Jacques Le Goff, EE• ill•, p. 76. 

1.2lS!·, p. 7 3. 
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To sum up, the ancient/slave societies or the pre

feudal society was not capable of going over to manufac

turing or industrial stage as the process of accumulation 

of capital had not started in these societies. 1 

Capital formation does not emerge from landed property, 

but rather from merchant's and usurer's wealth. so, Marx 

said, "The mere presence of monetary wealth and even its 

achievement of a kind of supremacy is in no way sufficient 

for this dissolution into capital to happen. Or else 

ancient Rome, Byzantium etc. would have ended their history 

with free labour and capital, or rather begun a new history. 

There, too, the dissolution of the old property relations 

was bound up with the development of monetary wealth - of 

trade etc. But instead of leading to industry, this dis-

solution led in fact to the supremacy of the countryside 

over the city. "2 

For this reason, towns were not manufacturing or 

industrial in character, as classical antiquity did never 

go beyond urban artisan stage. 3 In a social system where 

production was not oriented towards the creation of exchange 

value, the towns were the spatial expression of the simple 

exchange of surplus products to provide for the luxuries 

1 •. 

2. 
3. 

The original accumulation that had begun in these socie
ties •does not present itself as an accumulation of 
capital, nor as the function of a capitalist•. The 
capitalist accumulation occurs when the means of produc
tion is separate:i from the 1 abourer and along with the 
product and the means of subsistence confronts him as 
something alien in the shape of capital. K. ~arx, 

£2Eit_2!, vol.I, EE• ill•• p.S60. 
K. Marx, Grundris se, 21?• cit., p. 506. 
Ibid., p.';1r.-~- -----
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of the propertied class. The towns were the spatial form 

that was create~.as the pattern of individual and collective 

consumption of the propertied class,under conditions of 

general slaverY,developed into concentrations in space. 

The contradiction between town and country identified 

completely with that between manual and mental labour, 

expressing the bipolarity of the principal contradiction 

between the exploiter and the exploited classes in the 

middle ages or the feudal period, when agrarian economy 

dominated and when under different forms of social relations 

the labour of the peasants was exploited. 

,!:1e~~lL!euda!_E?1:illE.! 
.2~2nizag=~ · 

Feudalism represents an advanced mode of production 

compared to the earlier mode of production because the 

product! ve forces are more developed arrl the total social 

surplus over the sUbsistence increased. This meant more 

and more available surplus for exchange and the beginning 

of commodity production. 1 With the appearance of commpdity 
_... _______ __ 
1. Feudalism is characterised as a socio-economic 

system which is predominantly agrarian.land is the 
basic means of production and large landed estates 
are the basic units of production. It is a corpo
rate system in which the mass of serf-peas ants are 
bound to the estate, paying the lord rent (either 
in money, kind or labour) and various other ser
vices and submit to his administrative-judicial 
authority. 
w. Kula, An economic theo~f the feudal system: 
!.2!!§~~!l'~el 01 ~fie ~1!£!:~s~n~Y, :.liQ.Q=I§.QQ-;" 
London, 1 ~7 o. 
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production local markets began to expand into towns. 1 

Towns exparrled further as the markets expanded. Big 

commercial centres appeared on the basis of large-scale 

overland. and maritime_commerce. Within the feudal mode 

the cities appear as nodes of mass-scale production for 

export. 2 

The e~tension of the division of labour into produc-

tion and exchange gave rise to a wealthy merchant class, 

which after having amassed sufficient capital and autonomy 

started investing in manufacture. 3 Property relations 

1. The beginning of commodity production around 10th 
century led to the resurgence and expansion of towns 
in Europe. Jacques Le Goff, .2E• £,!_s.,pp.7'7-78, 80-83. 

2. Hibbert refutes Pirenne•s thesis of incompati~ility 
between feudal state and trade or exchange. According 
to Hibbert in early middle ages, commerce being a 
natural product of the feudal society was favoured 
up to a point in its development by the feudal rulers. 
A.B. Hibbert, "The origin of the medieval town patri-
ciate" in Past and Present, Feb. 1953, pp.. 15-27. 
Cited in R:-Hilton,£e. clt., pp.109-10, 131. 

3. In the Mediterranean, Venice, Genoa, Pisa were the 
main centres of west Europe's trade with Byzantium, 
Syria, Egypt and the East. In the North sea the 
commercial centres were Bruges, London and other 
English and Flemish towns. In the Baltic were the 
Hanseatic towns. The land link between the two 
zones (North & south Europe) created fairs 1 ike 
Champagne in Eastern France where merchants met 
and exchanged their goods. This was between 11th 
to 13th century, at the end of which cloth manufac
turing as the main industry feeding long distance 
commerce had developed in low countries and Tuscany. 
The other major commodities were connected to cloth 
manufacture {like dyes, alum etc.). Daniel 1..Valey, 
Later medieval Euro~ from St. Louis to Luther, 
'Longmans:Greenand co:-r:'tc:r::r:ondori;l964 ;-p: 97. 

-
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changed as the mass of movable capital increased and 

the natural capital (naturally derived •estate capital' 

of the guilds) decreased. 1 

The towns developed within the feudal context as 

distinct economic and social units, as centres for exchange 

and production. 2 This evolved out of the feudal. pattern· 

of organization of production, where in the absence of 

commercialization of agriculture, production for exchan57e 

centred in the urban areas. This created a monopoly for 

the towns in the sphere of exchange and craft production 

in guilds vis-a-vis their countryside as well as other 

3 towns. 

-------
1. 

2. 

3. 

K. Marx & F. Engels, "The German ideology .. , Collected 
Works, vol.V, Moscow, 1976, p.67. --------
Manuel castells, The urb.,SE~stion, E:E· ..£.!.!., p.13. 

The big cities in the me~eval period were concen
tratiom in a few •emporiums like the Ital~$lcities, 
constantinople, Flemish and Dutch cities, a''few 
Spanish ones, such as Barcelona etc.• where produc
tion was oriented towards exchange value by the 
very nature of these cities (for example manufflCture 
directly connected with shipping and ship-building 
etc.). K. Marx, Grundrisse, 2E• £1!., p.511. 

The monopoly position of the towns is discussed in 
A.B. Hibbert, "The economic policies of towns", Ch. 4 
in the ~..£!dge~nomic__b.!~~!Y_of~.2!?~, vol.III, 
pp.t97-':18. 
An account of the inadequate commercialization of 
agriculture even as late as 18th century is given 
in F. Braude!, ~2italism and material life~ 1400-
.!§.Q.Q, Lorxion, 1 3-; p. 355.----- --
Both cited in John Merrington, £F• £1!•, pp.180-81. 
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The feudal mode with its decentralized system of 

economic and political organization was spatially expres-

sed in the development of autonomous urban centres, 

which were themselves a kind of "collective seigneur••, 

1 within the structure of hierarchical sovereignty. The 

absence of centralism in feudal period created an autonomous 

merchant capital which was confined within the urban 

centres,. wherever the central author! ty was strong the 

towns were the walled military-administrative centres. 

The 'social structure in such towns was not dominated by 

new stratifications based on the division of labour into 

agriculture and exchange, but on clan.religious or royal 

lineages. 2 

The towns in the med~al period represented both 

the vertical structure of feudal power and the horizontal 

growth of merchant capital. With the rise of rent as the 

principal mode of appropriation of surplus, merchant 

capital flew into land. The symbiotic relationship 

between the new rentier aristocracy of merchants and 

the a}:>sentee land-lords gave medieval cities their 

------
1. John Merrington, 2E• ~., p.178. 

2. Max Weber, .!!,l,!L.£!,!1, .2!?• .s1J:. , pp. 6-5-6 8, 105-07, 
186-95. 
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exploi tat! ve character. 1 

According to Hibbert, the first stages in the urban 

history in Italy in the middle ages were associated with 

the formation of a ruling group of largely aristocratic 

and feudal origin which controlled town life arrl trading 

conditions. The later history of the Italian towns shows 

that in some cases the old aristocratic patriciate would 

adapt itself to the changing requirements of trade and 

incorporate the big merchants into its fold. In other 

c,:ases, where the aristocracy was unadaptable, new groups 

were built outside its ranks and the great traders either 

took control of the towns or forced the former rul.ers to 

share their powers. 

The rentier form of appropriation characterized 

the medfeaval towns even though trade and commerce came 
a 

to playtmore and more significant role as the middle ages 

progressed. Examples galore from the history of Italian 

1. In England the lay and the ecclesiastical 16rds 
took a share of the profits of the towns and gave 
their own stamp to many of these towns. R. Hilton, 
A Medieval Socie~, London, 1966, p.177. In Italy 
t~rise o1-dynasties over the cities was because 
of the dependence of the cities on feudal powers 
for supply and defence. The lordship of Romagna, 
the Estensi over Ferrara, and the Visconti over 
Milan were the general types. D. Dawley, !b~~alian 
fft~ublics, London, 1969, pp.110-23, 221-30. 
s m Iarly at the Summit of the Hanseatic towns 
their rise depended on the protection by the Teutonic 
kings. M. Malowist, "The problem of inequality of 
economic develo-pment in Europe in the latter midd.le 
ages", Economic Hist¥ Review, 2nd series, vol.19, 
pp. 25-2"6:--'Aiic!ted nJ:-Merrington, ~· £.!!· ,p.183. 
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cities. In Genoa, for example, where the first trading 

partnerships are found in the documents of the early 11th 

century, the typical partner of the merchant was a land 

owner having surplus capital derived from land rents and 

other forms of feudal exploitation. 

Even later during the 12th century,. the greatest 

leaders of trade expansion were men who had received large 

revenues from rents or customs or market dues. Even in 

Northern Europe, as the study by J.W.F. Hill shows, the 

towns were dominated by large land holders, and rentiers 

in the 12th and early 13th centuries. 1 In Poland, in 

Eastern Europe, similar characteristics were discernible. 

Rutkowski's study shows that the trading patrici3tes of 

the Polish towns were derived from the feudal nobles who 

settled in the towns while retaining their interest as 

great landholders. In Norway, in scandinavia, the chief 

merchants of 12th and 13th centuries were great ecclesiastics 

and great land owners. J. Lestocquoy's study of the cities 

of Flanders shows that the top ranking families were 

originally landed proprietors and mill owners in the 11th 

and 12th centuries. 2 The stu:Ues clearly show that the 

1. 

2. 

Hill studied the families which dominated the town 
of Lincoln immediately after it achieved some degree 
of self-government. The case of three most promi
nent families studied by Hill has been cited by 
Hibbert, !212• . .£!!., pp. 97-98. 

Ibid., pp.98-101. ---
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urban patriciates of feudal, Europe were either large 

land holders or lesser feudatories who owed their wealth 

to lands, rents and ~he farming of feudal revenues. 

Another conclusion that can be drawn is that rent formed 

one of the most important elements of trading capital in 

the medieval towns. 

The rentier form of appropriation led to urban 

domination over the countryside in terms of economic 

exploitation of the countryside. The appropriation of 

surplus in the form of rent strengthened feudal exploi

tation on a commercial basis {except in England where it 

led to capitalist farming). 1 

The rentier form of exploitation left the rural 

areas. starved of liquid capital. Public taxes, private 

rents and commercial profits constantly drained money 

from the cultivators to the land lords, and from the 

countryside to the city~ The liquidity crisis in the 

rural areas followed by poverty and destitution did not 

help in strengthening the agricul tu~al demand for urban 

manufactures. In fact the rural market was squeezing 

further. InsL1e the towns, the highly uneven distribution 

of wealth left the plebian masses greatly impoverished. 2 

1. 

2. 

P. Goubert, .TI:~AE<:i~~Sl!!!!!• ~ndon, 1973, Ch.6. 
Cited in J. Merrington, OJ2. cit.,jp.184. - -/ 

I David Herlihy, "The distribution of Wealth in a Renai-
ssance Community: Florence 1427• in Abrams and wrigley 
(eds.), ££• E!!•• pp.lS0-54. 
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r 
The uneven distribution of wealth weakened the initiative 

in both city and the countryside, thus hindering the 

development of a strong local market for inexpensive 

manufactures. This apart from introducing elements of 

instability into the political and social life, also made 

cities vulnerable to the fluctuations of external trade. 

For example, the obstacle to continuing economic growt~ 

of Florence in the 15th century was the lack of a strong 

1 market for inexpensive products outside. 

The fortunes of the urban centres fluctuated corres-

pending to the fluctuations in the fortunes of the merchant 

capital. The merchant capital in feudal period played a 

redistributive role by way of carrying trade with econo

mically backward and geographically remote areas. It was 

not based on the growth of a home market or the exchange 

of equivalents between agriculture and urban industrial 

goods. The merchant capital was speculative in nature and 

in periods of crisis it tried to find outlets in usurious 

investments and tax farming. This resutted in the decline 

of urban commodity production and the weakening of the 

urban centres. In periods of boom the to\vns assumed an 
in 

important role andLreriods of reversal of the boom many of 

the feudal mercantile towns relapsed into a subordinate 

posit ion. Because the feudal towns did not base themselves 

..,. _______ _ 
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on advanced commodity production, they had no stability 
. ~ 

as centres of economic activity. 1 

In England, the mid-15th century saw the economic 

stagnation of a number of more important tO\-~'ns - Canter":" 

bury, Gloucester, Bridgnorth, Ripon, Scarborough, Beverley, 

Hull, Grimsley,· Stamford, Boston, Lynn, Great Yarmouth, 

Brddgwater etc. - leading to urban contraction. The 

number of prosperous towns dwindled and the few successful 

English towns in early 16th CPntury - London, Nevo~castle, 

Colchester, Ipswich, Exeter ani chester,etc. - were the 

ones with successful external trade. 2 While those with 

1. To\-l'ns in Spain, Italy and Netherlands lost their 
significance because of a crisis in external trade. 
Similarly the towns of East Europe which enj eyed 
less autonomy in the feudal structure and occupied 
an intermediate position among the cent.res of inter
national trade, lost their significance altogether 
as the seigneurial economy of the l~ds assumed a 
leading position in export trade by intensifying the 
exploitation of the serfs through corvee labour. 
Similarly in the central Europe (Bohemia, saxony and 
.Austria) the "free towns" {autonomous urban centres) 
were undercut by the cheaper production in the "domain 
townships" (seigneurial estate), which were based on 
feudal relations and without guild restrictions. The 
exception, however, was the growth of British towns 
whose ascen:lace was because of the speculation based 
on colonial trade. J. Merrington, .2.1?• ci,!., pp.1E4-87. 

2. Adams ascribes the decline of urban growth in the 
late 15th and early 16th centuries to two major 
elements, the threatening growth of rural competition 
in industry and trade, and the costly disincentive to 
urban residence (medieval urban society and culture 
in the well-establishe:i towns had become too elabora
te and too costly to be sustained). However, the 
fact remains that towns that survived the crisis and 
prospered were the ones that succeeded in sustaining 
external trade. Charles Phythian Adams, "Urban decay 
in Late Medieval Enqland" in Abrams and Wrigley (eds.), 
op. cit., pp.159-85. 
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successful external trade survived the crisis, it is 

also true that the major centres often recovered at the 

expense of their weaker neighbours. Competition and 

instability characterised the late medieval towns. 

The instability was not simply due to the trading 

character of the towns. Low level or even lack of manu-

facturing also exposed urban growth to a great degree of 

instability. The classic case is England, where by the 

16th century the rural areas were taking the lead in 

industrial production and challenging the existence of 

cities. Adams cites the cases of worcester where the 

statute of 1554-55 talked of the towns being exploited 

by linen drapers, woolen drapers and grocers of the 

countryside who merely used the towns to sell their wares. 

The .statute was designed to protect the urban textile 

industry from rural competition. Adams also cites the 

example of Leicester where the cities feared the competition 

from their own rural hinterland. 1 

However, with the consolidation of capitalism, 

manufacturing came to be concentrated in the towns. With 

the rise in internal demand and migration of rural surplus,labour, 

the towns rediscovered their economic role. In England, 

particularly after 1570 when inland trade witness a resur-

gence, the urban monopoly over marketing was strengthened 

corresponding to the failure of the mErliaeval rural markets 

to resurrect themselves. The s arne period was characterised 

-------
1. Charles Phythian Adams, .2E• £l!·, pp.178-79. 
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by the recovery of urban industry. 1 

The elevation of the town to a poll tically and econo-

mically dominant position reaches its peak under capitalist 

commodity production. The town exploits the countryside 

everywhere and without exception by means of its monopoly 

prices, its system of taxation, by usurious and commercial 

fraudulence, when production for exchange predominates. 

!=!.29~E!!L.£2Ei t 9l!~-.YE:2.sn iz at!£D 

Capitalism is characterized by the development of 

universal commodity production, the wage labour and the 

social domination of the bourgeoisie. It represents a 

higher stage in the technical-social division of labour 

and creates a territorial organisation in which the market 

determines and co-ordinates various spheres of production. 2 

The capitalist mode of production presuppose~ the 

disintegration of the agrarian social relations and the 

flow of rural population to the urban areas as the potential 

1 abour force for the industrial production. The growth 

of large scale manufacturing create,s a wider market, man-

power concentration and an industrial milieu. The towns 

as markets and manpower concentrations attract industrial 

location and the building up of industries create· more 

Cited in Charles Phythian Adams, ibid., p.184. ---
2. 
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and more employment -of new kinds. This 'brings more arrl 

more people into the industrial towns. Urbanization also 

1takes place where industry coloniz'e~ areas with existing 

raw material and transport facilities. Although industry 

is the main motive force behind capitalist urbanization 

process, it has. its base not in technological factor, but 

in the logic of capital. 1 

The logic of capital is the process of accumulation 

of capital. Capital creates its landscape. To understand 

the process of capitallst urbanization it is necessary to 

see the relationship between organization of capital and 

organization of space. The necessary conditions for the 

reproduction of the capitalist mode are -reproduction 

of capital (social and material circulation of capital), 

reproduction of means of proouction, and reproduction of 

the labour power (individual and collective cons~~ption). 2 

'The capitalist mode of production requires a spatial 

organization that facilitates the circulation of capital 

as well as commodities and information etc. Capital 

1. Manuel Castells, g£. ~., p.13. 

2. The prcxiuction & reproduction of each of these conii
tions take spatial shape specific to each of them or 
to the admi ni s tr a tion of each of these processes. 
Jean Lojkine, "Contribution to a Marxist theory of 
Capitalist urbanization" in C. G. Pickvance (ed.), 
Y£2~2£!9l93t, London, 1976, p.120. 
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engaged in production is capable of expanded reproduction 

through productive labour process. The capitalist tries 

to minimize the time-space friction for the capital engaged 

in circulation, since that part of capital which is engaged 

in circulation is engaged outside the productive labour 

process and thus does not add to the immediate process of 

accumulation. But this capital is also necessary for the 

production process. So a divfsion of labour occurs in 

which different fractions of capital -industrial capital 

(production), commercial capital (exchange of commodity 

and money) and finance capital {concentration of money 

capital, not engaged in above two functions) - emerge and 

specialize in various activities. 1 

A part of the capital (property capital) engaged in 

circulation is used to develop space and to make it efficient 

for commercial, financial and administrative operations by 
reducing the "indirect cost of these operations". 2 AS a 

1. 

2. 

Francois Lamarche, "Property development and the 
economic foundations of the urban question" in e.G. 
Pickvance (ed.), .2E• ill·, p. 88. 

Ibid., p.99. According to Harvey capital used to 
aevelop urban land has various fractions - fraction 
seeking rent appropriation {property companies & land 
lords as direct appropriators and financial inter
mediaries as indirect appropriators), fraction seeking 
interest and profit by building new elements (cons
truction interests) and capital "in general" which 
looks upon ~he built environment as an outlet for 
surplus capital and a bundle of use values for enhan
cing the prod ucti on and accumulation of capital. David 
Harvey, "Labour, Capital and Class Struggle around 
the built environment in advanced capitalist countries" 
in Kevin Cox (ed.), ,!lrgani3atio_9....2!29_£9!l!ll£! in 
market societies, London, 1978, p. 9 • .....,.. __ ....,.,... ____ _ 
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result of the priorities given to offices, commercial 

and luxury residential developments (as these are more 

profitable from the point of view of investment of property 

capital) the low and middle-income housing gets less 

priority. The workers are pushed out of the areas under-

going development ('urban renewal') according to the above 

priority. The serviced urban space enters into exchange 

in the private market transactions which determines the 

geographic pattern and intensity of its use value through 
1 

a system of differential locational advantages.- r.-ath 

the intensification of the use of such polarized locations, 

these locations over time become congested and loaded. 

This process also discourages thp gro,v-th of 'new poles 

of aggregate urban activity with beneficial agglomeration 

effects•. 2 The profit-maximizing logic induces location 

in urban areas where agglomeration effects already exist. 

1. 

2. 

The concentration of shops in a very restricte.i 
area increases their turnover; shopping centres 
are more successful if they arA close to offici~l 
and residential locations with a large and varied 
range of customers. Management sector or adminis
trative sector is ·more efficient if it is close to 
certain service establishments like banks and credit 
institutions and to information netvlOrk for the 
smooth operation of capital. Most typical examples 
are Wall Street in USA and Rue Saint-Jacques in 
France etc., Francois Lamarche, EE· £!!., p.90. 

Shoukry T. Roweis and Allen J. Scott, "The Urban 
1 and question" in Kevin Cox (ed.), .QE· ci,!., pp. 64-
6 s. 
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Insalubrious housing conditions result from the specula

ting activities of the property capital. 1 Housing on 

reasonable rents are in shortage as public investment 

creates differential situational advantages in the interest 

2 of the property capital. 

Under capitalism the spatial organization of the 

means of production in the interest of capital takes shape 

in unequal development of the productive forces, unequal 

development of economic sectors, unequal value placed on 

natural resources, the concentration of the means of produc-

tion in the most favourable conditions, arrl the creation 

of complex units of production. 

Capitalist production is characterized by drive for 

profit by private owners of capital, unbridled competition 

among individual capitalists and monopolies, and anarchy 

of production. The development of the productive forces 

under c api tali sm widens the gulf bet·.veen industry and 

agriculture as capitalist industrialization isolates itself 

from farming. The development of industry in large cities 

---------
1. InsalUbrious housing conditions appear,as the 

hous~of the land owners become less valuable than 
the land on which they are built. Jean Lojkine, 
EE· £it., p.115. 

2. The state provi1es, either directly or indirectly 
by subsidization, major infrastructural and other 
public facilities, which constitute the first stage 
of the • spatial configuration of di'fferenti al loc a
tiona! advantage•, for a reference to North America, 
Shoukry T. Roweis & Allen J. Scott, 2E• £it., p.59. 
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is accompanie~ by the ruination of the peasantry and 

binds agriculture to the capitalist mar~ket which determines 

the cost and utility of the farm products. 1 Farming is 

subjugated to the '·~:hanging requirements of the city and 

in the process of subjugation not only in~ividual regions 

but even sometimes the whole country adopts monoculture 

presc·ribed for them by the in~ustries of large urban 

centres. 

Industrial location under capitalism is decided 

by the profit maximizing factor. Industrial urban forms 

accordingly develope~ while at the same time demonstrating 

the ten~ency of capital in terms of spatial concentration 

of production and circulation.2 

At the petty-comm~ity stage of capitalism, the 

centralization of capital and employment was based on 

1. Richard A. Walker, "The transformation of urban 
structure in the Nineteenth century and the begging 
of suburbanization" in Kevin Cox (e~.), Urbanization 
and Conflict in Market Societies, London:l.rn8, pp.ls6,ls9:---·-----------

2. The tendency of capital to concentrate and then to 
move globally to the least expensive points of 
production is clear from the history of u.s. corpo
rate capitalism. In 1941, 1000 manufacturing firms 
controlled approximately 2/3rd of all m~nufacturing 
assets, whereas by 1980, 200 1 argest firms ~o so. 
Michael Peter Smith, 21?• .Sl!•, p. 236. 
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in 
exchange,..mercantile cities. The mill towns (where manu--
facturing was done) were generally clustered round the 

mercantile cities. The large mercantile cities were the 

port cities. 

The most typical form in the stage of industrial 

capitalism is the one-industry dominated industrial cities, 

in which the majority of the population depend on a single 

industry and the market and export situation of this 

1 particular industry. The result of the narrow speciali-

zation of capitalist industria2.!.ze.tion was the disparity 

bet-ween manufacturing and extracting centres, old and new 

industrial centres etc·. 

With the growth of state monopoly capital ism, the 

trend of locating productive forces within the framework 

of the national economy started, which resulted in the 

growth of multi-industry centres with interrlated branches 

of productlon that gave rl se to terri tor ial-prod uction 

I 2 complexes. 

----------------
1. For e"<ample, in \-Jalf sberg in West Ger11any 7 2°~ of 

the employment in late 1950s was in automobile 
industry. N.T. Agafonov and s.B. Lavrov, "On the 
fundam~ntal differences between Capitalist and 
socialist regional terri tori al-proj uc tion complexes" 
in ~i~!_.~~gf~~_tt~; Re~~_§,!!s'!_.!=£.2!!~io;}, vol. VII, 
No.7, New York, t9oo, p.58. 

2. Central region of the northern USA, the Ruhr region 
of West Germany and some larger agglomerations in 
the south-west of west Germany, Italian south and 
Parisian agglomerations in France are a few examples. 
Ibid., pp. 58-59. --
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Profit being the main motive of capitalist industria

lization, the location of industries are determined by 

market forces. Consequently the anarchy of capitalist 

production is also reflected in the uneven development 

of the urban spatial forms. The location choice is based 

on the cost minimizing and profit maximizing considerations 

of the private industrialists. This being the rationality, 

the location is determined by the existing market demand 

and the existing level of development of a region. As a 

result 1 the already developed urban centres attract the 
. 1 

location of new industries. In the stage of industrial 

capitalism, when the social division of labour is far 

advanced not only betvleen various branches or sectors of 

production, but between production and circulation, "access 

to market meant access to sellers and purchasers of 

specialized intermediate goods~ to \..Jholesal e intermediaries 

capable of organizing the large scale movement of commodities, 

to major capital markets for financing and to a growing 

variety of personalized services such as law, architecture, 

insurance and real est<)te brokerage. "2 

1. Richard A. \'lalker, .SE• ci_!., pp .. l87-88. 

2 • r b id • , p. 1 e 7 • 
However, the true objective argues Alonso is not the 
reduction of the costs to a minimum but the maximi
zation of profit. If. the product is sold at different 
prices in different markets because of the differences 
in transportation or other costs, the profitability of 
the Emterpri$e depen~'is on price varic:1tions. A large 
market that has an unvarying rate of sal~s will exert 
a lesser force of attraction than a smaller market in 
which slight reductions in delivered price result in 
large variations in the quantity sold. Thus the 

contd ••• 
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In case of industrial location 1 inked to natural 

resources, the differential costs involved determine the 

industrial development of a region and not the mere exis-

tence of natural resources in a region. Choice of alter-

native areas and the use of alternative products, on the 

basis of comparative costs associated with them, are the 

key factors in the choice of industrial location between 

various regions with natural resources. 1 As Mckee puts 

it, "assuming that sufficient demand exists to make a 

region • s natural assets attractive for cap'i talist stimulus, 

the extent of development can be predicted from the produc-

tive functions and location activities. The number of 

workers required, their spatial concentration and the 

2 income received are considerations of major importance." 

Location is also made on the bas is of the social 

value placed on the space as such, that results in some 

kind of a 'free location• - climate, leisure activities, 

3 atmosphere, proximity to decision making centres etc. 

--------
contd ••• 
factors like cost of transportation etc. have limited 
role when the firms will normally spend more tc earn 
more profit. ~v. Alonso, Location and landuse, 
Cambridge: Harvard Press,-1964:--------------

1. David L. McKee, Robert D. Dean and '.Jillit:1m H. Leahy, 
8~912~-~~lS~· New York, 1970, p.54. 

2. lhi2., p.60. 

3. 1'-1. Castells, .£1?• .£!._!:., p.134. 
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In many capitalist countries, both developing and developed, 

there are entire regions or cities where industries have 

developed as a result of "spontaneous" location either as 

the place of residence of the owner or where the founder 

had been 'able to create or take advantage of some oppor-

tunity•. 

But most of the choices under capitalism are for 

either larger markets or for induced location in the already 

existing industrial and urban centres. Industries produc-

ing finished ~oducts depend heavily on regional population 

distribution and market potential which will provide them 

the labour force, the infrastructure as well as skill (in 

terms of inputs) and the profit (in terms of a large 

consuming population} • 1 This means the application of 

the .economies of scale and~in the process~the exclusion of 
/ 

all but large markets for industrial location. The material 

and social infrastructure of the existing urban centres 

(social and cultural amenities, schools, parks, health 

centres, meeting places, offices and comforts of daily 

living) and the facilities they have for training man-

power (existing educational and vocational-technical 

institutions) add to the choice the cities, and that too 

1. Ibid., p.134. ---
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large cities, ~ffer for industrial location in capitalist 

societies. 1 

Under advanced capitalism the forces of concentration 

are spatially expressed in the agglomerative urban form. 

Capital, in the process of creating absolute stirplus value, 

attempts to remove every spatl al barrier to exchange and 

to market. 2 This means increasin·:;r freedom of industrial 

lOCation from geo<Jraphical constraints. Development in 

transportation and communication technology and homogeni

zation of space (in terms of means of production) has 

loosened further the link between the location of industries 

and the natural resources or that between location and 

population concentration only. These changes in technology 

have made possible the management of the movement of commodi-

3 ties from greater distances and over greater distances. 

Location of in.:iustries nov1 depen.:i on a net·w-ork of distri-

bution of goods, services and information over a vast 

geographic area and the relative concentration of labour 

and conslli~er market. 

1. Richard A. Walker, 2E· £!!., p.191; According to 
Isar.:i one of the most important factors in industrial 
location is the relation between the nee1 of space, 
co.st of 1 and an.:i man-power. _1~c _s! i0!:!..._2.!!SL2.122~e
!:S:~!)}Y..L~gen~f2.! _ _L~£_ry_~~!!!9 _ t~_!E~!r i:iJ 
.!.2.:,9~!2E , .!!12.£ ket -~ .2~.!...-12!2d ~~ ~!EJ.D.S.-E£12 an st !:2£!1!£~ 1 

Cambr ~dge, ~7. A! so, M. CastelTS 1 .2£>• c 1t., p. 134. 

2. K. Marx, QE_!;!nd~i~~. 21?• ci:!;., p.408. 

3. M. Castells, .2l?· £!.!., pp.131-32. 
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With the concentration of market and population at 

points, growth poles (spatially expressed through the 

•metropolis•) have appeared in capitalist societies. The 

polarized growth patterns of urban system within the 

framewor'k of an already existing regional imbalance, 

further accentuates this imbalance. 1 This imbalance 

is reflected not only in the excessive growth of largest 

cities, but also in the urban agglomerations which charac

terize the a;:ivanced capitalist pro;:iuction. In the process 

of concentration, the developed regions jevelop into 

advanced complexes, whereas in the underdeveloped regions 

·at best small and simple agglomerations take shape. The 

territorial production complexes in corporate capitalist 

societies are the result of spontaneous and quantitative 

growth of virtually independent inuustries which become 

subsequently interrelated with the progress of technology. 2 

Where there is some disturbance in the existing balance 

or relationship these complexes face crisis. Factors 

such as cheap labour, cheap energy costs, cheap money 

and land costs and state or local tax incentives, are 

important in deciding the industrial gro\..rth of cities or 

1. According to Albert Hirschmann, the gro,,Jth poles 
or metropolis are not only inevitable in the course 
of development process, but a condition of growth 
itself. Albert Hirschmann, The strate.su of economic 
de.Ytl..£>£~~·. New Haven, 1 qss-;-pp:1.83=84. -------

2. N.T. Agafonov, ~· E!~., pp.61-62. 
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complexes. It has resulted in deinjustrialization of 

many urban areas or regions and the faster grovtth of other 

regions at the cost of the former. This is in confirmity 

with the uneven character of capitalist jevelopment. 1 

The spatial formation under capitalism is an outcome 

of the capitalist process of accumulation. The capitalists 

not only aecumulate surplus by virtue of their ownership 

of the means of production, but they recirculate the 

surplus within largest urban areas. The spati.:ll effect 

of such a process of accumulation and circulation of 

capital is to increase the regional disparity and unevenness. 

-------
1. Since 1970, there have been _ major interre9ional 

shifts in employment, particularly in manuf3cturing in the 
USA.The older industrial cities of the Northeast and 

Midwest have suffered substantial decline in indus
trial jobs. Between 1970-73 the nine Northeastern 
metropolises with more than 750,000 population 
experienced job decline in manufacturing equal to 
their aggregate loss in previous 20 years period. 
In the South Atlantic States total employment 
increased between 1967-72 at a rate that was five 
times faster than middle Atlantic States. Hardest 
hit were major cities like New York, which suffered 
a net loss of 380,000 jobs between 1970-1975. Since 
1970 the growth of whitecollar jobs in the North
east has practically ceased. Michael Peter Smith, 
2E• ci!., pp.237-39. According to the Fainsteins, 
this shift of capital investment and employment 
resulted in a fiscal crisis in Midwest and North
east. The permanent loss of. high quality manufac
turing jobs and their replacement by low-paid, low
quality service jobs created the inequality between 
a small high-paid corporate elite and a large pool 
of marginal service population. Norman I. Fainstein 
and Susan s. Fainstein, ''Restoration arrl Struggle: 
Urban Policy and Social forces" in ~!LE2.!!~~ 
Caritalism, edited by the same authors, Beverv 
H1 ls, i982, pp. 26-28. 
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In its drive for absolute surplus, capital colonizes 

space. Peripheral or less developed reg ions are further 

impoverished by a high rate of surplus extraction. Even 

they lose _their existing potential in terms of resources 

and manpower potentials (out-migration) which means making 

the prospects for the development of these regions still 

remote. 1 The urbanization of productive forces under 

capitalism and their consequent unevenness can be summed 

up, in the \-Vords of Lenin, ••agriculture haplessly lagging 

behind the development of industry and within industry 

itself, the heavy industry takes precedence over other 

branches of industry." 2 Not only contradiction between 

old and new urban industrial centres but also between 

the metropolis and the nation~state appears as large 

economic units (firms, industries and poles) depend on 

their growth for imports, exports, supply centres and 

markets outs ide the politically organized area of the 

national states. 3 The unevenness of industrial location 

not only exists in terms of distribution within a country's 

various regions but is also manifest in terms of location 

1. P. Scholler, "Problems and Consequences of urbani
zation" in Ronald Jones {ed.), ~..§.:!~~_!lg_~_2rl~ 
Urbanization, London, 197 5, p. 39. 
-...- ---

2. V.I. Lenin, "Imperialism, the highest stage of Capi
talism", Collected Works, vol.22, Mosco'"'' 1964, 
p.217. ---------------

3. David L. McKee, Robert D. Dean and Tf'lilliam H. Lea:hy, 
.QE• ci_!., p.103. 
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by countries and major regions within the capitalist 

world. 
1 

The spatial organization of the reproduction of 

1 abour power is expressed in terms of the everyday space 

required for the individual and collective consumption 

activities of the working class. With the objective socia-

lization of production there is a concentration and inter-

dependence of the means of consumption. Collective means 

of consumption is the total material requirements for the 

reproduction of social labour power. This is different 

from day-to-day perishable individual consumption of the 

worker. The collective r11eans of consumption expresses the 

socially determined needs of the individual ,..,hich he 

consumes collectively with others because of the very 

2 nature of these means of consumption. Concretely these 

1. In the former case, for example USA,~ two-thirds 
of manufacturing concentration was in industrial East 
in 1 965 which accountEd for less than 15% of the 
national territory. 'tHthin that region also several 
points had high proportion of concentration. 

On a global scale, us alone in 1965 accounted for 
4 0% of the manufacturing output of the capitalist 
world and together with Canada, the leading capi
talist powers of West Europe and Japan accounted for 
90% of the capitalist world manufacturing output. 
G.D. Kulagin and V.M. Gokhman, ••Geographic Study of 
the principal industrial regions of the capitalist 
world" in .§~iet~ggraEhy_;_B~ie.::i._&_!ransl_a~_!.QD, 
vol. VI, No.1, 1965, p.4. 
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are the totality of parks, housing, transport, medical, 

sports, educational, cultural facilities etc. Increase 

in productivity is more and more through the socialization 

of consumption because the extended reproduction of complex 

labour power requires the whole set of preconditions like 

concentration of means of training and education and 

research. 1 

But the capitalist search for profit arrl surplus 

value puts certain limitations to the development of the 

collective means of consumption. The slow circulation 

of capital invested in many collective means of consumption 

(public transport, research centres, parks etc.) offers 

less imperatives for investment. But at the same time 

they are vital for the overall reproduction of the capitalist 

mode of production. 2 Collectivization of consumption 

also ensures the •rational' and 'correct' consumption 

on the part of the workers. The unprofitable investments 

for creating the means of collective consumption are le.ft 

to public agencies. The profitable areas for private 

investment are res tric te::l to highly expensive luxurious 

1. J. Lojkine, 2E• ~!~·' p.133. 

2. Private production of ''social housing" because of 
the limited production of construction mater! al. 
The rotation of cap! tal invested in the product ion 
of construction matPrial is- less pr_ofitable and has 

•a lonqer rot at ion period. J. Lojkine, .21?• £.!.!., 
pp. 133 and 15 2-5 3. ' 
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apartments for a few, or to speculations in land by big 

financial investors. 1 The state intervenes when the 

process of reproduction of l~our power is threatened 

by lack of capital investment in housing and other means 

of collective consumption. The state expenditure creates 

conditions for ~he flow of privnte capital. 2 The 

already existing_ shortage in housing attracts speculators. 

state also attracts hesitant capital by creating solvent 

demand. Property development becomes a very lucrative 

enterprise. Supported by banks and other government 

or local bodies, these enterprises try to create a 

construction market by fabricating demand in advance. 

----------
1. Historically housing question appeared where 

industry appeared within an existing urban area 
to profit from the already existing manpower. The 
sudden increase in urban concentration went 
beyond the accommodating capacity of the city 
that belonged to an earlier mode of production. 
Therefore housing question appeared. J. Lojkine,-
2£· cit., p.155. 

2. The state by concentrating and rationalizing 
the manufacture of building material, and by 
creating a solvent demand on the basi~ of 
profit, attracts new capital. 
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The new entrepreneurs, buil~r-developers, large 

land-owners, real-estate brokP.rs and the finance capital 

Cbanks, insurance and trust companies, saving and loan 

associations) formed a coalition to rationalize the commo-

dif !cation of the means of reproduction of labour power 

within the logic of mark~t and profit. 1 

The state in capitalist countries intervenes in 

times of severe crisis or under threats of mass social 

protest. But the state intervention in the form of public 

sector investment is usually for assuming direct respon-

sibility of non-profitable investments and to create 

conditions of profitability so that private carital can 

again resurne its profitable activities. This is done,for 

example, by way of supplying cheaper land to private 

buil:lers. 2 

In developed capitalist countries public policies 

and programmes are uncoordinated, spontaneous and piecemeal 

1. The instrument by which this coalition effects this 
state of affairs are red lining, blockbustinJ, fixed 
mortgage rates, excessive profit matk ups, political 
influence and from time to time, simpl':= cor-ruption 
and S\.vindling. Shoukry T. Rowe is and Allen J .scott, 
££· EJ!., pp.47-18. 

2. State intervention in land speculation and in the 
supply of building-land has almost amounted to the 
discarding of land nationalization policy. 9y freez
ing of land prices in cectain zones and by crPating 
advantageous conditions for the profit of the develo
per, the state has acted as an intermediary betv.,een 
the land-owner and the builder. M. Castells, 2£· £!!•, 
pp. 162-63. 
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in nature and arise out of immediate response to crisis 

situations when strong economic forces threatened the 'smooth• 

functioning 1 of the system. In free-enterprise, 

decentralized market economies, the decisions are primarily 

taken by private individuals or groups and the instrum~t 

of collective {government) actions are placed under the 

service of the market forces and private competition. 2 

Thus under capital ism • urban' plays '3.n important 

role for industrial location and population concentration 

with concomitant concentration of services and employment, 

transport and communication, information and distribution 

and most important, production and exchange or circulation 

of commodities. Yet urbanization in the ultimate analysis 

is shaped and moulded by the needs of capital accumulation. 

The contradiction between individual capitalist and the 

plurality of commodity prcrlucers result in capitalist co-

operation whose spatial expression is the urban agglo

meration - a spatial combination of the various elements 

1. According to Brian J.L. Berry, there is no develop
ment and execution of an urban policy in either 
Canada or USA. s.,J .L. Berry, The human consequences 
of urb ani z ati on, London, 1 97 3 , --p: 7 3. ---------------------

2. After the 2nd vlorld War Japan like the USA follovled 
the decentralized model of power structure containing 
compe ,t ing interest groups, with accelerated centra
lization of population and economic activity, which 
sacrificed both public and private consumption to 
further capital formation and accumulation. .!bid., 
pp.169-70. 
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of production and reproduction. Marx analysed the relation-

ship between the use value of social space and the concept 

of capitalist co-operation. Co-operation allows the work 

being carried on over an extended space ••• on the other 

hand, while extending the scale 

possible a relative contraction 

of production, it renders 
the 

oftarena. This contraction 

of arena simultaneous with, and arising from, extension 

of scale, whereby a numher of useless expenses are cut 

down, is owing to the conglomeration of labourers, to the 

aggregation of various process, and to the concentration 

of the means of production. 1 But. the need to reduce the 

indirect costs of production, circulation and consumption 

in terms of agglomeration as R technical necessity operates 

within the law of capitalist competition. This contra-

diction between the socialization of prOductive forces 

and the private property relations givE$ rise to unequal 

development, imbalance in the population-consumption ratio 

and finally the urban crisis. 2 

1. K. Marx, 1'~~!:!!'2.!Lid~.!.29Y• !212• £ll.,pp.67-75. 

2. The rapid growth of American cities has been accom
panied by a substantial increase in the nwnber and 
size of slums and blighted areas, as a result of 
inadequate housing, impaired economic values and 
tax revenues. The consequent fliqht of population 
and commerce from the central city, increasing cost 
of provisions of public services and poverty has 
led to severe urban crises in American cities. s. 
sogg and 1Narren 'rJertheimore, "Legal and governmental 
issues in urban rene' . .,al" in Jame ']. t-!ilson (ed.), 
Urban renewal: the record and controversy, Massa
cfiusettS:l97o, p.12b.--------
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The law of capitalist combined and uneven development 

is also globally expressed with the integration of the 

capitalist world. The territorial shape of the inter

national division of labour was expressed in terms of the 

unevenness .in the development of the developed and under

developed capitalist countries. The urbanization of the 

latter spatially expressed the unevenness of· this relation-

ship while at the same time it also reflected the imbalances 

within the country. Like agricultural regions within the 

advanced capitalist countries, the underdeveloped countrles 

specialize predominantly in a single commodity-agrarian 

raw material. 1 

As exporters of primary products, the development of 

the economy is linked with export industries. Ports are 
\ 

the major cities as transhipment points and as distribution 

points for exports and imports respectively. 2 A few regions 

and their centres where the economic activity based on export 

industries are concentrated, urban settlements also develop 

1. This results in weak economic integration of national 
territories, of inter-industry and inter-regional 
links. Yakov Hashbits, "The economic-geographical 
features of developing countries" in soviet_geogra
.E.b2£a! studies, No.39, Moscow, 1976, p. 213. 

2. World population concentration pattern 
of coastal cities round the developing 
whose heartlands are virtually empty. 
2E· ill·, p. 10. 

shows a ring 
countries 
w. Alonso, 
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and concentrate there~ 1 In these countries the urban 

agglomeration reflects the unequal regional development 

of capitalist world. They are generally foreign trade 

outlets. These points of concentration gr9w very fast 

and create an abnormal disparity between the urban agglo

merations and t~e country at large. The urbanization 

process in the underdeveloped capitalist world is charac

terised by the absence of relationship between industrial 

employment and urbanization; high rates of urbanization 

with a low urban development; a strong imbalance in the 

urban network leading to the predominance of one or a f~w 

areas; a faster rate of urbanization which within the 

context of a sl~~er rate of economic development leads 

to population explosion in the largest urban centres: 

growth of service industries at the cost of manufacturing 

industries and the frequen\ hypertrophy of the capital

cities and the largest cities because of their export 

orientation and relatively weak link internally. 2 

1. In Latin America, approximately one-third of the 
value of manufacturing industry output is produced 
in three c9nurbations - sao Paulo, Buenos Aires & 
Mexico city. In Venezuela, 40 per cent of the 
manufacturing industry output and internal trade is 
located in the capital city. In Uruguay, the share 
of Montevideo, the most urbanized area in outp·ut of 
manufacturing industry is 75%. Yakov Mashbits, 
£P· s!!., p.221. 

2. The lack of jobs and services for the ever grovling 
urban masses in the underdeveloped capitalist world 
reinforces the ecological segregation of the social 
classes and leads to polarized stratification in 
terms of consumption. Alan Gilbert and Josef Gugler, 
Cities, poverty ~d development, Oxford, 1982, p.23; 
and also Georgy Lappe, ''Geographical aspects of urba
nization studies" in soviet geographical studies, 
~~-~.,p.198. ----------
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In short, capital organizes space in its 0,111'1 image. 

Urbanization in a capitalist society is integrally related 

to the laws of capital accumulation - reproduction of 

capital and labour power. This process leads to uneven 

development of space. As capital expands its sphere, this 

unevennes~ also reproduces itself locally, nationally anj 
I 

internationally. ~he development and underdevelopment of 

space are the two aspects of the same process, i.e., 

capitalist Urbanization. 

The urban process under capitalism, according to 

David Harvey, implies the creation of a material physical 

infrastructure for production, circulation, exchange and 

consUmption. The built environment with its composite, 

commodity comprising a large number of elements such as 

roads, canals, docks, hospitals, houses, offices and shops 

etc., function in relation to the aggregate processes of 

production, exchange and consumption. I.nvestment in the 

built environment follows the capitalist tendency to 

overaccumulate and underinvest in a cyclica·l pattern. 

Overaccumulation is siphoned off via state and financial 

institutions and the creation of fictional capital within 

the credit system and put to work to take up slack invest-

ment in the built environment. At some point,when 

investment· in this sphere becomes unproductive, the 

exchange value being put into it has to be written down, 
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diminished or even totally lost. 1 However, the devaluation 

of capital in the built environment does not destroy its 

use value. The physical resources created are treated 

as devalued capital and as such function as a free good 

which can form the basis for renewed accumulation. 2 The 

pistory of this process shows that investment in the built 
I 

environment in the 18th century Britain was ~haracterized 

by capital surplus and thus took place primarily for finan-
. ' 3 c1.al rather than use-value reasons. Another example cited 

bY Harvey is U.S.A •. where the whole land developm~nt process 

came to a halt when Andrew Jackson curbed land deals in 

paper currency and insisted on speci'e payment in 1836. 

The role of ·fictional capital and the credit and money 

supply system, according to Harvey, has always been funda-

mental in relationship to the various waves of speculative 
. 4 

investment in the built environment. Another historical 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

David Harvey, "The urban process under capitalism: 
a framework for analysis" in Michael Dear and Allen 
J. scott (eds.), Urbanization and Urban planni.!l9...!n 
£~.!!alis~-~~~I.onaQn,1981, pp.lo3-6.-- -

Ibid., p. 106. --
Investment in Britain during this period was mainly 
in property (much of it for conspicuous consumption 
by the bourgeoisie) in turn pikes, <:!anals an::l rents 
(agricultural improvement) as well as in state 
obligation. 1~~., p.lll. 

~-, p.111. 
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ev ide nee is the • A tl antic economy • of the 19th century, 

where long waves of investment in built environment moved 

inversely between Britain and u.s.A. within the frame't~ork 

of the world economy of the time. The movement of British 

capital overseas or vice-versa due to the commercial crisis 

of the 19th century characterized the global process of 
I 

geographical expansion of capital that created uneven 

spatial development of the built environment. 1 The failure 

of capital to utilize the mechanism of uneven spatial 

development leads to global crisis 1 ike in the 1930s and 

1970s. Each global crisis, according to Harvey, was 

preceded by massive movement of capital into long-term 

investment in built environment as a last desperate attempt 

to find productive use for rapidly overaccumulating 

' 1 2 T 1 f cap1ta • he col apse o the extraordinary property 

boom in many advanced capitalist countries between 1969-7 3 

triggered (though not caused) the global crisis. 3 

Capitalist development, in short, is a perpetual 

struggle to create a landscape appropriate to its own 

conditions at a particular time and at the same time to 

have to destroy it in times of crisis to open up fresh 

- '· -------
1. !£1~., pp.106-8. 

2. Ibi2., p.lOS. 

3. 1213·, p.108. 
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1 avenues for accumulation. At the same time, capitalist 

urbanization is not simply a modification of the landscape 

that might leave some territories stagnant and others 

prosperous, it is also an exploitative relation between 

urban and rural space. The exploitative relationship is 

symbolized by the migration process wher~ the disappropria

tion from land i~ the major basis of rural-urban migration. 

Capitalism creates a vast army of landless labour in the 

villages so that the flow of cheap labour to the cities is 

ensured. The creation of working class under capitalism is 

a painful process and the spatial organization under this 

system perpetuates the exploitation of the working class • 

. 
' 

~~!£L§~li§1_g£9~nization 

Subsequent chapters will discuss in detail the 

urbanization process in Central Asia under a socialist 

system. Here certain ideological and theoretical aspects 

of socialist urbanization are outlined. Unless the motive 

forces are known the implications of a socialist planned 

economy cannot be,correctly comprehended. 

1. In order to overcome spatial barriers and to anni
hilate space with time, spatial structures are cr~ated 
which in turn become future barriers for further 
accumulation. The spatial barriers are expressed 
in terms of immobile transport facilities and ancil
lary facilities implanted in the landscape. The 
geographical landscape which was the crowing glory 
of past capitalist development at the same time 
expresses the power of dead labour over living 
1 abour and as such imprisons and inhibits the accu
mulation process within a set of specific physical 
constraints. 112!9·, p.113. 
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Urbanization in the socialist mode of production 

expresses the socio-territorial division of labour, aimed 

at over-coming the rural-urban contradicti~n through 

rapid and balanced development of the productive forces 

and their rational regional and sectoral organization. 

Socialism is characterized by the absence of private 
I 

property, and consequently, the mechanism of market and 

profit in the interest of private property_does not play 

any role in the organization of economic and social acti

vities. The state is the regulator of economic and 

social life and planning is the basic instrument for the 

conscious use of the economic laws. 

In a socialist society~social considerations like 

full employment of man-power: territorial changes in the . 

settlement and migration patterns of population; growth 

of new urban centres and other population centres: the 

availability of manpower in one economic region or another, 

their skill levels, sex and age composition and the 

national peculiarities of regions; are considerations 

that become decisive in the planned territorial division 

of labour. 1 "Socialism", as Lenin pointed out, "would 

-----fn-uss~ 
1. Lon 11th October, 1930, People•s Commiss~.· ' of 

Labour declared the liquidation of unemployment and 
stopped the payment of dole. Alexander Baykov, The 
51~~1 o,e~.n~f-!b!L~~!.~~co!!~£~~~, C ambr 1age, 
1 97 0, pp. 21"' -14 • 
Migration process in the socialist system is not 
related to unemployment or overpopulation, but is 

contd ••• 
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bring about ·a redistribution of the human population, 

thus putting an end both to rural ~ackwardness, isolation 

and barbarism, and to unnatural concentration of vast 

masses of people in big cities. ••1 

Socialist urbanization spatially expresses the steady 

growth of labour productivity by even distribution of 

productive forces {in terms of instruments of production 

and the labour force·). Population settlement and distri

bution of industry is seen as a single problem of organi-

zation of territory; planning is intended to bring about 

a conformity between the structure of social labour 

contd ••• 
commensurate with the growing economic potential 
of cities. Migration from rural to urban areas 
accounted for 63% urban population growth of cities 
between 1927-1938 in USSR. v. Larmin, V.M. Moissenko 
and 8. s. Khorev, "Social-demographic aspects of urban
ization" in .§E~.!~_s:Les?3rao,by, vol.13, No.2, New York, 
1 n 2, p.104. The migration to the Eastern reg ion of 
'ussR, which was neglected during the Czarist period, 
was very fast. Out of a total of 5.1 million migrants 
from West to East in the USSR, 4.7 million people 
settled in the East {excluding urals) between 1926-1939. 
The urban population share of Union republics (excluding 
RSFSR) increased from 18% in 1 ~26 to 30% in 193 9-40, 
their share in urban population of cities {over 100,000 
population) rose from 41 to 46 per cent and that of 
citiP.s (over 500,000) from 16 to 21 per cent in the 
same period. V.G. Davidovich, ''On patterns and ten
dencies of urban settlement'' in ~~!...Q~Q.9'!::.sPEY, 
vol.7, No.1, New York, 1966, pp.13-15. 

According to Scholler, socialism, while taking economic 
forces as the leading agents of history and urbanization 
as social symptoms of industrialization, does not have 
the aim of concentrated agglomeration. Whereas socialism 
strives to overcome rural-urban contradiction by overall 
urbanization of the countryside, capitalism assumes the 
forces of concentration and agglomerative urbanization 
as natural. P. Scholler, 2E• cit., p.38. 

1. V.I. Lenin, .Collect!d ~'lor~~~ vol.I, I>1oscow, 1964, p.453. 
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expenditure and the structure of social needs, a definite 

correlation between industry arrl agriculture, between 

various branches of industry and between various sectors 

of the economy etc. 1 

Since labour constitutes not only the object of 

social repcoduction, but also the subject for whose sake 

the reproduction is effected, the reproduction of the 

socialist mode is associated with the full and rational 

employment of the population. Under capitalism mobility 

of the population is due mainly to the ruin of the peasantry 

and the search for jobs under conditions of chronic unemploy-

ment. Under social ism, territorial redistribution of 

population and manpower are determined in the final analysis 

by the planned territo~ial distribution of productive forces. 2 

The socialist accumulation is characterised by the 

beginning of industrialization drive on the basis of heavy 

industry which ha¢,to depend on domestic sources of accumu-

lation. The sources .are· state control over the economy, 

the financial and banking system and the natural resources 

1. 

2. 

s. P. Trapeznikov, ~~!nis~~L!~..29.£.¥-!§!L.2n.5L.Eeas~n! 
~~~tioE, Moscow, 1~~1, p.2~. 

Under capital ism the "expell ant factor .. plays a pre
dominant role in migration and not the principle of 
equilibrium between "push and pull" factor. v.v. 
Pokshishevskiy, v.v. Vorobyev, Ye.N. Gladysheva and 
V.I. Perevedentsev, 110n basic migration patterns" in 
§.2~iet Geog!2.E~..:_8~ievo~_ a.!&__!!2nsla_ll£!}, · vol. v, No.!O, 
1961, p.4. 
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of the country. Public ownership over the means of 

productions helps to channelize the income from industry, 

agriculture, trad~ and commerce into proper investment and 

further accumulation. The planned character of socialist 

indus trial ization rules out crises, competition arrl un-

employment. Absence of anarchy in production~co-operation 

betw~en regions and sectors ensure a continuous grot.vth of 

production and productivity and characterise socialist 

accumulation process. 1 

The division of labour in the socialist society is 

spatially expressed through territorial-production complexes 

(concentration of irrl ustries, the growing scale of production 

and the planned formation of the economy of all the regions). 

Location of industries in F:l socialist economy is 

characterized by its proximity to raw materials and lowest 

consumption of labour power in all stages of production. 

The location of the interlocking stages of production 

(industry) territorially, from extraction to finishing 

stage, is intended to ensure maximum productivity of social 

2 labour and minimum labour expenditure. The spatial 

structure of productive forces in the socialist society 

is shaped on the basis of rational location of industry, 

territorial division of labour, specialization and the 

1. S. P. Trapezni kov, .2P· £.!.!., pp.4' 2-43. 

2. V.I. Lenin, ~1~~~-~or~E, vol.27) Moscow, 1964, 
p. 3 20. 
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need for an integrated approach to regional economic 

development and the concentration of production and the 

1 organization of large-scale industrial enterprises. 

Special attention is paid to a comprehensive approach of 

the economic relations within each area and on the basis 

of which territorial-production complexes are built. 2 

The future basis'of the spatial organization of the 

productive forces under socialism was laid with the 

GOEL~O Plan for the electrification of soviet Union in 
~ 

1920.~ The system of forming territorial production 

1. Lenin pointed out that within the system of terri
torial division of labour, certain districts would 
specialize in the production of some one product, of 
one sort of product and even of a certain part of a 
product. V.I. Lenin, .£9l.!~£,!ed Work_§, vol. 31, 
Moscow, 1970, p.431. 

2. Lenin emphasized the need to start wit:h territorial 
•complex•, "even if on a small scale, meaning not 
just one form, one industry or one factory, but a 
totality of~'"'economic relati!'ns, a totality of economic 
exchanges, even. if on ?1 small locality". v.r._Lenin, 
.Cgll~~!~s!._!Qrk?l, vo~. 3 2., Moscow, 1 g7o, p. 355. 

3. The GOELRO Plan was the beginning of the concept of 
economic zoning or regionalisation in the USSR. This 
plan embodied in itself elements of territorial plan
ning - long term forecasting, economic zoning, complex 
development of regions and specialization of their 
economy etc. The plan ranged over about 10 years and 
gave an indication of the number of workers and capa
c! ties and also gave site of the first 20 steam an1 
10 water power district electric stations with a 
detailed description of the economic importance of 
each. This was followed by a list of works for each 
area - Northern, Central industrial, Southern, Volga, 
urals, Caucasian, western Siberia and Turkestan. For 
the details of GOELRO, V.I. Lenin, ~2~~~pmeE!_g£ 
.!}~§.YY..i£9.ul'~!L..§nd electrifl:£ation, Hoscmv, 1979, 
pp. 7 2, 80, 95. 
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complexes have gone a long way in the USSR which spatially 

expresses the creation of ever better forms of the orga

nization and location of productive forces. 1 The spatial 

forms symbolize the connection between concentration of 

industry, the growing scale of product~on and planned 

formation of areas through a system of group location of 

I ' enterprises, enhancing effic1ency of social production, 

saving on material inputs, best use of man-power resources, 

solution of social problems and balanced growth of regions. 

The process of urbanization under socialism was not 

simply a concentration of product! ve forces at the indus-

trial stage of their development, nor was it simply a 

concentration of population in urban set·tlements. It was 

also not a process of concentration of complex functions 

within the network of settlements. The process of urbani

zation under socialism is the balanced development of the 

territorial organization of the settlement network as a 

single \.Jhole across the whole national terri tory, formed 

in accordance with the principles of th~ socialist location 

1. The economic zoning of USSR as a system of regional 
production complexes really began with the drafting 
of the Dnieper Dam project (1921-27) which provided 
for the comprehensive development of the natural 
resources and the manpower of a major thickly settled 
economic region (southern mining & industrial region) 
as big as a European country. Yu. s. Saushkin, 
Economic Geography, Mosco\-.', 1980, p. 84. 
Int'he-193os, t'fie ural-Kuzbas complex was built as a 
major regional production complex. N. Nekrasov, ~ 
_!~E itor i§!_g,;:_g~!2~.a!:~2!L.9E_.§g~j~t ec::2!l9!!1Y, Moscow, 
1974,, p.120. 
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of productive forces. 1 The spatial and hierarchical 

structure of the network of settlement would enable the 

state to intervene in the objective processes to fulfil 

the tasks of its economic development and the overall 

goals. This would develop ultimatP.ly an improved spatial 

system of settlement that would even out the living 

conditions and t~e standards of living of the urban and 

2 the rural population. The urban settlement pattern refers 

to the •network of urban settlements and their functional 

territorial interrelations; i.e., it could refer to a 

particular complex of territorial system of urban settle-

ments•. The network of urban settlements or towns is a 

territorial (district, region, country etc.) complex of 

1.. B.s. Khorev, "Problems of modern urbanization" in 
D. I. Valenty (ed.) 1 .!~~-th~.EL2U9~12!~0IJ 1 Moscow, 
1978, p.339. 

2. For a definition of the system of unified settlement, 
'l'lhose objective is to remove · the fundamental dis
tinction between urban and rural settlPmPnts (in 
terms of organization of labour & technical equipment, 
level of productivity, working conditions, living 
standards and everyday services etc.). Enrid Alayev 
and Boris Khorev, "Formation of a unffied settlement 
system in the USSR" in ~vie!_~~b.!£al_studie~~ 
££• ci~., pp.170-71. 

This system while being capable of absorbing the 
territorial shifts in industrial location would also 
leave scope for objective processes like concentration 
.of population (even territorial) 1 the growing size of 
urban population and the territorial mobility of the 
population. 
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urban settlement or towns. The functional terri tor ial, 

interrelations between urban settlements (towns) and that 

between town and its surrounding area within a territorial 

unit(i.e., the relationship between the network of urban 

settlement and the territorial unit to which it is tied) 

constitutes the system of ur'oan settlement pattern. 1 

Urbanization, based on the pr·inciple of an "expanding 
I 

geography of productive forces", results in the expansion 

of the network of large cities with previously backward 

regions becoming economically activated. The share of the 

largest and oldest cities in the total population of large 

cities steadily declines. urbanization and the numerical 

grO'vvth of large cities indicate at a certain stage of 

development a more uniform di str ibut ion of pro::lucti ve 

forces and not a deepening of the inherited unevenness 

of distribution. 2 socialist agglomerative urbanization 

1. In 1920•s special laws were passed specifying the 
categories of urban settlements in the RSFSR, the 
Ukrainian, the Byelorussian and the Georgian Socialist 
republics, which played a major role in regulating 
the allocation of population settlements to definite 
categories. G. Goldstein and D. F. Sly (eds. ), Patte.f.!2§ 
.2LQ£b an_!3:§!.!.2!2..L comp ar a.!i,y!L£g_gl} try_§t ud i e.§, v ol. 2, 
Ordina, 1977, pp.649-653. 

2. The share of seven largest cities of USSR (Moscow, 
Leningrad, Kiev, Tashkent, Baku, Hharkov and Gorkiy) 
in the total population of large cities dropped from 
60% in 1926 to 40.7% in 193g. D.G. Khodzhayev and 
B.S. Khorev, "The conception of a unified system of 
settlement and the planned regulation of city-growth 
in the TJSSR" in §.oviet SO£iology, vol. 13, No.2, New 
Yor k, 1 97 2, p. 9 2. 
The distribution of 1 arqe cities in USSR showed more 
evenness. In 1926, the eastern part of the USSR had 
no large city {with 400,000-1,100,000 population) at 
all, but in 1939, the east had 1/Sth of such large 
cities. Figures from V.G. Davidovich, 110n patterns 
and tendencies of urban settlement", .21?• cit., p. 20. 
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is characterized by the location of industry and other 

city forming objects in groups of decentralized enter-

1 prises distributed in a dense pattern over large areas. 

Thus a historical analysis of the qualitative growth 

of urban spatial forms proves the correctness of the 

assertion, that, in-the ultimate analysis every socio-
' 

economic formation creates its own spatial form. The 

structure and function of the urban spatial form develops 

in accordance with the widening of the social an::l terri-

torial division: of labour. The division of society into 

antagonistic classes based on private property Flnd the 

development of the commodity production, are spatially 

expressed in the antithetical movement of urban-rural 

dichotomy. From simple differentiation bet\oleen town an::l 

country based on simple exchange in ancient period (which 

Marx characterizes as t:he stage of •ruralization of the 

city•) to the economic domination of the countryside by 

the urban areas during feudal period and finally to the 

wholesale or general exploitation of the rural areas by 

the city under capitalism, underlines a complex process) 

the essential kernel of which is the division of labour 

1. For a detailed analysis of the process of growth 
of urban agglomerations in USSR before the 2nd 
world War, V.G. Davidovich, "Urban agglomerations 
in the USSR" in ~ ie!:._g~.99!212.bYL vo 1. 5, No. 9, 
NeH York, 1964, pp.40-41. 
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brought about and developed by commodity production. 1 

The abolition of private property, the non-existence of 

the antagonistic classes and the declining role of commodity 

production and market under socialism radically alters 

the relationship between urban and rural areas. The 
and 

contradiction between townLcountry is sought to be resolved 
I 

by the urbanization of the countryside. 

The process of urbanization and the development of 

the working class is related. The industriel working · 

class under capitalism is formed by the impoverishment 

of the countryside. Under socialism the improvem~nt of 

the countryside provides the necessary labour force. Under 

capitalism existing labour force in an urban area creates 

further industrial location in the urban area. This 

process of concentration of production results in the 

concentration of the labour force in an urban area. The 

contradiction between the capacity to absorb and the 

unlimited concentration of the labour force is charac-

teristic of capitalism, which exploits the employed 

labour force by maintaining a reserve army of labour in 

the industrial-urban centres. In contrast to this, under 

socialism, the more the surplus labour 

,t~e · more is· 'the dispersal of urban centres. 

Every region strives to utilize its surplus manpO\ver, 

which is brought about by improving agriculture, in 

---------
1. K. Marx, CaQital, vol.I, ~· cit., p.333; and also· 

K. Marx, ~9E~.t. Sll!• ~.-;'""P.479. 
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furthering urban-industrial transfor.'Tlation of the region. 

i-Jhile capitalist urbanization process accentuates diffe-

rences between the workers in production and in non-

production sphere; between workers in material production 

and in. non-material production; b .. _.tween \4ork:ers in industry 

and in agric:.ll tut:"e; and finally bet·.Jeen ,,rorker s in the 

cities and in the countryside, soci'3list urbanization 

strives to resolve these contradictions. The vertical 

mobility within the working class uni~r capitalis~ is 

limited, wherl?as the procr::ss of urbanizatio:1 in the socialist 

system creates ever wider conditions for the upward mobility 

within the ~orking class. Under capitalist systAm of 

production, t.:>chnolor]ical sul.,stitut:ion thro·ws ':Jor"l<.ors out 

of employment, the worst sufferers bP.ing the unskilled 

workers. Under socialism every in traduction of technologv 

creates more free time for the ·,rorkers and incr.::oases their 

produc ti vi ty. 

(central Asia, which was a colony of Czarist Russia, 

presented peCLlliar problems for the Soviet State. It 

1 acked an industrial base and had no indigenous urban 

in:-lustrial working class1 'fhe next chapter will be a 

focus on the Czarist perio.:'l. of urbanization an-'1 .. Jorkinq 

c 1 ass grmJt h anJ that in the :)re- 1 950 Soviet 

period in Central ..;sia. ioth these part'-3 of th1"! same 

chapter will serve as a bac~grounj for discussing the 

actual problr--::1, which is undertaken, i."'., patt~rns of 

urbanization and gro1,rth of .:or~inq class in soviet Central 

Asi3 ~etween llS0-1975. 
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Two rep'J-...,licc; of Central Asia hav~ been chosf"'.n for intensive 

study. This has a particular relevance for st.udvinq the 

process of socialist urbanization nrocess. '"iithin th~ 

qener al hackwardne ss of Centra 1 J\s ia at thP. time of rev0lu.t ion, 

these t'"-'0 repu'">lics of Uzbekistan and 'T'aiik:istan ha:i a 

r~lativel•r morP advanced socio-economic structure than thP. 

rPqt of Central Asia. Thes~ two repuhlics also gave rP.ntr~l 

Asia its Ch-3r ac ter is tic cotton specialization. SincP. the 

expansion of cotton cultivation was the key to the urbani

zation process in Tsarist Central Asia and also because 

Central Asian industrializatirm in the soviet period was 

mainly b~sed on cotton, these two republics possessed 

relatively better conditions for rapid sociali!'_:t transfor

mation than the rest of Central Asia. H~nce, these two 

republics are fairly representative of the general oattern 

of urbanization and working class growth in Centr'31 ~siA. 



r:: _tl·~eter II - ------
CEN'IRAL ASIAN URBANIZATION AND 
WORKING CLA'3S GROWTH IN HISTORICAl, 
PERSPECTIVE, 1850-1950 



Since the advent of Civilization, the 
outgrowth of property has been so immense, 
its forms so diversified, its uses so 
expand! ng and its management so in tell!
gent in the interests of its owners that 
it has become, on the part of the people 
an unmanageable power. The human mind 
stands bewildered in the presence of its 
own creation. The time will come, never~ 
theless, when human intelligence will 
rise to the mastery over property, and 
define the relations of state to the 
property it protects, as well as the 
obligations and limits of the rights of 
its owners. 

(Lewis H. Morgan) 

------------------- ------



Part I: The Tsarist Period -... ............ ........,_ ____ ......., __ 
Central ASia entered into modern industrial era with 

the advent of capitalism that followed in the wake of Russian 

imperialist expansion into Central ASia in the last quarter 

of the nineteenth century. However, the growth of capitalism 

was stunted and distorted within the Tsarist Russian colonial 
l 

framework, which integrated Central Asia with all its archaic 

relations in a centre-periphery relationship with Russia. 

The Russian colonists preferred not to meddle with the 

existing social and economic relations and left them funda-

mentally unaltered, while ~ng through the feudal aristo-
1 cracy. 

~!!£~ tur~_!.g Ts~rist C~,!l_!S_!!: 

~cotton attracted the Tsarist colonizers as most of th~ 
Russian trade and industrial cap! tal was drawing towards 

cotton and Central Asia was gradually turned into a pre

dominantly single commercial crop economyJ Central Asia 

became a raw material supplying source for Russian industries. 

Under Tsarist government•s encouragement the cultivation of 

cotton began to expand rapidly in Central Asia. The impetus 

was provided by b~tter marketing facilities, finance and 

credit facilities, transportation facilities etc. Cotton 

shipment to Russia grew by leaps with the creation of the 

------
1. 
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first rail connection, i.e., the Transcaspian railroad. 1 

Other methods of converting Central Asian agriculture 

into si~gle-crop cash farming included seizure of land by 

the colonizers. The Russian colonizers seized the best 

land and rented it out to local peasants. Huge tracts of 

land ~r_e also grabbed by the Tsarist government and the 
I 

Tsar himself.,' On these types of lands cotton cultivation 

supplanted grain farming. For example, the 104,000 dessya-

-tins of irrigated land belonging to the Tsar's personal 

estate in Bairam Ali was rented out to the local peasants. 

The tenants were not only obliged to grow cotton on these 

lands, but were also to sell ~hat cotton to the cotton

ginning and cotton-oil enterprises at low prices. 2 

Under these circumstances, the area under cotton 

increased dramatically. The acreage un1er cotton culti

vation increased from 41.4 thousand dessyatins in 1885 to 

1. Due to tax privileges and protective tariff, cotton 
became 3 to 4 times as valuable .a~ grain crop in a 
given area. R. A. Pierce, Russi an Central Asia, 1867-
.12.ll..L~§~L!!L£.2!g_niJ.L~!!:'"P. 16€>:-----~--:-

By 1902, American cotton was grown on an area of nearly 
200,000 dessyatins. As compared to 2,573,000 poods of 
cotton exports in 18190 from central Asia, the amount 
rose to 7,000,000 poods in 1901 and 13,181,000 poods 
in 1911. .!!?j,g., p.166; Also Hugh Seton-Watson, .!b~ 
By~sian.....!:m.I.>!E~.!801::1lli), oxford, 1967, p.504. 

2. v. solodnikov and v. Bogosolovsky, lf2!l=f~E~~2..!is! 
g~~~~~E!, Moscow, 1975, p.40. 
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541.9 thousand dessyatins in 1915, i.~., an increase by 

thirteen times. 1 Especially distinctive ~was the develoP

ment of cotton cultivation in Uzbekistan and Tajikistan, 

the two areas of Central Asia where sedentary farming was 

predominant at the time of Tsarist expansion. Most of the 

cotton cultivation in the country came to be concentrated 
I 

in Uzbekistan. In 1913, out of the total area under cotton 

in the Russian empire as a whole, 61.8% was in what is 

today Uzbekistan. 2 

The importance of cotton to central Asian economy was 

not simply in terms of the increase in the area of cul ti

vation.3 But m6re important was the role of cotton in 

transforming the whole nature of central Asian agriculture 

into a commercial one with all its corresponding social 

consequences. By the early twentieth century, more than 

half of the total income from Turkestan's agricultural 

4 production came from cotton. Cotton cultivation became 

'the most viable economic pursuit for the small rural peasant 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

R.R. Sharma, A Marxist model of social chan~ 
~~~!£ir.:~SiaT19i1::.!2JQ,-oelhT;1979, p. 9. 

In 1913, the area under cotton cultivation in the 
Russian empire totalled 688,000 hectares, out of 
which present day Uzbekistan accounted for 425,000 
hectares. 40_y,ears of Sovlet_l?2wer in facts and 
.f!.gy;:~, Moscow:-nse;-p:Tb47 -----

By 1911, about half of Russi a • s cotton need was 
fulfilled by Turkestan cotton. R.A. Pierce, 2~· £!!., 
p.166. 
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households •. In some areas like s.amarkand, syr-Darya and 

the Transcaspia, as much as 75 to 80% of the cultivated 

area was under cotton cultivation. The share of Turkestan 

cotton in the cotton textile industry of Russia came to 

constitute 70% by 1914-15, and 73% in 1915-16. 1 

£!2~-re la t1Q!2.L.!.!L1'~!: is t C~!S,!~_ll,g: 

/otton cultivation sharpened class differentiation in 
-

the Central Asian agriculture: at the lowest extreme were 

the poorest peasants, the landless and the tenant farmers 

and at the upper most extreme were the rich landlords, 

usurers and the Kulak classj The rapid impoverishment of 

the mass of the peasant population in the process of tran

sition from primitive natural economy to commercial farming 

was manifested by the growth of the landless section and 

the increasing indebtedness of the poorest peasantry. In 

the cotton districts of Turkestan, for example, 30 per 

cent of the population was. landless, 40% had one head of 

cattle per family or none at all, 30% was entirely property

less and homeless. Similarly. the indebtedness of the 

poorest section of the peasantry increased by about 100 

per cent within two years between 1909-1911. Conditions 

were similar in the Khanates of Bukhara and Khiva. 2 

1. R.R. Sharma, EE• £!!., pp.9-14. 

2. Joshua Kunitz, Dawn over Samarkand, Calcutta, 1943, -.-.---------.....---p. 25. 
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The Russian capitalists~while seeking to convert 

Central Asia into a single one-crop economy, converting 

all suitable land to cotton culture and comm~rcialized 

agriculture, retained feudal relations in agriculture 1 

\The Russ~an agricultural policy in Central Asia resulted 

in a part! al redistribution of ~~! land (because of 

·taxation) and in the break-up of the mulk estates of 
. r ---

greater land.lords~ This left the cultivators faced with 

the responsibility of managing the land themselves and also 

of adjusting to a new crop that was more expensive and time

consuming than grain. The small farmers, thus, were exposed 

to the insecurities of a money economy. In the process a 

new differentiation aros.e and there came to the agrarian 

/ scene the new entrepreneur-landlo.rds, i.e., entrepreneurs 

who advanced seeds and other necessities to the farmer and 

obtained. title to the land in case of failure of repayment~ 

The Russian rule only partially replaced the traditional 
... ~ 

landlords by new;~~~~epreneur landlords and employers. 1 

r 

-----------------
1. For example, in 1914, in Ferghana oblast 25% of 

all farms were cultivated by and worked by peasants 
who did not own the land. 

Elizabeth E. Bacon, central Asia under Russian 
£ule*-_L§~~-in_cultura1_£fiang~; New-YO'rk,l966, 
p .leo. 
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In 1916, over 60% of the· settled agriculture cons is ted of 

poor peasant farms, 24.4% were the middle peasant farms, 

13% bai households and 0.1% belonged to the large landowner type-:v 
Central Asian agriculture was characterised by the 

small size of holdings and the primitive techniques of 
I 

farming, which kept productivity of labour at·a low level. 

The average size of holding in Central ASia was 1. 5 to 2 

dessyatins of land. 2 The system of land relation and the 

chronic shortage of labour gave rise to the Chairikari 

system, under which the share-cropper received as little 

as one-fourth or even one-fifth of the produce. 3 

cotton cultivation was based on small-scale farming. 

In Turkestan, holdings with sizes between o.s to 13.5 acres 

accounted for 90% of all the marketed cotton. Though 

large masses of the peasantry were becoming landless, it 

did not give rise to large plantations. The policy of 

1. Bais were the Kulak class. While the bais were 
the-main exploiting class in are.,_s where commercial 
farming had developed, the ot+, ·r exploiting classes 
were khans and beks (among .... e Turl<mens) and the 
manafa and bees---ramong tr Kirghi z). 
iSeve ra KaUshik, · Centr .. l ASia in modern times, Moscow, 
1970, p.69. ---- ---

3. fE!g., pp.12-13. 
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least investment in agriculture by both the Russian 

colonisers and the local feudal lords encouraged the 

existence of small holdings by the use of chair ikar i 

(share-cropping) system of farming.~ The share-croppers 

paid upto 80% of their harvest to the landowner and this 

pr~vided the incentive for landlords to continue with the 

old system and n~t go for large-scale plantation farming.J 

Within the existing production relations the growth 

of cotton was extremely limited and uneven. The bulk of 

the cotton came from the Perghana region. It had just 
·-

started on a substantial scale in Syr-Darya, and its 

production in Samarkand was hindered. The chairikar i 

system of share-cropping meant the continuation of old 

methods of farming by poorer farmers. For example, the 

system of terraced field was not introduced. The farmers 

followed their own familiar method and the draining off 

of the surplus water after irrigation into low-lying 

ground formed a swamp that was customary in eentral Asia, 

and laid waste much land this way. 2 Modernization and 

mechanization of farming was prevented by the existing 

system of land holding. Cotton farming was not developed 

into a well regulated in::iustry. Based on small farming, 

lacking in capital resources, production was easily affected _____ ......,_ __ _ 
1. R.R. Sharma, .2!?• ill•, pJ2. 

CoUnt K.K. Pahlen, Mission to Turkestan, London, 
--~---~----------1964, p.93. 

2. 
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by natural calamities or other. vagaries. 

The other vagaries were those created by the ruinous 

influence of capitalism. Since investment under capitalism 

was based on profit maximizing consideration, cotton culti

vation was affected by this tendency of capital. Investment 

by banks shifted to mining which was more lucrative and 

easier to develop. Banks were less interested in investing 

in cotton by the beginning of this century. Even whatever 

credits were granted by the banks were, under the existing 

class relations, cornered by the rich usurers and when 

through several intermediaries it reached the farmer, the 

interest was exorbitant. 1 

The haphazard and unsystematic methods of c ul ti vat ion 

not only affected crop productivity, but also land producti

vity. After the best suited lands for cotton cultivation 

had been exhausted, there was no corresponding expansion 

of irrigated lands, thus affecting the total yield. 

The development of irrigation was sim~larly constrained 

by the unwillingness of the Russian administration to 

invest in irrigation and by the profit maximizing nature 

1. A report submitted to Count Pahlen on a tour of a 
specific district revealed that the terms of credit 
established over the years was 60% and even 100% as 
a fair rate of interest. In another village in 
Namangan the debts of the inhabitants registered by 
the Kadi amounted to 800,000 roubles. 
K.K. Pahlen, ~· £!!•' pp.lOl-102. 

2. The average cotton yield per hectare in 1883 was 
between 0.3-0.7 tons. 
Soviet Uzbekistan Pastt Present and Future, Tashkent, 
1
~. ""~__., ... .......,__. ..... . .... .-....-.-.-..---............... 
';10..3 1 p. ~u • • 
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of private capital. The colonisers were not willing to 

invest money on the development and modernization of the 

irrigation system. They continued to rely on extensive 

farming and utilized the existing feudal relations in 

villages for development of irrigation. Since cotton 

acreage and yield \4 as expanding on the basis of crop subs-

ti tution, the Russian government encouraged this trend, 
( . 

rather than invest on modern irrigation to bring virgin 

land under cotton cultivation. By keeping the farmers ·tm

free and impoverished, cheap and even unpaid labour was 

made available on canals and dykes. According to Count 

Pahlen, the ordinances requiring the population to supply 

an unlimited nwnber of labourers for work on the dams, 

made in the days of Bukharan r.ule, were maintained by the 

Russians. Every year thousands of men wer~ sent to catch

ment areas, particularly round the dams wh m th~ river 

zeravshan was flooded. This situation continued till the 

end of the 19th century. 1 This resulted in an irrigation 

system that was neither developed nor modern. Another method 

used for maintaining the irrigation system was the use of 

private capital. In the later period of the Tsarist rule, 

private capital, as usual, shrank from investment in 

irrigation works and flowed into the more lucrative area 

of mining. 2 

------------------
1. K. K. Pahlen, M• ill•, p. 29. 

2. Ibid., p.102. ---
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Agriculture continued, thus, on a poor scale, without 

improved and organized irrigation, which was very vi tal 

for the prosperity of the Central Asian oasis, especially 

for cotton cultivation. Not only dic3 cotton require 

intensive farming, but even its expansion to a large extent 

depended on intensive grain cultivation, since grain acreage 
I 

was shrinking with the expansion of cotton. Such was the 

exploitative policy of the colonial admdnistration that the 

expansion of cotton cultivation was always limited by the 

grain factor. Transport rates were made favourable for·the 

supply of raw cotton to Russian textile industries and made 

unfavourable for Siberian grain to central Asia through 

the high railway t~if£. 1 While low prices of cotton 

favoured Russian industrialists, high prices of grain 

similarly benefitted Russian grain traders. The import 

of Siberian grain with all the difficulties of transpor-

tation to Central Asia an::l the accompanying high prices of 

grain had negative impacts on the expansion of cotton 

farming. 
I 
\hus the colonial relations combined with the 

indigenous feudal relations came in the way of further 

expansion of cotton production. Irrigation by forced 

labour, that was highly unproductive and primitive in 

terms of technique, could affect only a small portion of 

the land area. In the colonial period, only 2% of the 

----------------
1. Violet Conolly, ]eyonL~-~2~, New York, 1967, 

pp. 32-33. 
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vast territory of. Central Asia was irrigated1 1 

Rural and agricultural development of Central Asia 

was not possible within the colonial framework which was 

seeking for the expanding textile industry of the metropolis 

in Russia internal sources of supply at a time when American 

supply of cotton was disrupted by American civil war. This 
' is why the Russian capitalists sought to convert the Central 

Asian economy into a single cash-crop economy, convert all 

sui table land to cotton farming and ship in grain from 

Russia. 2 This policy drew central Asia into the commercial 

network of Russian capitalism, without developing the 

former's productive forces to any great extent or radically 

changing her production relations. 

With the growth of Russian capitalism, central Asia 

became a source of raw silk and cotton for Russi an indus-

tr ialists. Manufacturing in Central Asia of textile was 

prohibited so that the exploit.ative relation bet.,.>een the 

European industrial region and Central Asia continues. 

Whatever developments came about in the colonial period 

were intended to transform her into an effective colony. 

The beneficiaries of such development were the top sections 

1. Majorie T/Jhi te, "The Uzbek republic - Land of awakenP.d 
people" in ,!!l~hl!'~ica.!?....Q~~~!J.y_on the~!~!.J!.!!.!.£9, 
vol. 6, No.4, 1945, p. 20: R. Tuzmuhamedov, How the 
~!_!_2nal g,ue illg~li§1!22J!ed __!!L~~!:!...~n!~.!_:hs i a, 
MOSCOW, 1~73, p.o 2. 

2. Elizabeth E. Bacon, $2• .£!!., p.107. 
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of Russian manufacturers and a few indigenous merchants who 

made huge fortunes. The vast masses of the peasantry 

continued to live a miserable life,· more so under the 

colonial system which exposed the peasantry to the dual 

exploitation of a feudal lan:i-tenure system as well as the 

capitalist cash nexus. Oentral Asian peasantry under 
I 

Russian rule was pauperised by a host of land-lords, 

merchants, usurers and tax collectors. and continued to 

pay feudal dues and also corvee for building, dredging 

and repair works on canals, roads and bridges. 1 

~he class structure in Central Asian society under

went change under the impact of Russian colonialism.) There 

arose a new and prosperous middle class in the cities of 

Central ASia with the economic changes brought about by 

colonialism. Merchant entrepreneurs from the ranks of the 

indigenous population profitted from advancing money to 

the peasant cultivator and selling his cotton to the Russian 

textile agents. Local enterprise also was stimulated with

the growth of industries to clean the cotton, process the 

fibre and press its seeds into oil, as well as vodka dis-

tilleries and winneries to cater to the needs of the 

2 Europeans.
1 

In 1913, the peasantry constituted 7 4.6 per 

.-.-.-...------
1. Majorie White, ~E· £!!., p.20. 

2. Elizabeth Bacon, EE• .£!.!•, p.109. 
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cent of the population in Turkestan, workers and employees 

constituted 5%, urban bourgeoisie 6.0%, the rural bourgeoi

sie 13.0% and the landlords 1.4%. 1 The peasantry not only 

was the section that constituted the overwhelming majority 

of the population but it was very strongly tied to the land 

by the existing production relations.) Its tr an sf ormation 

into urban worldn~
1

alass was extremely slow. (The colonial

feudal relations .1 imi ted the mobility of the population 

from rural to urban areas and thus restricted the process 

of urbanizationJ Since the productive forces in agriculture 

developed slowly, if at all, most of the population remained 

attached to agr icul_ture. Apart from the f act• that cotton 

farming was more intensive and so required more labour 

power per hectare than grain, ~he modernization of farming 

was also not undertaken) the level of mechanization can be 

seen from the fact that there was only one metal plough per 

700 peasant holdings in central Asian agricul turry 2 Exi sti~g 

production relations also severely handicapped the ~ransfor

mation of the central Asian peasantry into-modern urban 

working class. ~hile feudalism prevailed in agriculture, 

capitalist relations and a system of hired labour in 

---·----
1. 

2. 

Donald s. Carlisle, "Uzbekistan and the 
zev Katz, Rosemarie Rogers and Frederic 
~~g~_g_f_ma1,2!_§_gy~_n~ioM.l~!• 
p.28::>. 

Uzbeks .. in 
Harned {ed s. ) , 
New York, 1975, 

soviet Uzbekistan Pastt Present and Futur~, gp. £!!., 
p. 9. --- - --.-.-~------
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agriculture were only at an initial stage by the erd of 

the colonial periodJ The dependence of the peasantry on 

the local feudal lords was so deep that even the family 

ment:>ers h~ to work on lord • s farm. ~his system offered 

no incentive to the peasants to increase either the quantity 

of the produce or ;he quality of the labour inpj1. 1 The 

prevalence of share-cropping meant that the impoverished 

and landless peasants were still confined to land and 

agricultural activity. ~or example, in Uzbek-istan, man

power used by cotton plantation owners consisted of only 

35-40% day workers and farm hands and 60-65% of ~!2~!:.!! 

(share-croppers~ Only a part of the land on estates was 

used for large-scale production based on the use of hired 

wage-labour. ~ost of the land was leased to metayers. 

In the total of 481 landlord farms, 68.2% of the crop area. 

·was cultivated by metayers: 12.7% was leased for cash 

payment; 19.1% was cultivated by day-labourers and farm< handJ 

!E~J:tl.s!~~.!g_!L~~!!l!gE~..!2,u 
in Tsar ist central Asia: ----------------

In the absence of large-scale commodity sector in 

agriculture, i.e., the development of large plantations or 

farms, using wage labour, mechanization and modernization 

of farming did not come about. Peasants and their families 

1. 

2. 

R.R. Sharma, 22• £1!., p.12. 

The soviet Peasantrv.An outline hi::;torv (1917-1970), 
msscow;-"!"97S';p71!6~---------~----
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had to use rtUst ·of their labour power on rented land,.. emp
rnethods. ' 

l<?ying·, primitive and unprod~tive farming.L This slowed 

the process of growth of the rural working class and so 

. also a surplus labour in rural areas that could migrate to 

urban areas. 

However, the most se~ious handicap was the existence 
I 

of·co~onialism itself, which kept Central Asia perpetually 

backward by preventing her industrial development. While 

the peasantry was getting impoverished and landless, there 

was no corresponding industrial development to stimulate 

migration to the urban areas from the rural areas. Colonia

lism by artificially preventing the growth of central Asian 

industry, a glaring example of which was the total prohi-

bition on manufacturing of textiles in Central Asia, also 

slowed the process of urbanization and the growth of working 

class in central Asia. 

The ruling classes of the metropolis took every care 

to prevent the growth of industry in central Asia since 

any competition from the indigenous i rrlustry would have 

meant depceciation of capital investments in the metropolis 

itseff. To pceserve their high profits, the colonial ruling 

classes had to ensure their rtUnopoly position and that could 

be done by eliminating any competition from the native 

capital. Even extra-economic, administrative methods were 

used to pcohibit the industrial development of central Asia. 
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The extra costs incurred in the process of centralizing 

production in the metropolitan centres and having raw 

material sources and markets away from production centres 

were covered by non-equivalent exchange of the manufactured 

products of the metropolitan centre for the raw material 

·of the colony and by favourable rail transp:>rt rates. 1 

The position of central Asi.3 within the colonial 

structure as a source of agricultural raw materials deter-

mined the nature of her industrial development. Thus the

only industries existing were in the primary processing of 

cotton so that transhipment to Russian industries could 

be facilitated and many unnecessary costs be avoided. Gin-

ner ies, oil mills and t·anneries were the predominant branches. 

The industrial pattern in Central Asia revealed 

~he nature of colonial industrialization. It was primarily 

related to cotton and that too because some of the unprof i-

table and wasteful processes in terms of cost-benefit had 

to be avoided by Russian capitalists. so.primary processing 

of cotton and food products were carried out in the places . 

of production itself and mostly by native capital. In 1913, 

over 80% of the gross industrial production in Central Asia 

consisted of primary processing of raw cotton, approxi~ately 

15% in the production of food and vegetable oil and only 

______ .....,.. ____ _ 
1. P. Al ampi ev, !it!~~~2n£!D..!s-.!n~gua,! ~ ty_..!!L~£.!!)~, 

Moscow, 1::)59, p. 35r Also, Majorie ~tlhite, .QQ• £.!!•, 
p. 20. 
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about 5% in other branches.1 

uneven development of industry structurally as well 

as spatially was characteristic of Russian capitalism both 

at the macro and micro level. Industry was concentrated 

in a few are_as,rnainly on the border of the old Russian 

areas of Poland. Only 1.8% of total industrial production 
I 

was from Turkestan. Only 0.4% of the output of coal, 1.65% 

of the petroleum output (excluding gas), of the Russian 
! 

empire came from Central Asia. 2 Though Uzbekistan became 

the largest producer of cotton under colonial rule, there 

was not a single textile mill in this area, or for that 

matter in the whole of Central Asia. Industry in Uzbekistan 

was primarily of handicraft or semi-handicraft in nature. 

Enterprises were mostly cotton-ginning factories and 

process! ng factories for a few other agr icul tur al products. 

There were also some cotton-~essing plants, oil mills and 

coal mines. The table below gives the number of enterprises 

in import ant industries 
Table-1: 

in Uzbekistan in 1913: 

!Y~ of _!nd ~!Y. ~~!l~E.E£!~.§ 
Cotton-ginning industry 
Food industry 
Tanneries 
Oil mills 
Brick works 
Producing metals and metal products 
Power plants 
Total 

208 
77 
35 
22 
20 
14 
6 

382 
(Compiled by R. T. ~.Kamilov, '~G~o~t-~. of wnr.ldn9 c lC~sS of U~bek ist an 
(1953~58/n,~p~rt _I.t ~.Q2U~~1..919..9.Y, vol.II,· N·o.iL"i9.64,·p.~2~) 

. -· .... ·- -------· . ' 
_. _ _..... ______ _ 
1. Sh. Rashidov, Soviet Uzbekistan, Moscow, 1982, p. 31. ---------
2. !E~_g§§R in-£1g~~, Moscow, 1934, pp.75-77. 
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The importance of cotton ginning industry can be 

assumed from the proportion of workers engaged in it. out 

of a total of 18,000 workers in Uzbekistan,-cotton ginning 

employed 8,000 in 1913. 1 Ginned cotton accounted for over 

80 per cent of gross industrial output. Enterprises in 

power-production, machine-building, metallurgy and chemical 

industry were either non-existent or were neglible. 2 per 

capita industrial output in Uzbekistan was only 4% of the 

level achieved in the central region of Russia. Industry 

accounted for only 12% of the gross national pro..'iuct in · 

Uzbekistan, the rest came from agriculture. 3 

Similar tmevenness was characteristic,. more so, in 

case of industrialization in Tajild.stan. Tajikistan, 

compared to Uzbekistan, was very backward industrially. 

There were only 6 small semi-mechanised enterprises in 

colonial Tajikistan. 4 Interestingly, ~hile the flow of 

----·---·--
1. 

2. 

3. 

R.T. Kamilov, .S!E• ~·, p. 32. 

In 1913 there were 6 thermal power plants in Uzbekistan 
with a combined capacity of less than 3, 000 kilowatt. 
The oil fields of Uzbekistan were producing only 13,000 
tons of crude oil by that year. Other products of some 
significance were cotton fibre - 179,000 tons and 
vegetable oil (excluding homemade) - 65,000 tons. 
!.Q...!~!L,Of S2_!..!!t Power _!!!_!~!!...!!!~-!!<Jure§, .22• £ti•, 
p. 111. 

~~g~~...!l~~!!E~Pa!!~~§.!m~nd Fu~~, !22• ill• , 

soviet union political ~d ecq!!2!!!!S...!:!~!l£~2~~ .. 
Moscow,. t97'1, i):13S". 
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goods from Russia increased, the handicraft industry 

continued to dominate Tajik economy simultaneously. There 

were 6,000 small artisan workshops with a total labour 

force of 9,000 in Tsarist Tajikistan. In 1908, the per 

capita industrial •Output in Tajikistan was o. 8 roubles 

annually (while it was 82 roubles in the Central areas of 

Russian empire) and it had 0.2 factory workers per 1,000 

population (while it was 48 per 1,000 for Russian empire 

as a whole) • 1 Industrial structure in Tajikistan was hi9hly 

dominated by food industry. Apart from this, few ginneries 

and oil mills were to be found in the north, and also some 

primitive coal pits in Shurab and a smaUoil field named 

Santo that employed about 300 workers, were all that consti

tuted Tajikistan•s industry. 2 Tajikistan imported literally 
3 everything, from nails to cast-iron pots for cooking food. 

1. 

2 .. 

3. 

Table-2: 
.§.!!:uctu;-.!._,2!~.1! k indus~r2'~-19l.LJ..!!L1?.!E.-£~) 

Heavy industry 
Light industry 
Food industry 
Other industries 
-------~--------

(Compile:l by Saidmuradr 

5.3 
- 30,,4 

"• 0 
0.3 

------------------

Kh. M. SaidJT' _.,, "'ndustrialization of formerly 
backward of the ussR~, unpublished paper presented 
in th" -national seminar on Socio-economic trans-
fl"'·· ..~d of soviet central Asia-;-lntlle<5intre-or-
sov1et-studles,-universl~or-aombay, 1985, p.l. 

Pavel Niyazov, Tai,!ldstan, Moscow, 1982, p.t3. Also 
!.Q._~~...£Lsov~~_E~erin ~ll..§l.2.!!.9ill~~ ~· £!!·, 
p. 12o. 

T ~j~..!§!.!!l ;r n!2rm&t .!2E.,;.~u]J,ill_g, Dush arbe, 1984, p. 4. 
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l~§!fia~_.Location: 

Location of industries followed the pattern of capi-

talist spatial organization, which in the case of Central 

Asia was more conspicuous due to the extra-economic methods 

that were also employed in the course of colonization. Unde~ 

this system, development of industry in Central Asia as 
f 

well as its underdevelopment were parts of the same process 

of colonization of space. While exploitation of Centr~l 

Asian natural resources had its economic consequences in 

terms of development, at the same time the extent of utili-

zation of Central Asia's natural resource po·tentiality 

depended on the profitability of such utilization for the 

metropolitan capital. Thus mining developed on a very small 

scale in some limited areas - uranium from Andiz.han, oil 

from Chimion (Ferghana) and Namangan, coal from Shurab 

(Tajikistan). Mining concessions were given to Russian 

monopoly companies, who developed production to the extent 

it was sufficient to protect their concessionary rights, 

yet keeping production at a level that wquld still leave 

much of the requirements of central Asia unfulfilled and 

had to be met with products from outside. 1 These products 

from outside would be products from the same companies 

mainly, since these were monopoly companies controlling 

specific products and their marketing. A typical example 
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was the oil concession in Central ASia to Baku oil mono-

polies, who with their parent companies in Baku sold oil 

from Eaku at a higher price (54 kopecks per pood) in central 

Asia. The development of Ferghana oil would have meant 

cheaper oil in central ASian markets (25 kopecks), which 

would have reduced the profits of Baku monopoly companies 

operating in Central Asia. As a result the annual output 

of the Chimion region (Ferghana) was a nominal 100 poods, 

that kept the Ferghana oil wells underdeveloped and at the 

same time was enough to safeguard the concessionary rights 
1 of the Baku companies. 

In case of mining of other metals also, the enterprises 

were mostly small undertakings, undercapitalized and •t~orked 

with primitive technique and equipment. Most of the mines 

were ab.andoned after good profits in the initial stage when 

the ore lay near the surface. 2 

Insufficient capital, lack of a trained workforce and 

lack of proper transportation prevented the development of 

Central Asian industry on any substantial scale. Capital 

being small was employed in most profitable areas of 

imvestment. Russian capitalism wanted to squeeze as much 

profit out of Central Asia as possible without much invest

ment of capital in this region. Most of the capital was 

-----.. ----
1. ~· 1 pp.114-16. 

2. 1~~., p.1t8. 
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trading and corrmercial in nature. Industrial capital was 

formed to a large extent by native capital, which was, as 

it is, very insufficiently developed. Capital accum~ation 

in central Asia was geared to the needs of rrtetropoli tan 

capital. As a result, industry in Tsarist central Asia 

could not go beyond the initial processing stage. Heavy 

industry accounted'for less than 2% of the gross industrial 

output. 1 Not only did light industry predominate, but with

in the light industry most of the enterprises were very small 

because a large majority of them were owned by 

capital. 2 

1!!:29E!!2!.!~!!.9..~!!:22Wer ~!illi: 

native. 

Industry, by its very nature in colonial central Asia, 

could not act as a big factor in pulling the rural population 

to the urban areas nor to non-agricultural occupations. Not 

only the industries ware few and were of light industry type, 

but these light industries were also handicraft types. These 

enterprises employed very limited manpower. 

The urban centres of central Asia during Tsarist period 

were basically,. in economic terms, centres of commerce and 

2. The. irtdigenous capitalists owned 109 out of 157 cotton
ginning plants in 1911 in Turkestan and the average 
number of gins per·plant was 3.4 for the indigenous 
owne:l and 7 for the Russi an-owned enterprises. R. A. 
pierce,~£· ~!!•• p.197. 
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handicrafts. The towns were situated in the midst of rich 

valleys,. especially cotton valleys. This was so because the 

towns mainly functioned as assemblage points where the agri

cultural produce from the surrounding countryside was gathe

red to be transhiped to Russia. While the town was the centre· 

of a surrounding cotton periphery, there were many inter

mediary points that
1 

belped to pull the resources for supply 

to .towns. These were mainly railway stations or urban type 

settlements. ·The town_was a link between Central Asian 

agriculture and Russi an industry, while the urban type settle

ment was a link between the district and its market town. 1 

Industrialization played a secondary role in the 

process of urbanization in Tsarist Central A..CJia. This 

pattern of urbanization faiied to 'draw• rural population 

to urban areas while at the same time rural settlements 

failed to •release• population to ~ban areas as mechani

zation and other forms of intensification of labour produc

tivity proceeded slowly, if at all, in Central Asia. As 

a result the process of urbanization was 11ery slow. It 

would be safe to say that the process of urbanization in 

Central Asia during the Tsarist period was linked to agri

culture. This means, urbanization depended on the extent 

to wbich agriculture was commercialized. And since the 

--.--......-..~-....... -
1. K. K. Pahlen, 2P• ill•, p. 99. 
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main medium of commercialization of Central Asian agricul

ture was cotton, urbanization process to a large extent 

depended on the expansion of cotton production. As R.R. 

Sharma puts it, "In the Tsarist period the agricultural 

economy of Turkestan was sucked into the vortex of the 

national and world market from its traditional local base. 

It was increasignly commerciali~ed." 1 With this increasing 

commercialization came up centres w.hich .served as links 

between Central ASian agriculture and the market system. 

However, the process of urbanization was also seriously 

limited by the colonial pattern of spatial organization 

that was determined as usual by consideration of profit 

and the nature of metropolitan capital accumulation. Areas 

were developed as far as they were profitable, and areas 

were kept underdeveloped for the same purposes of prof! t. 

While the metropolitan government induced the expansion of 

cotton production in Central Asia, it was not willing to 

expand a wide network of railways for facilitating the flow 

of agricultural products from the countrys-ide. 

Profit being the main concern of the colonisers, 

investment in transport was very limited and rail links 

were developed in those areas where it was absolutely 

necessary for commercial and administrative-military 

purposes. A glaring example of this policy was Tajikistan, 

-...------
1. R.R. Sharma, £p. £!!., p.47. 
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which was .completefy r_oadles~ during the Tsarist period. 1 

All the major points of cotton production were connected 

by rail. Two major railway lines were laid during this 

period, one from Krasnovodsk via Ashkabad, Merv, Chardzhou, 

Bukhara, Samarkand to Tashkent and Andizhan; the other from 

Orenburg to Tashkent. 2 An explanation for:. the limited 
I 

development of railways could be sought in the commerciali-

zation of agriculture itself. After having introduced 

commercial crop farming and a money economy, the colonial 

administration was sure of the movement of products from the 

countryside to the market centres whether there existed 

rail network or not. By·. its very nature cotton could not 

but move to the export points. This attitude hampered the 

development of the rail network and consequently the growth 

of urban areas. This policy was clear from the non-parti-

cipation of Russian capital in the narrow-gauge railway, 

which was left for. the native cap! tal. to invest. The native 

capital was mainly attracted to the narrow-gauge railway 

because of lack of competftion from Russian. and other outside 

capital. This also meant restricted and uneven development 

of the railways in Central Asia. Native cap! tal being very 

small compared to foreign capital could not reach over a 

large area and had to be selective. They moved to areas 
_____________ ._ __ 
1. 

2. 

w.P. and zelda K. Coates, soviet Central Asia, London, 
1951, p.178; Also James s:-'Grego:ry;-~_g_01-th!:_§.g~~, 
Penguin, 1946. 

K.K. Pahlen, gE• ~., p.97. 
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where the harvest was very large and the population very 

dense and which required rapid means of removal of cotton 

from the area. Thus, for example, narrow-·gauge railway 

construction was undertaken an a large-scale in Ferghana 

region. 1 In short, colonial transport policy resulted in 

the development of only those railways which connected the 

metropolis with the· colonies and no railway that linked the 

regions within the colonies themselves was built. 2 

In the uit>anization process, the larger centres became 

more important and developed faster. The larger centres in 

Central Asia like Tashkent, Andizhan, Samarkand, Kokand etc. 

3 grew very rapidly. The reason for the growth of 1 arge 

centres was mainly because of their centrality to a surroun-

ding spatial zone and their role as links between Russian 

metropolis and Central Asian hinterland. This underlies 

their primacy in the colonial structure and thus their rapid 

growth. 

The more the Russian penetration into Central Asia 

intensified in military and economic aspects, the more 

intensive was the growth of large urban centres in central 

1. .!~·" p. 99. 

2. N. N. Bar ansky, !£2!12!2!£.. geOg!.§1?!!L2L ~!!~.-!!~, Moscow. 
1956, p.ll. 

3. Robert A. Lew.is and J. William Leasure, "Regional Popu
lation changes in Russia and the ·ussR since 1851", 
illvic f.!.~~· vol. 25, No.4, 1966, Baltimore, p.667. 
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Asia, consequently more intense was the in-migration into 

Central Asia from Russia. Thus intensive urban growth 

rather than intensive urbanization was characteristic of· 

Central Asia. The former meant intensive gro'l'tth of urban 

centres, without corresponding urbanization of the local 

populat.ion. The latter, on the contrary, would have meant 

intensive rural-urban migration, on the basis of the push

pull mechanism within Central Asia itself. The non-indus

trial character of urbanization process in Central Asia 

meant that the pull factor was extremely limited and opera~ 

ted externally due to the peripheral relation of integration 

with the metropolitan centres. Simultaneously, the backward 

agriculture and feudal relation continued to keep enough 

manpower occupied in agriculture. The rural-urban mobility 

was limited, even· though the rural masses were getting 

pauper !zed. Since a reserve of impoverished surplus popul a

t ion in rural areas ensured cheap 1 abour for agriculture and 

for the maintenance of the rural infrastructure, the old 

relations of exploitation were preserved b~ the colonial 

administration, in the form of feudal land-tenure system. 

Typical of this was cash crop farming on the share-cropping 

basis and not on the basis of large-scale plantation farming 

with hired wage-labour. 

within the general pattern of non-industrial urbani

zation stimulating external in-migration, spatial differences 

could be discerned that were due to the uneven spatial 
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location of imustries. Bukhara region, for example, without 

any industrial manufacturing, had cities that had no indus

trial workers. At the time of the revolution in 1917, its 

10,000 city workers belcnged to the categories of water-

carriers, shoemakers, tailors, blacksmiths, truckmen, 

silver-smiths, leather workers, weavers, and craftsmen 

of various other kinds - who were anything but industrial 

workers engaged in manufacturing enterprises!' 

!f.2£!ing Cl.!!J.LJ!! Ts?-ri_!~ 
.f~!£_gl Asi_!:. 

Urban growth itself had its impact on the surrounding 

countryside, though urban growth to a large extent depended 

on the expansion of cotton cultivation. By attracting some 

industrial development, urban growth facilitated rural-urban 

migration, though on a very limited scale. But the pattern 

of urban! zation, which was dominated by urban-to-urban 

migration among Russian_s, determined the development of the 

Central Asian working class. The Russian migrants were 

generally skilled because of their urban background and 

almost all the skilled jobs in central Asia were monopolized 

by the Russians. Their participation in the industrial 

labour force was much higher than their proportion in the 

total population of central Asia. Russian factory wor'k.ers 

constituted about 23% of the total, though their share in 

·--·------
1. Joshua Kunitz, £2• £~·· p.se. 
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the total population was only 7%. 1 Russians were 76% of 

the persons operating and maintaining engines and 70.3% 

of those engaged in equipment repair in the railways. 2 

The proportion of unskilled workers in the industry of 

Turkestan in 1914 was 13.2% Russian, 50.4% Uzbek and 36.4% 

from other indigenous nationalities. 3 

The participation of the indigenous population in 

the unskilled labour force was constrained by many factors. 

since industrial deve lopnent itself was very small, the 

absolute number of unskilled workers was also small. Russian 

participation here was also proportionately more than their 

share in the total population·- 13.2% of the unskilled 

workers were Russians, compared to 7% of the Russians in 

the total population. The total number of indigenous un

skilled workers also included a sUbstantial proportion of 

those who were already dislocated from their traditional 

urban occupations by the penetration of Russian manufactured 

products. so, the scope frr rural labour participating in 

unskilled industrial workforce was ~ery limited, and thus 

rural-to-urban migration had a limited scope. I~ustrial 

working class among the indigenous Central Asians, who were 

from the rural areas, was mainly seasonal or non-hereditary. 

1. The ethnic composition of the working class of Turkestan 
was, as estimated by Lyashchenko, 22. 8% Russians, 60.7% 
Uzbeks and 16.5% from other indigenous nationalities. 
Peter I. Ly&shchen'k.o, History o.f the n.ational economv 
of Russia, New York T97-o:-0":"6'~--------------:.. 
-------- , ' p. • 

2. R.T. Kamilov, 2P• £iS•• p.32. 

3. Ibid., p.32. -
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The cash requirements of the peasantry to pay thP. t.~xes and 

other dues, forced them to turn to seasonal work in the up-

coming industries, constructions or on the railroad. A few 

left the rural area entirely to become a permanent and here

ditary urban worker. 1 

The indust.,.ial labour could not grow substantially 

du~~ to the low level of industrialization in Central Asia. 

Taken together, the indigenous and the non-indi.:;renous 

workers constituted only about o. 35% of the total popula

tion. 2 

Another feature of the growth of Central Asian working 

class ·.vas the lack of participation of women in the work 

force. There were only 65 Uzbe~ women employed in industry 

in Turkestan. In the Tsarist period there was no Uzbek 

3 women engineer or technici3n in central ASia. The existence 

of a feudal-partri archal system and low level of urbanization, 

preventPd the participation of women in the industrial labour 

force. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Elizabeth E. Bacon, .2!?• .£!..!•. p. 108. 

R. Tuzmuhamedov, 2E• cit., p.63. 
In 1897, the number orRussians was 15% in cities above 
15,000, as compared to 5% of the indigenous nationali
ties, which shows the difference in the level of urba
nizatlon. R.A. Lewis, R.H. Rowland and R.S. Clem, 
"Ho.1ernization, population change and nationality in 
soviet central Asia and Kazakhstan" in Jane P. Shapiro 
arrl J. Potichnyj (eds.), £han~~-adaJ2!~.!2!!_.!.!LSovie~ 
~:!_~~~2.E~.2!L.E2ll~, New York, 1o/76, pp. 226-27. 

H. Umarov, "Development an1 Socio-cultural transforma
tion", paper presented in the international seminar on 
socio-economic transformation of Soviet central Asi..,S~., ·----- -co-nn ... 
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Lastly, like in other spheres, the growth of working 

class in central Asia was characterized by uneven sectoral 

di str ibut ion. 

Sectorally, the number of workers in mining and metal

lurgy was very small. In 1911, the total number of mining 

and metallurgy \'!orkers in Transcaucasian region and Turkestan 
I 

.combinedly was 2,835, or 0.4% of the total for the empire 

in that sector. 1 Most of the workers were in the transport 

sector, the railway especially and in the processing 

industries. In 1913, there were 33,600 persons employed 

in the processing industries, compared to only, 5,408 in 

extractive industries. 2 Within the processing industries, 

cotton-ginning had the largest share of workers and employed 

15,000 workers. 3 

In short, the foun:iation of modern urbanization an::l 

an industrial working class was laid ::luring the colonial 

period in Central Asia. But at the same time their further 

growth was influenced and limited by the same conditions 

which brought them into existence. The social relations 

created by Tsarist colonialism in Central Asia fettered the 

further development of the urbanization process and working 

class growth. The urbanization pattern corresponding to 

--cone .. :-
in the centre for soviet Studies, University of Bombay, 
1985, p. e. 

1. Total mining and metallurgy ·workers in the Russian 
empire numbered 6 93, 929 in 1911. Is tor i.!2~!22£!:l~bg 
classa SSSR, Moscow, 1982, p.44. 

2. V: Conolly, .2!?• cit., p. 36. 
3. R. Tuzmuhameoov, ~· £!!•• p.63. 
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the colonial social structure, was characterized by the 

growth of urban enclaves which served the interests of 

distant metropolitan centres. The impact of such urbaniza

tion on rural transformation was so negligible that socio

occupational and territorial mobility of the population 

remained extremely low. Under these circumstances the 

creation of an industrial labour force from the ranks of 

•the indigenous population was progressing extremely slowly, 

if at all. A new element of contradiction had been intro-, 

duced into the working class, that along ethnic lines. The 

distribution of skilled and unskilled labour force was very 

strongly along ethnic lines. Even the sectoral and terri

torial distribution of the labour force retained for a long 

time the ethnic divisions introduced by colon! ali sm. 

The industrial labour continued to hav~. dispropo~tionate 

share of non-indigenous population as compared to agricul

ture. The same was the case with urban labour vis-a-vis 

their rural counterparts. While this dichotomy was, to 

a large extent, because of conscious efforts by the colo

nisers, it was also linked to the colonial pattern of 

industrialization and urbanization. The character an:i 

function of the cities, the pattern of industrial location 

and the cultural policy of Tsarist colonisers in Central 

Asia, had their bearing on the emergence and growth of 

central ASian working class. The low level of urban pull 

and rural push .characterized Central Asian urbanization 

process. The cities functioned as administrative-commer-

·Cial centres and industrial location was concentrated in 
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existing urban centres. Education and training of the 

indigenous population was hardly given any attention. The 

resulting distortions, including ethnic dichotomy, of the 

central ASian working cl~ss would be so entrenched that 

for a long period even after the revolution they would 

continue to affect the world ng class gro,.Jth of central As! a. 

Part I I s 1'.b~§.2~.ill...E!£!..Q9. 

After the Sov lets came to power through the October 

socialist revolution in 1917, they were faced with the 

gigantic task of removing the complex socio-economic rela

tions that had taken shape during the colonial rule, before 

they could establish a socialist system of production and 

distribution. 

It was necessary for any radical reorganization of 

the economic and social life of Central Asi~ to force the 

dissolution of the power of the local rulers, feudc.l lords, 

the muslim clergy, the beys and the medieval guilds that 

controlled trade in the cities, and end the colon! al exploi

tation of this region by developed metropolitan centres in 

Russia. This was brought about by the Soviet power in 

stages through a series of reforms - the first Land and 

Water reform, 1920-21; the second Land and Water reform, 

1925-29, and the agricultural cooper at ion and collectivi

sation since 1929. The highest form of agricultural co

operation was collectivisation, i.e., public ownership of 

means of production and collective form of labour, which 
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was put into action on a large-scale in central Asia 

towards the end of 1929. 1 Between 193.0-40, all the agri

cultural holdings in central Asia had been incorporated 

into one or the other form of collective farming. 2 

Mass collectivization was completed by the end of 

the 1st Five-Year-Plan in 1932, by which year 81.7 per cent 
I 

of the agricultural households were collectivized. Collec-

tivization was the culmination of the series of reforms 

undertaken in Central Asia since 1920-21 • 

.f~!l~ ... !!LS9~El~-E~!~!.!2!!! 1 

These reforms and the changes they brought about in 

agrarian relations freed the peasantry from various forms 

of bondage and indebtedness that forced the surplus rural 

population to provide cheap labour to the landlords or seek 

seasonal employment with manufacturers who benefitted from 

this type of low paid employment. However, though the 

1. Within a year only, between 1928-29, the number of 
collective farms in Uzbekistan increas.ed nearly three 
fold, from 510 to 1521. R.R. Sharma, .21?• ill• ,p.131. 

2. In grain and industrial-crop districts the basic form 
of collectivization was the artel, while in the cattle
breeding areas of Kirghizia and Turkmenia, the most 
adequate form of collectivization was the association 
for the joint cultivation of land and hay-making. For 
example, in Uzbekistan the artel accounted for 96.7% 
of collective farms, in Turkmenia the association accoun
ted for more than 60% of the collective farms. So~ 
_Eeas~!.Y-!n...2~line ~!2~, f:m• £.!!., pp.178-79: · , 
Also R.R. Sharma, ~· £!!., p.133. . 
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earlier colonial-feudal relations were removed from agri

culture, the movement of manpower and the creation of an 

industrial proletariat was not a smooth and easy process. 

In fact the rapid growth of productive forces in agriculture 

\lnder the new social relations further strengthened the ties 

of the rural population to land, though not under exploita

tive conditions and 'though with a higher and better standard 

of living. 

AS such the reforms went on till the 1930s after which 

socialization of agricultural means of prcxluction was under

taken. Till 1930 petty-commodity sector increased, which 

is by nature less productive and hinders mechaniz.ation of 

agriculture. From 1930s there was a quantitative expansion 

of agricultural sector - the area under crop increased, 

as did irrigated acreage and cotton cultivation. The 

intensive nature o.f crop farming, the forms of organization 

of agriculture and the level of mechanization in agriculture, 

had impacts on the urbanization process. In fact,between 
' 

1917-1950/ agricultural pull on the manpower resources 

expanded vastly. 

The crop area increased by large-scale irrigation of 

land. However, central Asia continued to maintain its 

specialization in cottcm cultivation. The expansion of 

irrigation and other forms of state aid served as incentives 

for the expansion of cotton cultivation. This period was 

characterized by a massive cotton campaign launched in 
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Central AS! a to enable the country to achieve "cotton inde-

pendence "• 

Fresh from the war and the civil war, the·ussR could 
I 

hardly s:pare gold for imports of cotton cloth. Apart from 

this, the dangers of setbacks in external relations with 

industrialized west and the eventuality of hostile confron-
t 

.tations with the outside capitalist world, prompted USSR to 

look for internal sources of uninterrupted and adequate 

supply of cotton. And finally, the soviet policy of rapid 

industrialization through emphasis on pcoduction rather than 

consumption goods, while living· upto the expectation of the 

masses for a better living, required the substitution of 

imports by increase in internal supply. 1 The drive for 

soviet cotton self-sufficiency resulted in increased cotton 

cultivation in central ASia. 

As a result of this policy not only did soviet Union 

become self-sufficient in cotton by 1934-35, but the struc

ture and ftmction of agriculture had undergone unpreced~nted 

changes. The area under cotton registered phenomenal 

expansion in central As! a. 2 Thotlgh cotton area was only 

-----~----

1. Joshua Kunitz, EE• £.!~., p.162. 

2. The area under cotton in central Asia increased from 
325,000 hectares in 1924 to 1,244,000 hectares by 1934. 
In Uzbekistan the growth was from 589,000 hectares in 
1928 to an estimated 955,000 hectares in 1950, i.e., 
by about 62%. In Tajikistan the growth during the above 
period was from S2,000 hectares to an estimated 
107,000 hectares, i.e. by about 105.7%. By 1937, the 
output of cotton in the USSR was 750,000 tons of ginned 
cott6n and· soviet union became independent of foreign 
supplies. Maurice Edelman, ]~Russia_p£~pareg_Q~ 

contd ••• 
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28. e% of the total crop area compared to 41. 3% for the 

grain area in Uzbekistan and a still lower proportion of 

11.4% for cotton acreage compared to 67.7% for grain in 

Tajikistan, the relative importance of cotton in the 

national economy as well as on the society far exceeded 

that of grain in central Asia. 1 

I 

. ~bour_~~ y ;~X-1nJ.9!:.!£1:.!~!!= 

Cotton cultivation was mostly on the irrigated lard 

and hence farming was intensive. 2 The growing importance 

of cotton from Uzbekistan and Tajikistan was based on the 
.. 

irrigation intensity in these two republics. 

The manpower requirement for this type of agriculture 

was immense. The irrigated high-yielding cotton required 

higher labour input. For example, 6 advanced Kolkhozes in 

Central Asia investigated in 1939 with a particularly high 

---------
contd ••• 
be.Y.Qnd the urals, London, 1942, p.75; K.s. Hirlekar, 
~VI~~AslaJ-!he power behind USSR, Bo~bay, 1945, p.52; 
aTSO"N:N. -Bar an sky, fiji: £!.!7:"P-:3'b 3. . 

1. Between 1929-40, the ·annual compound rates of growth 
of major agricultural products was meat 3.5% in 
Uzbekistan an:i o.O% in Taj ik_istan: milk 3.5% and 
1.5%_~respectively, grain 1.~%1n Uzbekistan and cotton 
12.7%in UZbekistan and 12.5% in Tajikistan. Azizur 
Rahman and Dharam Ghai, .21?• cit., p. 33: W.P. and zelda 
K. Coates, QP. cit., pp.l69·~ 202: also A.A. Mints, 
sredn ia AZiTa: EKonomikoge2gra~~~2,Ya ch~_!~ris
tlk~Urob'l!.my Ra~!.!!.!~ziai~!Y2• (in Russ ian), 
Moscow, 19b9, ·p:T44. 
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average yield of unginned cotton per hectare, showed a 

labour input of 240.5 days per hectares, which was nearly 

3 times the aroount of labour used on unirrigated cotton 

(81. 76 days per hectare). 1 As it is) cotton requires 

more number of operations than other crops. 

In case of irrigated cotton the labour requirement 

is still higher. While cotton is chopped, topped and 

harvested repeatedly by hand, in case of irrigated cotton 

the number of repetitions for each operation is more. 

For example, six hand choppings are prescribed for irrigated 

cotton. The above three operations make up practically the 

total labour input in cotton. 2 Under such conditions, 

according to Naum Jasny, the Kolkhozy might even use 

more labour per hectare than the individual peasant did. 3 

In spite of the impressive mechanization of agriculture 

in these formerly backward republics, where agricultural 

implements before soviet industrialization consisted of 

hoes and wooden ploughs, labour by hand continued to dominate 

and only towards the end of 1940s changes in the quality of 

~ 4 labour were discernible. The achievements in agricultural 

....-----..-....---
. 1. 

2. 
3. 
4. 

In 1940 the average Kolkhozy used 160 man-days per 
hectare of cotton. Naum Jasny, The Socialized ~!
culture of the USSR, California,-,9b1:-pp:42~~3~--______ ... ........_._._ ............ _ _......,_ __ 
lhl~·l p.430. 
Ibid., p.130. ---
By 1950, there were 33,500 tractors, 5,969t{in 1938) trucks arrl 
1,800 harvester combines in Uzbekistan. In Tajikistan, 
the figures were 5, 200 for tractors, 1, 167Un 1938)for trucks 

. contd ••• 
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labour productivity were considerable, no doubt, compared 

to the earlier period. Yet it was not enough to release 

the a:moun t of manpower required by a fast develop! ng industry 

in these republics of central Asia. 

Mechanization aff~cted certain operations more than 

others, so that many labour-intensive operations still 
I 

.remained at a low level of mechanization. For example, 
. 

cotton-pickers were introduced in central Asia only in 

1949. While ploughing was more mechanized, harvest! n;r was 

still done mostly/bY hand. 1 However, towards the end of 

the 1940s when emphasis shifted to rapid mechanization, in 

Uzbekistan nearly 71% of the cotton plantation was mechanized 

and as much as 65% of the land was harrowed by machines in 

1949. 2 

.a..9!:icultural orga:gization and 
~ou:r:_mobll1!Y: ---

The manpower factor was influenced not only by the 

nature of crop and the method of 1 ts farming, but also by 

-~------
contd ••• 
and 400 for harvester combines in 1950. K.s. Hirlekar, 
2..1?· £ll., p.S21 .. t!.~ional_!S_g!!omy of_t!!~.J!SS!!_§J:atisll
cal returns,Moscow, 1957, p~131., __ .....____ """ I 

1. Even by the mid-1940s, as much as 43% of the cotton 
sowing and 58% of the cultivation of cotton was 
done by hand in Central Asia. In ploughing, only 
20% of the work was done by hand. George Padmore, How 
~~!.2_!r g.IJ~!~~~~!.Q.!?~-~_I!lPi re, London, 194b, 
p. 122. 

2. In 1940, the power capacity of tractors used in agri
culture was 600,000 h.p. in Uzbekistan and 100,000 
h.p. in Tajikistan. ~odn~n_!.hoz_llistvo, SSSR, 1982, 
Moscow, 1983, p. 204; also w. P. alittzelda K. Coa~es,. 
g£. ~., p.228. 
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the nature of organization of farming itself. Cotton farming 

was made highly remunerative and was mainly organised in 

collectives. The cotton-based crop structure was conso-lida

ted to a great extent by a canbination of monetary and 

material incentives. The procurement price for cotton was 

higher than that for other crops. In 1935, the •premium 
I 

system• was introduced to stimulate cotton production by 

which procurement above the planned contractual agreement 

was rewarded. Another important means of encouraging 

expansion of cotton cultivation was the •matching sale 

system•, introduced in 1932, which assured delivery to the 

cotton farms of grain and other basic items. 1 The income 

of the cotton-producing collective farms in central Asia 

was more than that of collectives under other crops. Thus, 

while by 1952, the average income of cotton-producing 

collectives in Central Asia was between 17-36 roubles, 

the average income of collective farms specializing in 

animal products received much less per work:-day unit and 

was as low as 4 roubles in Uzbekistan. 2 Even the average 

income of collectives under technical crops in the ussR 

as a whole was 18 roubles per work-day unit. 3 Similarly 

1. Grey Hodnett, "Technology and social change in soviet 
Central Asia: The politics of cotton growing" in Henry· 
w. Morton and Rudolf L. Tokes (eds.), Soviet Politics 
~_§_oci~!L!!L~~ 1970s, Lorrlon, 1974-;-pp.or-bS.--

2. 2~~_f~_g!!!~.L.-~~tl!~.-E.!~!2!Y, 21?· ill· ,pp. 288-99. 
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conspicuous was the difference between various republics 

as their specialization differed. In 1952, the income of 

collective farm members was 1,053 roubles per capita annually 

in Uzbekistan and 1,087 roubles in Tajikistan. The per 

capita incomes of these two repub lies were as high as 18 

times that of Belorussia (60 roubles) and Lithuania (85 
I 

roubles) in the sane year. This difference was because 

the for~r two republics specialized in cotton farming 

which was highly remunerative whereas the latter two 

specialized in potato farming that received low prices. 1 

Even compared to industry, state agriculture was more 

remunerative, in relative terms. The monthly payment of 

state agriculture in Uzbekistan was 104% of that of the 

USSR as a whole in ~940. In contrast, the monthly payment 

of industry in 1940 was only 81% of that for the country 

2 as a whole. This means agr~cul ture in Central Asia was 

more remuner.ative compared to agriculture elsewhere, while 

remuneration in industrial employment in the region was 

less than that in other regions of the country. 

This high income not only induced the expansion of 

labour-consuming cotton cultivation, but also influenced 

the process of transformation of the population from agri

cultural to non-agricultlral occupations. In the absence 

1. Ibid., p.289. ---
2. Azizur Rahman and Dharam Ghai, ~~· ill•, p.16. 
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of large-scale rural-to-urban migration and also due to the 

specific socio-economic circumstances in Which central Asian 

peasantry was incorporated into socialized farming, the 

collective farms assumed significant importance than state 

farms, more so in case of cotton farming. By 1938, 99.8% 

of the sown· area in Uzbekistan and 99.2% of the area in 

Tajikistan was coll~ctivized. 1 In the same year 60% of the 

collectivized land in Uzbekistan was under cotton. More 

than 99% of the households in Uzbekistan and more than 97%. 

2' of the households in Tajikistan were collectivized by 1940 •. 

The highest proportion of the collectivized crop area was in 

cotton farming. By 1954, as much as 80-90% of the income 

of the average collective farm in Uzbekistan came from 

cotton.3 . All these indicate the relative importance of 

collectivized cotton farming in Uzbekistan and Tajikistan. 

The impact of this on the manpower allocation was natural. 

The state farms which are more capi tal-int.ensi ve and 

hence use less manpower did not play as important a role 

_ _... ... __._ __ 
1.. K.S.Hirlekar, SE• cit., p.S2. 
2.:.· · R.R. Sharma, SR• .£.!!•, p.135. 
3 · Cotton was not the only intensive crop grown in 

Central Asia, though it was the principal crop. 
Rice, poppy-seed, the castor-oil plant, beans, 
tobacco,· and various fruits as well as sericulture 
(sugar-beet mainly) occupied considerable irr iga
ted area by mid-1950s. N.N. Baransky, EE· ·.s.!j:., 
p.364. 
And 
Re~rt of the Indian~icultural team to USSR, 
PO ana-ancrezecnoslavaKI7i;-G'Overnment Of Inola, 
~niStry of~~ana-Agriculture, New Delhi, sept.
oct. , 1954, p. 20. 
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in Central Asia as in other parts of the country. The pre

dominance of collective farms limited the scope of the 

operation of push factor in rural-urban migration. The 

relative intensity of labour employment in the central Asian 

Kolkhozes is observable from the relationship between land 

area and number of households under the Kolkhozes. The 

sizes of the Kolkhozes were smaller area-wise and the number 

of households per Kolkhoz was more in Central Asia than in 

the country as a whole. Thus an average Kolkhoz in Uzbekistan 

and Tajikistan had more households and less land area than 

in the USSR as a whole. Or in other words average plough 

land per Kolkhoz household in the former two republics was 

less than the USSR average. 

As it is, the efficiency of machine-use in central 

Asia was lower than that in the rest of the country. In case 
in 1938, 

of tractorsL the staniard ploughing per 15 h.p. unit was 488 

hectares in the USSR as a whole and 298 hectares in Uzbekis-

tan. In case of harvester combines, the average for the 

country was 317 hectares harvested per unit;·compared to 
. 1 

263 hectares for the Uzbek sSR. This relatively low effi-

ciency in machine-use canbinErl with the nature of agricul

tural specialization and organization, retained the manpower 

demands of agriculture at a higher level in central Asia 

------· 
1. Naum. Jasny, .2!>• ill·, p. 282. 
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structure of Kolkhozes in Uzbekistan and 
filiK1'ffiEaccoroing_!2 Ijfidarea ana
number of ho~~~~s lin p~ cent) 

-----=-~- :cQ! les:ti ve farms Tile 1 ud Ing -.;:__ ' 
RepUbl lc Total Upto From From From - Above 

collective farms according to -cr:ooa~ 
Upto----F:rOm From From More 

No. of 100 101- 201- 301- 500 
colle- house- 200 300 500 house-
ctive holds house- house- house'- holds 

500 501- 1,001- 2,001- than 
hecs. 1,000 2,000 5,000 5,000 

hecs. hecs. hecs. hecs. 
farms holds holds holds -' 

-----------~----·-·--~- ------------------·-----------------------------~----~------
USSR 

Uzbek SSR _ 

Taj ik SSR 

100 

100 

100 19.4 

35.0 

23.0 

23.9 

20.8 

24.3 

16.1 

17.1 

Z'l. 3 

16.3 

7.5 

20.3 

24.3 

18.8 

s.5 
23.8 

24.9 

42.5 

24.9 

---------------------------------·--------
{NatJ..gnal economy of the USSR, Sta,Y.!_ '-..£.21 
returns~ .2.1?· gs., p.116. l 

\ 

29.5 

35.5 

24.5 

21.6 

12.6 

21.4 

5.2 

5.4 

----------------------
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than in the rest of the country. This is not to say that 

there was no mobility from agr ic ul ture to indus try and 

other non-agricultural occupatiol'l$. In fact, the gradual 

but steady mechanization of agriculture and the simultaneous 

pull of industry on the rural manpower had its impact on 

rural-to-urban migration process. But this was the time 

when physical indicators of econorrdc development were given 

priority. This meant a tremendous quantitative growth in 

agriculture and industry. And precisely for this reason 

the requirements of manpower for industry could not be met 

by shifting manpower from agriculture, . as ' manpower 

requirements in agriculture had also grown since the revo

lution. The impact of such diverse pulls, rather than the 

complimentary process of pull and push had its socio

demogr aphic fall-out which would be discussed 1 ater. 

Industrialization in Soviet 
central AslaT ---_ _____..._ __ 

Socialist industrialization in Central Asia began with 

the primary concern of doing away with th~ former narrow 

one-sided specialization of producing food and raw materials 

for industrially advanced regions. In place of the colonial 

pattern of territorial.division of labour and specialization 

of the economy, soviet state began to create conditions 

for a new territorial division of labour that would not 

only do away with the existing uneven development in the 

territorial structure of the economy, but also would end 
-

the unequal relationship between regions. 
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The first condition for the elimination of the old 

territorial division of labour was the socialization of the 

principal means of production, exchange and distribution 

(large-scale industry and banking, the· wholesale trade and 

the main transport network). 1 Nationalization removed the 

basis for non-equivalent exchange, through which surplus 
I 

was extracted from Central Asia and which kept her backward. 

The conditions inherited from a colonial past created extreme 

difficulties in the way of industrialization in Central Asia 

and prolonged the period of transition to the socialist 

territorial division of labour. Between 1917-50, through 

various stages Central Asia was integrated into the system 

of socialist territorial division of labour. During this 

period the colonial territorial division of labour and the 

narrow one-~ided specialization of the economy were modified 

and conditions were laid for the raising of productivity of 

social labour and for rationally. and comprehensively utili

zing the manpower resources of Central Asia. While new 

social conditions were created and efforts-were made to bring 

the territorial division of labour in confirmity with the new 

1. In 1917, nationalization affected 243 enterprises 
in Syr-Darya, 115 in Samarkand and 313 enterprises 
in Ferghana. Even small-scale industry in Turkestan 
was nationalized. In 1918, the state took over 288 
processing industries and over 37 0 of the major 
regional industrial undertakings that employed over 
60% of the local workers and contributed 80% of the 
gross industrial production of Turkestan. 
R.R. Sharma, ~· £1S., p.144. 
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social conditions, the old spec! al izat ion of the economy, 

the level of skill of the population, the traditional 

economic ties that had tied together different regions 

for many years, were problems that confronted the soviet 

government seriously. The persistence of archaic patriar

chal peasant farming and pre-capitalist forms of exploitation 

for a long time after the revolution also limited the scope 

for any radical solution to the economic problems. Nationa

lization was also equally limited in scope due to lack of· 

large-scale industry at the time of revolution. Even a 

poor and primitivettransport system hindered the quick 

development of Central ASia, as high import and export costs 

due'to backward transport involved serious strains on the 

national resources, and that too at a time when resources 

in the country were generally marked by poor. development. 

Cost factors made other regions more advantageous for 

investment, regions where modern equipment, labour skills 

and know- how had al~e ady accumulated over a long period in 

large-scale industry. The proletariat in Central Asia 

at the time of the revolution was small, and its technical 

level was very low. 1 All these handicaps necessitated a 

careful dismantling of the old territorial division of 

labour, while not disturbing seriously the na~ional economy 

at the same time. 

1. P. Alampiev, 2P• £!!., pp.23-25. 
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Industries developed very fast in Central Asia, faste~ 

than the average for the country, especially since 1928. 1 

Gross industrial production increased by 422%.· in Uzbekistan 

and by 780%in Tajikistan between 1928-1940. 2 The spurt in 

industrial production was extraordinary. In quantitative 

terms the volume of industrial production multiplied so 

rapidly that in republics like Tajikistan where the initial 

level at the time of the revolution was negligible, the 

growth was hundreds of times more than in 1913. The growth 

was so rapid that by the early 1940s industry's share in 

the economy reached the same level as in the country as a 

whole. In 1937, industry constituted 77 per cent of the 

economy of USSR and by 194 2 indus try was approximately at 

3 the same level in Uzbekistan (75 per cent). This was 

extraordinary in view of the fact that the disparity between 

the relative shares of industry in the USSR and in Uzbekistan 

was quite pronounced at the beginning of the Soviet pe~iod. 

This levelling off of the role of industry te~ritorially 

was made pos~ible by an uneven pace of industrialization that 

----------
1. About 90% of the output in Uzbekistan and 97% in 

Tajikistan in 1937 was contributed by enterprises 
built or fully reconstructed during the first Five 
Year Plan period, which shows the rate at which 
industry developed in Central Asi~ ~ince 1928. 
M. Gafurov, ••social and Cultural progress of the 
peoples of Central Asia and Kazakhstan 11

, in G. Abr amov 
and M. Goncharuk (eds.), .!b~-~2~!.-!IEJQ~_.§_£9ill!II~nity 
o f_fra.!;~~Ll?~2Ele~..-121]-191];, r1oscow, 197 2, p.108. 

2. R.R. Sharma, QP· £!!·, p.224. 

3. George Padmore, EE·£it., p.122. 
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favoured the Central Asian regions. 1 

By 1950 Central Asia had already come to possess a 

powerful and modern industry. Industrial development 

diversified and created· conditions for the in~grated 
' 

development of this region, which came to acquire its own 

fuel, power and machine-building base. However, diversi
t 

~ication was sti 11 largely related to the main branch of 

specialization, i.e., cotton. Industries could be classi-

fied as those relying directly on cotton and other agri-

cultural comnodities for raw materials; those serving the 

cotton-growing areas by producing raw materials, machinery, 

fertilizer, etc.; and finally those engaged in mining and 

mineral ·working. central Asia, by 1950s, 'tlas transformed 

from an agrarian backwater of the Tsarist stat·e to an 

advanced agro-industrial reg~on in the soviet period. 

r The neg at ion of the colonial territorial division of 

labour did not reject everything of the past. In fact, the 

new division of labour developed by utilizing rationally 

all the potentialities contained in' the former division of 

-----------
1. Betvreen 1929-40, the annual compounei rates of growth 

of industri. al production in Uzbekistan, Taj i'ki stan 
and USSR were respectively, 5.9%, 8.1% and 7.9%. 
Between l'H 1-1950, the mean growth rates of gross 
industrial output in the above two republics and the 
USS.R respectively was 6. 2%, 4. 2% and 5 .5%. 
Azizur Rahm<m and Dharam Ghai, £!?• cit., p.13; c:~n-1 
A.I. Imshchenets'kiy, "Some·.aspects :OTthe develop.nent 
and location of industry in the Central Asian economic 
region", .§2~,!!!_ Ge~ra.E,lly..:_~,Y!~~:!-!~!1~12.!.!9.!!, 
v o 1. 1 3 , No. 1 0 , 1 97 2, p. 7 0 8 • 
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labour territorially. The redistribution of industry geo-

graphically went along with regional specialization. Even 

distribution of industry was not intended to level off 

regions, but to make industry universal in the TJSSR, so 

that no region remained an agrarian hinterland. Great 

. ' 

uniform! ty in the distribution of industrial structure and 
I 

a well defined as well as well developed regional distinctive-

ness, were the two main features of the new division of 

labour. Thus territorial concentration of industries and 

creation of large industrial centres, continued under 

1 socialism. Hmvever, one of the most important features 

of socialist industrialization in central .1\.sia was the 

changing role of the industrial centres. Since the 

development of key industries was closely related to the 

development of other branches, industrial centres, unlike 

those during the colonial period, were organically bound 

up with the life of the area surrounding them. rtlhereas 

in the colon! al period _industrial centres had 1 ittle impact 

on the life of the surrounding agricultural population, in 

the soviet period the industr !al centres were so much 

indicately linked to the region and its population that 

they were key to tne transformation of the region. 

1. A. Alampiev, 21?• _sit., p. 59. 
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Urbanization in soviet central Asia: __________ .__ ----
The rapid development of industry not only led to the 

growth of industrial centres but also changed the character 
. ' 

of the existing urban centres into industrial towns. con

centration of industry was spatially ex~essed in the growth 

of large urban centres. In the initial stages of industria-

' lization industries could not be dispersed widely within 

Central Asian republics. The general backwardness of this 

region, lack of infrastructure and skilled manpower were 

reasons why industries had to be sited in the centres where· 

some of these advantages existed to some extent. 

Concentration of industry and infrastructure as well 

as skilled manpower in large urban centres was characteris-

tic of urbanization in t~is period. The leading cities 

were the capital cities. Tashkent remaine::l the prime city 

of the region and its population grew by 140% between 1926-

1956 (from 324,000 to 7?8,000). Most striking was th~?. rapid 

growth of Dushanbe (Tajikistan), which after receiving rail 

access and becoming the capital of the republic went on to 

become one of the biggest cities of Central Asia. Its popu

lation grew from a mere 6,000 in 1926 to 191,000 in 1956, 

i.e., by nearly 32 times. 1 

1. N.N. Baransky, .Q.l?• cit., pp.381-82J Also, "New settle
ments in central Asia and Kazakhstan", central Asian 
~vi~, vol.II, No.3, 1963, p.240. -------
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All the large cities of Central Asia came to acquire 

cultural-industrial functions mainly, unlike the earlier 

period be~ore the revolution when the large cities were 

administrative-commercial centres. The administrative 

centres during the soviet period, whether republican capital 

or oblast centre, raion or krai c~ntre, were not defined 

as sue h in terms of their importance. They were the cultural 

centres at their respective levels and they also were the 

centres that more and more performed productive functions 

to meet the industrial and cultural needs of the surrounding 

population. Tashkent in the soviet period emerged as the 

c ul tur al capital of central ASia and its most indus tr i el ized 

city. From a formerly administrative-religious centre, 

Samar kand became an important cul tur nl and i nd ustr ial cl"•ntre 

and played an important role in training the naticnal cadre 

of Central Asi~ for Socialist construction. 1 Dushanbe, a 

~is~12~ of 3 villages totalling about 5,GOO people in 1926, 

became the provincial administrative and cultural centre 

of Tajikistan. Textile· and food processing were the major 

branches in Dushanbe, but the city also had a big tannery, 

a sewing factory, a printing combine etc. All the major 

centres of Uzbekistan - Tashkent, Samarkand, Andizhan, 

1· Samarkand by 1930s was a city of over lOO,GOO 
population. 9y 1933 its populatfon was 112,000. 
George Padmore, £P• cit., p.121; N.N. Baransky, 
Ql?• cit., p. 382; andaiso, Maurice E1elman, .2.2• cit., 
pp. 76-77. 
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·Namangan, Kokand, Fer-ghana, "t3ukhara and Margelan, and 

those of Tajikistan - Dushanbe and Leninabad, were centres 

of industrial product ion as we 11 as centres of science and 

culture • 1 

Level of urbanization: -------------
Another distinctive feature of the pattern of urbani-

·zation was the faster urban growth especially after the 

1930s and the low level of urbanization of the population. 

There was a mushrooming growth of urban centres and the 

growth of urban population was also very rapid. But the 

share of the urban population as compared to the rural 

population remained low, especially among the indigenous 

population. 

Table 

------------urEan-p0Pu- ---r:ever of urbanization ___ _ 
lation gro
wth 
1926--1940: 

40 59 

share-orurban-"Percentage-Tveraqe--
population in point gro- annual 
the total po- wth percentage 
2ul2ti2~----- 1g26--f94o point gro-
1926 1940 1959 -40 -59 wth 

19261940-
-40 59 ---------------------------------------

USSR 242.7 158.4 
Uzbekistan 142.7 188.8 22.1 25 34 
Tajikistan 237.6 256.4 10.2 19 33 
Uzbeks 18.3 20.2 

2. 9 
6.8 

9 
14 

1.4 
0.2 
0.5 

0.78 
0.4 
0.73 

~2l~~~---------=-----=----1~---~--12~~--=------=------------
(Jiri Musil, Urbanization in socialist countries, New Yotk,19811 
pp. 46-4 9; also- The Am,!;;rica:6:29-§rter 1y_:_on tfi~.:]ov 1~-.YElE.U, 
vol.2, Nos.2-3, 1939, p.138.) 

--------
1. These centres were above 65,000 populrltion each. Chauncy 

D. Harris, "Speci~l. issue on popul'ation of cities of the 
soyie

1
t Union", Soviet ~q_Q:t"anh'\L.LR!i.~~1. Trao:;Lat1Q..D, 

vo. 1, No.'5, 1~0';..,~1-TI"f-aT'SO-D. Hoo~on, The Sovi~t. 
_l!~x;_:.._~eoe_!.!~~-!:~_2, Californi~, 1966, pn. '~~:-
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This pattern of urbanization, i.e. a faster urban growth 

and a slower rise in the urbanization level, ~,o:as due mainly to 

a process whereby urban population increase did not corres-

pond to a simultaneoua decline in the rural population. Thus 

a high urban growth rate went hand in hand with a low level 

of urbanization, especially among the indigenous population 

(as the rural population was mostly indigenous). 

Rural _population in Central Asia actually registered 

an increase, though in the country as a whole it was dec-

lining. At the peak of Central Asian urbanizaticn between 

1940.1959, the rural population in Uzbekistan increased by 

9% and that in Tajikistan by 8.3%. This 1.;as the time when 

the total rural popu1 ation of the country dec lined by 17%. 1 

The dependency ratio oh land registered an increase in 1959 

as compared to 1939 in Uzbekistan and Tajikistan. When in 

the USSR as a whole the number of persons per 100 hectares 

of sown area declined from 86.6 to 55.5 bebrJeen 193 9-1959, 

the number in central Asia increased from 154 to 179 in the 

same period, apart from thP. fact that density in this region 
'). 

'r.'as already too high in 1939 itself .... 

While rural areas were getting overpopulated, the 

urban pull W'€nt on increasing due to rapid industrialization 

1. ~§!gg~y~~b~lai~9, SSSR, 1974, pp.10-11. 

2. Karl Eugen Nadekin, "Internal migration and the 
flight from . land in the USSR, 1939-59", So~.!~ 
Studies, vol.18, No.2, 1966, pp.44-45. ---
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of Central Asia. The urbanization process was'characterized 

by high influx into urban centres, or urban in-rnigra tion, cs 

it is called. And since the rural population was simul-

taneously increasing, this high influx could not have been 

possibly by intra-republic rural-urban migration alone. In 

fact, this high influx was more due to inter-rep•Jblic migra-

tion and as a result the ethnic heterogenity v,1as very high 

in central .\sia during this period. This is reflected in 

the increasing share of Russian population in r::entral Asia 

and the loN level of urbanization among the indigenous popu:.. 

1 ation as compared to the European population. 

The low level of urbanization of the central Asian 

population at the tirne of soviet industrialization drive 

me ant a short age of skilled anj educated indigenous popula-

tion anj therefore in thP. '=!xpanding urban areas since the 

1930s more and more Russian influx took place to fill the 

in1ustrial and service jobs. 1 In this period the pace of 

economic development was faster than the training of the 

indigenous population. And moreover, the requirement of 

self-sufficiency for ~he country in cotton and need for 

faster pace of industrialization to remove the backwardn~ss 

of Central Asian republics had to be undertaken simulta-

neously, i.e., both agriculture and industry had to develop 

1. Between 1926-59, the number of Russian.c;in Central 
Asia increased from 4,80,000 to 2.2 million.· R.A. 
Le\vis, R.H. Rowland and R.S. Clem, 21'·~~ 1:!-~ p.223. 

.. ' 
/ . 
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very fast. As a result the growth of urban centres and the, 

increase of Russians in the urban population was characteris-

tic of this period. 

~thn1£_fompos!!!gn_g!_the 
.!l.E.e2.!L.§.I" e22: 

Though urbanization process in the soviet period 

developed under new socio-economic conJitions, the process 

in many respects also developed within the urbanization 

pattern inherited from the earlier colonial period. The 

existing ethnic composition of the cities at the beginning 

of the Soviet period influenced the influx into the cities 

by drawing people from similar ethnic groups from outside. 

Apart from the fact that many barriers in the nature of 

culture a.'1d tradition remained in the way of migration of 

the local rural population to the cities, the presence of 

a large number of Russians provided a familiar cultural 

atmosphere to the Russian in-miqrants who were required 

to provide the necessary labour force in the absence of 

sufficient local manpower for urban-i~dustrial occupations. 

The problem of mobilizing local manpower has been succintly 

put by Kozlov, according to whom the time required to remove 

the barriers in the way of transforming the way of lift? of 

the pPople from rural to urban an:-1 from seasonal farm labour 

to industrial v1age labour was much longer than construction 

of factories and mills. 1 In thL; situation it v..ras natural 

-----------
1. V.I. Kozlov, "ChungPs · in the set tlernent 

and urbanization of the peoples of the USSR as condi
tions and factors of ethnic processes", §2::!.~-~gc:iology, 
vol.17, No.1, 1978, p.14. 
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that the share of Russians went up in the total as well 

as in the urban population. However this process created 

further difficulties in the migration process. The cultural 

gap between the cities with a large European population and 

the rural areas predominated by the local nationalities 

increased further and created problems in rural-urban 
l -3tter, 

migration of th~problems, that were not easy to handle. 

(in %) 
---------s hare-of-R us--siiare-ofRus:--share-ofthe 

si ans in the si ans in the titular na-
total popu- tot~l urban tionality in 
lation -of the population of the total 
~Eub!l£_____ th~_£~£Eblic urban popu

lation of the 
!~-~.bl_!.s_ __ 

1 9 26 1 95 9 1 9 26 1 95 9 1 9 26 1 95 9 
-------------------------~-----------------

Uzbekistan 

Tajikistan 

5.4 

G.9 

13.5 

13.3 

33.4 

35.3 

57.0 

7 3. 5 

(V.I. Perevedentsev, "Population movement anc1 

37.2 

31.8 

labour supply in Siberia" Part I, _§_Q_y:!:_et_~Q~iolo_TL, 
v o 1 • 7 , No. 3 , 1 % 8-6 9, p. 5 3 ; I • A. Vi nni kov , "Nat i o
nal and ethnographic groups in Central Asia as 
reflected in ethnic statistics (Part I)", soviet 
§2£!.Q.!s.>gy, vol. 1 q, No.2, 1980, p .. 38·: shir i~-Ai"<-iner, 
Islamic Peooles of the soviet Union, London, 1983, 
-------~---·------------------pp. 2771 303.) 

Urban population growth in the Central Asian republics 

was much faster than that among the titular nationality. 

As a result the share of the titular nationality in the 

total urban population fell drastically betwe~=:n 1926-59. 

In fact the level of urbanization among the indigenous 
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popul ation was far below the USSR aver~qe. For example, 

in 1g39, urbani zatio n amon? the Rus s ians w~ s 18 per cent 

above the USSR aver agP., \vhereas that amonq... the TJz~e ks remained 

54% below an:1 among '!'a jiks 62"{ belo'"'' the average for the 

country. In 1959, thouqh the Central Asian ren u!)lics 

registered a much faster. urban popu l ation grm.,rth than o thers, 

the urb anization level among the Uzbeks sti 11 rr->m.-'l ined 55 per 

cent below and among the Tajiks 57% below the TJSSR aver,ge, 

as compared to 20 % mor e among the Russians. 1 

The hi·]h growth rate of urban population was more a 

result of influx f rom outside the region than due to faster 

urbanization among the local population. The outsi-'le in flux 

was mo re cone en tr a ted in the 1 arger urban centres with 

c ul tur al and o t he r arneni ties as well as with an already 

existing large proportion of non-Centr al n.sian s . ThP ma n-

power need of s uch centres also was very high sincP the 

t ~ 

' '~ ,. l . - " ( ; H r • 

- : l ,-.. - -,, ) - -: t ' -

I ,, ,, I 

\• . l i. ll!l i , f l 1 I'(-:: ': l! 1 ! i r r 1,.- d)' 

··t :· i. r1 '', ~-·~i--~--.:.<;:~~~~lc~·..J~' -,. . . 

I i r -

' ,, .. , 
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This ethnic pattern characterized the urbanization process 

in Central Asia. 1 

Table -5: Share of the Russians in the total EQ~laticn 
of !:f?~_£2:21ta1 clt_!es _ _g! centraT~si2.!.....1959--

capiTa1-CI'tYlRe"Public ;---shareinttie--share-1!1-t"he 
total popu- total popula-
lation of tion of the 
the republic republican 

·--------------------------.£§1?;_ ta_! ___ _ 

Tashkent (Uzoek SSR) 
Dushanbe (Tajikistan) 
Frunze (Kirghizia) 
Ashkabad (Turkmenia) 

13.5 
13. 3 
30.2 
17.3 

43.9 
4 7.8 
68.6 
50.3 

(Robert A. Lewis and Richard H. Rowland, •trrrbani
ation in Russia and the ~JSSR, 1897-1966 ••, Annals 
2E--.!~ As ~.!..£It i_QE_ of Amer i S2.£..9~..2.P..b~E.:? -:---
vol.59, No.4, Kansc1s, 1969, p.795.) 

The lo\v level of urbanization amonq the Central Asians 

had its impact on the compos! tion, structure and gro~.-. th of 

the working class in the region. This perioi v;as characte-

rized by the continuous numerical gro·.vth of the working 

class. The rates of increase in the number of workers in 

Uzbekistan and Taj ik ist an since the 1940s were consL·1er ably 

1. o. v. Larmin, V.M. !VlOisseynko, 8.S. Khore-v, "SociAl 
Demographic -3spects of urbani?.a.tion in the D~->SR ••, 
~.!~E_ge ~~p!)y_:__ Rev i ~~nd _!!!t.J?21 at 10_!2, v o l ~ 1 3, 
No.2, 1972, p.117; Also Robert A. Lewis and Rlchard 
H. Rowland, ''Urbanization in Russia and tr.e USSR, 
1897-196"1 ", .2\nn;qls of the Associ-?.tion of l\merican 
Si!E.9£ 2l?.be r .§I --vo 1 :s 9, N o.-:r:19b'9,K an sa s, ---p :·::r9s-:-
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above the average for the whole country. This was because, 

new industrial productive cap~cities -were being created 

there at a much faster pace and also due to the substantial 

expansion of the existing productive capacities. 

The quantitative growth of the working class brought 

about profound qualitative changes in the social structure 

of the Central Asian republics. From less than a fifth in 

1926, the share of workers and employers came to constitute 

nearly a third of the total population in Uzbekistan by 

1939 and in 1959 this group constituted the majority in 

the social structure of the republic. In Tajikistan where 

till the end of the 1930s this group constituted less than 

one-sixth of the total population, the proportion rose to 

more than two-fifths within next twenty years. In fact the 

proportion of workers and employees in the total population 

changed relatively more rapidly in the Central Asian 

repUblics than in the country as a whole. Though the 

proportion of workers and employees in the social structure 

in Uzbekistan and Tajikistan remained belcrw the USSR average, 

the difference had substantially narrowed by 195 9, which 

shows the rapid changes that had come about 1 n the socio

occupational structure of the population in the b.ro central 

Asian republics. 



Table -6: 

USSR 
Uzbek SSR 
Tajik SSR 

33.5 
19. 3 
8.7 

38.1 
39.8 
28.2 
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4.5 
20.5 
19.7 

12.] 
6.1 

17.3 
14.5 

Gource: Donalds. Carlislie, £E· £!~., p.289.) 

3.1 
4.1 
8.4 

Urbanization helped to draw the workers into an indus-

trial milieu, and transformed them from seasonal, semi-

proletarians into hereditary and full- time workers. In 

the initial years of industri.3lization the Y.Orkinq class 

£WaS Characterized by its close and recf'nt ties wi·th agr icul-

ture. Peasants, artisans, handicraftsmen ard housewi.'N~s 

from vill:1ges made up the ranks of the indigenous Tajik 

proletariat. Predominance of building wor.~ers Nns the 

peculii'!r feature of the Tajik wor.1<ing class in ti-J~se init:ial 

years. t--1ost of the recr11its from th~ villages joined .in::lus-

trial construction projects, where they could eas:.l.ly firrl 

employment with their exi sti nq !eve 1 of ski 11. 1 In ~Jzbek is tan, 

similarly, workers among the indigenous population were 

characterized by their. rural origin. For example, in the 

Red Eastern Locomotive and Rolling sto~k Repair Wor~s, the 

majority of ·workers in the rolling stock assembly depart

ment were, by social origin, from the families of peasants 

1. Kh. t-1. Saidmuradov, .212• ci!.,,p.8. 
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1 or craftsmen. However, as has already been stated, necessary 

industrial labour force was more and more provided by the 

urban population as urbanization advanced. The above enter-

prise also provides another typical example of the changing 

nature of workers in industries. In the rolling stock 

assembly department of the same enterprise, as many as 50% 

of the oldest workers in 1952, had b~en in employm~nt there 

2 since 1920-30. 

!.!!m..!£_£OmP2sition_2_!_!he 1 aboUE_!.Q!~: 

The impact of urbanization on the ethnic compo~ition 

of the working class in Central Asia was quite significant. 

While industrialization resulted in the growth of an indi

genous working class, the specific pattern of the urban!-

zation process rPsulted in a highly heterogenous or multi

national workforce in Central Asia. The working class in 

this period was characterized by a high degree of non

indigenous participation. In 1929 there were 56.5% Russi~n 

workers in the total workforce of Uzbekistan, as compared 

to 26. 2% Uzbeks. The proportion remained high in 193 9, though 

much reduced than the earlier period. By 1939 the proportion 

declinej to 35.8%. 3 But even then their share was quite 

higher than their share in the total population. Mor~ 

predominant was their participation in the skilled labour. 

------
1. K.L. Zadykhina, ''Ethnographic :iata on thP. mode of life 

of the Uzbek workers of Tashkent and Andizhan ", ..§!2.Y~ 
.2oci_2logy, vol.l, No.-1, 1963, p.12. 

2. rbl.d., p.12. 
3. George Padrnore, .2!?· ill·, p. 130. 
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As much as 50% of the workers in skilled industries of 

Uzbekistan were from non-indigenous ethnic grouDs. The 

Uzbeks constituted 3bout a quarter of the engineers and 

technicians in their republic. 1 Similarly among t~~ scien

tific workers the Europeans dominated. Thus in Tajikistan 

in 19~~. there ':>~ere 54 Europeans in the scientific research 

staff, whereas there were only 9 Central Asians in the 

staff; and of the 31 persons concerned wit':l medicine, 21 

2 were Europeans. 

Thus by the 1950s, though the Central Asian republics 

had come to have a national cadre of their own in both 

unskilled and skilled categories, the uneven sectoral and 

skill distribution of th~? labour fore~ along ethnic lines 

which had been inherited from the past continued to charac-

terize the working clas:3 of Central Asia. one way of 

removing this particular disparity would have be•~n to 

delay or slo•"' the pace of industrialization ti 11 t':le local 

cadres were trained and prepared. This would have meant 

r~taining the economic -gap between the industrialized 

1. The sh3re of Uzbek workers in skilled industries in 
Uzbekistan was 42. 2%, and that of all indigenous workers 
in such industries 50.8% in 1934. R.G. Rabich, "Changes 
in the structu~ of the workinq class in the Uzbek SSR 
during socialist ind ustri alizat ion", .§~~1;_2gc iolg_g_y, 
vol.23, No.3, 1984-85, p.18; R.T. Karnilov, "Gro,.vth of the 
working class of Uzbekistan (1953-58), Part I", EE· _£it., 
p. 36. 

2. A. sennigsen, "'rhe Mosl,~m intt~lli1entsi a in the USSR", 
.§~!~!-~~v~y. A.pril-Jun"' 1959, No.28, p.S: and J.A.Newth, 
"The estabiis hrn~nt in Taj i kist an-I I", §.S?~ie~-~tudi~~· 
vol.15, No.1, 1963-64, pp.76, 79. 
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European -regions and the agr icul t·._:._ral central As ian reqion. 

In other h'Ords, the inequality between the nationalities 

in the Eurc}->ean regions and central Asia would hc=tve actually 

been wi:'lened. Yowever, the Soviet planners chose 

first to rerrove the economic and social basLs of inequalitv 

betwean regions before f-inally doinq av•a.y with all forms of 

disparity. This Jid not :n-9an thP.re was no attempt to under-

take the cultural upliftrneDt of the nationalities resiiing 

in formerly backward regions. However·, th<~ lag in the economic 

developmer..t of the reg ions was so much at the timE~ of the 

revolution that to bring the~ ~t pa~ with each other, requi-

red a trerrendous pace of economic pr-ogress of the formerly 

back"rard regions. In the process the lag between industria} 

development and preparation of the local nationulit:ies for-

industrial occupations was considerable. Fot· this r'!-:!sOn 

the ethnic distribution of the 1 abour forcE' sector· ally and 

skill-' . .,rise rerrtc.ined subst~r.tially uneven till the 1950s. 

One of the most important effects of urbanization Has 

the par tici pat ion of 1,-,JOI'Tlen i. n the labou:r:- fo:cce. This ·was 

inspi t.e of the L·jct t!Jat with the exp;:msion of cotton cul ti-

vation women played 3 specL~lly importc:tnt role in the C(-:ntral 

Asian agricu} ture, wher:e as much i'iS 90'·-~ of tl·~ cotton har-vest 
1 

in most districts \vas gathCrt-~d by v-.,·omen.... In· 1122, at the 

----------
1. Fannina >!. Halle, ::2.9~_l-..!!_.~!:.s__§~vi_::~!~2!• Landen, 

1938, p.250. 
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outset of socialist construction, women constituted a very 

tiny segment of the industrial labour force. While in the 

country as a whole their share in the total industrial and 

white collar workers was 25%, in Tajikistan they made up 

only 5% of total industrial and white collar employees. 1 

The growth of industrialization and the rise in the level 

of urbanization had chang~?.d the situation and quite a subs-

tantial number of women began to work in industries and 

offices. By lg40, their share had risen to 31% arrl 29% in 

the two republics of Uzbek!st=m and Tajiki.stan respectivelv, 

as compared to 39% .for the whol•~ country, which means the 

gap in the participation level in the central Asian republic 

and the country as a whole was narrowing, at least in repub-

lies where earlier the urbanization level was very low, 

2 Tajikistan and Kirghizia, for example. 

However women participation was not free from the 

constraints of the urbanization process. Migration of 

rural female labour. to urban areas remained a great hand.i-

cap. With urban centres growing fast many occupations, apart 

from certain industrial jobs also, carne to deman1 female 

1. ~QY!~-~~~· Moscow, 1975, p.21. 

2. v. perevedent sev, ••s t-:~t i st ic s: Almost all about 
women'' in current D!.gest of the Soviet Press, vol.27, 
No. 23, Juiy2;-r~~. p:9Tarso-]ar:£d!f~.i~E§.B21s.!~· 
.!1§1, .2!?· .S.ll·, p. 36 9. 
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labour at a much higher proportion than male labour. 'tlithout 

a greatly incre~sed rural-to-urban migration of femal~ 

labour, this demand had to be met bj' non-indi•:Jenous women 

labour. Thus, distribution and redistribution of women 

labour in Central ASia remained a serious problem at the 

end. of the 1950s, inspite of the great strides taken to 

create a fernal~ industrial labour force. 

The lower- level of ur.baniz-:ttion among the Central 

Asians, who were also culturally less urbanized, meaning 

thereby the strong influence of custom and tradition on even 

the urban Central Asians, was reflActed in the lower parti-

cipation of indigenous women in skilled professions, compa-

red to their European counterparts. 

The lower share of women from the Central Asian 

nationalities in the field of higher education was bound to 

1 affect their participation in skilled occupations. In the 

higher and specialized secondary educational institutions 

indigenous women constituted less than a third (2 9%) of the 

1. For example, the six higher schools of Samarkand awarded 
annually only 29 diplomas on an aver;:,ge to Uzbek girls 
between 1947-52. -Similar reports were in the Tajik 
press, which revealed that there were only 5 Taj i k 
girls at the Institute of Agronomy in Stalinabad and 
none in any of the rP-publics veterinary or hydraulic 
estdblishments. A. Benni<Jsen, .£!?• _s:it., p.S. 
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1 
total women enrolled and about 10% of th€ total enrolment by 1952. 

The lower participation of local Central Asian women 

as compared to their European counterparts was not confined 

to just skilled jobs. In many cases they were predominant 

in all sorts of occupations. For example, out of 3,492 

women in the textil8 mills of the Ferqhani'i city, only 161 

were Uzbeks. Similarly, out of the 1,688 Homen v..rho joined 

2 
these mills in 1954, only 281 were TJzhek ',.,rornen. 

Thus Centri'il Asia in the Soviet r:Jf~rio~l till the 105Gs, 

,..;f. tnessed the process of a very rapid urb.1n grov.:th, hig'l 

rate of industrial growth and a ph~=~nomF .. maJ ri ~e of industrial 

labour force. Ho\vever. rural-urban miqration remained very 

small, tr:ough this was tr.e period when an indiqencus lal-Jour 

force and also an indigenous female labour force qret" subs-

tanti.:dly. The tL·aininq of local manpower, collec·tivization 

of agriculture c.s well as its mechdnization were sorne other 

important aspects of development in this period. r~ith these, 

the conditions for the future development of Central Asian 

urbaniz-:.tion and '.vorking class were solidly laid. 

·rhe pattern of urbanization .:1n;'l. 1.voddnq clr:ss qrowtr_ 

underwent qualit.::~tive chanqes in the soviet per io::l as compa-

red to the Tsarist period. In the 'rasrist p<?rio.~ ... t~1~ process 

of urbanization was characterizeJ hy .1 pattern of lov.J nrhi1n 

pull and low 1:-ural push. rJrban grc,;th t.vas not i3Ccompanie3. 

1-.---·1 bi~f: -~--r;:-s-: 
2. rr:··=r:-Kamilov, ":.JrQ1.Jtt: of the work inq r; J 35S of 1J~b81r is

tan, 1953-58", Part T, op. cit., o.39. -- . 
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by increased rural outmi..;Jration, since injustrializntion 

played a less i'Tiportant role in the process of urban qro•.-~th. 

The gro:..:th of urban areas '"'as hig~ly uneven, tl-:us re-s·Jlting 

in the .intensive growth of a few large centres. The qrcvJth 

of industrialization was inhibited by the colonial relation. 

In the rural areas feudal relations lirni 'led the deve loprnent 
inhibited 

of productive forces anj thusLthe miqration of the rural 

population to the cities and the creation of a n.;;rr:d in:Jus-

trial labour force in the villages. In this situation 

industrial working class in central Asia remained srnall, 

non-indigenous in origin and less diversified. TJrban wod:ing 

class •r~a:> not in.:lust.:-ial in cl--)ar-acte.c. 'I'hey ';-J•:.o~ :no~;tly 

engag·~d i~ se:cvi<:::oe sphere, in a:lrnini;:;tr.-'ltLo~1, in cultL•.ral 

and c omrner·ci a 1 e stab lis~me nt and in the transport s~c tor. 

1!1 the Soviet period, unt.il thP. 1950s, urbanli~i-ition 

urban as • . .;ell as rural areas. :'li-th the :iismantli~·J of 

colonial relation, C::entr-al Asi --:i took b) the path of rapid. 

industrialization and the :nanpo,,;er re•-ruir.ernF?:1ts t)f irdustry 

grew r.1ani£old. In the rural sector., the disappr-"dt"ance of 

feudal lorJs and .lar9e lan:l owners, c8suJ.ted in a pre-

dominance of small-3r::ale com:;·,o;1ity pt·oJuction. Thi::; affec b:~d 

the productivity cf 1 anJ anJ l.:sbo•n-. l'1echa:Ji zati•"Jn was latt:. 

and slow. The distr:ibtltion of ) an-=! tr) thto: lc1:1J l~s~3 and tl~~! 

'1-' .N.l. \..: l 
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limit the potentiality of rural ·::>utmi·-;r·."!tion in Centr 3 1 

Asia. Cotton specialization of the reqion meant moce 

intensive use of manpov,.rer in aqciculture. 

Though the eaclier pattern of uneven urban qrowth could 

not be dismantled in thb period, the chac.':!cter cf Ut-ban 

areas changed and t'les~ became predominantly iniustri.,l. 

A large industrial wor1-:in::J class came into existence. Urban 

vlorking class was mainly industrial and in:lustr.ial i-JC>r.king 

class was mainly urban. 

Ho,_..yever the faster pnce of industrial developm=:nt an:-1 

the existing relation in agriculture (small corrrnodity 

production) were in sharp contradiction, res:.1lting in huge 

in-migration of in.::iustr ial labour fore~ from the European 

regions of the USSR. This contradiction ltJas solvej in the 

later years of this period by collectivization. Yet the 

anomaly in rural outmiqration remai n~"'d. The collectives 

were small~r in area and larger in tP.rms of numher of hous~

hold s. State farms WPr~ few. Apart from these, the system 

of incentives in terms of higher procuremPnt prices, higher 

wages etc., restricted the flol.v of n.1r.'31 population to non

agricultural occupations in u.rban ar~as •. 

AnothP.r contradict ion 1 ay in thP. faster growth of 

urban- in:l ustri al occupations and the c;;lower process of training 

of the skilled personnel from the ranks of the local ethnic 

population. This resulted in the heavy influx. of skilled 
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personnel from othP.r regions. In the lattf?.r part of this 

period thr:> tr.:linin!J of local skilled personnel improved, 

as als'? the genl:"!ral education among the local popul."ltion. 

Yet another contr.:Jdiction was the faster gro""'th of 

larger cities and the slower process of cultural change 

in the rural areas. This mad'~ the cities culturaLly alien 

to the in:iiqenous populatinn and further .CPstrict~~-i the rural 

outflo\v. •rhe slow process of cultural change could bt~ seen 

in the persistence of large f am.i 1 i~s, fewer interethnic 
rate 

marriages, fewer num'.:>er of ::Uw~roces, lol'~~er'of p~rtid.pation 

of women in tt¥'! product ion proc•:.ss Pte. 

This period in Soviet CF~ntrAl Asian history has been 

one of transition from colonial to sociali~t system. An1 

as such the main objective w a~; to 'live the rP.pub l ic of the 

region an industrial character and do away with thP !JPnnral 

unevenness that prevailed between the EuropPan reqions an1 

Central Asia. No doubt the developments wen=~ riuantitative, 

yet compared to the colonial period these changes were also 

qualitative. Industry had come to dominate the economy of 

Central Asian republic-s. An industrial labour force had 

been created. Collectivization and mechanization had begun. 

Though diversification of industry and the in::'lu.strial labour 

force was not much advanced,. thP con.j i tions for thn future 
. 

gro-.vth of heavy industry and a predomini'lnt iniigP.nous lalJonr 

force was creAted in this perioj. 



CHAPTER III 

AGRir.TJL'l'URE A"1D I'-1ANPO!.-Jffi 
M09ILITY, 1g50-1g75 



Tne transformation of Central Asian republics to agro-

industrial economies required a massive redistribution of 

tne population spatially as well as occupationally, i.e., 
I 

I 

horizontally as well as vertically. In this respect the 

future development of Central Asia depended on agricultural 
· on 

push as mucn asLindustrial pull. This chapter deals wittl 

·the former aspect. 

In economic terms central Asian agriculture became more 

efficient during this period. Slowly, but steadily, agr!cul-

tural diversification was undertaken since cotton speciali-

zation tlad reacned its logical extreme. The impact of diver-

sification on manpower was to be expected. Cotton being a 

highly labour-intensive crop, any cr1ange in tne crop structure 

in favour of less labour-intensive crops was bound to reduce 

the manpm-1er needs of agriculture. Another important feature 

of Central Asian agriculture had been the high degree of 

incentive provided to it till the !95Qs. But since tnen 

agricultural income' in Central Asia nas not maintained the 

relative weight it had compared to industrial-urban employment 

or that to agriculture in other regions. Tne real per capita 

income of Central Asia furt-.h~r suffered due to a relati-

vely lar(je number of dependents on agricultural earning. Thus 

by the 1970s, Central Asirm agriculture could no more act as 

a very lucrative occupation. The most important development 

in this period has been mechanization of agriculture that-~ 

raised labour productivity in Central Asia. This, combined 
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with better organisation of farming through the creation of 

larger collective farms and more state farms, . created 

conditions for more rational utilization of manpower. 

However, by the end of the period under study, Central 

Asia suffered from a very low level of mobility of the rural 

population to urban areas, though agriculture had been acquir-

ing increasing potentiality to r~lease manpower. This amply 

demonstrates that economic development was not just enough 

for rural migration. Demographic and sociocultural factors 

played as much an important role as any other in d•~termining 

the urbanization process in central Asia. 

f.g~_,_gic~~es 2!?51~ncom~~-th~ 
~ystem _.sL29Ed~.!.!.£E2!~n~~.!ll:i~~ in 
~ i e!_ Ce D:!I" a_!_~i a 

From 1950s onwards agricultural policy emphasized on 

more agricultural diversification and on linking farm income 

to increased productivity and output. Procurement prices 

fell and a large proportion of investment was to be contri-

buted by the collective farm members themselves in the form 

of lower rates of income distribution to farm members and 

hi9her rates of deduction into farm indiv isibl·~ funds. 1 

1. For example, in the 7th FYP, th~ state wa~ scheduled 
to invest 150 mill i"!rd roublAs in agricul turA, whilA 
the Kolkhozes • . .Jere to invest · 34 5 milliard roubles of 
their own funds. 

Grey Hodnett, "'rechnology and social change in sovil?t 
Central Asia: the politics of cotton growing" in H~;;~. 
Horton and Rudolf L. Tokes (eds.), soviet Politics 
~.!&_~iety_l:!L-.!~...1229~, New York, 1'97 4 ~PP· ·:ro:-112. 
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Geographic variation of prices is due to differences 

in costs because of climatic and other natural conditions 

that vary between various regions. This gives rise to 

different procurement prices for the same crop in different 

regions. Another type of difference is that between various 

crops in the same region, which results in differences in 

fann income levels. This price difference is mainly due to 

the differences in costs of production for different crops. 

However, till the 1950s the considerations of regional 
\ 

specialization played a more important role than the adeauate 
Central Asi an 

recognition of economic rent. Between 1930s to 1950s,Lcotton 

continued to enjoy a favourable position vis-a-vi.:; other 

regions and other crops. In 1952, the proc11rement prices 

for cotton were much higher than that of grain and highly 

disporportionate to the differential costs of pr~iuction. 

Thus, a ton of cotton was 37 times hiqher in price than a 

ton of grain. The average costs of production per ton of 

cotton was relatively less times hiqher and thus· the net 

return per ton of cotton was hi9her than for the same amount 

1 of grain. 

From the 1950s, after the imrnedi ate goal of cotton self-

sufficiency for the country and the developing of regional 

specialization had been realized, agriculture came to be 

1. Azizur Rahman and ~haram Ghai, 212· _sit., p. 22. 
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characterized by qualitative changes like emphasis on economic 

efficiency and labour productivity. There came about a level-

ling off prices in various regions. 

The cost of production and procurement price were 

brought to level. Thus the ratios of procurement prices of 

cotton and grain, in 1976 were 3.73 in Uzbekistan and 4.13 

in Tajikistan and the ratios of co~ts of product ion for the 

two crops were 3. 53 and 3. 6 2 in the collec ti vi? s of the two 

republics respectively.
1 

The result of a more rat;lonal procurement price policy 

was reflected in the level of .f:Jrofitahility of various crops. 

Thus in Tajikistan, for example, in 196 7 the prof it ability 

of various crops in Tajik collective farms shoW'~J that cotton 

cultivation was not the most profitAble farming in the repub-

lie where fruit with 81.4%, tobacco ltJith 48.rt."<, melons with 

33.0%, and grai."'ls with 31.2% had higher level"of profitabili-

2 
ty than cotton with 29.4% profitability. 

But cotton continued to remain the most import'"~nt crop 

in the republics of Uzbekistan and Tajikistan. In uzbe1dstan 

half cf thf::. c::cvm arr~a was devoted to cotton and about trre~-

fourths of the irr iqated t'lr£-".a was under industrial crops, 

cotton mainly. ThE~ predo:-nin ant ;:·osi t.ion of cott.on despite 

------------
1. Azizur ~ahman and Ohar am Ghai • .£[!. ci_!., pp. ?.1-3 2. 

2. Grey 7-'fcP.nett, 2.f'· _s;it., pp.B~>, UO. 
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lower profitability has remained so because individual O'rmer-

ship and private profit motive are not the basis of invest-

me nt. Apart from this, cotton c ul ti vat ion has become for 

historical and cultural reasons a part of Central ASicm rural 

life. People have not only become used to this farming but 

have also acquired the skills and habits of 1N'Or'k for cotton 

farm.ing. Thus in the period bet'\.veen 1950-75, while more 

emphasis on the crua lit ative impr overr.ent of farming in other 

crops was given, cotton continued to dominAte centra) A~i21n 

agr ic ul ture. 1 

·rhe changes, nonetheless, have been steady in centra) 

Asian agriculture over t_he years. In Uzbekistan and 

Tajikistan the rate of gro~tvth of ~ctton production had 

been declining, while that of grain and 1 ivestock products 

had been incre-3sing. Betv;een 196 5-75, thF:· rate of <]Towth 

of grain output was twice that of cot ton. 1h is was in 

contrast to the earlier four decades when the rate of growth 

of grain output was either negative or negligible. In both 

Tajikistan and Uzbekistan livestock products had been growing 

faster than the earlier pericd, c.s well as much faster than 

cotton. 
~, 

L. 

This shift to less ldbour-intensive crop cultiV<::t-

tion would mean a gr.'3dually lesser p~lJ from aqricul tt.:.rr:: on 

1. Cotton cultivation occupi~.:l '>rP~ of th1" sm .... n .-,rE~a in 
1970 and 68% of thE' irr· igoted <"tn>a in 1%9 in thE: 
Uzbek repuhljc. lli~·, p. ')1. 

2. l\zizur Rahman nnd :)h;:fr·Am Ghai, 212• _fit., p. 32. 
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the manpower reserve. 

In terms of agricultural income as well, Central Asian 

collective farms lost thP. formerly enjoyP.d advantag~s. The 

total as well as personal incomes of the collective farmers 

in Central Asia rose less rapidly than the country as a whole 

and the per capita income in the former was les~ tllan the 

latter. At the same time, the share of the Kolkhoz labour 

payments in the personal income of the peasant dec lined in 

central Asia, while· that for the whole country was showing 

1 
an upward movement. This means, the central Asian collective 

farm wages were losing many of their earlier advantages over 

other rJre as. 

Table -7: 

-----------------Tota1~ncome-----------P€rsona~income--

------ T96o- _1965 =n1o ___ T96o-=-I§s-::_197o 

USSR 379 551 76 2 329 460 659 
Uzbek 377 428 S55 328 374 499 
Taj ik 215 358 440 193 316 396 
----------·--------------------

(Alastair McAuley, Economic welfare in the soviet 
_gniS?E, '-Ii sconsin, 1979, ·p.128:-y----------

1. For examplF.:, the share of Kolkhoz 1 abour payment 
in the total personal income of the collective farmer 
increased from 33.5% to 47.1~ in USSR, and from 
34.4% to 51.8% in the R3FSR bet,.ieen 1S'60-7C. In 
Uzbe'ki"tan th~=> share declined frorn 52.4% to 49.4% and 
in Tajikistan the incrE=.!ase was only mnrginal from 
4 2. 2% to 43. 2%, in the s arne p~~r iod. A.lc:ista ir 1'1c Au ley, 
Economic :tielfare in the soviet Union, ~·Jisconsin, 1979, 
--~:-1---------------pp • .i..J1--.t.. 
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Since, standard of living and real wage in central Asia 

did rise constantly, the uniformity in farmer's income in 

various regions was not surely brought about by a stagnation 

1 in Central Asian farms incomes. This was generally brought 

about by linking wages to productivity in this period. Thus 

the rise in wages in other areas wa-s fa!!ter as labour pro-

ductivity in Central' Asia rose slower than others. For 

example, between 1971-74, the annual average level of labour 

productivit.y in the Baltic republics and Belorus!':i a rose by 

94-125% as compared to 1%1-65, while it rose by 22-51% in 

Central Asian repUblics in the same period. 2 Similarly, 

other indicators exemplify the fact that Kolkhoz earnings 

in Central Asia and the rest of the country were becoming 

more or less equal. In 1958, payment per man-day in central 

Asian collectives was 70% above that of the USSR as a whole. 

By 1970, however, payment per man-day in the collective farms 

of Tajikistan was only 7% higher than that of USSR and in 

1. Since 1955, the real value of wages rose a good deal, 
which is clear from the continually increasing sales 
and the growing demand for high quality goods, that 
exceeded supply. This development was more so in case 
of rural areas. Tra1e increase between 1q55-56 show 
that while the total sales grew by 14.3% in Gorno
Badakshan, the corresponding figure for stalinabad 
was 11.6% and Leninaba:i 14. 3%. Cited in "Consumer 
goods in central Asia", Central Asian Review, vol.7, 
No.2, 1959, pp.145-48. ------------

2. v. Popov, ''Increasing the productivity of labour in 
agriculture", .§.9.Y!~~~~~ vol.18, No.2, 1977, p.66. 
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1975 in Uzbekistan ~t was only 1% higher than the USSR 

1 
average. 

Table-8: 
\ 

---- -------- ___.. ________ 
1965 1970 1972 1973 1975 --- --- ---------- --

USSR (in roubles) 2.68 3.90 4.54 
Uzbekistan {in roubles) 3. 29 4.24 4.60 

. Tajikistan {in roubles) 3. 21 4.17 4.10 4.37 
Uzbekistan (as % of USSR) 123 109 101 
Tajikistan (as % of USSR) 120 107 ------ ----------------- _._ __ ___.. _____ 

(Azizur Rahman and Dharam Ghai, OJ2. cit., p. 15; also 
Gale Johnson and Karen McConne 11: BrOOks, Pro~ects 
!£~§g~~1~~.9!:.!s£!~~...J.!LJ:E~-12§0s, B loomlngt on,-
19o3, p. 11.T 

Like in Kolkhozes, the earnings of st~te farm employees also 

increased less rapidly in Central Asia than the rest of the 

country and in the 1970s state farm workers earned less in' 

Central Asia than their counterparts in the rest of the 

country. 2 In 1975, the average monthly money earnings of 

the state farm employees was 136.2 roubles in Tajikistan, 

and 136.5 roubles in Uzbekistan, which were less than the 

USSR average of 145.8 roubles. 3 Both absolutely and relative 

1. Azizur Rahman and Dharam Ghai, OE• £!!., pp.15-167 And, 
Gale Johnson and Karen McConne 11 Brooks, EE• ci!•, p.1 77. 

2. In 1970, the per capita total income of a state farm 
employee in the USSR was <1:70 roubles annually, as com
pared to 798 roubles in Uzbekistan and 764 roubles in 
Tajikistan. Alastair McAuley, QE• .£!!., p.139. 

3. Alastair HcAuley, "The SoVi~?.t muslim population: trends 
in 1 iving standards - 196 0-75 '' in Yaacov !<o i (ed.), 
The USSR and the muslim world, London, 1984, p.112. _____________ ....,.__ 
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to the gross incane, earnings from state employment were 

larger in the rest of the USSR than in Central Asia.
1 

In the period under study Central Asian farms, collec-

tive and state farms alike, were no better off than those in 

other parts of the country. In fact, central Asian farms 

provi:led a negative incentive for agricultural occupation in 

a strictly economic sense. With large families and more 

number of dependents, Central Asian collectives lost whatever 

little edge they have. had over other regions in terms of 

wages and earnings of the Kolkhozniki. Pressure on land was 

increasing as per capita land are a was shrinking. Per capita 

income was also shrinking since natural population increase 

in Central Asia was much higher than in other areas. Thus 

left to economic forces alone, Central Asian rural population 

had every reason to migrate on a large scale to industrial-

urban areas or other regions. As it is, the presence of a 

large surplus manpower in agriculture affected productivity 

of labour and thus farmer's income, which was linked more to 

productivity, was also being affected. The shifting of this 

-------
1. lE1~., p.102. 

The daily wages in the state farms in the Central Asian 
replblics,were less than the USSR average. In 1970, 
daily wage in the state farm was 4.43 roubles on an 
average in the USSR as a whole, whereas in Uzbekistan 
it was 4. 23 roubles and in Tajikistan, 3. 84 roubles. 
D. Gale Johnson and Karen McConnell Brooks, Pros~cts 
!.2!-~~v i e _!_~c ul_!ure _! n t h ~_280 s, B looming ton, -r~-n 3, 
p. 177. 
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surplus population from agricultu~ could have increased 

Kolkhozniki income. This makes the argument still stronger 

that left to economic forces alone, Central Asian rural out
l 

migration should have been much more rap:l.d than it was in 

this period. This argument becomes more forceful when wage 

rates of various sectors of the national economy are compared. 
f 

Wage rates were hiqher in sectors such as heavy industry and 

construction, and lower in the light and food industries or 

in the non-industrial sectors of the economy. They were the 

highest in the heavy industrial s.:?ctors (mainly fuels an:i 

metallurgy) transport and construction, an:I lowest in agri-

culture, light industry, food industries and the service 

sectors. 

Table-9: 

-----------------------·-----------
1940 1965 1970 1975 

-------------------------------~---

Total for the economy 

Industry (industrial 
production personnel) 

Agriculture 

Of which, state farm, sub
sidiary and other state 
agriculture 

Transport 

Of which, r ai 1,,.-1ay 
b 

automobile etc. 

communications 

Construction 

29.7 

27.6 

22.9 

19.7 

31.9 

33.8 

30.5 

30.8 

31.4 

89.2 

93.7 

69.0 

67.2 

102.9 

93.7 

106.0 

69.8 

114.1 

114.8 

123.5 

97.5 

97.8 

131.0 

116. 2 

134.8 

91.7 

154.1 

136.6 

151.9 

121.0 

120.1 

171.7 

148.3 

176.9 

122.3 

178.9 

con ti •..• 
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Of which, construction 
- assembly work 

Trade, public dining, mate
rial technical supply,sales 
& procurement 

Housing - communal economy 
and personal services 

Health services 

. Education 

Culture 

Art 
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25.2 

25.6 

26.8 

31.7 

20.7 

37.9 

Science & scientific services 42.7 

credit and insurance 33.9 

Government administration 42.1 

115.2 

71.5 

67.7 

80.9 

93.5 

7 3.4 

73.9 

111.5 

80.5 

100.2 

1970 ---
159.0 

92.3 

85.6 

92.6 

108.9 

87.0 

90.2 

127.5 

97.6 

113.9 

a - Does not include a::ldi tional payments & taxes 
from the social consumption fund. 

b - Automobile urban electric, water and other 
transport, and trucking organisations. 

1975 --
185.6 

106.2 

100.5 

98.7 

125.2 

94.0 

96.2 

147.1 

113.9 

123.6 

(Source: TsSU Narodnoe Khoziaistvo, Uzbekistana V 
1981 godu, Tashkent, 1982, p.188. Cited in Nancy 
Lubin, J&:2211£_§_~_!~..f..!y_l:!}~ov iet_~~_ii] _ _l\si2, 
London, 1984, p.176.J 

A forceful argument in favour of the •economic' viewpoint 

can be made out by emphasizing on the increasing incentives 

provided by activities in household and private suhsidiary 

sector. 

Income and emElo~ent in Erivate 
:§E:§Ia~-ag~f£E:!!ur_!;:- ---

Though an important source of agricultural income, 

private subsidiary agriculture, however had never be~n as 

important in central Asia as in the rest of the country. 
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Thus in 1970, per capita income from this source in a collec-

tive farm in Uzbekistan was 58% and that in Tajikistan 37% 

1 of the USSR aver age. 

personal plots in th€ Central Asian collectives wese on 

the average much smaller than those in the rr-~st of the country. 

The average size of the personal plots per collective farmer 
I 

in Uzbekistan and Tajikistan were 0.12 a.nd 0.13 hectares 
. ~ 

respectively, as compared to 0.33 in the country as a whole.~ 

I 

However, lately private subsidiary farming assurr.ed 

increasing significance. The growth in this sector was much 

faster in Central Asia than in the country as a whole. In 

1971-75, as compared with 1966-70, the output of priv&te 

auxi 11 ary farming increased by 50~~ in Uzbekistan and 3 3% in 

Tajikistan, while the increase in the country as a whole 

during the same periods was only 3-4%. 3 

since private farming is relatively less mechanized, a 

faster growth in this sector would have embodied an equally 

increasing share of social labour. 'rhis trend towards 

increased private agricultural activity indicates that a 
I 

large share of the surplus labour in agricu.lture was being 

1. Azizur Rahman and Dharam Ghai, .21?• £ll., p.3o. 

2 • lb id. , p. 76 • --
3. G. Shmelev, "personal auxillary farrning at cross

roaas of opinion: a reli<ilile support", ~.E~nt .Q_!g~~~ 
of the soviet Press, vol.32, No.5, March 5, 1980, p.9. -----------
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absorbed in the private subsidiary sector rather than migrate 

to the cities. Thus, inspite of agriculture becoming more 

and more vi able and more manpower being released from it,. 

there was no corresponding rural-to-urban migration. 

Chamkin explains the prevailing orientation of the Uzbeks 

towards the household economy by the existence of large 

families and according to him,employment in the hous£~hold 

economy allows the Uzbeks to diminish significantly their 

expenditures on food from the family budget. 1 

. However, it would be very simplistic to assume from 

the growth in private subsidiary activity that the labour 

force released from agriculture moved wholesale to private 

subsidiary activity or that this sector vias so profitable 

that it prevented manpower to move to other sectors. People 

fully engaged in private subsidiary and household sphere 

may not.have been as large as it may appear, because, it 

included persons who were already employed in other sectors 

of the economy. The role of private subsidiary agriculture 

also assumed significance as the focxi requirements of a 

rapidly growing population increased equally rapidly. since 

'the state and collective farm sectors were mainly engaged 

in cotton cultivation, the role of private sector became 

more significant. Another factor may be that large families 

kept many wcmen confined to the household and they foun1 it ________ ........_ __ 
1. N. Lubin, .£I>• _sit., p.285. 
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convenient to participate in production through the private 

subsidiary activities. It is true that such ·activities 

subsidized the family incane, but by no means could this 

income substitute income from employment in other spheres. 

So, the argUment that profit motiva1e people to join privat.e 

subsidiary activities is not tenable. It is rather more due 

to socio-cultural re~sons that people take up private subsi

diary activities than due to any great economic benefits (as 

has been emphasized by Lubin). Economic motives come into 

play so far as this sphere s.ubsidizes family income, but it 

'ls not convincing that thiS is highly profitable a source of 

income. 1 

Similarly, it .. was not the incentives provided by 

private subsidiary activity that prevePrlpeople from moving 

to other sectors, but it was rather the other way round. With 

increased mechanization and productivity of labour in agri-

culture, manpower was being constantly released from agriculture. 

--------
1. Lubin has tried to show·. in the most painstaking way 

that private activity is highly lucrative in central 
Asia both because of its legal and illegal aspects. 
"In certain republics," according to her, "the private 
economy is large and. private incomes often equal or 
exceed official income... And in a most sweeping gene
ralization she suggests that, "precisely by dominating 
the agricultural or service spheres, light industry or 
food industries - or by remaining in the population 
not working in social production - the indigenous 
nationalities tend to concentrate in those jobs with 
greater possibilities for private gain". Nancy Lubin, 
~E· £1!., ch.6, pp.171-99. 
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But again, due to socio-cultural reasons this manpower ha:l 
! 

not been. moving correspondingly to other sectors in social 

production. ~~ith the accumulation of manpower in the rural 

areas am households, it is natural that private activity has 

grown. However, during the period under study, there was a 

decline in the share of income derived from private subs!-
I 

diary agriculture. Thus in this period at least, mobility 

from agriculture to industry should have been faster by 

Lubin's logic. 

The proportion of income from private subsidiary acti

vities in the total income of a collective farmer was less 

than the USSR average in all the Central Asian republics 

except Uzbekistan, where it was only marginally higher. All 

the four republics registered decline in the proportion of 

such earning in the total income, Tajikistan registering a 

faster decline than the rest. By 1970, the ratio of private 

subsidiary income in the total income in the Central Asian 

republics remained lower than most of the European republics, 

barring RSFSR. · 

The growth in the private ·subsidiary sector and the fall 

in the proportion of income from this sector in the total 

income of the collective farmer implies that more and roore 

people who were not employed on the collective farms were 

. ta'king to this activity. Comparatively also the income from 

thi-s source for central Asian collective farmers retained 

more s ignif ic ance and hence the decline in the ratio of 



Table-10 

USSR 
RSFSR 
Byelorussia 
Georgia 
Lithuania 
Latvia 
Moldavia 
Uzbekistan 
Tajikistan 
Kirghizia 
Turkmenia 
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52.5 
49.7 

37.7 
43.0 
37. 9 
34.2 

34.5 
29.4 
42.9 
54.5 
46.9 
40.8 
42.0 
35.0 
32.3 
29.4 
24.1 -----........----------..--------------

income from private sector in Central Asia had been less 

rapid than other areas of USSR. Thus, the growth of popula

tion and its food requirements as well as the immobility of 

the surplus population in rural areas resulted in the increa

sing significance of private subsidiary agriculture. Not

withstanding the incre asi."'lg role of private subsidiary and 

household sector, the gap in agricultural income between 

Central Asia and the rest of the country narrowed down. 

Simultaneously the income in industry was rising faster 

than that in agriculture in Central Asia as compared to the 

rest of the country. While the ratio between industrial 

income and collective farm income in USSR declined from 1.56 

to 1.43 between 1965-75, in Uzbekistan it rose from 1.14 to 
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1. 32 and in Tajikistan from 1.16 to 1.1q in the same period. 1 

Contrary to what appears, Central Asians did not live 

better off on land than people in other parts of the country. 

The combined Kolkhoz income in Central Asia was higher than 

USSR average, by 10-25.5% more. But the Kolkhoz income per 

family member was considerably lower than the USSR average, 
I 

primarily because of large families in central Asia. 2 

As has already been stated, this ·-Nas the period of 

qualitativ~ transformation of Central Asian agriculture, 

when productivity rather than incentives increased faster. 

Socialized production could not be based for long on arti

ficially inflated production through incentives. The collec

tivization and the resultant changes had created necessary 

conditions for doing away with such incentives that created 

:large different! at ion among the people living in various 

regions. The stress came to be more and more on labour pro-

ductivity and profitability linked to productivity. Corres

pondingly mechanization of agriculture assumed greater 

significance. 

~2Efza!,!Q!LQU.9!!.~tu~: 

Mechanization of agr !culture posed tricky problems for 

central Asian agriculture. An already existing large man-

1. 

2. 

Az izur Rahman and Dhar am Ghai, E£• .£!.!. , p. 29. 

Robert A. Lewis and Richard 9:. Rowland, POI?I!ation re
distribution in the USSR, Its imnact on soc etv~~'/-
19?'7, New-Y"ork:-I919.-I>:39o:--•--------------
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power reserve in agriculture .and ,a lower ra~te of migration 

of the rural population, posed serious problems in the way 

of rapid mechanization that would have meant leaving a large 

number of the rural population unemployed. At the same time 

slow mechanization would mean under-utilization of manpower 

resources, continuing with the lo,.,er level of urbanization 

and f ine:.lly, slower rate of growth of the indigenous working 
\ 

class ant the resultant economic and social fallouts. Both 

these above ;:;~pects had their impacts on agriculture and 

mechanization proeeeded un1er their diverse pulls. 

The mechanization of agriculture in the central Asian 

republics in this period was extremely rapid and in certain 

respects even overtook the level in the country as a whole. 

The degree of mschine harvesting in Uzbekistan reached almost 

the same level as the country as a whole in 1970. The level 

reached in Tajikistan was quite impressive considering the 

near lack of mechanization till the 1950s. 1 

In Tajikistan, where the agriculture earlier was highly 

labour intensive and least advanced, mechanization of work 

1. Towards the end of the 1960s the harvesting of cotton 
by machines was 33% in the country as a whole. Uzbekis
tan, where only 1. 7% of the total harvesting of cotton 
was done by machines in 1955, the level reached in 1970 
was 34%. In some districts of the republic machine 
picking had reached 50-70% of the crop, while individual 
farms had even recorded 80-95%. In Tajikistan also, 
21% of the total harvest was done by machines in 1969. 
Grey Hcdnett, .91?• .£!!•, p. 79. 
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in 1969 was 74% in cotton cultivation, 50% in vegetable 

cultivation and 22% in cotton picking. 1 Energy use on the 

collective farms, state farms and miXed agricultural enter

prises (serving collective and state sector both) in central 

ASia amounted to 428.3 horse-power per 100 hectares of sown 

area, compared with 209 horse-power on an average per 100 
( 2 

hectares for the whole country. Not only in terms of tractor 

power per unit of 1 and, but also in term!! of tractor power 

per worker, central As~an agriculture showed a faster rate of 

mechanization in this ·period and by 1975 had a higher level 

of tractor utilization than the country as a wholE',. In the 

USSR as a whole an average collective farm had more tractors. 

per thousand hectares of sown land as compared to those in 
'l 

the collective farms of Uzbekistan and Tajikistan.~ But 

number of tractors per person employed in agriculture was 

11.1 in the USSR, whereas it was 11.5 in Uzbekistan and 13.4 

in Tajikistan. 4 

1. Teresa Rakowska-Harmstone, "Tadzhikistan and the 
Tadzhiks" in zev Katz et. al. (eds.), S?l'· .s;_!!., p.319. 

2. Ian M. Matley, "Central Asia and Kazakhstan" in I.s. 
Koropeckyj and Gertrude E. Schroeder {eds.), ~~~~ 
of sovi~t reg!£~, New York, 1981, p.430. 

3. Rahman and Ghai I .EI?• s!!. I pp. 6 3-64. 

4. The number of persons employed in agriculture is taken 
from warren Eason, "PC>pulation and Labour force" in I.s. 
Koropeckyj and Gertrude Schroeder (eds.), ~E· £!~., 
pp. 82.. 88-89. The total number of tractors from ~
E.,2Y2_!holli.!!!~ SSSR.!.-..1-98], .2!?• .£.!.!·I. p. 204. 
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The impact of mechanization on both production and pro-

ductivity was very impressive. The rate of growth of gross 

production in the rural Economy was faster in the Central 

Asian republics, than in the USSR· as a whole, where the growth 

was 2.3 times as compared to 3.6 times in Uzbekistan and 3.7 

times in Tajikistan between 1940-75. 1 

The increase in production was not. due only to increase 

in the sown area, nor was the production increase due to 
2 . 

use of more manpower, like in the earlier period. Production 

and productivity increase was more due to mechanization, 

better organization and consequently to increased iabour 

productivity. The increase in production was more than the 

increase in the sown area. For example, in Uzbekistan tl'e 

area under cotton less than doubled between 1940-75, whereas 

in the same period the gross output of cotton increased by 
3 

·more than three and a half times. That increased 

production was due to increased productivity of land i!5 very 

conspicuous. Average cotton yield per hectare of laril 

doubled in Uzbekistan. By 1976 yield of raw cotton per 

------
1. 

2. 

3. 

Incidentally, the rate of growth of the gross production 
in .the rural sector between 1970-75, was slow in the 
USSR (3%), and much faster comparatively in Uzbekistan 
(17%) and still faster in Tajikistan (25%). !!ational 
.!£2.!19.!!1Y.-2L!E~.!I.§.§R, Stat_!,U,!cal retU£9§, 2.1?• g_t., p.196. 

P. Niyazov, 21?• cit, p. 37; A. A. Mints, .Ql? • .£! t., p.l46. 
'l'aJik pre~~,!1etin, .2!?• .£..!!•, p. 4; anaB2£o'3n.s,y~ 
~ialstvo _§§§S, 1982, _op. cit., p. 

~~~.!!2Ia· KE2!~s~~o 1 .§§.§!!..!._ill], .212• £ll., p. 82. 
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hectares of land in Uzbekistan and Tajikistan was more than 

the all-union average - 3 tons in ·the two Central Asian 

republics as compared to 2. 82 tons in USSR as a whole • 1 

Much of this increased productivity has been due to rise in 

the level of mechanization and labour productivity, though 

some experts attribute the increase in land productivity to 

the increase in the use of manpower. 2 Comparison of labour 

Inputs in agriculture with the USSR as a whole, without 

taking into consideration geographical and natural variations, 

variations in the nature of farming arrl land use, would only 

give a superficial picture of the actual situation in agri

culture and would not help in stu::lying the dynamics of 

Central Asian agriculture. Farming in Central Asia is pre

dominantly related to cotton an:i is intensive since cotton 

is l;)ased mainly on irrigated farming. Any general comparison 

of agriculture bettNeen the country as a whole, where neither 

cotton farming predominates nor is farming as intensive, 

and Central Asia, would not give a correct picture of the 

actual improvements of labour productivity in the latter 

region. Labour requirement per hectare of cotton was 6 times 

--........---------
1. In Uzbekistan the average cotton yield per hectare of 

land went up from 1.5 tons in 1940 to 2.83 tons in 1975. 
R a hman and Gh a i, E:£• .£.!!. , p. 6 3 • 

2. According to Rahman and Ghai, the greater labour
product! v ity in the state farms was mainly due to more 
and better use of machines, and in collective farms 
due to more employment of labour. ·Rahman and Ghai, 
.2.12• £!..!. , p.6 6. 
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h~gher than that for grain in the collective farms of central 

Asia. This gives an idea of the inherent difference that 

lies between the labour requirements of the central Asian 

agriculture and the rest of the country. Inspite of this 

central Asian agr !culture has shown remarkable improvements 

in labour productivity. 

I 

R.R. Sharma has argued that emphasis on cotton culti-

vation has been the most important factor contributing to 

the lower rate of urbanization in the central Asian repub-

lies and also the slower rate of increase in the proportion 

of people employed in the non-agricultural sector. This 

argument has been subs-t:;antiate:l by data on man-hour of labour 

required per hectare of cotton and grain cultivation in both 

Kolkhozes and sovkhozes. Thus, co·tton required 6.02 times 

more man-hours per hectare than grain in the case of Kollchozes 

and 11.48 times in the case of sovlthozes. 1 

However, there is no denying the fact that over the 

years a large number of people have become surplus in agri

cultur.e and the surplus population has mostly preferred to 

either remain attached to the .collectives for seasonal employ-

ment or been engaged in household and private subsidiary 

activity rather than move to non-agricultural jobs or to 

-----------------
1. The man-hour of labow:- required per hectare in Kolkhozes 

was 1089 for cotton and 181 for grain: and in the case 
of sovkhozes the figures were 181 and 58 respectively. 
R.R. Sharma, 11Class and social-agrarian transformation 
in soviet central .~sia: A historical cultural context•• 
in !:12.!L and D~eloJ?~E~, New Del hi, Sept. 1986, p. 122. 
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urban areas. The level of manpower surplus in agriculture 

can be identified by indicators such as the amount of land 

per agricultural worker, the use of working time on collective 

farms and the proportion of able-bodied collective farm 

members working full-time. There has been a decline over 

the years in all the above indicators, which accor::ling to 

Nancy Lubin is mainly due to high rates of population growth, 

the tendency of rural inhabitants to enter agriculture and 

the rapid mechanization agriculture • 1 

The number of rural inhabitants per sown hectare in 

central Asia, according to one estimate, rose by 25% bet.-..Jeen 

1959-70. This means a decline in the amount of arable land 

per collective farmer. According to Ubaidullaeva, in many 

collective farms in Uzbekistan the average land per able-

bodied collective farmer was much below the optimal level. 

According to her estimates, based on the amount of land per 

worker, in the mid-1970s more than 57,500 able-bodied collec-

tive farmers were redundant in the collective farms of 

2 Namangan oblast alone. 

-------
1. 

2. 

Nancy Lubin, Labour & nationali!Y_in soviet Central 
.!£2 , London,-m4:w:102-3:- ---------

Ubaidullaeva estimated the optimal level of land per 
able-bodied collective farmer to be an average of 3.0 
hectares. However, in 1972, in the collective farms 
of Andizhan oblast the average was 1.32, in Ferghana 
oblast 1.24, in Namangan oblast 1.33. Cited in Nancy 
Lubin,~·£~., p.103. 
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The use of working-time in agriculture has also regis

tered decline over the years indicating the growing level 

of surplus labour in agriculture. The nurrber of man-days 

worked per able-bodied farmer has dropped significantly in 

the collectives. In Uzbekistan the man-days worked per able

bodied collective farmer was much below the optimal level 

in 1975.
1 

Ubaidullaeva estimated that in 1970 the excess 

of unused working-time of collective farmers of N amangan 

oblast was the colossal figure of more than 101*000 man-

days, and the general loss of working time in Namangan•s 

collective farms· was the equivalent of about 38,000 full

time personnel. 2 

1. Ubaid.ullaeva estimated the optimal level to be 270 
man-days per year and Egamberdyev put it at 280 man
days per year in Uzbekistan• s collective farms. The 
actual number of man-days worked in Uzbekistan's 
collective farms, howoever, was an average 213 man-days 
per able-bodied collective farmer. In several oblasts 
of the republic the average worked was as low as 180-
190 man-days. Cited in Lubin, 2E• £!1·• p.l03. 

2. seasonality cannot be taken as the only nor even the 
main reason for surpluses in agriculture, while 
seasonality may have compounded. the problem of agri
cultural labour utilization. The data for 1970 in 
Uzbek agriculture shows that it is essential to have 
labour reserves at about 8-10% of the potential labour
ers force in collective farms. However, a study 
conducted in the.planning sector for the use of labour 
resources indicated that a significant part of collec
tive farmers did not participate in social production 
even in the period of maximum stress of agricultural 
·work. N. Lubin, ER· ill·, pp.l04, 272-7 3. 
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several indicators point to a large and growing man-

power reserve in central Asian agriculture. In 1958, for 

example, 87% of all able-bodied collective farm members 

participated in agricultural work in Uzbekistan. In 1970 

this proportion was 80% in the Kolkhozes of Khorezm oblast, 

less than 75% in the Kolkhozes of Andizhan and surkhandarya 

1 oblasts, and less than 70% in Samarkand and Tashkent oblasts. 

According to Umurzakov, in 1973, labour reserves were more 

than 100,000 people in the collective farms of Ferghana 

valley alone, which according to him was mainly due to the 

fact that labour force released by the introduction of 

complex mechanization was not finding a use within the 

2 collective farm. The rapid rate of mechanization. in agri-

culture, according to Lubin, would intensify tl).e problem of 

man-power use in agr !culture. In the absence of a mass 

movement of agricultural per!';onnel to other sectors, calcu-

lations presented at an agricultural conference in Fer ghana 

(September 1976) suggested that with the planned level of 

mechanization, labour expenditures per hectare in all the 

cotton-grO\.ring areas of Uzbekistan would decline on average 

to 24-28 man days per y~ar in the near future. 3 

--------
1. ]E~., p.105. 

2. Cited in ...!!?.!:2·, p.l05. 

3. lE_~., pp.104-5. 
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Labour surplus in agriculture was particularly more 

pronounced among the indigenous women, who comprised a large 

proportion of collective farmers, especially its unskilled 

section. Mechanization affected them most and thus their 

participation in social production further weakened. women 

worked fewer man days per year than men, had a smaller amount 
I 

of land per capita and exhibited a high degree of seasonality. 

In the early 1970s in Uzbekistan, the average number of man 

days worked per able-bodied collective farmer was 214.3 man 

days per year. Among men, the nUITiber was 237.5 man days per. 

year, while among women, the average was only 192 man days 

per year. 1 Since women constituted the least mobile part of 

the population in Central ASia, either in terms of moving to 

agricultural land that were newly opened or to other non

agricultural sectors, it is obvious that the declining employ

ment and economic activity of collective farmers in Uzbekistan 
2 affected women most. 

Mechanization reflects the qualitative growth of the 

productive forces. The. productivity of social labour is an 

inevitable outcome of this progressive process. However, the 

smooth progress of mechanization and labour productivity 

depends on the social context in which they are operating. 

In Central Asia, the immobility of the rural population has 

1. ~- 1 p. 273. 

2. Ibid., p.105. --
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seriously constrained the efficacy of mechanization. Unless 

and until these fetters are removed, the growth of the produc

tive forces would be either distorted or would compound the 

exi sti~1 social problems further. One such example is the 

growthLproductivity of labour which has never been srrooth 

and free of problems. 

· _-f!:~ uc ti_yl ty o£..!!!?9.YE 
!.!l...bstls ul ~~: 

Labour productivity in agriculture increased signifi-

cantly in Uzbekistan and Tajikistan during the period under 

study. Between 1960-75, labour productivity increased by 

1.4% in Uzbekistan and 1. 8% in Tajikistan, as compared to 

less than 1% (0. 9% to be exact) in the USSR as a whole. The 

growth of labour productivity was accompanied by a faster 

rate of growth of fixed capital in agriculture since 1960. 

This means the relative capital intensity of agriculture in 

Central Asia was growing steadily. 1 

Table 11: 

--------------- --------Fixed-
---------~utput __ ~our ___£~it.!!!_ 

USSR 
Uzbekistan 
Tajik 

.• 1 
,2.4 
2.7 

-.8 
1.5 

.9 

8.0 
10.6 
10.0 -----...-----------------------

(I.S. I<oropeckyj, "Growth and productivity" in 
I.S. Koropeckyj and Gertrude E. Schroeder (eds.), 
~~l£E_of soviet regiOE2, New York, 1981.) 

-------
1. I.S. Koropeckyj, "Growth and productivity" in Koropeckyj 

and Schroeder (eds.), .Q.P._sg., pp.109-10. 
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In terms of agricultural output the above two Central 

Asian republics had a much faster rate of growth than the 

whole country, as also in terms of rate of growth of fixed 

capital which was much faster than the rate of growth of 

labour. This means much of the increase in output was more 

due to increased use of machine than due to the increased 

use of labour. Increased mechanization of agriculture was 

reflected in the increase in capital and power used in 

agriculture. Capital per 100 hectares of arable land 

in· 1974 was 2. 7 times greater than the RSFSR and 2. 2 times 

the country as a whole. Similarly power per 100 hectares 

of sown area was 2.5 times higher in Uzbekistan than in the 

RSFSR and 2.3 times than in the USSR. Between 1966-74 power 

on collective farms and state farms increased by 68% in 

Uzbekistan and 66% in Tajikistan, which was higher than that -

on the advanced European republics of the USSR. 1 

This shows that Central Asian agriculture was provided 

with enough machinery during this period. One thing was 

certain, Central Asian agriculture did not suffer due to 

lack of machinery~ This had its impact on productivity of 

land, crop and labour. ttlit.h a high rate of mechanization, 

central Asian agriculture was bound. to -vlitness a steady 

increase in the productivity of labour. 

1· v. Popov, "Increasing the Productivity of labour in 
agriculture", soviet Review, vol.18, No.2, 1977, ---------pp.66-68. 
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However, mechanization and growth of labour productivity 

were seriously constrained by the presence of a relatively 

large manpower in Central A..~ian agriculture, due to the 

nature of the crop farming in Central ASia, higher birth 

rate and lower rate of migration. These historical, cultural 

and demographic factors, rather than economic factors, 

influenced the process of urbanization. Economically, 

Central Asian agriculture was in a much better position to 

release manpower for non-agricultural occupations. However, 

the strength of the economic forces were also determined by 

other non-economic factors that have been mentioned above. 

It is due to these factors that labour productivity in Uzbekis-

tan grew at an annual average rate of 2.2% as compared to 

5.5% for the USSR as a whole between 1966-74, and the man

years per 100 hectares of arable land in 1974 were more than 

1 4 times in Uzbekistan than in the country as a whole. 

Thus, it is not the lack of machines, but the already 

existing large labour surplus, which affected the efficient 

and rational mechanization of agriculture in central Asia. 

Higher labour expenditure was a rule in most farms to which 

many people were attached and who had to be provided with 

work even if it was useless or superfluous. According to the 

1. Man-years per 100 hectares of arable land was 71% in 
RSFSR, 212% in Belorussia, 408% in Uzbekistan and 251% 
in Tajikistan, of the USSR average in 1974 (USSR ave
rage= 100). v. Popov, EP· E!!•, pp.66-67. 
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then Uzbek minister of agriculture, K. Khanaz·srov, as much 

as 20% of the labour force was completely redundant in some 

Kolkhozes of Uzbekistan in 1960. 1 The number of man-days 

worked in socialized agriculture incr~ased in Central Asia 

(by 12%), between 1960-75, whereas that in the USSR as a 

whole declined over the same period (by 10%). More people 

joined agriculture in this period, even though ml'?.chanization 

and rise in material and cultural standar.dshad effected 

reduction of man-days per agricultural '.iorker. 2 

Table-1 2: 

~--------------___...-.....--------------------
1960 1965 1970 1975 --------------- .... --- --. _________ ........._.__ ____ __ 

USSR 
Uzbekistan 
Tajikistan 

6 247 
330 
77 

6025 
343 
75 

5626 
379' 
79 

5619 
423 

87 __________________________ .. ___ _ 
(D. Gale Johnson and Kar~n McConnell Brooks, 
~s~c ~§..fQf_§£Y ie ~2.9E!~.!~E~!!! t~_1J.§.2~, 
BiOomington, 1983, p.t36., 

The existence of a large share of the population in 

rural areas and the lack of sufficient skilled personnel 

limited the effective utilization of machinery in agriculture. 

Reports were pouring in thP. soviet press about the under

utilization of the farm machinery in Central Asian republics. 

1. Grey Hodnett, ~2· ~., pp. 83, 112. 

2. Gale Johnson and Karen McConnell !3J::-ooks, .21?· ci_!., 
p. 136. 
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For example, during the peak of the harvesting time in Taj i

kistan, one-sixth of the harvester combines were not taking 

part in the harvesting c·ampaign in 1973 and hundreds of machines 

were not fulfilling their production plans. 1 Tractor efficiency 

was considerably less in all Central Asian republics. Thus 

the average per shift performance of DT-54 and DT-75 tractors 

was 10% lo>ver in Uzbekistan in 1973 than in 1965. The same 

was true of harvester use. The average daily performance of 

1
cotton harvesters in Taji k farms dec lined by 18% during the 

2 
period, 1965-73. Another typical example was Andizhan, 

where inspite of the less than one hectare of agricultural 

land per worker it:l agriculture (though the norm in the newly 

irrigated land is 8 hectares per worker) and inspite of the 

other labour-intensive branches like silk cultivation etc., 

the province had P large labour surplus. The farm managers 

hai to look everywhere to f in:i any employment for their 

merrbers even if they were not required. 3 Similarly in 

Tajikistan, despite the annual increase in the amount of 

technical equipment, agriculture continued to have a subs

tantial share of manual labour, largely because of the need 

1. 

2. 

3. 

G. Kalandarov, "Tajik Cotton" in E~~E!_Q_!ges:; of _ _E~ 
soviet Press, vol.25, No.43, -Nov. 21. 1973, p.2o. ------ -
F. Savitsky, "Disclose reserves, increase production 
efficiency" in current D~st of the soviet Press, 
vol.25, No.lS, M8y-9;-r973,-P.2o:---------

v. perevedentsev, "Urbanization probl,~ms in central 
Asia" in Current ~ggest of the soviet Press, vol.28, 
No.4, Feb-:~:-·r-g , p:r:-~-------
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to keep people employed. Reports showed that nearly one

fourth of the able-bodied population in the villages could 

find jobs in other branches if manual labour were cut down, 

and no harm would have been done to the rural economy. 1 

There are innwner able examples of the inefficient use of 

machinery in central Asia. One such example that sufficien-
f 

tly sums up the whole situation, was the crop sow! ng in 

Uzbekistan in 1976. It took a month and half for the 

republic as a whole to complete the sowing, although the 

leading farms of the republic were able to cope with it in 

10-12 days. 2 

Due to poor use of the machines the economic effective-

ness of the machine harvest.ing was greatly impaired, and a 

shortage of working hands was created during harvest time. 

To cope with both these problems help from towns was sought, 

especially of the skilled machine operating personnel. This 

further deteriorated the product! ve use of the local manpower. 

The use of a large number of urban residents and 

professionals to help in the agricultural ·work was not simply 

due to seasonality and the higher demand for labour during 

1. "~vhen work is not waiting: Problems of the rational 
utilization of labour .resources in Tajikistan", Current 
Di~st of the soviet press, vol. 27, No. 22, June 2;:----
1975, P· r. --------

2. "Uzbekistan•s cotton production line", £.!}£E~nt ~igest 
of the Soviet press, vol.18, No.l6, May 19, mo, p. 35:--------
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harvest time. 1 Speaking of the Uzbek collective farms, 

Ubaidullaeva says, "A general characteristics of collective 

farms is that all work is done by collective farmers: w:::>rkers 

and specialists are only called in from the side when those 

specialists are not available on the collective farm, or· 

when work in the collective farm cannot be finished on time 
r 

by the collective farm•s labour alone. Paradoxically, 

however, in the republic's collective farms, including in 

the most densely-populated oblasts, labour of people called 

in from the side is used not in the light of a shortage, but 

with a surplus of the collective farm's own labour resources 

and with a high level of mechanization of the production 

2 processes. " 

Table-13: , Use of outsiders in collective farms of 
uz~kl~an:-r%2::!21.!---------

-------------------------------------
1960 1965 1970 1971 -----·-------------------....--------

Average number of out
siders in agricultural 
work 

Number of collective 
farmers who did not 
work a single man-day 

67,300 81,500 82,800 82,000 

58,800 29,300 20-700 18,000 

----------------------------------~-----------------------
{Source: R.A. Ubaidullaeva, ''Regional•nye problemy Rarzme 
shcheniia i effektivnost ispolzovaniia trudovykh resursov 
v Uzbekskoi SSR", doctoral dissertation, Tashkent, 1974, 
pp.256-57, cited in Nancy Luhin, EE· _sit., p.143 .) -----.-.---

1. In 1962, 2% of the Kolkhoz money income and 4% of its 
wage fund was overexpended due to employment of non
rural resid~nts in collective farms in the Uzbek repub
lic. Grey Hodnett, £~· £..!!·, pp. 84-86. 

2. Cited in Lubin, 2.2• cit., p.143. 
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While in the . harvesting season manpower ~as brought in 

from outside ·an9. · many collective farm members stayed idle, 

there were many collectives that maintained the surplus man

power with very little worl<:. This compounded the problem of 

rational use of manpower in agriculture. Efficient use of 

machines was hampered and the productivity of labour had to 

face serious bottlenecks in the process of its growth in 

Central Asian agriculture. 

Due to the presence of a large surplus labour force in 

agriculture, many collective farms were forced to use this 

labour by broadening the scope of manual cultivation and 

'harvesting and by the slow introduction of agricultural 

machinery. As a result the collectives used more labour 

than the SovKhozes. In the 22 selected Kolkhozes in Central 

ASia ·in 1964, the labour expenditure per hectare was 1~ to 

2 times of that in sov khozes. 1 

The productivity of labour and capital both confronted 

serious constraints under these circumstances and their 

progress could not be smooth even after the strengthening 

of the technical-economic and organizational-institutional 

basis for increased productivity. Thus,it is not unnatural 

that the growth rates of capital and power in Central Asian 

agriculture were higher than their growth rates per wor~r. 

Between 1966-74, power on collective and state farms in the 

1. Grey Hodnett, E~· £!!., p.114. 
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Uzbetc SSR increased by 68% and in Tajik SSR by 66%, whereas 

the increase in power per worker was 45% and 36% in the two 

republics respectively. 1 This means the impact of capital 

and power on labour productivity was not as much as it could 

have been, had the agricultural population been relatively 

smaller. In fact republics with a smaller rural population 

had a faster rate of increase of productivity of labour, 

though the rate of growth of capital and power in these 

republics was slower than that in Central ASian republics. 

The table below gives some idea about the relative growth 

of labour productivity in selected republics of the USSR. 

Tabl&-14: The Im£~t of fatitel and Power eer worker on 
X:al?~-E~f~::! v tL.2r a"§! Ilu!ture, · t.!!r--
fi>oth col ective and state armsr-- ------ _.........,._,.~---

-----prxea-ag::----power--M"Sn-::-Gross"AVera9eAntiuai--
ricultural years output growth rate for 
capital (in per per 1966-74 {in %) 
%) of USSR 100- man- Cap!- ~~ib--
per per- -per-per hec- year tal a per our a 
100 wor- 100 wor- tares {aver- per wor- pro-
hec- ker hec- ker of age wor- ker duct-
tares tares arab- for ker ivity 
of of le 1971-
ar ct>le sown 1 and 7 4 
land land .... -..-.-....-------.--........----- - .. ~---------- . ------------------

USSR 100 100 100 100 100 100 10.1 e. o 5.3 
RSFSR 85 120 192 127 71 113 12.0 8.7 '>.6 
Belorussia 166 79 148 71 212 83 14.2 9. 8 7.9 
Uzbekistan 221 54 230 61 408 72 e. 2 4. 2 2. 2 
Kirghizia 201 80 173 69 251 84 a. 9 4.,9 2.8 .---------- ----· -------------
a- Fixe:i productiv.e capital, power, and gross output per 

man-year, respectively. The latter is calculated on the 
basis of annual average for 1971-74 vis-a-vis 1961-65. 
In the calculation of th~ growth rate of capital per 
worker, fixed productive capital per worker in 1974 was 
in 1977 prices. 

(Source: v. Popov, EE• £!!·• p.67.) -------

-
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In short, while pro1uctivity of labour was steadily 

increasing in Central Asia, the level, however, did not 

correspond to the level of mechanization of agriculture. 

Though the man-power releasing potentiality of agriculture 

did increase immensely due to mechanization, the actual 

release of man-power from agriculture was on a much lower 

scale. This has created the lag between the level of mecha

nization and labour productivity. In fact, the main problem 

in Centr a1 ASian agriculture has not been the growth of 

laboyr productivity, which has been growing and which can 

grow on a much more rapid rate if. certain other factors are 

taken care of. These factors are mainly demographic and 

cultural in nature. A high rate of population growth and 

a near lack of mobility from agriculture or rural sector to 

other sectors, have led to the retention of a large 

· surplus population in agriculture. This has been reflec

ted in the slow rate of growth of the labour productivity, 

and not the other way around. It has been already pointed 

out that the employment of a large share of population in 

agriculture is not because of the slow increase in labour 

productivity. All indicators, like the growth of fixed 

capital, etc., point to the growing capital intensity of 

agriculture. Yet the total man-da~ worked in the socialized 

agriculture was increasing in Central Asia, while in the 

rest of the country it was reducing. In other words wnile 

serious attempts were undertaken to increase manpower mobility 

from agriculture through faster mechanization, the objectives 
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fe 11 far short of being achieved due .to other factors. 

One important factor which influences man-power utili-

zation is the organization of agriculture. Thi~ forms an 

important aspect of agrarian relations of production and as 

such has great bearing on the growth of productive forces in 

agriculture. 

Q!:g2ni z at ion g~god~~ 
.!.u agr_i~~ 

Efficient agricultur~ depends as much on organization 

of production as on mechanization. The efficient use of 

machines, like that of labour power, depends on a more effec

tive and rational organization of agriculture. In the earlier 

period agriculture in soviet central Asia was characterized 

more by the predominance of collectives. It was the period 

when the main concern .used to be turning the private petty

commodity producers into collective farmers. The efficient 

organization of collective farming was of less concern as 

was the organization and growth of state farms, which were 

of little importance then. But after the 1950s the efficient 

organization of collective farms was the main concern, espe

cially with the disbanding of the machine tractor - stations durin 

the. reforms of the 1950s. Now that collective farms came to 

have their own machine and power base, their most efficient 

utilization called for enlarging the average size of the 

collective farms. The land area and th~ number of households 

under each collective increased and Central Asian agriculture 
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came· to be typified by the largeness of their collective 

farms. 

Table-15: Distribution of Kolkhozes ~ number of house-
~lds.l • .!2l.l (in percent> - ---

------------upto 
100 
house
holds 

From-From--From-From Tore 
101- 201- 301- 501- than 
200 300 500 750 750 
house-- house- house- house- house-

Total 

_____ _!:!olds _E2.1:~E2.!~ holds_holds __ _ 

USSR 3.0 17.8 19.8 29.0 17.8 12.6 100 
central ASia 0.6 3.6 7.3 22.4 28.3 37 .a 100 
RSFSR 3.6 21.8 24.4 30.0 12.9 7.3 100 

Uzbekistan o.1 1.6 4.7 19.8 31. 2 42.6 100 

Tajikistan 2. 5 s. 9 7.1 14.9 20.2 46.4 100 --- -- ----- ---
(Grey Hodnett, gp. £!!., p.B3.) 

As is obvious from the above table~ the largest propor

tion in Central Asia was that of the large collectives with 

more than 750 households. As opposed to the country as a 

whole~ the smaller collectives with less· tnan 300 households 

had a very low share in tne Central Asian republics. 

s !nee the early 1950s large-scale amal.gamation atd 

merger of collectives was undertaken in Central Asia. As a 

result the average size of the KolKnozes increased pheno-

menally. How important was the amalgamation movement can be 

seen from the fact that the average number of households per 

Kolkhoz went up by nearly thirteen and a half times in 

Tajikistan between 1940-73. An average collective farm in 

TajiKistan and UzbeKistan was twice as large as that in the 

country in ·terms of number of households~ 

-----------------
1. Rahman and Ghai, 2.P·.s!.!·, p. 4 2. 
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By the mid-1970s Central Asian collectives were charac

terized by the largeness of their size. These institutional 

changes were called for to increase the efficiency of machine 

and labour use on the collective farms, so that labour pro

ductivity could grow faster. Apart from these institutional 

changes, emphasis was laid on structural changes within the 

. agrarian property relations and more emphasis was shifted 

on to the expansion of state farms. 

While the process of consolidation of Kolkhozes into 

larger units was in progress, there was simultaneously an 

increase in the emphasis on state farms. Since Sovkhozes 

are more mechanized than Kolkhozes and also have a higher 

labour productivity, the increase in the number of Sovkhozes 

meant relatively more labour-saving agriculture. The sov-

-khozes used much less labour than Ko lkhozes. The 1 abour 

intensity dropped faster in case of sovkhozes than in case 

of Kolkhozes. 1 The power capacity of Sovkhozes was much 

higher than the Kolkhozes. Though the former constituted 

a smaller share in Central Asian agriculture than the latter, 

yet in average power capac! ty the former was more: superior. 

1. In 1959, for example, Kolkhozes in Tajikistan used 
45~ 3 workers per 100 hectares of sown area as com
pared to 33.4' in case of sovkhozes. And bet\ITeen 
1953-59, the labour f~rce used per 100 hectares of 
sown area dropped from 64.0 to 33.4 persons in the 
Sovkhozes, whereas in case of Kolkhozes the drop was 
only marginal, from 45.8 to 45.3 persons during the 
same period, Roy D. Laird, (ed .. ;tl Sovi~~t a9riculture 
!!L,Eer.!:r!.§!!!?.D~_.sr i§.!J.3, New York, 1 96'5";'I5:tll. -------
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In Uzbekistan the Sovkhozes had more power capacity in 

absolute term than that in the Kolkhozes. In 1974, out of 

the total power capac! ty ,power: used 1 n the state farms 

amounted to 7,106 thousand horse power as compared to 7,025 

1 horse powers in the collective farms. The state farms had 

about a third more harvesters per hectare of sown area than 

the collective farms and in terms of harvesters and tractors 

per worker, the sovkhozes had a still better advantage, as 

has already been shown in an earlier table. 2 

The grdwth in the number of state farms, as well as their 

proportion in the agriculture, thus~ would have had a definite 

impact .in making agriculture and labour more productive. The 

simultaneous pcocess of the consolidation of collective farms 

into larger economic entities and the growth and expansion of 

s~ate farms, contributed to make Central Asian agriculture 

more labour-efficient. The consolidation of the collective 

farms resulted in a slower rate of increase or even decline 

in the number of collective farmers in Central Asia, while 

the growth in the number of already capital intensive state 

farms resulted in a faster rate of increase of the state 

farm workers. For example·, between 196 5-70 in Uzbek SSR 

the rate of increase of Kolkhozniki (collective farmers) 

was 5.9%, but the rate declined to t.6%between 1970-75. 

-----------------
1. !!,¥odnaya_L~E.!~o.!_§§_g, 1974, _22. cit., p.158. 

2. Rahman and Ghai, E.E• .£!!:•, pp.ES-66. 
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In Tajikistan the number of Kolkhozniki dropped between 

1 1965-7 3. 

Table-16: No. of collective and state farm wo_rke_rs_(i_n 
thoE5and:il --------

---------------------- ---sc;vKn"Oz-as-%-
Kolkhoz Sovkhoz of the total nb5-i9w--n.,-s ~-197o197-s ~197o 1m ------------ ______________ ..._. _____ _ 

Uzbekistan 971.7 1029.4 1046.6 343.3 392.2 572.9 26 

Tajikistan 285 263 258a 29.8 59.1 80.2a 9 

28 

18 ------------------------------------
a - figures for 197 3. 

(Azizur Rahman and Dharam Ghai, ~· £1..!·•, p.63.) 

The overall impact of structural reorganization of 

agriculture in Central Asia was to increase the efficiency 

of mechanization in agriculture and further rationalize the 

use of manpower, and the consequent increase in 1 abour 

productivity. Taken as a whole the agriculture in 

central Asia since the 1950s was moving towar..:ls greater 

diversification, productivity related incentives and labour 

saving methods. All these changes activated the agricultural 

push factor so far as the migration process was concerned. 

h9:!k!f! ~~2!:!.9-.!~.-!]!'Jt~ a_!.!~ 
,E!.Qs;~: 

In this period the push factor had become functionally 

operative in central ./\sian agriculture. Ho-wever, the actual 

mobility of the existing as • . .Jell as potentially surplus 

1. Rahman and Ghai, 2.2· s:it., p.63. 
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manpower depended upon a host of other factors. Thus urba

nization process between 1950-75 was characterized by ever 

increasing number of people migrating from rural areas to 

the urban areas, while at the same the countryside continued 

to have a very large share of the population and the urbani

zation level of the indigenous population was rising but 

slowly. One very vivid example of this process was the 

simultaneous decrease in the number of collective farm 

.workers an1 the increase in the humber of collective farm 

households and the number of their dependents. Thus while 

collective farms absorbed less and less manpower due to 

increased mechanization and capital intensity, the population 

depending on agriculture went on increasing. This rise in 

the dependency ratio was due mainly to derrographic and other 

socio-cultural factors that require some elaborate investi

gation~ Ho~ver, the rural-urban migration has been cons

trained by these factors. Under capitalist production the 

separation of the rural population from lan:i and employment 

is the basis of rural out-migration, which.is effected with 

merciless simplicity that is ruinous to the working people. 

But under conditions of socialism, where security of employ

ment is universal, labour mobility cannot be effected simply 

on the basis of economic forces or on the basis of exploita

tive social relations. Even the traditions of work style 

an1 experience binds people to a particular territory. As 
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argued by Bromlei and Shkaratan, the predP.termined rythms 

of work cycle created by the natural conoitions influence 

the specific feature of rural labour in a region. similarly, 

the socio-economic and political history of the peoples, 

that influences organization and management in the process 

of labour and also the interrelationship of workers, is an 

independent factor. The structure of the people•s economy 

is distinguished b~, its stability, continuity an-1 thr-?. capacity 

for accumulating the experience of pro1uc_tion and social life. 

The i ntegr at ion of the people • s economies into the national 

economy requires consideration of specific economic systems 

that accumulated the historic expe..r ience of developing 

natural resources of concrete territoriP.s on the basis 

of utilizing the prolonged experience of peoples. Therefore 

a change in the socio-economic structure of a region may by no 

means entail a change in the traditional way of life of the 

ethnic group. 1 

Dem29£.2EbY~!L.S--fa~ J.g, migE~_!!: 
The major factor that neutralizes agricultural push 

factor to a large extent is the d8mographic fact9r. The 

natural increase of population in the central Asian repub

lics has been very high as compared to the rest of the 

........... ___________ -
1. Iu. Bromlei and o. Shkaratan, .. National traditions in 

a socialist economy", soviet Review, vol.25, No.1, 
Moscow, 1984, pp.68-69:------------
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country. The relatively smaller manpower loss during the 

World War II, ethno-cultural and climatic factors can be 

ascribed as the most important causes for this higher growth 

rate of·the population. 1 The Central Asian republics had a 

higher share of rural population in 1959, and it continued 
I 

to grow in the following years. While in the European repub

lics {except Moldavia) the rural population was falling between 

1959-70 both relatively and absolutely, especially rapidly in 

RSFSR, including most of its Asian provinces, central Asia 

recorded highest growth rates for rural population in the 

2 
country. Population gro\t/th .and urbanization mututally influe-

nee each other. While the hi(Jher rate of population growth 

affects the level of urbanization of the population by 

~----·----

1. In Uzbekistan, the population increase between 1939-59 
was by 28% and between 1959-70, was 15y 45%. In Taji
kistan, the increase was by 21% in the first period 
and 46% in the next period. In comparison the fiqures 
for the USSR as a whole were 9.5% and 16% respectively. 
v. Boldyrev, "Population development in the USSR .. , 
Social Sciences, vol.S, No.3(17), Moscow, 1974, p.68; 
RO'ffiansz'PQrTuk, "The nations of the usSR in 1970", 
~_y~, vol.17, No.4(81), 1971, Oxford, p.97. 

S.I. Bruk, "Ethnodemographic processes in the USSR", 
§2~~soci2]2gy, vol.10, No.4, 1972, pp.335-36. 

2. Between 1959-70, in Uzbekistan, the rural population 
grew by 41.3% and in Tajikistan by 36.6%, whereas in 
RSFSR it declined in the same period by 36.5o/.,. Simi
larly . between 1970-75, the rural population of 
central Asia rose by 13%, while that in the central 
region of the country decreased by 15% in the same 
period. R. Szporluk, .£I?· cit., pp.78-7~; and v. 
perevedentsev, 11Urbani zation problems in Central 
Asia", 2.!?• cij:_. p.1. 
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reinforcing the ranks of the rural population who already 

possess a larger share, the low level of urbanizaticn in turn 

also keeps the rate of populeticn reproducticn at a higher 

level. In fact, as Belen Desfosses Cohn argues, correlation 

between urqanization and birth rate cuts across ethnic ana 

nationality lines. Thus while birth rate tends to be higher 

in Central Asian republics ~mere the share of the urban 

population in the total population is lower than the USSR 

average1 the Russians who migrate to Central Asia tend to 

have more children on the average than their counterparts 

in the RSF$.. l 

Betv1een 1950-75, the difference in the ratE~ of natural 

increase of the population betvreen Central Asia and the 

USSR further widened. In 1974 the level of growth was 3 

times more in Central Asian republics than in thA country 

2 as a whole~ 

The higher rate of natural increase inflated the rural 

population in central Asia, whi J.e; in the rP·st of the country 

1. Helen Desfosses Cohn, "Population policy in the USSR", 
E~lems oi_Co~n12ill• vol.22, No.4, 1973, p.47. 

2. In 1950, the net natural increase per 1,0CO populaticn 
was 17 .o in USSR, 22.1 in Uzbekistan and 22.2 in 
Tajikistan. By 1974, the respective figures were 
9.3 for ussR, 27.8 for Uzbekistan and 27.1 for Tajikistan. 
I A. R. Vinnikov, E:E• ill., p. 30; Helen Desfosses 
Cohn, "Population policy in the USSR", EE.g.!?J.~~.....£f 
Co11tTlunism, vol.22, No.4, 1973, p.43; Narodn_2Ya 
E'f1ozi~istv£t._Q§.§E• 1974, cp. cit., pp:46=47. )-
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it declined. The rural population constituted more than 60% 

of the total population in Uzbekistan and Tajikistan, whereas 

RSFSR had only 38% of its population in the rural areas • 1 

The higher rate of natural increase created serious 

:,strain on the agriculture of Central Asia. The number of 

collective farm households and their dependents grew, affec

ting the productivity of labour and standard of living of 

the population in the countryside as a whole. The existence 

of a large surplus population in the countryside, held back 

rapid mechanization. At every stage of mechanization the 

impact it would have was taken into account, lest it gives 

_ rise to socio-psychological tension among the rural popula

tion. Similarly, the surplus and immobile population of the 

rural areas were provided with work in agriculture, even though 

unnecessar~r, to keep the standard of living of the collective 

farmers with high number of dependents, from falling down. 

Those experts who simply emphasize on the economic aspects 

of population mobility, and ascribe lol.ver rural mobility in 

Central Asia to higher income and incentive in agriculture, 

are either arguing for a reduced standard of living to 

increase mobility, or are only over simplifying the role 

2 
of economic forces, which is not actually so. In fact 

1. R. Szpor luk, 2.'.2. ED·, pp. 7 8-7 9. 

2. Dadashev argues for wage ::lifferentials t.o encourage 
a greater outflow of manpower from labour-curplus 
central Asia. Similarly, Le,,.,rl.s and Rowlr:tnd attribute 
low outmigration from rural areas in Central Asia 
chiefly to high agricultural wages and small rural-

contd ••• 
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these arguments are relevant for capitalist economic mecha-

nisms where economic forces play the most decisive role, 

since commodity production is the basis of social organiza-

tion. Apart from its theoretical incongruity in the con~xt 

of Soviet Union, the reality in Central Asia is the opposite 

of what has been presented by many observers. Central 

Asia with a high dependency ratio and relatively lo•.<'!er develop-

ment of productive forces, has a lower income and standard 

of ~iving level for its population. If this is the reality 

then Central Asia should have had a higher migration ratE> 

than most of the other parts, but this is not so, as has been 

. already said, because forces other than economic also play 

very significant roles at different times. Thus people 

released from agriculture continued to remain mostly in 

rural areas and only a few migrated to urban areas. In 

1969, in Uzbekistan for example~, about 90% of those released 

contd ••• 
urban wage differentials. Michael Rywkin is also of the 
opinion that living standards in central Asia are equal 
to or higher than those in the labour-short industrial 
areas and so the outmigration to other areas from Central 
Asia is small. Rahman ·and Ghai also seem to suggest the 
narrow wage differential between agriculture and urban 
industry and a steady rise in the real income in case of 
the farmers were the reason for lack of powerful push 
out of the rural ar~as apart from a lack of pull fr,om 
industrial and urban centres. A. Dadashev, "On increas
ing the effectiveness of the utilization of labour resour
ces n, _furrenj:_Q_!~.§.LQ!_j:_tl!:_.§.QY.!2:.L!!2~, vol. 26, No. 34, 
sept • 18, 1 97 4 , p. 4 • 
Michael Rywkin, ''Religion, modern nationali5m and poli
tical po~.ver in soviet Central Asia", Canadic.n Slavonic 
~aerl, vol.17, nos.2-3, 1975, p.278:-Rober"t"'A:-"Le"Wl"S 
an R chard H. Rowland, •tpopulation redistribution in the 
USSR, its impacts on society, 1897-1977'', .212• _s;i_!.,p.414: 
also, Rahman arrl Ghai, .212· £.!.!•, p. 12, 29 and 3-;. 
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from agriculture did not move out and continued to work on 

their private plots. This pattern was characteristic of 

other Central Asian republics also. 1 Out of the released 

labour force, a part remained in villages by switching over 

to non-agricultural occupations. This group increased 

both absolutely and relatively. Since agricultural policy 

in Central ASia was moving tc,r~ards promoting service 

industries, building and non-agricultural subsidiary produc-

tion in the rural areas, this group of rural non-agricultural 

labour force rose sharply. 2 The unequal concentration of 

the population from region to region gives r'ise to differences 

in labour productivity. In Central Asian republics, with 

adequate labour supply, labour productivity in agriculture 

and the pace at which it increased, werr;> substanti<1lly lo:wer 

than those where labour was in short supply. For example, 

in 1970, a successful year for agriculture in the entire 

country, the average gross output per collective farm member 

was less in areas with adequate labour supply and favourable 

natural conditions (the North Caucasus, the Transcaucasus, 

Moldavia, Central Asia and South !flestern Ukraine) than in 

areas with short labour supply and with relatively poor 

natural conditions for agriculture (the Northwest, the 

2. Karl-Eugen tladekin, ''r-1anpo .. Jer in soviet agriculture -
some post-Khrushchev developments and problt?ms '', §Q'~i:~~ 
§..!~!_~_§, vol. 20, No.3, 1969, Glasgow, pp. 287-88. 
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central region, the urals, Western and Eastern Siberia, the 

Far East and Kazakhstan). The value of average gross output 

per collective farm member was 1599 roubles in the former 

areas and 2471 roubles in the latter areas, i.'=., 55% more 

than the former. In fact the lowest index was in central 

Asia, 1126 roubles, and the highest in the Far East, 3182 
' 1 

roubles. 

The optimization of the use of labour resources, 

is not simply a question of intensive forms of economic 

management. The character of labour experience, occupa-

tional skills and the system of values and norms depend to 

a large extent on traditions in general, and on traditions 

of labour in particular. As noted by v. Kostakov and E. 

Manevich, the life style of the indigenous inhabitants of 

many rural regions of Central Asia still was "perceptibly 

affected by the unique historical avenues of development 

of the republics." 2 Thus the use of female labour in agri

culture in this region, for example, was influenced greatly 

by such factors as the nature of jobs done·by women as 

different from men, the persistence of national traditions, 

, the nature of rural families in Central Asia and the amount 

of time spent by women on housework and private plots. As 

1. V.I. perevedentsev, ·~opulation migration and growth 
in agricultural production••, .§~.!~§.QS,!_glogy, vol.22. 
No.3, 1983-84, p.96. 

?. Iu. Bromlei and o. Shkaratan, 2E• £1!., pp.63-64. 
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a result women worKed fewer days annually in social produc-

tion. In Tajikistan they worKed 151 days on average in 

1974, whereas in the country as a whole women worKed 204 

days. women labour in agriculture was mainly seasonal. In 

1974, half the women who worked in July did not work in 

December in Taj iK1stan. 1 The labour tradition that exists 

in close interaction with the social tradition has a decisive 

influence on manpower use in Central Asia. 

~omen _p_¥ti ci 2 at i£.9-..!..D 
3£I!Jcul tu~: 

Women, .largely unsKilled, constitute the bulk of the 

people engaged in the private subsidiary sector. A higher 

concentration of women was in the younger age-groups and 

'the primary working ages in this sector. In 1975, out of 

an estimated 12-15% of the able-bodied population of Uzbekis

tan working in the household and private subsidiary work 

about 95% were women, among whom the vast majority were 

2 indigenous wanen. 

Lubin ascribes this large participation of women in 

private subsidiary ani household work to economic as well 

as soc io-demographic factors. The shortage of goods and 

services in central Asia has kept women tied to their homes, 

especially where families are large and number of children 

1. M. Fedorova, "The use of women's labour in agricult-ure", 
Current Digest of the soviet Press, vol. 28, No.18, June, n?b-;p:n. ---:---------

2. Nancy Lubin, ~E· sl!·• p.64. 
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more. Childcare facilities are insufficient and household 

technology (washing machines, ~ish washers, modern plumbing, 

vacuum cleaners etc.) are at a very low level. These have 

placed great constraints in the way of women participation 

in social production. In view of large family size in 

Central Asia expanded services are necessary to free local 
' 1 

women from household work. 

These apart, there are factors liK.e large family and 

other cultural factors which have resulted in the ·low level 

of part-time work, high female turn-over rates, and low 

levels of education and skill among indigenous women, which 

have kept women away from social production. 2 

Social traditions and attitudes continuf.~ to play a major 

role in influencing the demo·;)-raphic behaviours of the Central 

Asian population and its mobility outside its traditional 

1. The level of child care facility is only about 40% 
of the aver age level for the country as a whole at 
present. In the early 1970s only about 13% of Uzbekis
tan • s children aged between 1-7 years could be accom-
~odated in kindergartens and n~series, or only about 
300,000 out of a total of more than 2.3 million child
ren in that age group. The level was much lower in 
the countryside than in the cities - 5.2% in the 
rural areas of the republic as compart=>d to 34.4% in 
the urban areas. Lubin, !2E• !:ll•• p.68. 

2. over and above the lack of sufficient household techno
logical amenities in rural areas, Lubin points out, 
that the Asian way of life, with its emphasis on large 
families and on an eternal abun·1ance of food an.:l hospi
tal! ty, make hom~ lif~? particularly deman.:l ing -and time 
consuming for an indigenous woman. .!!?!~·, p.68. 
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spatial env .ironment. Such things as early marriages, fewer 

divocces and abortions and a strong ethnic propensity for 

large families are causes for higher birth-rate among Central 

As! ails than, say, Europeans among whom the above factors are 

either absent or play a negligible role. 

The r2.!!L.2L!.s!!' 11 y:, 

Family still retains many of its traditional charac

teristics and still restricts the mobility of women, both 

for education and for jobs. 

the rural migration process. 

of
1 

the rural labour force. 1 

This has its implications on 

women formed a high proportion 

But ~ women were mainly 

employed seasonally on unskilled and manual jobs, primarily 

cotton-picking. Thus they were most vulnerable to the 

proce·ss of mechanization of agriculture. Many of those 

released from agriculture by mechani2;ation were women, who 

formed the basis of the rural unskilled workforce. Their 

lack:.·of education or low level of education, and their status 

in the family prepared them least for migration. Not only 

ware fewer girls trained, but even after being trained fewer 

were allowed to operate machines in the collectives. 2 Though, 
_ ___. __ ,_ ----
1. For example, in the Kolkhozes of the Uzbek republic 

52% of those who worked in the public sector were. women. 
The corresponding share of women in the country as .a 
whole was 55% in 1964. "Women in Uzbekistan" in central 
Asian Review, vol.16, No.1, 1968, London, pp.44-4~----- --------

2. For example, in 1961, the plans to train girls for opera-
ting agricultural machinery were lagging in many provinces 
of Uzbekistan. Thus, 2,136 women were trained as against 
2,500 planned in the Tashl<ent oblast and in Bul<hara 
oblast only 206 women did snort tractor-driver courses 
instead of the planned soo. 1E12•• p.45. 
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through the years the number of women machine operators 

have greatly increased, the failure to meet plan targets 

may indicate the persistence of the attitude against sending 

women to technical work. Even girls who had completed 

courses were not in some cases being allowed to oper?te 

harvesters. Thus women were mainly engaged in manual work 
I 

and were affected by mechanization, resulting in a decline 

in the number of able-bodied women Kolkhozniki. 1 

The released women labour force from agriculture join 

the ranks of those who under the influence of the existing 

tradition and family relations are bound to their homes. 

Thus a large number of local women in the rural areas devote 

themselves entirely to household work and their personal 

plots. Studies have revealed that both the needs of a large 

family and the traditional. nature of patriarchal family has 

forced women to remain at home either to look after a fai~rly 

large number of children or to submit to their husband's 

objections regarding working outsi:ie the house~ 

-------~~-~-
1 • In two raions of Bukhara oblast, the Kollchozes ha::i 

sent no girls to tekhnikums for training for 3 years, 
and in the same period only 4 Kolkhoz ·~men had gra
duated from Bukhara agr icul tur al technikum. 
The level of participation of women in the public 
sector of Tashkent oblast declined from 90% of the 
able-bodied to 75.5% between 1953-63. In Bukhara 
province in 1966, only 63 women out of 193 trained 
in recent years were operating cotton harvesters. 

!E.!~·, pp.45-46. 

According to a study undertaken in Bukhara in 1965-66, 
out of the. 50 housewives questioned, who were between 
20-54 years age, with 1-10 children, and on the whole 

contd ••• 
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In the context of a discussion on the family, it is 

absolutely necessary to study the institution of marriage 

which even today is not free from the influences of customs 
I 

and tra4ition that are reminiscent of med~eval feudal era. 

The Institution of Marria~ 
!ri ·.s~F-j1-~!F:----

I 
Marriage in many cases is not the result of free choice 

by a girl as regards time, convP-nience and even partner. In 

Central Asia, marriage still is a compulsion which hardly 

any gir 1 can avoid. In such a traditional society it is 

natural that marriage at an early age is preferred to that 

at a delayed age. Since women's work outside the farri:ily is 

still not regarded by many as a social necessity, delayed 

marriages are not very many. In central Asia where many 

women do not seek emplGyment outsLje their homes, early 

marriages are naturally quite numerous. Thus, not only the 

proportion of married women in the total women population 

was considerably higher in central Asia during the period 

under study, but the mean age of marriage was also lower 

-~-----------

contd ••• 
limited education, as much as 28% cited the need to 
look after children as the reason for not working while 
husband's objection was cited by another 14%. In 
contrast, a similar study in Leningrad showed that 
only 4% of those questioned did not work due to hus
band • s objections. ..!!>.!2., p. 44. 
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in these repUblics than in the European parts of the country. 1 

Table-17: PercentaNe of married women in the 15-19 a~ 
Qrouii:J~llif"ea-natJ2na!1!1~ s 1------~.;;; 

'Nat1ona1Ity··--~-T9w--I9~o----percentage'ti9ure 
for Russi a 1970 ---------·---------------------------2..1.---

Russians 
· Ukrainians 
Tajiks 
Uzbeks 

! 

9.3 
10.1 
36.6 
31.8 

9.1 
11.2 
24.9 
21.7 

100 
123 
274 
275 ------·---------------------.....------------

(S.I. Bruk and M.N. Guboglo, "The development 
and interaction of ethnodemographic and ethno
linguistic processes in soviet society at the 
present stage", curr.ent_Q!gest of the soviet 
Press, No.43, NoveiTb'er 2o,1m:--p:-rr:r----

As is clear from the above table, the share of young married 

girls in the total married was between two and a half and 

three times more in Uzbekistan and Taj ik.istan than in the 

Russian federation, in terms of girls belonging to titular 

nationalities of these republics. The figur~s ~~re higher 

:still in the rural areas of Central Asian republics, ~tlere 

1. For example, ever 90% of all females between 25-39 
years of age were married in Uzbekistan in 1970 (95% 
in the rural areas), as compared to 83% of the same 
age group in the Russian federation. Similarly, in 
the same year, out of every thousand girls bet\'teen 
the age of 16-17 years, 47 were married in Uzbekistan, 
compared to 20 among the Russians in the same age 
group. For girls between 18-19 years of age, the 
corresponding figures were 343 and 159 respectively. 
Gail w. Lapidus, "The female industrial labour force: 
Dilemmas, reassessments and opt ions 11 in Arc ad ius 
Kahan and Blair A. Ruble (eds.), Industrial labour 
in the USSR, New York, 1979, p. 252.--------------
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the famdly and other traditions exerted a stronger influence 

and women were accorded a relatively less equal status. 

Survey conducted by ethnosociologists like Iu. Arutiu

, nian, L. Drobizheva and others regarding the superfluity of 

1 abour resources in Central ASia show the inverse dependence 

between population migration and its productive behaviour 
I 

(the tendency to continue worKing at the same enterprise 

etc.) on the one hand and family size on the other. Thus 

the relatively stable orientation of Uzbeks, for example, 

toward living and working in the countryside is associated 

with family and other national traditions. 1 The average 

family size in rural areas of central Asia are bigger and 

therefore the rural population have complex family obliga

tions that limit. the possibility of rural to urban migration. 

The family factor also influences the employment of women 

in social production. According to Perevedentsev, when 

textile enterprises in a rural or a small town are converted 

from three to two-shifts operation by eliminating the night 

shift, the participation of UzbeK female pOpulation occurs 

more smoothly, since such a worK routine allows the women 

to remain in the family without disrupting their characteris

tic traditional way of life in the ,family. 2 

1. Iu. Bromlei and o. Shkaratan, 2E• £!!., p.66. 
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Family and the conditions surrounding its existence 

play .a significant role in the reproductive behaviour of 

the population. The higher the qualitative changes in marital 

and family relationships,the lower is the birth rate among 

the population of a region. · Such qual! tative changes 

include the trQnsition, from patriarchal family relationships 
I 

toi(me of equality between the spouses, from a large extended 

to a nuclear family, from a clear differentiation of roles 

between the husband and the wife to less defined functions, 

from natural child bearing to planned child bearing etc. 

Since these qual! tative changes have been relatively slower 

in Central Asia, especially in the rural areas, the reproduc

tion rate in central Asia .continues to be much higher than 

the rest of the country. 1 

soviet demographers, like v. Guseinov and v. Korchagin 

etc., have argued that increased birth rate has~ negative 

impact on the quality of labour because it affects the 

education and skill levels of the women. Raising of chiidren 

from an early age and a large number later,· inhibits the 

rise in the cultural levels of women, especially mothers. 

Long interruptions in work due to child-bearing also limit 
2 their potential for participation in social production. 

1. V.I. perevedentsev, "The family and the reproduction 
of the population", soviet Review, vol.25, No.2, 1984, 

~-----.--...-p. 13. 

2. Helen Desfosses Cohn, .21?• £!!•, pp.48-49. 
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These assertions have been confirmed by the reports that 

have appeared from time to time in the press about the non

participation of {.)omen in :K.Olkhozes. 1 

Traditions and customs influenced the horizontal and 

vertical mobility of women, whose participation in work and 

education remained relatively lm·J in Central Asia compared 
I 

.to other regions of the country. The force of tradition and 

custom also influenced. the demographic character of this 

region and thereby seriously influenced urbanization process 

in Central Asia. Central Asian familie.s were characterized 

by large number of children. 2 

The attitude towards child-bearing had its influence· 

in creating a large surplus rural population, mostly depen

dent and unable to work, since a large share of the rural 

population always remained under working-age. Large families 

also reflect the hold of custom that influences women •s 

status, \o\."'rk and mobility in central .Asia. 

1. "The peoples of Central Asia: social customs", ~E!£21 
~l~ Review, vol.7, No.3, 1959. p.215. 

:2. The number of women with a very large number children 
far exceed other regions. For example, out of 1L682 
•Heroine mother• award upon the birth of-al10th chiid 
in 1962, the number in Tajikistan was 34 per million. 
fn the western regions the number of such mother'3 was 
very small, 2.4 per million in Ukraine, 2.7 per million 
in Belorussia and 4.1 per mill ion in Estonia. That 
having large number of children was a trai.t among the Central 
._Asian·,_ customarily, is proved by the f~Ft that none 
of the 38 awards in the same year in Turkmenia went 
to Russian mothers. J. A. Newth, "A note on medals for 
mothers", Sovie!_§_!:udi.§!E, vol.14, No.3, 1963, p.314. 
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The s_!ze of _she t~.!!lJ..!Y. in its 
class-cultural dimensions: ------- ------

As large undivided families were still to be found in 

Central Asia and the influences of patriarchal family relations 

from the past were quite strong in this region, the average 

size of the family was quite large, especially in the rural 

areas, as compared to the rest of the country. 

Table-18: 

-----·----nw---------19"'70 ___ _ 
1'c>ta1-urbanRura1 "T'Ota"l urEan -Rural - ··--------------- ------

USSR 
Uzbekistan 
Tajikistan 

3.7 
4.6 
4.7 

3.5 
4.1 
4.1 

3.9 
4.8 
5.1 

3.7 
5.3 
5.4 

3.5 
4.5 
4.5 

4.0 
5.8 
6.0 

-------~------------~~-------------------------
(Murray Feshbach, ••1rends in the soviet Muslim 
Population: demographic aspects" in Yaacov Roi 
(ed • ) , ~_Jl.§§B_sl}SL .!he _£1~.!!!!2l9ill, .2£ • £ll· , 
p. 87.) 

It is obvious from the difference as regards the size of the 

family in urban and rural areas that tradition and the nature 

of family and marriage plays an important role in the size of 

the family. Apart from these factors, there is a direct 

relationship between the social stratification and the family. 

Breakdown of workers• and em~~gyees' families 
:§.Y:::_rt.ufilb"fi-or cg~£~n\ln %l_!!.!J'r3 ____ _ 

-------------------Urban-~~------------~u;-a-1--a;~~~----

One-,wo-Tnree-rour- one-,wo--T-nree-ro"Ur-
child Chil- Chil- or Child Chil~ Chil- or . 

dren dren more dren dren ~ore 
Chil- Chil-
dren dren ___________________ ,__ ______ .,..__ 

USSR 54.7 34.7 7.3 3.3 34.3. 34.1 16.9 14.7 
RSFSR 57.3 34.5 6.3 1.9 36.5 36.2 16.4 10.9 
Central Asia 39.2 32.2 12.9 15.7 19.8 22.1 19.9 38.8 _...._.__ -----------------------------

(Helen Desfosses Coh~, 2E• _sit., p.47.) 
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There is a distinct c lass-cultural dimension to the 

family size. The white collar workers had smaller families 

than the workers and farmers. The collective farmers had 

the largest families. However, in all three categories, the 

size of the family was bigger in rural areas than in the 

urban areas. And again, the families in all the categories, 
I 

urban as well .as rural, were smaller in the coun tty as a 

whole than in Central Asia. The follo,o~ing table illustrates 

this point. 

USSR 
RSFSR 
Ul<r aine 
Uzbekistan 

1,774 
1,681 
1,598 
2,778 

2, 377 
2,208 
1, 864 
3, 740 

1.,5 37 
1, 4. 70 
1,447 
2,116 

1,918 
1, 782 
1,6 23 
3, 062 

2,437 
2,281 
1,690 
3, 942 --------.-.....----------------------------------

{Gail w. Lapidus, .2!?· .S.ll·, p. 252.) 

Inter-ethnic marriages and 
<IIVorceSTncenti?a1 ASia:. ____________ ......___ _______ .. _ 

Other indicators of the influence of tradition and 

custom on demographic factor were low rates of mixed marriages 

and low divorce rates etc. Mixed ethnic marriages among the 

local nationalities were few, fewer still in rural areas and 

marriages involving Central ASian girls. In Uzbekistan, for 

example, the percentage of mixed marriages involving Uzbeks 

fluctuated between 1.1% an:i 2.1% in 1960-65, the correspond-

ing figures for Russians in Uzbekistan ~ere lB. 7% to 22.8%; 

for Belorussians in Uzbekistan the figures, respectively, 
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were 7 2. 1% and 4 7. 5 %. 1 

Table-21: 

"R;-p-ubl_i_c ____ Miiea-ranane-s-~er-1-Loooiamii Ie s-
. ---~~---..-.:;____ -:--;::~:;of---

. . . . . . . .L '1:) 9 1 .':1 I 0 
Totai-urb an"R\ir al Fota1tfrEan'R"Ura1. ---- __ ...,_--.-..-.........__,.-.---------------

. _ Uzbekistan 
' Tajikistan 

82 
94 

147 
167 

47 
55 

109 
119 

184 
218 

----~---------------------------------------------
(IA. R. Vinnikov • .Q£• ill·, p.89; A. I. Kholmogo
rov, "International traits of Soviet nations", 
Soviet Sociol£gy, vol.11, Nos.3-4, 1972/731 
P:279-:r-- . 

While mixed marriages were not popular in Central Asia, 

though its urban areas were quite heterogenous. another 

aspect, i.e., divorce was not popular either. The divorce 

rate in Central Asia was comparatively low, which is another 

indicator of the nature of family and the hold of tradition 

in Central Asia. Thus, for example. the rate of divorce in 

1965 was 0.5 per 1,000 population in Uzbekistan, compared 

to 1.6 per 1,000 for USSR as a whole. 2 

In short, family as an institution was highly influenced 

by tradition and custom, which was reflected in early mar.riages, 

1. s.I. Bruk and M.N. Guboglo, "The development and 
interaction of ethnodemographic and ethnolinguistic 
processes in soviet society at the present stage", 
9:!!~!!.!~~ji!_Of __ttl~.§Q~iet E!:!:~, vol. 261 No.4 31 
Nov,2u, .L'j74 1 p.11. 

2. "viomen in Uzbekistan", .f~~E~..!_Asi.§!Lg~vi~~, 2.!2• _s!_!., 
p. 4 7. 
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.large number of children, large family size, few mixed 

marriages and fewer divorces. The propensity for larger 

families as well as the influence of tradition not only 

influenced the demographic factor but also the mi<.grat ion of 

the population. With employment guaranteed, the rural popula

tion wou~d not prefer to break away from the joint family 
I 

and the traditionally acquainted environment to migrate to 

cities with large families and settle in a culturally 

d~fferent environment. The lower educational and skill 

level of the population did neither help to overcome the 

traditional attitude nor enable them to seek better and 

different jobs.in the cities. The cities of the region also 

had grown in a manner that presented a cultural atmosphere 

which was very different from the rural areas. The concen

tration of cities in large centres and high influx of 

Russians to Central Asian cities, created a vast gap in the 

cultural levels of rural and urban areas. There were no 

stronger intermediate layers to introduce rural population 

gradually to the urban-industrial milieu. 

Education and ski 11 in 't"he--rurar-areas:----.----------
A major vehicle of cultural change is education and 

training, which not only breaks the hold of tradition on 

the population but also prepares people to take up new and 

non-traditional occupations. In this respect, though 

Central ASia had made phenomenal achievements since the 
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revolution, the progress in the rural areas was far behind 

that of the urban areas. By 1970, the rural areas did not 

have even a third of the population with higher education, 

though there were twice as many people living in the rural 

1 areas as in the urban areas. Only one out of 85 persons 

in the rural areas of Uzbekistan and one out of 114 in that 
· had higher education. 

of Tajikistan::'· Iri' th~ urban areas of the two republics, 

the respective figures were, one out of 22 and one out of 

27. 2 Though in the sphere of secondary education the rural 

areas were not as much behind, yet the gap in the level of 

rural and urban residents was quite substantial. 

Table-22: 

Uzbekistan 201,636 4.6 
Tajikis~an 40,399 3.7 

87, 964 1. 2 
161037 o. 8 

1,607,109 37.1 1,780,643 23.8 
370,923 34.4 382,893 21.0 -----.-..--------------------------------------

("The level of education of the population of .the 
USSR, the Union and autonomous republics, territories 
and regions", soviet Education, 2E• cit., pp.19-22; 
and Narodnava 'K'ho'Zialstvo-L sssR. 1974-;-on. cit., pp. io:Ir:-1..::.------- ____ .....___ .:::;J;; -

·---------
1. The share of rural residents among persons with higher 

education was only 30% in Uzbekistan and 28.4% in Taji
kistan. "The level of education of the population of. .the 
USSR, the union and autonomous republics, tercitories 
and regions", .§EY.!~~~2!.!2!1, gp. _s_g., pp.19-22. 

2. .!EM·, pp.19-22. 
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Rise in the educational level and the concomitant social 

and cultural changes promote rural outmigration. Thus to some 

extent rural migration in central ASia was constrained by the 

low level of higher education among the rural population, 

' especially women, who due to early marriage, traditional 

attitude and Kolkhoz work dropped out after primary or secon-
I 

' 1 
. dary education. The shortage of skilled personnel also 

causes underutilization of the manpower resources. The use 

of skilled labour from outside and continuing with the manual 

work of the surplus rural population, costs the collective 

farms not only in terms of profitability, but also in terms 

of
1 

labour productivity. Free hands in rural areas have been 
r 

growing year by year. A study conducted in the Tajik repub-

1 ic in 1975 showed that in the 5 districts studied, more than 

1. In higher education in 1959, the girls constituted 23.3% 
in rural areas as compared to 45.7% in urban areas of 
Uzbek SSR, and in Tajikistan the figures were 21.2% in 
rural areas and 45.1% in urban areas. In the country as 
a whole girls constituted 44.4% in higher education in 
rural areas and 49.7% in that in urban areas. The lo-w-er 

·level in Central Asia in case of specialized secondary 
education was equally conspicuous among girls. The 
respective figures are given below that shows the 
level of girls in sc"Condary spe:cialized education in 

' 195 9: 

M2l Urban ~~.!!.! 

USSR 56 • 6% 57. 2% 55 • 5% 
Uzbekistan 46.7% 54.9% 32.3% 
Tajikistan 44.1°~ 55.6% 26.3% 

Women i~~ §~vie!_~~~y, qaltimore, 
Figures from Norton T."T5'Qa'ge, -r 1~, ~ and 
for school drop-out among girts in central Asia around 
the end of 1960s, "Women in Uzbekistan", f~!!~l__~~~ _ 
g~y~ew, 2E• £J!., p.41. 
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half of the young women, who were doing house work but wanted 

to work in social production, had no specialities. 1 This 

is a paradoxical problem, \t.>hile low educational and skill 

level results in low outmigration, the low outmigration and 

low level of urbanization, conversely, affects the cultural 

level of the population. Since the higher educational and 

technical institutions are mainly located in the urban areas, 

the problem of education of the rural population in general 

and women in particular remains. 

When migration rate is too low, the preparation of the 

rural population for non-agricultural occupation suffers by 

the concentration of higher education and training infra

structure in the large urban centres. The influence of 

traditional ways of life inhibits the rural Central Asians 

to break the ties with the village and settle in a different 

' cultural lnilieu. The large cities of Central Asia, where 

much of the industrial and non-material production is con

centrated, are so developed as compared to the rural areas 

and present such a different ethnic and linguistic environ-

ment that some experts have advanced these factors as reasons 

for slow rural-to-urban migration. 

1. "When work is not waiting: problems of the rational 
u t1 liz at ion of 1 abour resources in Tajikistan" 1 .£1!!~.!!! 
Q.!gest of .!E!:....§~~-.!.'!:~1?~ vol. 27 1 No. 22, June 25, 
19751 P• 3. 
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.§~hnQ.=,!!nguist is.._gspe~!!Lg.£ 
~~.!.gr at i2!!_..QE.QS!;§.§ : 

The high level of ethnic heterogenfrtty of the Central 

Asian cities and urban areas have resulted in the emergence 

of the Russian language as the main language of interaction, 

higher education and skilled professional jobs. However, 

though the knowledge of Russi an language among the rural 

population is limited to a very small section, how far has 

migration been affected directly by poor knowledge of Russian 

language is difficult to assess. Moreover, even among the 

urban Central Asic.ns of the indigenous nationalities, a very 

sizable section did not speak Russian language at all. In 

'1970, only 14.5% Uzbeks and 15.4% Taj iks in their respective 

1 titular republics spoke Russian as a second language. The 
the 

share inLurban population from· these two nationalities was 

much higher, which shows that any direct correlation, if at 

all, between Russian language and migration was very weak. 

At the same time, it may be argued that the linguistic and 

ethnic environment strongly favours the European in-migration 

into central Asia .. than it does for the rural central Asians. 

The high level of ethnic heteroge~]ty and the predominance 

of Russian language in. employment possibly merle thP cities 

of Central ASia. relatively more· r:~lien for its rural resident.s, 

especially in the context of a cultural gap that was alr.Pady 

-------
1. P.aul B. Henze, 11 The significance of increasing bi linguism 

among soviet Muslims" in Yaacov Roi (ed.), .!.b~§~S! 
_!_tl~uslims__l19rl_9, .212• ·ill·, p.119. 
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too strong between the rural and urban areas. 

Language knowledge, as any other thing, is also largely 

influenced by cultural factors in Central Asia. Tho~gh more 

and more economic progress had brought more· and more local 

Central Asians to urban areas and changE>d their traditional 

occupation, the cultural and value orientations have retained 

strong influences. This is indicated by the fact that Turko-

Persian, (i.e., Uzbek-Tajik) bilingualism has been persi!=':ting 

in the cities of Central Asia to a great degree. Data from 

1979 Census showed that this tren~ has bAen still in progress 

and more and more Central Asian minorities, Karakalpaks, 

for example, were acquiring Uzbek as a second language. 1 

This situation did not help Central .,\siansin taking up 

highly skilled urban professions or overcome tra:U tional 
' 

h
. '· 1 
argoyers. 

In short, the cof'lbination of a high fertility rate and 

national-cultural traditions with lo,>~er skill levels had 

created huge rural labour surpluses. Calculations by Shats-

kikh and KhaQzhibaev s~owed that 179 out of 310 Kolkhozes 

in Tajikistan had a surplus labour force in 1S64, and that 

the overall excess was 17% even at the given level of mecha-

nization and labour productivity. Yet the migration to 

towns was very small. Between 1960-65 only 10"{. of the number 

1. Ib~., p.123. 
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of natural population increase in rural areas migrated to 
I 

cities. The rest remained ·in rural places. similarly in 

Uzbekistan, according to L. Bulochnikova, out of 100 able-

bodied Kolkhozniki released from agriculture in 1969, only a 

little over 10% shifted to other branches or areas, the rest 

remained in villages by joining their private f~rming. 1 

. A specific feature of the demographic structure in 

Central As:l.:. was the hi']her number of dependents who could 

not migrate by themselves or participate in the soci~l produc

tion. A higher number of dependents also creates problems 

in transfer of residence or place of work. 

De P!;!!~!!.SL f ~.2E-!.!L.!!I!3~i OQ : 

A fall-out of the demographic process in Central Asi.:l 

has been the creation of a large number of dependent:s with 

the rural households. The age distri1;:)ution of the popul"!tion 

was such that children and persons of old age constituted a 

large majority of the population. Children below 15 years 

consti tutl?.d 51.5% of the Uzbek population .and 52.9% of 

Taj iks as compared to only 28.2% among the Russians. Together 

with persons of old age, incapable of working (1.3% among 

both uzbeks and Tajiks, (:Ompared to only 0.1% of thl'? Russians) 

dependency ratio among Uzbel<': s and Taji~s \"'as quite high. 

Since the vast majority of this p6pul·:ttion is rural, the 

1. Grey Hodnett, E2· £!!·' p.92. 
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impact of such an age distribution can be considered signi-

1 ficant for rural migration process. 

In terms of the share of able-bodied population and the 

number employed, Tajikistan occupied lowest position in the 

USSR, follo\ved by Uzbekistan. 2 The share of the able-bodied 

persons in the total population was much less in the two 
' I 

3 Central Asian republics thnn the all-Union average. This 

again goes to prove the higher dependency ratio in the 

Central Asian republics under study. This :lemographic 

aspect of the two Central Asian republics was reflectP.d in 

growth in the nUI11ber of Kolkhozni'ld and thPir dependents in 

Central Asia, while their number reduced in the rest of the 

country. 

_ ___.._____ -------- ---------------------
Republic 

USSR 
Uzbekistan 
Tajikistan 

1960 

67,306 
3, 916 
1,189 

1965 

56, 38 3 
4,176 
1,320 

1970 

48, 344 
4,672 
1,347 

------~-----~----------------------------~-----------(Alastair McAuley, Economic Welfare in the soviet 
.YE!.2!!, .2E· f!j:. , . p:3n:r-------------

1. Ronald Wixman, ''Oerrographic trends among soviet Moslems, 
1 95 9-7 9 ", .§.2!!~..LQ~g.r~!!Y..: R eyJ.~~~-!! ~1~ io,n, 
vol. 25, _No.1, 1984, pp.49-51. 

2. s. Divilov, 0 Labour resources and the comparison of 
general economic indices by union republics", 2!2!2~~ 
of economics, vo 1. 15, No. 11, 197 3, p. 70. _....... ____ _ 

3. In 1970 1 the share of abe-bodied population in both 
Tajikistan and Uzbekistan was only 78.2% of the USSR 
average. s. Di vi lov 1 .2E• £..!!· 1 p. 70. 

/ 
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The higher number of d~penden ts in the collective farm 

households affected the territorial and occupational mobility 

of the rural population in Central ~sia. Shifting of the 

place of work or looking for employment in the cities became 

a difficult propositi.on ~""ith so many dependents. size of the 

dependents definitely puts great constraints in the way of 

moving to new places and settling in differ~nt and distant 

environment. In the context of Central Asia, where tradition 

and custom so much influPnces the life of the rural population, 

a large number of dependents may not result in a large number 

of population looking for better employment opportunities 

else where to maintain or improve their existinq st;mdard of 

living. As has already been pointed out, th~ sphere of private 

subsidiary farming increased to 

rural family with an increasing 

migration from rural areas was 

subsidize tt;1e needs of t'l.e 

number of iependents. Thus 
. / 

I 

rather ad~ersely affected even 
I 
J 

though pressure on land in the rural ar,eas t::ontinuously 

increased.· 
I 

E~2l-2~~!1~~!!QD: 

J\S the study shO\ots, the d~mograrphic and socio-cultural 
I 

factors depressed thr.- rate of miqr-=-tion and thus the rate of 

urbanization. But since agricu}/ earlier 
I 

) 

period, had begun to release m e m;:mp01-lP.C',. the rural pu.sh 

mechanism became functional. Earlier rural out-miqrat.ion 
I 

had been largely due to urb~n pull. Till 1950s, agriculture 

was constantly absorbing ma~~er. From 1950s agriculture 
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•.vas constantly requiring less manpO\'ITer. albeit slowly. That 

labour productivity in agriculture was increasing is evident 

from the simple fact that while the number of dependP-nts on 

collective farms increased, the number of farming population 

decreased and the avPragP. yiE=>ld on thf?. farms increas~d. 

Any study of the rural migr"ltion dynamics shoul::3 take 

.into consi:ieration, thP. fact that a vr.>.ry large proportion of 

the indigenous population in Tajiki~tan wer~=> living in rural· 

areas by thr:> end of 1950s. P:3 .many as 80.4% Tajiks in 

Tajikistan and 79.8% Uzbeks in Uzbekistan in 1951, compared 

1 to 52% of the population in USSR, lived in rural ar~=>as. Since 

immigrants from outside mainly lived in urban areas, any 

discussion of rur.al to urban migration must necessarily 

concern itself with the migratory behaviour among the titular 

nationalities, within their demographic an:l sociocultural 

context that have been discusse:l earlier. Only then the 

increasing efficacy of the rural push factor can be properly 

understoo::l. There is no doubt about the lm-1 rate of rural-· 

to-urban migration in central Asia, as compared to oth~r 

republics. In the mid-1970s, the net outmigration of the 

rural population in Uzbekistan and Tajikistan was only 4 per 
I 

1,000 annually, while in RSFSR, Belorussia and Lithuania 

1. stevt'"m L. Burg, "Central AsLm poli.ticnl pi'lrticiprltion 
and Soviet political development" in Yaacov Roi {ed.), 
ThSQ2~n~i_!]2~_t&.§l!0_~.2,E_!.3. 2E· ci_!., p. 91. 
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the rate was 24-25 persons per thousand annually. 1 

Very few of the urban in-migrants were from the- rural 

areas of the Central Asia."'l republics or from tndigenous 

nationaliti~s. During 1959-701 the rural natural increase 

in Tajikistan was 46%, out of which only 10% migrated to 

urban areas. Out of the total urban population increase, 

. migration accounted for only 29.4%, a larger share of mig-

rants being Russians from outside, as much as 55% of the 

total migrants to cities. Migration from rural areas accoun-

ted for 45% of the total inflow into the urban 2 areas. 

Though the overall effects of the earlier migration 

process would take a longer time to be radically reversed~ 

more due to the prevailing demographic and cultural factors, 

changes were nonetheless visible in the migration procE>ss. 

Most import ant was the chang! nq trend in favour of intra-

region migration rather than intE~rreqion migration that 

dominated the migration process. This means the migration 

from outside was declining, and that within the region was 

proportionately increasing. 

1. V.I. Perevedentsev, "Population migration and growth 
in agricultural production", .§£Y~j:_Revi~_!?, vol.25, 
No.3, 1984, p.38. 

2. Theodore Shabad, 11SOV iet migration pattern based 
on 1970 census data", in Leszek A. Kosinski, 
2E· E!!·' p.181. 
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Table-24: 

----------------ern-'%> _______ _ 
1 96 3 1 96 6 1 9 7 0 ----------------------------------

Uzbekistan 
Tajikistan 

45.4 
46.6 

54 .. 1 
51.7 

44.9 
43.8 

----------------------------~---------------------------
(B.s. Khorev and B.M. MOissenko, ''Migratsionaya 
Podbizhnost Naseleni ya b ss SR" Statistika, 1974, 
Moscow, p.83.) -----------

This shows that especially from the mid-1960s int~r-

republic migration declined rPlatively f~ster. This was 
• 

also reflected in the incr~:asing out-migration as compared 

to in-migration in the late 1960s. Since in-migration 

process was dominated by influx from outsid~ and out-migration 

was a phenomenon mostly concerned with rural out-migration 

in Central Asia, any change in the migration process in favour 

of out-migration would mean in fact increasing rural-to-urban 

migration within Central Asia and decreasing share of migra-

tion from outside to central AS ian cities and urba:1 areas. 

In 1968-69, out-migration in Tajikistan was 18,5CO more than 

in-migration, and in Uzbekistan the former was 82,700 more 

than the latter\ There is no exact figure as to the break 

up of rural migrants to other republics or migrants from 

other republics to the rural areas of eithFr Uzbekistan or 

Tajikistan. But one thing is clear. migration from out~Be 

was proportionately declining and since the proportion of 

out-migration was increasing, it may be safe to assume that 

the number of rural out-migration in Central Asia was also 
---~-.........,.~--- ......... .....__ 

1. 9.s. Khorev and B.M. Moissenko, 2E• ill·, p.4 2. 
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increasing. 1 

The share of rural population dec lined dudng this 

period from 75% in 1940 to 62% in 1975 in cas~ of UZbekistan 

and from 81% to 62% in the same period in case of Tajikistan. 2 

The shrinking level of the rural population was mainly due 

to natural population increase in urban areas, influx from 

outside and reclassification of rural areas into urban areas. 

The role of migration from rural areas, however, began to 

play an increasing role in this process since mid-1960s. 

Table-25: 

--------------------
1959 1964 1965 1967 1970 

~------------------------------

Uzbekistan 
Tajikistan 
RSFSR 

100 57.5 
100 108.4 
100 82.4 

------------------------------

81.3 106.e 155.8 
62.1 40.1161.4 
87.9 90.6 101.7 

(B.s. Khorev and B.M. Moissenko, ..2.1?• .s;J.!.-, p.54.) 

The overall increase between 1959-70 in the-t\tio 

Central Asian republics was highest in the USSR, barring 
1 

Bylorussia, Lithuania and Moldavia.~ Though migration 

from rural areas went on increasing, the intensity of migra-

tion was very low, at least till the 1960s. Thi~ w.as quite 

_....,. ____ ._......_ 

1. Khorev and Moissenko, !2.£• ill·, p.4 2. 

2. !Jll!odE..9.Yit..!$~zia_!.st~-~.§SR.!._1~74, .21?· cit., pp.l0-11. 

3 • 12 i d • , p. 54 • 
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natural as the natural· increase in both towns and villages 

1 of central Asia was very high. 

The migration process was also handicapped by thA lm.;er 

level of mobility among women for reason that have already 

been discussed. Though the rate of migration among women 

increased, it was sti 11 considerably lo"ver than that among 

men in the 1970s. 2 

In short, rural migration process in Central Asia was 

showing positive trends. While the number of rural migrants 

to cities went up, the influx from outside Central Asia some-

what slowed down. However, the expected manpower mobility 

from the rural areas did not take place. The agricultural 

pull weakened sufficiently, but there was no proportionate 

increase in the mobility to non-agricultural occupations or 

to the urban areas. Urrloubtedly, agriculture in Central 

Asia is mainly intensive in nature and so required a large 

share of the population than other parts of the country. 

But a situation was arising where agriculture was maintaining 

a large surplus and private subsidiary activity was grov.,.ing, 

as also non-partie! pation in social product ion. This meant 

that the actual manpower requirement in agriculture was 

1 • .!EJ2. , p. 6 3. 

2. Per 100 males coming into urban areas in 1971, the num
ber of females coming was 67.5 in Tajikistan, 70.3 in 
Uzbekistan, as compared to 79.5 in the country as a 
whole. Ib.!2., p.45. 
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progressively declining as mechanization and labour producti

vity increased. Instecrl of absorbing· more and mo!"? rnanpower, 

agr ic ul ture since 1950s had been releasing more and more 

manpower. Income from agriculture, especially cotton farming, 

was getting depressed, both due to the pattern of incentives 

and large number of dependencies. organization of agriculture, 

i.e., amalgamation of Kollchozes and increase in 'b.~e number 

of Sovkhozes made agriculture more and more capital intensive. 

All these factors taken together either created conditions 

or actually did release manpOi'ller from agriculture. Ho...,.,ever, 

the process could have been much faster. but for the ope.ration 

of other non-economic factors. AnothP.r problem \o~as that those 

released from agr.icultu~ were not necessarily moving to 

other occupations or to the urban areas. 'lhis 1,.,ras largely 

due to demographic and socio-caltural reasons, and not due 

to any lack of employment in urban areas. Attempts to bring 

cultural changes in Central Asia have either been insufficient 

or have not succeeded in br. ing ing the desired results .. 

Thus Central Asia by the mid-1970s remained an area 

where migration had begun to be based also on rural push factor, 

rather than on industrial pull factor alone, like in the 

previous period, i.e. , ti 11 the 195 Os. The rate of m iqr at ion 

of the rural population was extremely low compared to other 

republics, for a variety of reasons. These reasons by the 

1970s were less and less related to economic processes and 

more and more to soc io-cul·tural and demoqraphic processes. 
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This is the r~ason why the emphasis in recent years has 

shifted to raising the cultural and educational level of the 

population, which at present greatly influences their demo-

graphic and migratory behaviour. Looking for economic causes 

to the lower urbanization level is not of much help. As it 

is,Central Asian agriculture over the years has become econo-

mically more viable and productive to release more labour 

to non-agricultural occupations. The arguments about central 

Asian agriculture being full of incentives compared to other 

areas, including industrial-urban areas of the r~gion itself, 

do not stand valid any more. View0d from this point alone, 

Central ASians should have had enough economic reasons to 

migrate to towns. Due to the growing depen~ency ratio, the 

central Asian farm houo;ehold no more had the advantages they 

used to have till the 1950s. Everything apart, t~e trend 

for mig rat ion to be based also on rural push had begun in 

this period. Agricultural employment level was goi nq down 

and was nearing USSR average. By 1974, the share of gainfully 

employed persons working in agriculture was 16.3% in Uzbe'<i s

tan, 10.5% in Tajikistan and 10.3% in the countrv ;'!S a Nhole!-

This was the phase in which the push-pull factor w~~ working 

in the urbanization process in Central A5i a, unlike the 

---------
1. ru.v. Arutivnian, "Sociocultural aspects of thE! develop

ment and convergence of nat ions in the USSR ••, _§gvi!:!; 
~2siojg~, vol.13, Nos.l-2, 1974, p.173. 
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earlier period when rural pull and urban pull both were 

stronger. In this period industrialization took new dimen

sions and so did urbanization. Like the rural areas began 

to act more and more as source of labour mobility, the urban 

areas likewise sought to integrate themselves more and more 

with the rural areas in a manner that would be complimentary 

to the development of both. 



CHAPTER IV 

INDUSTRIAL PA'rTERN AND THE 
URBANIZATION PROCESS, 1950-1 C!75 



Since the 1950s central Asia entered into a new phase 

of economic development. The mere creation of an industrial 

structure was no more the primary task to be undertaken. The 

dialectical progress from quantity to quality was an inevi-

table process. A very high pace of industrialization since 

the end of the 1930s brought about in a short span of time 

such ·incomprehensible changes in Central Asia, that it could 

be possible to eradicate the backwardness and inertia accumu-

lated over c~nturies. Central Asia by 1950s presented a 

vastly different picture to any historical mind that was 

aware of the gulf that separated the pre-r~volutionary and 

post-revolutionary times. With a well spread-out industrial 

net-work:, modern agriculture and developed means of transport 

and communication, central Asia nad acquired the material 

basis for realizing actual equality with other nations within 

the soviet Union. 

§.S!.Y£!Y!e of the_~E~y: 

With the number of industries going up very fast, there 

came about a change in the structure of the economy. At the 

same ·time the rapid quantitative growth also continued to 

further consolidate the leading role of industry in the 

economic structure. With a higher share of capital invest

ment going to industry, the benefits accruing to the economy 

1 
~rom ·this sector was also going up. By the end of the 

-------· 
t. Between 1959-65, the share of industry and agriculture 

·in capital investment was 34% and 25% in UzbeKistan and 
34% and 22% in Tajikistan respectively. Similarly 
between 1965-1969, the respective shares for industry 

contd ••• 
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1960s, industry's contribution to gross social production 

was much higher, and so also to national income, as compared 

to other sectors like agriculture and construction etc. 

Incidentally, agriculture still dominated the fixed capital 

structure in TajiKistan - 40%, as compared to 32% for 

industry, though in Uzbekistan it was the other way round -

36% for industry and 34% for agriculturt'::!. 1 

Industry became dominant in the economic structure of 

'the Central Asian republics. It dominated the structure of 

gross social production and its share in the national income 

was more than that of agriculture by the end of the 1960s. 

Table- 26: 

--------------------------o"ther--
Industry Agriculture Construction 

----------------------------br.§!!£hes_ 

USSR 

Uzbel<istan 

T aj il<i stan 

64.9 

54.9 

56.4 

15.0 

20.7 

19.3 

10.2 

14.5 

14.7 

9. 9 

9. 9 

9.6 

-------------------------------------~-------------·-----
(srednie Aziiatski i eJ<onomi_che_sKii Ra_i_on, _on. _cit., 
'P:-i3.)-- J;: 

-------
contd ••• 
and agriculture were 28% and 24% in UzbeJdst::m and 
34% and 23% in Taj ik:istan. ~.,.O!~ ....... A~ .. :l_i .. at.-s.!s.-'!2-
Ekonomichesldi Raion, Izdatelstvo 11Nauka ... , Moscow, 
T97 :t, 15".1!).---

t·. Ibid., p.14. --
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Table:- 27: Structure of national income, 1969 (in %) 
----~------- _ __.... ---

----------------------- -----------------other----Industry Agriculture Construction branches --------------------· _________________ ........ 
USSR 

Uzbekistan 

Tajikistan 

53.6 

36.5 

43.9 

19.4 

31.5 

31. 3 

10.4 

14.9 

12.5 

16.6 

17. 2 

12.4 

'By almost all measures of economic growth soviet central 

Asia underwent rapid economic changes during the period under 

stlrly. Since the 1960s, the republics of Central Asia had 

benefitted from the interrepublic redistribution of national 

income disproportionate to their contribution. since the 

mid-1960s, the total volume of used national income has 

exceeded produced national income, on a level well above the 

1 USSR average. In terms of other budget data the Central 

Asian republics have consistently been assigned shares of 

its total turn-over tax collection, which were well above 

the country's average. In the two Five Year Plans in 1966-70 

and 1971-75, as much as 99% and 99% respectively of total 

turnover tax collections in Uzbekistan were retained within 

the republican budget, against 30% and ~9% in the RSFSR and 

1. The ratio of used national income to produced national 
income for UzbeKistan in 1966 was 1.10, in 1969 the 
ratio was 1.18 and in 1974, it was 1.04, In Latvia, 
the ratios respectively were .90, .··15 and .94. UKraine 
and other Baltic republic had simi! ar ratios as Latvia. 
In 1966, UzbeKistan •s import surplus (the difference 
between produced and used national income) was about 
4 times higher than the USSR average. N. Lubin, 
2.E· ci_!., pp.SO, 263. 
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an average of 41% and 46% for all the republics in the TJSSR 

as a Whole in the two plans respectively. 1 Though in per 

capita terms the level of growth suffered due to a very high 

rate of population growth, the growth rate of national income 

exceeded that of the USSR as a whole. Between 1 en l-75, for 

example, the averoge annual rate of growth of the national 

income for the USSR as a whole was 5. 7%, as compared to 

6.9% for UzbeKistan. 2 

According to Gill ul a, the need. to divert a 1 arge 

share of used national income to consumpti.on in order to 

keep the standard of living from declining may have contri-

buted to the cutbacks in relative levels of capital forma-

tion in UzbeKistan. Nonetheless, the gro\o~tn of fixa:i capital 

in material production has been steady, the share of industry 

in the structure of the economy has been rising steadily, 

as also capital intensity in heavy industry. 

The qualitative changes, brought about in the economy 

by a very rapid expansion of industries, helped to sustain 

the pace of industrialization in Central ASia. The diversi

f !cation within the industrial sector opened up great 

possibilities of expansion in various branches of industries. 

1. 

. 2. 

_!bid. , pp. 50, 26 3. 

In 1966, p~ capita national income in Uzbekistan was 
at a level'"'7about 63% of the all-union average: by 1970, 
according to some estimates it may have been as low as 
54 or 58% and by 1975, as low as 51%. N. Lubin, Qp.Ci!·• 
p.so. 
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Thus the pace continued to remain very fast due to the 

quantitative expansion of new branches of industry. In 

fact Central Asia's share in the USSR economy continued to 

rise in Key indices liKe industrial employment, total 

investment and completion of new plants. 1 The growth of 

aggregate volume of industrial production continued to be 

very fast in UzbeKistan and TajiKistan. Thus between 1940-

75, the growth in Uzbekistan was 13 times and in Tajikistan 

14 times. 2 Even in terms of mean growth rates of gross 

industrial output, not only was the gap between the USSR 

average and tha-t in Central Asin wa~ narrowing down, but 

in some cases liKe that of TajiKistan the growth rate 

exceeded the USSR average. 

Table-28: Mean of~owth rates of gEoss industrial out
,E~:-ussRand ~&al-~!!ia, 195o:=.lQ (in~~-

Republic 

USSR 
central Asia 
UzbeKistan 
Taj i t<:istan 

1950-1960 

12. 2 
9. 2 
8.7 

11.0 

1961-1970 

8.5 
8.1 
7.3 
8.7 

(A.I. Imshchenetst<:iy, 2E· ci~., p.708.) 

1. For example, between 1960-69, Central Asia's snare in 
the USSR economy went up from 2.76% to 3.11% in indus
trial employment, from 4.97% to 6.47% in total invest
ment and from 3.82% to 6. 14% in completion 'of new plants. 
A. I. ImshchenetsKiy 1 ''Some aspects of the development 
and location of industry in the Central Asian economic 
reg ion" 1 .§~~~!;_g~£9E_ apbY .. LS!:~~.:!~!}:!_ ~~~! ~t i_2Ll, 
vol. 13, No. 101 1~7 2, p. 708. 
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The purpose here is not bo compare the rate of growth 

in the USSR as a whole and the Central Asian republics. The 

low level of industrialization in Central Asia might account 

for its faster rate of grot~th in the initial years of in:lus

trialization. The same argument can be used for the slowing 

down of this growth rate after 1960, when induntrial base 
I 

had already expanded substantially. 

While the quantitative growth of industry continued 

unabated in the Central Asian republics, the new stage in 

Central Asia•s industrialization was characterized by a great 

- i 1 'degree of diver si f ic at on. similarly, while industrial 

production expanded continuously, the level of 1 abour in ten-

siveness of Central Asian indust.ries also steadily declined. 

It is this qualitatively new framework within which Central 

Asia • s industry and industrial production expanded that 

provides the period under study with a different context 

than that in the earlier period. 

Diversification and structural 
£n ange s-rn-Tnd u~ry-;-- -

By the mid-1970s, Uzbekistan and Tajikistan ha:l 100 

different branches of industry, which shows the extent of 

diversification in the industrial sphere in Central Asia. 

---------
.1. By 1975 Tajikistan had a total of 380 big industrial 

enterprises and Uzbekistan had about 1500 plants and 
factories by 1977. !~i!!S._E!:e s~ ~~lletin, .£P• .si.!·, 
p.5: an:l s. Rashidov, 11Uzbekistan to=a'ay••, _§oviet 
~_yie.~, vol.14, Nos.56-57, 1977, Moscow, p.75. 
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This diversification was r~flected not only in the multipli

cation of light industries, but in the growth of a variety 

of heavy industries.' The emphasis in this period shifted 

more and more towards production of means of production 

rather than on that of articles of consumption. This shift 

steadily brought about a cnange in the industrial structure. 

Data on the growth of gross industrial production between 

1965-75 shows that there was a dramatic change in the la~r 

five years in the scale of growth within the two types of 

industries. While in the first five years those producing 

articles of consumption had a larger growth, in the next 

five years those producing means of pro:luction had a larger 

growth. 

Tabla..29: 

(1965=100, 1970=100) ------==== u~s[::==:-:_l:!~1?~B~!an:::-_-=!.2lik!.§~i9= 
------ 19§2_~2Q_~~ 7 5 ~2 ~1.Q_~.Q_~1~~§.i_~Q_~l.Q _ _22 

Gross 100 150 100 14 3 100 136 100 151 100 150 100 139 

Group· • A' 100 151 100 146 100 134 100 151 100 139 100 141 

Group •a• 100 150 100 137 100 14 2 100 149 100 176 100 134 _________________________________________ _.... 

Industrial development in Central Asia till the 1950s 

.was characterized by the particularly rapid development of 

light and food industry. .Z\lso during those years the foun

dations of the heavy industry were 1 aid in Central Mda • 

.. 
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Since the 1950s Central Asia entered a ne,., ph~se in its 

injustrial development. The emphasis shifted to a more 
especi~lly since 1Q60s 

complex industrial structure. This was a periodLof quali-

tative development of industry on the basis of the scientific 

and technological revolution. From the lgSOs began the 

accelerated development of those branches of industry which 

held out the prospects of a qualitative transformation. By 

:1975, Uzbekistan had a developed mechanical engineering 

industry, iron and steel industry, non-ferrous metal industry, 

air-craft building, chemical industry, gas extraction, fuel 

and energy industry and gold mining. Its main items of 

export were cotton harvesters, textile machinery and other 

1 complex equipments. This w·as · - · . a remarkable achievement 

within a short period, considering the fact that not so long 

ago, in the 1920s, Uzbekistan•s main item of import was hoe, 

a primitive ploughing equipment. In Tajikistan in this 

period non-ferrous metallurgy became one of the most develo-

ped industries. The output of oil and gas increased remar-

!<ably in Tajikistan, and so also the output of engineering 

enterprises, like looms, fittings, farm machinery, cables, 

spare parts for tractors and transformers.· Cotton, ore-

processing and rare and non-ferrous metals industries made 

the region import ant in USSR • s national economic structure. 

Though the regional specialization was still related to silk, 

-----
1. Y. Rybkin, ~· E~·, p.10. 



textile, carpet-making, oil and fat, and canning industries, 

the period between 1950-75 witnessed industrial diversifi-

cation within the republic. Machine-building and metal-

processing, electroenergetical and non-ferrous metallurgy, 

and chemical industry had made considerable he ad way by the 

end of this period. 1 Though light manufacturing and food 

industry dominated the industrial structure, by the 1960s 

some of the improved branches in the above two Central Asian 

i f 1 i 1 d i . 2 repuhl cs were ue , chem ca an eng neer1ng. The non-

ferrous metals industry was no more limited to mining acti-

vity only, but included refining as well. Chemical fibres 

and organic synthetic products began to be manufactured in 

Uzbekistan. The new advanced branches, mainly in the heavy 

industry developed at a faster pace. Electric power 

production, the manufacturing of machinery, the chemicals 

and gas industry and the non-ferrous metallurgy, grew at 

faster than average rates for industry in the republic. While 

the mean annual rate of growth of industrial production as 

a whole was 6.3% between 1966-70 in Uzbekistan, the rate of 

11 so~ 
growth of production was .~ ~n electric power, 13.1% in gas, 

13.7% in pe~roleum rAfining, 12.7% in chemicals, . ..,hich sho•..,s 

the increasing importance of these branches in the indu~~trial 

3 
production structure. --.......-------· 
1. saidmuradov, 22· ~., pp.11-13. 

2. J.P. COle and F. c. Ger.' man., .,!..~g!Z~l?.!!Y_gi_~_Q§~!_!, London, 
1970, p. 16 3. 

3. G. A. snister, '1The current state of development of 
the working class of UzbeKistan" in Sovi~!_§~lol£9Y, 
vol.14, No.1, 1975, pp.86-87. 
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By 1967 heavy industry represented nearly half of all 

industrial production in Uzbekistan. This has been a tremen

dous feat considering the fact that in 1913, the snare of 

heavy industry was a little over 2%. Light industry no 

longer remained the single most dominating branch, nor did 

it any more define the character of Uzbel< industry. Between 

1966-70, the share of light industry declined from 54% to 

38%. 1 

A major emphasis during the period was towards the 

acceleration of the scientific and technological progress. 

During the 8th Five-Year Plan (1966-70), there were 1500 

major efforts undertaKen towards the i.ntroduction of new 

equipment and advanced technology. These efforts included 

large-scale modernization of the equipment nnd also intro:iuc-

tion on a vast scale of automatic and semi-automatic pro:iuc-

tion lines and special automated machine tools. The eff~ct 

of technological progress on industry was equally profound. 

Electric power available per worKer rose by 77% in UzbeK 

industry between 1966-70, 156% in gas industry, 249% in 
.., 

petroleum refining and 187':;~ in non-ferrous metals .... 

In the 1960s branches such as electric energy; rr.ecna-

nical engineering, construction material and fuel came to 

have a larger share in the industrial fixed capital, tnan 

1. G. A. s nister, "The current state of development of 
the worKing class of UzbeKistan", !2!2· ci~., p. 87. 
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light or food industry. Branches like electric power produc-

tion, fuel and construct ion mate rials product ion., which 

provide the infrastructure for any broad-based industrial!-

zation were drawing more attention in terms of capital invest-

ment. 

Table-30: 

RepUb::-prod-Tuer-Ca.st c'h"effi::-Mec:n::cons- L ig htFood Others 
lie ucti- metal !cal anical true- inds. inds. 

on of and engg. tion 
elec- oil and mate-
tric metal rial 
and work-
heat ing 
ener-___ gy ____________________________ _ 

Uzbek 
S SR 20. 5 11. 6 0. 6 9. 9 1 3. 9 1 2. 1 10. 9 6 • 4 14. 1 

~~~ i k 2 9. 0 3. 9 5. 4 8. 9 1 2. 7 1 9. 4 1 2. 2 8. 5 
---------------------------------

The growth of heavy industry did not simply add to 

industrial gro,.vth in Cen tt al Asia. It provides the whole 

economic structure of Central Asian r~publics, particularly 

the industrial structure, with a new d~mamism that would 

enable tnese republics to deal '.V ith many of the problems 

that had constrained their economic progress for a long 

period. A corollary of heavy industry was the higher capito.l 

intensity in industry. This was to have a great bearing on 

the issues of rural out-migrat.ion and socio-occupational 

mob_ility of the indigenous man-pmrler in Central As i.3.. In a 

region where agriculture played such a significant role in 
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the economy and lives of the people and where the demographic 

process was characterized by a very high rate of population 

increase, there could not have been a very smooth progress of 

capital-intensive industries. That such a development was 

taking place inspite of the above constraints was in itsPlf 

a remarKable achievement. 

·_g~pi_lli_l.!}_!:ensj.!Y._ and !!l.sn-p_2~ 
_Ese in in2~:!!!:Y: 

since the 1960s heavy industry in particular had been 
k)l' ' 

growing very rapidly in Central .~sia and Wd@ characterized by 

high capital intensity. This was the period when the condi-

tions for intensive development of heavy in~ustry had matured. 

For example, the development of the hydro-electric power in 

Central Asia was quite rapid in the 1950s and 1950s, especia

lly in Uzbekistan and Tajikistan. By the 1970s Tajikistan 

had about half of all the hydropower resources in Central 

Asia. 1 Heavy industry by the end of 1960s came to play a 

leading role in the economic development of Central Asia. 

Table-- 311 Industrial structure in Central Asia (in %) --------------------------

Key branches 
of heavy 18.4 27.7 30.2 32.7 38.1 39.6 6 3. 5 61.1 6 2.1 
industry 

Li-Jht and Food7 2• 4 61.5 59.6 47.2 44.2 41.8 22.7 19.5 18.9 industry 

Other branches 9.2 9.1 10.2 20.1 18.5 18.5 13.8 19.0 18.8 
-----rsred.rile AZ1.1at"Skli ekonomichest<ii Raion:-on:-cfF:-;---' "P:T6.r---------------- _s;; --

---------
1. saidmuradov, 2E· £i!·• p.lO. 
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Central Asia had the highest investment growth in the 

country, after· Belorussia and Moldavia, between 1960-1975; 

during which period ·this region experienced a higher rate of 

industrial growth than the rest of the country. In the above 

period Uzbekistan and TajiKistan had a faster rate of growth 

of output in industry than in the country as a whole. The 
I 

output and fixed capital grew at a much faster rate between 

1960-75 than the growth rate of labour, thus indicating the 

1 growing capital intensity of industry during this period. 

--- -------------------------Fixed--
Output Labour Ca it al ------___________________ ,E.! ____ _ 

USSR 

Uzbekistan 

Tajikistan 

9.0 

10.0 

13.8 

2.8 

4.3 

4.9 

(I. s. Koropec.kyij,. . .2.E• _s!j;., p. 98,.) 

9.6 

12.0 

13.1 

Since Central Asian republics had a higher rate of 

population increase, it is natural that th~ per capita 

investment was lower than the national average. But a more 

1. In terms of factor income s.hares in. industry in 1970, 
the share of labour and capital respectively were: 
66% and 34% in USSR, 60.2% and 39.8% in Uzbeldstan, 
64% arrl 36% in Tajikistan. In other words, the income 
accruing to capital has been higher in the two Central 
Asian republics than the USSR average. I. s. Koropec'k
yj, .. Growth and Productivity" in Koropeckyj and 
Schroeder {eds.), .2.E· ci~., pp.98-99, 105. 
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proper assessment of the industrial investment would be a 

comparison of.the rate of growth per worker, which was faster 

in case of the Central Asian republics tnan in the country 

as a whole. And this was inspite of the fact that the average 

annual rate of growth of employment was faster in Central 

Asia. This gives an indication of the hiqher rate of invest-

1 ment in central Asia, especially since tne 1960s. 

------ ----------------------------------
Fixed 
Capital 

Employment Fixed Capital 
per worker ---------------------------------

USSR 

Uzbel< SSR 

Taj ik SSR 

8.9 

11.7 

10.9 

1.8 

3. 2 

2.8 

7.0 

8.2 

7.8 

(James w. Gillula, "The gro1..rth and structure of 
fixed capital" in Koropeckyj and schroeder (eds.), 

. Q.E• £!!·, p. 167. ) 

If only industrial production is taken into consideration 

then the value of industrial fixed capital per worker was 

higher in Central Asian republics than in the USSR as a •tJhole. 2 

1. In terms of annual growth rate of in1ustrial fixed 
capital between 19S1-74, Tajikistan occupied 3rd place 
in the USSR with 12.6%, and Uzbekistan 7th place with 
12.0%, as compared to the TJSSR average of 9.5o~o. 
J arne s ~4. Gi 11 ul a , 2.1?. .s;,!!. , p. 18 2 • 

2. In terms of 1955 constant prices, the value of industrial 
fixed capital per worker was 3, 984 roubles in the USSR 
as a whole, 4,010 roubles in Uzbekistan and 4,161 roubles 
in Tajikistan. In 1975 the figures respectively were 
10,084 roubles in the country as a whole, 11, 045 roubles 
in Uzbel<istan and 11,9~1 roubles in ~ajikistan. Leslie 
Dienes, "Regional economic development" in Abram gergson 
and Herbert S. Levine (eds. ) , !.Q.«! S~~Y..:l<it..-~1!- _t_Q!Et;:.:!_a 
tne year 2000, London, 1983, p. 126. ___ ..... -..--...-.... .---.......... 
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The growth of industrial output in e~ch five year plan since 

1960 had been as high as the USSR average, except from 1965-

70 in case of Uzbekistan and from 1970-75 in case of Tajikis

tan. Even in those years when the growth rate dropped, the 

growth, ho·.Never, remained substantial to dispel any doubt 

that industrial output in these republics was not enough to 

indicate a faster i~dustrial grm11th. 1 Productivit'.f increase 

in industry, especially that of labour, had been a continuous 

process in the Central As.ian rep-ublics between 1950-75. Yet 

there are a number of issues related to the question of labour 

productivity in central As.ian industry • 

. 
By the 1950s Central Asia had already an inherited struc-

ture of industry that was dominated by labour-intensive 

branches of the light industry. Even by the end of lq6os 

light industry retained quite a substantial share in gross 

output and total industrial employment. Thus by 1967, light 

industry•s share in.the gross output was 40.4% and in the 

total industrial employment its share was 30. 8%. :2 The 1 ight 

industrial enterprises were also the ones that attracted most 

the local labour, especially the rural labour, since these 

enterprises were technically simple and also l0\>1- skill dPman-

ding. Any drastic advancement in the technological levels 

of these industries without corresponding improvement in the 

skill level of the rural population was bound to affect. 

1. Leslie Dienes, .9E• .£!.!. , p. 2 21. 

2. A.I. Imshchenetsl<iy, ill?• ci_!., p.71C. 
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further the expansion of the indigenous industrial labour 

force. Another problem was the high level of women employ

ment in the light industry an1 there were bound to be 

serious social problems if the labour in-take of this 

industry wa·tJ- to be drastically reduced. The considerations 

of women participation in social production has to be kept 

in mind while discussing the growth of labo~ productivity 

in industry. 

At the same time labour productivity could not remain 

low if industrial growth had to continue in a situation of 

lower levels of mobility and participation among the ethnic 

Central Asians in urban-industrial occupations. The depen

dence on labour mobility from outside Central ASia had, 

apart from ethnic-cultural dimensions, serious economic 

consequences as well. The high rate of labour influx from 

labour-deficit areas of the USSR to Central Asia, which 

was a highly labour-surplus region, could not continue 

without affecting the economic progress of other areas and 

Central Asia as well. The problem was how to draw more and 

more indigenous manpower into industry while reducing labour 

influx from outside the region, without, however, affecting 

industrial growth. 

A characteristic fe-3ture of urbanization in central 

Asia between 1950-75 has been the simultaneous increase in 

the rural push and urban pull levels, that resulted in 
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a rapid redistribution of manpo,..ver beh,!een agriculture and 

industry. These developments entirely reversed the 

manpower distribution pattern, so much so that by 1975 

a great majority of the employed population of Uzbekistan 

and TajiKistan were in the non- agricultural sectors. This 
• 

could be possible both because of the changes brought about 

in agriculture so that more arrl more manpo\ver was released 

from farm work and also due to a rapid growth of in1ustrie s 

and services which could absorb this released manpower. In 

fact, the rise in the share of non-agricultural employment 

~in the two Central Asian republics was much faster than that 

1 in the country as a whole. This could not have been possible 

without a very rapid rate of industrial growth. 

Thus, the level of urban pull was quite high and 

increasing in the two Central Asian republics. As has been 

pointed out time and again the growth of industries would 

not simply solve the problem of rural over-population. If 

the mobility of the population do not correspond to the 

growing man-power demands of industry, the result_may be 

large influx from outside or shortage of labour, even both. 

The Central Asian experience confirms to this possibility. 

1. The average annual employment in the non-agricultural 
sphere increased 1.7-fold in TajiKi~tan, 2.8-fold in 
Uzbekistan and 1.9-fold in the country as a whole 
between 1957-1975. ~-Jarren Eason, ''Population and 
labour force" in I.s. Koropeckyj and Gertru1e schroe
der (eds.), ~· ci_!., pp. 6 3, 76-77. 
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of· 
Not only was there a high influ~ labour from other regions 

of USSR, but also many industrial sectors were plagued by 

labour shortages. 

It has been argued by some authorities that Central 

Asian industry did not achieve the level of growth sufficient 

to absorb the surplu.s rural workers. According to Lewis and 

·Rowland, industrial growth in Central Asia was achie'Ved by 

increased labour productivity rather than by increase of the 

labour force. 1 Leslie Dienes, on the contrary, argues that 
') 

Central Asia suffered from 1 ov1 1 abour productivity. "- Hm11ever, 

Central Asian industrial gro1l'lth was neither very slow nor 

insufficient to absorb surplus rural labour. In fRet, indus-

trial growth was seriously hampered by the poor availability 

of manpower from rural areas, because of which influx from 

other regions remained quite high. To cut doNn influx from 

other regions, \.Jhich were mostly 1 abour-def ici t areas, and 

to relate gro•..Jth to the level of manpoNer availability from 

rural areas, the emphasis was given to increased productivity 

of labour. The fact that industrial employment was constantly 

increasing and that influx from outsi;le '#nS continuing on a 

substantial scale, makes it obvious that industry ~ctually 

registered a very rapid growth during thi:o> oeriod. Contrr:~ry 

to the arguments of Lewis and RovJland, mnny industries in 

------------------
1. I an M. Mat ley, "Central Asi 2 and Kazakhstan 11 in Koro

peckyj and Schroeder (eds.), .2.!?· .£!.!:·• p.431. 

2. Ibid., p.432. --
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Central Asia were handicapped by the problem of manpower 

1 snort age. 

In fact, high rate of industrialization resulted in 

creating a cadre shortage, mainly of indigenous cadres. The 

creation of new industries and the renovation and expansion 

of the old ones was based on advanced machinery and up-to-

.date technological lines. This constantly raised th~?. demand 

for higher skill of the industrial workforce. The lack of 

sufficient indigenous cadres with necessary qualification 

and the slo\v rate of migration from rural areas left a gap 

between demand and supply of labour in industry, which had 

to be made up by recruitment from outside. Thus it ltlas. not 

the level of growth of industry, but the level of growth of 

ur"t?anization which constrained the sectoral and territorial 

redistribution of man-power. 

Manpower shortages characterized industrial and cons-

truction sectors. In 1976, Uzbekistan had about the lo,~est 

proportion of its labour resources employed in industry, 
~ 

which was 22% of all workers and employees in the r~public, 

in contrast to the all-USSR average of 35%. 2 The shortage 

--------
1. Lewis and Rowland argue that even if there is no in

migration into Central Asia, the non-agricultural eco
nomy has not e~panded rapidly enough to absorb the 
surplus 1 t=Jbour. So also argue Johnson and 3rooks. 
Robert A. Lewis and Richard H. Rowland, ~Ipulation 
~istribu~.!2!L.!.!L..!b~~~..Lim£§£!: on .§2~.,!y,_ 1'891-
1977, New York, 197 :~, p. 4 13:. D. Gaie'Johnson and Karen 
MCCOnnel Brooks, ~E· £~., p.181. 

2. N. Lubin,~~· 5~., p.106. 
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of,industrial-production personnel or of personnel employed 

in construction-assembly work, according to Maksakova, cons-

ti tuted 5-10% and in some leading enterpci ses was even 

higher. 1 Tne Mi(listry of Lignt industry in Uzbekistan was 

able to fulfill its plan for hiring new workers by 95% in 

1969 and by only 86.3% in 1971. In the Ministry of Construe-
' 

tion, the corresponding proportions were 94% and 85%. In 

1975, Ubaidullaeva notes, the shortage of labour in TJzbekis

tan•s industries was about 528,000. 2 

The service sector, in contrast, consumed a high degree 

of manpower relative to its needs bet-wee·n 195 9-7 3, the pro-

portion of labour resources in the industrial sectors as a 

whole in Uzbekistan rose by 64%, whereas in the service 

sector the growth was by 81% and that too from a high start

ing point. The proportion of personnel in non-production 

. sphere rose from 26% of all personnel employed in the state 

sector in 1960 to about 3t%. in 1975. several soviet writers 

have cited large reserves in the use of working-time in the 

service sectors and high rates of turnover in such enter-

3 prises. 

One possible solution to the problem of absorbing the 

manpower surplus in agriculture would be to continually 

1. Cited in Lubin, _!~., p.106. 

2. 1£id., p.106. 

3. Ibid., pp. 106-07. --
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expand the high labour consuming service industries and thus 

draw the rural masses to urban-industrial employment. Ho~r1ever, 

the point is, this may not solve the problem of labour shor

tages in the production sectors. It may also compound the 

problem of manpower surplus in the service sector, retarding 

the growth of labour productivity in the process. 

The importance of the non-productive sphere cannot be 

denied in the republics of cent~al Asia. In terms of drawing 

wome.n and unskilled indigenous worKers into industrial employ-

ment, its role has been paramount and would remain so for 

quite sometime to come. This tr.end is clear fr.om the analysis 

of the functional structure of the capital cities. 

capitals --=====ns 9 ---=----- ---i97 9-----·-----
Indus- other Non- rndus=-other---oth~-non: 
try mate- Produ- try mate- production 

. rial ctive rial sphere 
produ- sphere produ-
ction ction ---· --------------------------

Tashkent 38.32 33.06 26.62 32.46 32.81 · 

Dushanbe 28.34 41.19 30.48 30.55 35.11 

34.74 

34. 24 

(G. M. Lappo and Yu. L. Pi vov arov, "Settlement in 
the USSR" in L.s. Bourne, R. Sinclair and K. 
Dziewonski (eds.), urbanization and Settlement 
~~§!~· p. 351.) -------------------

!E§!-~~~ice_§ec!QE: 

The growth of the non-productive sphere has bet?n of 

great importance for increasing women employment. The 
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indigenous women of Central Asia largely favour teaching 

1 
an1 medical profession. 

Among the non-productive branches the hi9hest share was 

concentrated in science and science services, government, 

public education and health care. The redistribution of the 

labour resources from material production to the sphere of 

non-productive occupation is the general tendency of the 

large cities of the country. This aspect of modern urbani-

zation was also to be found in the large cities of Central 

Asia,. especially the republican and oblast centres. 2 

In this sense the increasing role of the non-productive 

sphere reflects the progress of urbanization process in 

Central Asia. This is clear from an observation of the 

functional structUre of· the two capital cities of Uzbekistan 

and TajiKistan, demonstrated in the above table. 8y the 

end of the 1970s, the non-productive sphere had the largest 

share in the economy of these two cities. Thesf> t,.,o cities 

being the most advanced urban centres of their respective 
r 

republic~ the link between the proqress of urbanization and 

that of the non-productive sphere is proved~ 

1. 

2. 

For example, in 1965, about 74% of those employed in 
the health field and 51% of those in the field of 
education were women in Uzbek republic. "~.Vomen in 
Uzbekistan", f~IU!.2L~.§i9~L8~.Y.!.~~· 2£· ci_!., p.43. 

v. Bia<lKovskaia an:i v. NoviKov, "Urban.i.za,tio.n a!ld the 
problem of restricting the gro·...,th·or: very large 
cities", soviet Review, Vd..25, No.1, lg84, p.84. -----·------
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The service sector represents an important element of 

development that facilitates the process of urbanization 

by drawing population to large urban centres. The spatial 

concentration of the population in urban centres, also 

results in concentration of various services that are 

required ever increasingly along with the increasing mate-

rial ana cultural needs of the population. The needs are 

more where the concentration of the population is grPater. 

Thus large cities have a relatively more developed service 

sector. The better the service, more is the attractJon to 

migrate ana live in the city. The expansion of services 

not only make urban areas more attractive but also increase 

the scope of employment in the urban areas. The decline in 

the industrial growth rate, the increased utilization of 

science and technology, continuously makes a portion of the 

urban workforce redundant. The service sector absorbs this 

manpower and the migration rate continues to grow even if 

industries achieve optimal level of man-power utilization. 

Thus service sector plays an import.ant role· in urban grm-1th 

and in the rural-urban migration process. 

Central ~sia experienced a very rapid increase in th~ 

sphere of servicesin this· period. During the seven-Year 

Plan (1959-65) the volume of services increased nearly 4-

fold in Uzbekistan and 5-fold in Taj ikist.:l.n. 

64 only, as many as 3,000 new service undertakings an1 
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workshops were opened in Tajikistan. 1 In 1966, school 

leavers in all part of the Tajik republic were encouraged 

to take a job in a service undertaking, in order to achieve 

the planned target of increasing the number employed in the 

service sector from 11,000 in 1966 to 25,000 in 1970. In 

Uzbekistan it was planned to increase the volume of service.~ 

by nearly 7-times between 1966-70. 2 

In short, the role of non-productive sector in the 

economy of the Central Asia had been growing as an essential 

component of the growth in people's living standard an::l the 

increasing level of urbanization. It may be assumed that 

this sphere would continue to expand in future because of 

its ability to attract indigenous manpower and thus aQsorb 

the growing surplus in Central Asian agriculture. 

However, the argument in f~vour of expansion of the 

non-pr~iuctive sphere or light and consumer goods innustries, 

' does not solve the problem. As has been pointed out, the 

problem of manpower shortage in heavy industry and the issue 

of increasing labour productivity would still remain. And 

also, in the prevailing cir·cumstances, in the absence or 

slowness of manpo,..Jer mobility, even the light and consumer 

'goods industries have a fair share of labour from outside. 

1. "Personal and maintenance service in the Central A.si an 
republics", .f~_!ral ~si2.!!_8evi~~· vol.15, :!\lo.l, 1967, 
p.48. 

2. 12~·· p.ss. 
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The expansion of such labour intensive branches on a large 

scale may only lead to further influx from outside instead 

of attracting local manpower. The dilemma of an optimal 

balance between the labour-intensive and capital-intensive 

branches of industry has been reflected in various debates 

that have ensued between Central As ian experts. Thus, 
r. 

Ziiadullaev, earlier the Chairman of the State Planning 

Commission of UzbeKistan and Kurbanov, former Chairman of 

the Council of Ministers, were advocating for the r<ipid 

expansion of 1 ight industry in the republic. Kurbanov 

argued for the rapid construction of new enterprises in 

light, food, electronic and radio-0lectronic industries, 

so that full employment of the labour-resources of the 

republic would be possible. Ziiadullaev argued for the 

full capacity, primary processing of the republics cotton, 

expansion of the light industry to provide 80% of the repub-

lie's consurner needs, a long-term preferential rate of 

growth for light industry, state economic protection to 

promote light industry in some of the less industrialized 

areas like Khorezm, Surkhandarya, KashKdarya oblasts and 

Kar ak-alpaK ASSR. 1 

The arguments in favour of 1 ight indus try were contra

dieted by arguments for greater regional economic self

reliance. Thus there were arguments to switch over to full-

----------
1. Grey Hodnett, 2.!?• ci_!:., pp.lOJ-0?., 117. 
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cycle production at the Uzbel< steel-mi 11 at Begovat, support 

for more rapid development of the chemical in~1 us try, argu-

ments supported by th~ si gniflc ant transformation of the 

economic potential of Central ASia brought about by the 

discove.ry of vast quantities of natural gas in Bukhara. 1 

similar arguments have been forv1arded by non-soviet 
' 

scholars in favour of more diversification to alter the 

existing high degree of specialization of the light industry 

in Central Asian republics. For example, Gillula was arguing 

that a diversified development of industry would make it 

possible to expand the employment leve 1 of the labour-surplus 

central Asian repub lies at a capital cost per wor J<.er that 

would be even lower than thp light industry averages in these 

republics. 2 Central .Asian industrial growth strategy sought 

to tackle both the problems, that of the expansion of i111d :lgenous 

industrial workforce and the increase of labour productivity. 

AS a result, Central Asian light and food industries remained 

generally labour-intensive, while heavy industry highly 

capital-intensive. Since the 1960s the emphasis of growth 

shifted to heavy industry and at the same time tO\-J ard 

increasing modernization of the light and fooo industries. 

But generally, as Divilov argues, new equipment was not 

introduced on a vast scale in light and food industries and 

1. .!2J2., p.lOO. 

2. James w. Gillula, 2E· £1!•• p.188. 
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the equipments that were introduced were not always produc

tive and hence did not result in the release of manpower. 1 

Thus in certain sector~ of the heavy industry, labour produc

tivity in central Asia even exceeded the index of the soviet 

Union as a whole. However, in light industry which plays 

such an important role in the economic life of central ASia, 
I 

the labour productivity index either rt=~mained below the TJSSR 

average or showed slow increase. 

Table-35: 1_abo Uf....Er.Q~_!i vi "t:L.!.Dd i~.§_f or ~!!:.§.! 
Asian industries {USSR index=~ ---------------

-------------------------------------------------------
Branch 

All industry 
Iron and steel 
Non-ferrous metals 
Fuels 
Power generation 
Machine-building 
Chemicals 
Timber, pulp and paper 
Building materials 
Glass. and pottery 
Light industry 
Food .indus try 

1960 

o. 91 
0.61 

1.00 
0.53 
o. 96 
o.so 
1.06 
1.08 
1.10 
0.88 
o. 91 

1964 

0.92 
0.55 
0.99 
0.99 
0.54 
0.99 
0.89 
1.04 
1.10 
o. 87 
0.86 
0.91 

1967 

0.95 
0.66 
o. 95 
1.07 
0.4 9 
1.07 
1.07 
1. co 
1.05 
1.19 
o. 90 
o. 90 

---------------------~--------------------~---------
(A.I. ImshchenetsktY' £1?· _£it., p.712. 

The different degree of capital intensity in Central Asian 

industry was reflected in the differ~nce in capital-output 

ratio among different industries. Thus in th~ electric 

power industry in Tajikistan the capital-output ratio was 

1. s. Divilov, "Labour resources and the comparison of 
general economic in:lices by union republics••, _rrob~~ 
of Economics, vol.15, No.ll, 1973, p.66. --------
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35-40 times higher than in apparel and food industries and 

about 13 times higher than in machine-building industries. 1 

The overall capital intensity of industry was higher 

than in the country as a whole by 1960 and this situation 

continued to remain so in the 1970s also. In 1960, the 

capital-labour ratio in industry in Uzbekistan was 1% higher 

and in Tajikistan 5% higher than the USSR average. The lag 

had increased substantially by 1'175, to 10% more in case- of 

Uzbekistan and 18% more in case of Tajikistan. 2 

In snort, strategy of industrializ"1tion bPtween 1150-75 

was to create in central Asia a div~rsified industrial 

structure an:J a strong heavy industrial base. 'T'he !'~low 

movement of the local manpo•to~er from <V]Ticult.ure -"'n:'! thP. 

need to reduce influx from outside, resulted in a more rapid 

growth of capital-intensive branches. At the samP ti~e the 

need to attract the 1 owly-skilled loc a 1 popul <'l tj on to indus try 

affected the technical level of the industries and consequently 

the productivity of labour, especially in those industries, 

i.e., food and light industries, whict1 attractE:d most of the 

local manpower. However, the continuous growth of heavy 
have ,been 

industry could L sustained by a redistribution of personnel 

from the traditional branches of ir.dustry, food .,n1 light 

----------
1. 

2. 

"On the comparative effectiveness of the PConomic 
structure of n:.gionc:-.", c:;ov_!~_Geogra.E,_hy.LE~vie~-2.!?-~ 
!f~slation, vol.15, No~ 1974, p.344. 

Gillula, .2.1?• .S.!!•, o. 174. 
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industry branches mainly, since reinforcement·; from the 

rural areas was on a very small scale. This redistribution 
have beE!n 

could_~ possible by increasing labour productivity in the 

traditional sectors. But since the traditional branches 

attracted the indigenous manpower most, any drastic change 

in the level of productivity was not desirable in the exis-

' ting circumstances. 

This strategy of industrialization brought about certain 

changes in.the urbanization process. Since industry was 

becoming more and more capital intensive, the expansion of 

industry did not involve the same level of man-power mobility 

as earlier, though expansion did necessarily mean more 

man-power in absolute terms. Hmo~ever, as expansion went 

along with divers ific at ion, there was a wider dispersal of 

industries terri tor ially also. There v-Ias a slowing down of 

the process of urban concentration. The gro,Nth of 1 arge 

cities earlier had meant more influx from outside, both 

because the labour mobility within the region was slow and 

large cities were more conducive to European influx for the 

ethnic-cultural environment ani material amenities they 

provided. Any change aff.ectinq the faster gro,..,.,th of large 

cities was more liKely to help labour mobility 'tlithin the 

titular nationaliti,~s. 

It is debatable whether a higher rate of 1 abour produC·· 

tivity in industry was desirablt~ in the existinq conditions 

in the Central Asian republics. Givr-.m the present level of 
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skill and man-po,.ver mobility in thr> r-='qi.0n, tn~ la·1011r 

intensive li,Jht industrial ent(=?t"prises hav~~ ber->n tne main 

means of attracting indiqenous L::Jbour .into in-1ustry. If 

the ethnic :1i str ibut ion of the 1 abour fore": has to be 

change.j in favour. of the titul.1r n;Jtion,,liti.·~~; in C">''ntral 

Asia, then a drastic chaWJr.:> nffectJ:v~ th(~ lA:)our.-int~"~nsiVP 

branches may not b~ Je 3ir abl P.. At thP sa~~ time, 

as has al -ce~"iy been argued r without incc~as i n-1 1.,h011r pro·luc

tivity, it mAy not be poc::sible to ~:;top l'lfliJX of L'l!Jour 

from OLttsiie the region, qive~n t!JP s lo~.4 mohi l it·r of' the 

population from r.ucal to urlJan nrP~s. 

it is also un:"lenial)le that 'dlth•mt An exp.lnJ.acJ basP. of 

heavy inJustr.y, it would be very :ilft'icult for th<? <:entr-1l 

Asian relJUblics to go to a hiqh><~,- staqe of inJu~;tri'll i?.atj_nn, 

without which this region might fin·! itsPlf in ~ po~ition 

of ineqtlality vi.s-a-vis other r~?qi.ons of: tt1e nssR. 

Whether niqher rate of l.3hour. proluctlvity in i;-dust::"y 

is desirable or not, the fact rPmains trt"lt its '1rowtn has 

been affected to a large extent by the exist:~->nce of f::1irly 

large number of lnbour-intPn~ive in-lustries. jn •,vhich the 

level of moderniz.:1t .. lon or th.-. tc,ctmj~:ll iPvel •.rlii:'l <!uite J.ry.-1. 

As a result, Central l\si.3 hr~d,lw t-h~> rni·1-l07()s, :'Jn indu·-;t·ri.=Jl 

structure Where the heavy in~11.l~d-Cy' '>J<:\<"; r:f!O'II/in:-J f-'"l~ter:, .itc; 

share in the industry was continuously going up and th~se 

enterprises were characterized by a hi?h degree of C3pit~l 
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intensity. At the other end were the light a~1 .food in1us

tr ial enterprises~ which retained substantial weight in the 

economy and were characterized 'Jy a high degree of 1 abour 

intensiveness. The result of this structural gro1-1th was 

that 'labour productivity increased, but not as fast as in 

the rest of the country. 

Table-36: 

USSR 
.Uzbekistan 
Tajikistan 

1340 

100 
100 
100 

1965 

37 2 
269 
213 

1970 

492 
314 
257 

1975 

657 
394 
305 

--!.-------------------------------------

E.§~ E.!!_ of -~~.D-9E~t h: 

9etween 1959-75, Central Asia was characterized by 

a relatively faster urban growth than the rest of the 

country. During this period the urban population of 

Uzbekistan increased by 92.7%, that of Tajikistan by 98.1%, 

as compared to 53.1% in the country as a lflhole. 1 

Urban growth in this perivd was not character .ized by 

the growth of large cities only. The earlier pattern of 

concentration of the population in very larqe centre could. 

not be changed so easily. However~ since the 'sixties the 
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growth of large cities had slowed down, though they still 

continued to have a very large share of the urban population. 

In TajiKistan the number of smaller urban centres grew more 

rapidly than the larger ones. In Uzbekistan the larger 

centres continued to enjoy a favour abl·e growth. This could 

have been due to the 1 arger influx of Russi an s into the already 
' 

well developed large cities of Uzbe'<istan. In the absence 

of such a high level of influx, concentration of population 

iri Tajikistan could not have be~<?n as much as in Uzbekistan, 

since the local population migrat.ion to big cities was also 

not high. Thus TajiKistan would have a fairly large nunber 

of small and medium sized cities, as against a large number 

of big cities in Uzbekistan. Even in Uzbekistan~the growth 

of very large cities slowed down since the 1960s. The share 

of cities with over 100,000 population in the total urban 

population in Uzbekistan and Tajikistan increased between 

1959-67, but after that it declined. 

The pace of urban gro·..vth continued to be faster than 

that in the rest of the country. But compared to the earlier 

rate of growth, the urban population growth of the rep~~lics 

of Uzbekistan and Taj i.l<istan was slower, particularly since 

the 1 960s. This was mainly due to the slowing do\o~n in the 

growth rate of very 1 arge cities in the two republics. 

However, the pace of growth still remained relatively much 

faster than the all-Union average pos·sibly due to the faster 

growth of medium and small urban centres in the Central 
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----T97o----~~~--Increase -rncrease Increase 
between between between 
1959-67 1967-74 1959-74 

_________________________ J1!L%) __ jin %) _ __lin r.J__ 

Jlzbeki~ 

1. Andizhan 130,083 169,000 188~ 000 211,000 50.6 24.8 6 2. 2 

2. N a.rnangan 123,467 158,000 175,000 202,000 27.9 27.8 6 3.6 

3. Tashkent 911,930 1239,000 1385,000 155 2, ooo 35.8 25.2 70.1 

4. 3ukhara 6 9, 254 102,000 112,000 133,000 47.2 30.4 92.0 

5. Chirchik 65,520 100,000 107,000 121,000 52.6 21• 0 84.6 

6. Fer ghana 80,206 93,000 111;000 124,000 15.9 3 3. 3 54.6 

"7 Kokand 105,082 131,000 133,000 147,000 24.6 12. 2 39.8 ' . 
8. I'-1argel an 67,990 89,000 95,000 108,000 30.9 21.3 58.8 

9. Samarkand 196,484 248, 000 267,000 2q3,000 26. 2 18.1 49.1 

T _sj ikista.!} 

1. Dushanbe 224,242 333,000 374,000 422,000 48.5 26.7 88.1 

?.. Leninabad 77,455 100,000 103,000 116,000 29.8 16.0 42·0 

--------------- ----------
(Chauncy D. Harris, "Population of Citi8S of the 
soviet union'', sov~...:!~Sgraohy_;.~vi~w an~ 
translation, vor:Tf/ No. 6 -r.rro, .PP· 337-3\1; 
'""T.1eooO'F'"e-S"haba1, "Population trends of Soviet 
cities, 1 97 0-84 ", ,§QY~-~Qgt~EhY.l-~~ iew ~_9 
!!2~1~tiQE, vol.26, No.2, 1985, pp. ~. 
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Asian republics also •. 7;s it is th~ gr~''llth of large cities 

remaital faster in Central Asia than that in the rest of the 

countr;. 1 The changing pattern of urban grovrth further 

facilitated increases in the level of urbanization, i.~ •• 

the share of urban population in the total population • • 

However, the changes in the level of urbanization was also 

constrained by other factors like demographic and cultural 

facto~, which would not make the territorial redistribution 

of man-power in Central Asia a smooth process. 

The level of urbanization and 
..!.h~-E£2ce _ss of -~gr 2tion -;-----

The slower pace of urban gro•Nth since the 1::)50s as 

compared to the earlier period, as well as a very hiqh 

gro\.;tn in th"' numb~?r of rural population, resul tl?d in a 

slo•~Yer rate of grm.;th in tht" lAvel of urhaniz"ition, i.P., 

in the share of urban population. That urban gro•,Jth slovJed 

down has already been discus~>ed. so far as rural population 

was concerned, their gro•..;th in terms of absolutE.~ numbPrs 

was higher than that of urban ;:-Jopulatic'n beh;ePn 1':'5~-75. 2 

1. 

2. 

For example, annual aver<-1ge gro•r~th rote of select~:d 
capital cities shows that the Central '"'"sian cities nad 
a much higher grm·lth rate. BPtvwen l <sq-70, Tash~~ent 
had an annual avPrag0 gro1.vth rate of ~.65'·{: an-J Dushan-
be 4.54%. \)et·.·Jeen 1970-74,ti-P.3e ciltl:'~ r~:.:l(octlvPlr her'! a growth 
rate of 2.85% and 3.02~4 .• As compared to this ~':osco•,; 
had a growth rate of 1.43% betHeen 195q-7o and. 1.54% 
between 1970-74. The fi:;ures for Leningrad were 0.09% 
and 1.64% in the respective oericds. ,Jeff C::hin, ~!1.!!'~l2-
!Jng_Sovi!~-12212,g1.2!io!}_!~.§Q.Y!:.S?~~ London, 1977, p. ?.1. 

In~· Uzbekistan .the rural population increase Wos 
3, 040,000 as compared to the urban popul ::.~tion incrPase 
of 2,530,000 between lq59-75. In rrajik:istan, in the 
same period, the rural population incrPase w<1s 772,000 
?S compared to an increase of 634,0CO in the urban popu-
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The effect of this on the level of urbani?ation can be seen 

from the following table. 

-------T94o1959T975-Percen- Percen-Ani1ua1-"A.'nnlia1-
tage tage percen- percen-
change change tage tage 
bet\-1een between change change 
1940-59 1959-75 between between 

1940-59 1959-75 ------------------------------------------------------------
USSR 
Uzbekistan 
Tajikistan 

33 
25 
19 

48 
34 
33 

60 
38 
38 

15 
9 

14 

12 
4 
5 

0.78 
0.47 
o. 7 3 

0.75 
o. 25 
0.31 

---------------------...-.. ----------------

The level of urbanization among the indigenous nAtiona-

lities also went up, though the rate coul~l have been rnuch 

faste,r but for a .very high rate of nntural incn=~ase ln the 

rural areas. The share of UzbeKs in thP urban population 

of Uzbekistan increased from 37.2% to 41.21~(, bet~r1eer 1Q59-70. 

Similarly in Taj ildstan the share of Tajj ks in t~lf" urb2n 

population between 1959-70 went up from 11.8~ to 38.6~. 1 

Though the titular nationalities in the above two repu1)l ics 

dominated the ethnic composition of the urban population, 

the level of urbanization remained low within the Central 

Asian nationalities. The urbanization process in Central 

Asia since the 1950s contained bott1 th~ aspects of increas-

ing the participation of the indtgenous population in non-

1. Kozlov, .2!?• £J:!•, p.48. 
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agricultural occupations and of simultaneously slowing 

down the rate of influx from outside. This was to be made 

possible by moderating the rate of industrial growth instead 

of the very rapid rate earlier and the rapid mechanization 

of agriculture, as well as training of personnel. Modera

tion in the rate of industrial growth also was to slow 
( 

down the demand for skilled labour, which earlier far excee-

jed the training of th~ local manpower or even the overall 

supply of local manpower. 't'he slm..; r.=.!tP of dP.m;:)ni of man-

power and a faster rate of manpO\ver reJ.Pase from ~gr icul ture 

due to mechanization an::l a faster gr.m.,th of a .skilled local 

cadre due to more intensive traininq of an incre<:lsinq numbPr 

of the indigenous population, woul~l help in raisinrr the level 

of urbanization of the indigenous population, which in lq-jQ 

was only 23% among tne UzbeKs in tne UzbeK republic and 

1 22.5% among the Tajiks in the Tajik repuolic. The rise in 

the level of urbanization among the titular nationalities 

was a very slow process, due to the high ratE~ of n"'ltural 

increase in the rural areas. 11ut a more immediate effect 

of the above described urbanization process has beE'n the 

growing share of these nationalities in the total urban 

population in the republic. In 1970, the share of Taj iks 

and Uzbeks was more than thnt of the R usst ans in the urban 
resy,ect ivP. 

') 

areas of- theirLtitular republics;· RPcause of the qreater 

----------
1. 

2. Ib id • , p. 56 • --
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concentration of industrial production in the Ci'lpital 

cities, they still had a higher ~hare of Russian than the 

proportion of Russians in the total urban areas. In 1970, 

Russians constituted 40.8% of the population of TashkP.nt 

and the same proportion in the population of Dushanbe • 1 

However, this should not overshadow the changes that have 

come about in the ethnic composition of the urban population 

in the two Central As ian republics. 

The most distinctive feature of urban gro1.,rth between 

1950-1975, was thP. growth of the medium sized industrial 

cities, specializing in one major branch of heavy industrv. 2 

The growth of these centres was much faster ·than the 1 arqer 

centres and also the medi urn sized cities •,.;h ich t.,rere not 

specialized industrial centres. 

In spotial terms, the ln.rqe cf?nt:res were '"'itnessinq 

a faster development of capi tal-i nte n<;ivr-~ br ~mchP<>. 1 
Si nee 

1. Ibi3., p.56. 

2. The fastest. growing to .. •ms in UzbPld.stan were the 
industrial a~d mining centres liKe, Angren, Almalyk, 
Urgench, Nukus, Tashauz, Cliirchik, 1egovat, Kuvas.:~i, 

Zarafshan, Navoi, Shorsu, Leninsk etc. in UzbPkic.tan. 
In Tajikistan such centres inclu~:led the uranium-pro
cessing centre of Chkalovsk, the al~minium centre of 
Regar, the hydro-electric centre of NureK and the 
electro-chemical centre of Yavan. 

3. Almost all the 1 arge cities of Uzbekistan and Taj iKi s
tan were also the main machine-building centres of 
their respective republics. 
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European migration has mostly been attracted to 1 arge cities 

of Central Asia, any rationalization of labour-use was bound 

to affect the rate of European influx. At the same time the 

growth of the service sector and its concentration in the 

large cities was expected to help man-pm.,er mobility among 

the ethnic Central Asians whose participation in this sector 

has been relatively higher than other non-;"!gricultural 

sectors. 

Since most intensive urbanization v1as associated ,,Uth 

industrial development, the centres of he~vy industry, which 

were characterized primarily ;_1ue to their industrinl func-

tions, had generally a faster growth than the large centres 

which were the main industrial, commercial, cultural and 

d 1 ' tr ti tr f th . 1 ' 1 a m n~s a ve cen es o e repuo. 1c. Tni s may have 

been due to a slower rate of growth of industries in t re 

latter type of centres, which more and more shifted to non-

material production. The pattern of urban gro'~7th directly 

influences the process of popul r:~tion redistribution terri-

torially and sectorally. For example, the growth of large 

1. For example, according to the data compiled by l\rm 
Sheehy, such medium-sized, new an::i primarily in-1ustrial 
centres li J<e AlmalyK (70%), Urgench (39%), Chi rchiK 
(39%), 13eJ<abad (33%), NuKu~ (31%) had a higher. C}ro' . ..Jt'i 
rate of population between 1959-65, than such old 
an:i large cities liKe Andizhan (22%), Namanqan (22"'o), 
Tashkent {20~), Kol<an:i {1-1''·0 and Ferghana (11 "!.,). 
Ann sneehy, "Population tn~nds i:-:1 Central l\sia and 
Kazakhstan, 1~59-65", Central .l\Si:Jn Review, vol.14, 
No.4, 1966, p. 325. ---------- -------·~----
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urban centres creates greater scope for non-agricultural 

occupations, as compared to medium ani small centres. -\t 

the same time, such centres, as in case of Central .1\sia, 

are far removed from the rural population both in terms of 

their cultural milieu and skill level of the occupations. 

Similarly, the faster growth of medium sized industrial 

centres may create more opportunities for occupational and 

social mobility for the agrictlltural population. At the 

same time, in the context of low skill level of the indi-

genous population, as in the case of Central .1\Sia, the 

faster growth of such centres may actually increa~e the 

' influx of manpower from outside the region. The grovJth of 

smaller urban centres may suit the cultural and skill level 

of the indigenous rural population· and yet such centres are 

neither suited for the location of heavy industry nor can 

they be sufficient to absorb a faster gro~:Ji ng rural popul a-

tion, which in the case of Central .-\sia especiallv is 

exceptionally high. 

In the light of these assumptions the urban growth 

pattern of Central Asia is sought to be discussed in this 

study. Before that a review of the migration process is 

essential. The urban growth pattern during the period 

under study has not been exactly thf:' same in Uzb81<i:stan 

and Tajildst'3.n. However, one esst=mtial t~inq common to 

them both was the faster growth of the rnr:d.iu:n sizej inius

trial centres. In case of Uzbe1~ist.:=Jn thr-; 'Jr"Oirlth of· lArge 
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urban centres was steady and in the case of Tajikistan 

the smaller urban centres had 21 steady gror,lth. 

This growth pattern# according to Lubin# has accen

tuated the problem of ind.igenous manpov1er mobility. The 

indigenous population being conc""ntrated in small and medium 

non-industrial or old centres, would find. more indigenous 

surplus manpower in such centres, wn ile the new industrial 

centres would more and more continue to be staffed by 

Europeans from outside the region. 

According to Lubin, despite rapid urbanization in 

Central Asia, Europeans are disproportionately over-repre

sented in Uzbekistan • s urban areas, within which, .,gaini .. 

the Europeans have generally tended to settle in the new, 

industrial· cities that have been created during the years 

of soviet power. Urban Uzbel<s are concentrated in old, 

small and medium-size towns. This has been according to 

her, largely due to the location of industries, '·"'hich are 

based 1 argely on the extraction and processing of raw mate

rials and as such are close to the resources in question 

rather than to the population concentrated in the rural 

areas. Given the low mobility and lo•t1 industrial skill 

among the indigenous population, these industries created 

in the Soviet period had a larqP Rus::>i:::~n rlni other F.uropean 

1 personnel. 

---~---

1. N. Lubin# g£. Eit., pp.99-100. 
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The net effect in terms of population, as Lubin points 

out, has been that there was a spatial imbalance in the 

redistribution of the ethnic population. While the indus-

trially developed centres were dominated by Europeans, the 

old, smaller cities were overwhelmingly Central As ian in 

their ethnic composition. 

IriCi Ic ator---------"New-smal -y- -oi~T1arge-Old .. sm3TT--
and med.ium cities cities with 
cities w i- w .it h m u 1. - m .1 in in d u stry · 
t h develo- ti ser;tor?ll the primary 
ped heavy industry processinq of 
industry :::~']!" icul tnral 

r ai¥ matPr i als ___________________ , __ , _____ ..._ _______ ,. __________ _ 
Per cent of total 
number of cit1es 

Per cent of total 
urban population 

Indigenous nationa
lities as per cent 
of total population 

Per cent of 1 abour 
resources employed 
in social production 

Per cent of employed 
population in indus
try, construction and 
transport 

2?. 

21 

20 

7 2.1 

70.4 

15 1)3 

62 17 

50 60 

70.1 7 3. 8 

53.7 

---------------·-------------~--

(Source: Mikheeva. v., "Trudovye resursy malykh i. 
srednykh gorodov, Uzbekistan'! perspektivy ikh 
ispolzovaniia", doctoral dissertation, Tashkent, 
1975. Cited inN. Lubin, .212· £_!., p.lOl.) 
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This imbalance, according to Lubin, is because of the 

emphasis placed on the economies of construction for location 

of industries and not the presence or absencE> of 1 Flbour 

resources. This led to difficulties in ~taffing the labour 

force in many instances by the indigenous population. To 

overcome the difficulties the industrial enterprises were 

staffed by in-migrants from outside. Lubin conclu:les that 

population pressures and. traditional govPrnmental priorities 

in heavy in::iustry were intensifying the division between 

central Asians and Europeans rather than diminishing them. 

According to her, differences in growth rates of employment 

by sectors led to increasing labour surpluses in agriculture 

and shortages in industry. Differences in population growth 

led to growing 1 abour surpluses in rural areas, an::l old, 

small towns and to potential shortages, in nE'w industrial 

1 cities and large urban centres. 

While not rejecting entirely the vali:lity of some of 

her observations, it can be said that the conclusions of 

Lubin have been somewhat far-fetched. Neither the experience, 

nor the projections for the future show any increasing 

dominance of Europeans in the industrial centres. In fact, 

their share in the total popul.:~tion of such centres are 

steadily declining. Nor the <'!ltern,,tive to the problem is 

to scrap the future building of hP.avy industry. The problem 

1. Ibid., op.l00-02. -- ~ 
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has been sought to be tackled by increasing labour produc

tivity in industry to meet the labour. shortages in modern 

enterprises and to get labour. released from traditional 

ones. This, along with diminishing in-migration from out

side will help the redistribution of the indigenous labour 

force sectorally as well as sp~tially. The alternative, 

thus, has been more modernizati.on of ind~stry and rapid 

training of indigenous manpo1111er in iniu:.:;tri.al skills. 

!b!:.22..!_!:~.!!_ of m i.siE.2~..!.2.!2: 

Since the 1950s there Wns a slo'·"~linq :io1-Jn of the Rusc;ian 

and other European in-mi<]ration into centrAl Asia. This 

might have been due to th~ slow.ing dt1wn of the industrial 

·growth rate in this period and also dtle to thr-> incrr->;qsing 

educational, skill and cultural level of the indigenous 

population who slowly began to replace the Russians in 

industrial and urban jobs. The share of Russians in the 

Central Asian republics declined as the Russian influx 

into Central Asia slowed do1...,n durin'] this period. The 

share of Russians in Uzbekist.:an dropped from 13.5% in 1959 

to 12.5% in 1970 and to a further 10.8°<. in 1979. simil2rly 

in Tajikistan the Russian popul.::tion declined from 13.3% 

in 1959 to 11.9~ in 1970 to 10.4~ in 1S~9. It could he 

argued that thi:s was due to a hiqhPr. r2.te of nAturi=il incr.t>ase 

among the Central Asians. Undoubtedly this was a m"lin 

reason for the declining share of Russians. gut this could 
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not be the only reason, because the number of inmigration 

into Central Asia was also declining, a f~ct which has 

already been demonstrated in the earlier chapter. The 

migration trend in Central Asia showed a dr-;cline in the 

1 rate of in-migration. In the urban areas the rate of in-

migration dropped. In fact, the high gro1r.1th rate of the 

capital cities and .J.arge citiP-s of Central Asia was mainly 

·due to natural increase and much less due to mechanical 

2 increase, i.e., migration. Incidentally, the rate of 

natural increase in the urban areas of Uzbekistan in 1970 

was 20 per 1, 000 population as compared to 8 p~r thousand 
') 

in the urban areas of USSR as a \.Vhole.-' 

Between 195 9-70, natural increase contr ibutcd morf' than 

half of the urban population increase in Uzbekistan and 

Taj 1 ki stan and about a third of the increase was due to 
also 

migration. This one third or so involvedLmiqrants from 

urban areas to urban areas. So the net rural-urban miqrants 
constituted 

1 a very small share in the total urban population increAse, ... 
indicating a small change in the socio-or.cupational '3tructure 

1. 

2. 

Betv1een 1967-71, the number of in-migrants per 1, 000 
out-migrants declined from 1,405 to 1,246 in Uzbekistan 
and fran 1,036 to 1,034 in Tajikistan. 'i • .S. Kt1orev 
and B.M. Moissenko, oo. cit., p.47. _... -- and 
V. Perevedentsev, "Population movement/labour supply 
in siberia, {Part III)", ~.,!~_§_2E_!o logy, vol. 8, No.1, 
196 9, p. 34) also V •· Perevedentsev, "Population d istri
bution and migration", soviet Rr-;view, vol.16, No.1, 
1975, p.62; v. Bialkovskaia-and-V.-Novikov, 2E· ci1., 
p. 87. 
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brought about by urbanization. An overwhelming majority 

of the migrants to cities were constituted by those coming 

from outside the republic. 

Between 1959-70, natural increase contributed 52% of 

the urban growth in the Uzbek republic; reclassification 

16% and net in-migration, only 32%. The major! ty of the 

~n-migrants were non-indigenous. In the same period, i.e., 

between 1959-1970, as much as 90"1 of tho in-mtgnmts to the 

urban areas of Uzbekistan C"'lme from outside the republic 

and only 10% came from tht:> rural arf!as of th(!> republic. 

Even within the rural-to-urban migrants the indigenous _ 

Uzbeks comprised a very small proportion - Uzbek men comP-

rised only 37% of all male migrants from the countrysine 

to the urban areas while' Uzbek women comprised only lg% of 

the total female migrants to the cities from the rural areas. 1 

Like in Uzbekistan, similar trends were discernibl~· in the 

urbanization process of Taji ki~tan, where the shar~=· of 

ngtural increase and reclassific;'ltion in the total increase 

of urban population was more- than twice that of miqr ation. 

Between 1959-70, 56 per cent of the urb.:m qrowth in 'T'"!jikistan 

came from natural increase and 11~(, from r!"Cla~~ificAtion6 

as compared to only 30% from miqr at ion. 2 

1. According to FF?shbach, rural migrants comprised ll?ss than 
17% . ..Qf the new arrivals to the ciUes of Uzbek.i~tan in 

1970. N. Lubin, 21?· .S!.!·, pp. ?~-"4. 

2. Chauncy D. Harris, "Urbanization and Population growth 
in the soviet Union, 1959-1970 ", ~-g~g~J2!:ic§.! 
~~~· vol.16, No.4, 1971, p.llO. 
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Though the Russians and other Europeans continued to 

domin.ate the total migration to the cities, there was a 

conspicuous downward trend in the in-migration to the central 

Asian urban areas from outside. While their relative weight 

still remained high due to low mobility among the ce·ntral 

Asians, the diminishing rate of influx from outside might 

pave the way for increasing mobility among rural Central 

Asians. The high growth rate among urban Central Asians 

al~o meant that there would be a potentinl reserve to substi

tute the European migrants to Central Asia. The urban 

reserve would not be constrained by cultural factors to 

take up industrial-urban occupations, thus makinq the need 

for outside labour less and less over time. 

However, any drastic change in the present level of 

socio-occupational and spatial mobility among the ethnic 

Central Asians requires a qualitative change in the present 

urbanization process, which is dominated by natur~l increase 

and in which migration, especially of the indigenous popula

tion, plays a very small part. Otherwise such high urban 

growth rates, as central Asia witnessed, would have no 

meaning in the socio-economic life of the indigenous popu

lation. one positive factor in the urbanization process 

had been the slowing down of the European intlux into Central 

Asia, which both reflects the growing mobility and skill 

level of the indigenous population and still more, would 

create more scope for the central Asians to take up urban

industrial occupations. 
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The downward trend of European influx into central 

Asia, especially in the 1970s, was very conspicuous. Bet~..;een 

1959-70, net in-migration into Uzbekistan was 514,000, while 

between 1970-79 the number was only 135,000. Similarly in 

Tajikistan, from a net influx of 69,0()0 in 1959-70, the 

number declined to 41,000 between 1970-79. These figures 
I 

indicate the greater success achieved ov'='r the years in 

attracting the indigenous population to industrial and urban 

occupations and the relatively lesser need to recruit labour 

from outside the republic. 1 

In Uzbekistan the share of intrarepublic migration 

increased much faster than interrepublic migration. In 

Tajikistan, the share of intrarepublic migration declined 

at a less faster rate than did interrepublic migr~tion. 

The reasons for the declining proportion of rural-urban 

migration in Tajikistan was mainly due to the high rate 

of natural increase and also because the earlier tempo of 

growth of big cities like Dush~nbe slowed down considerably. 

Table-40: IntrareE~lic and Interrenublic minration in 
]i§~I~~~n -·anS!::!~J1Q1.f~1~~~i'~-------

------rnt'rare[?tibi Ic m19! at lo!!-rn t~rrepubiTc m1_9E at .,!9.!} 
Tin % of total urban (in % of to tal urban 

increase) increase 
-196 2---r9b5--~-.,- -19b2-19bs-196.,---------------------------------

Uzbekistan 
TajiKistan 

22.7 
19.5 

34.7 
13.5 

38.7 
30. 2 

41.~ 
37 .6. 

3 2. 9 
19.3 

(R·. V. Tatevosyan, "Methods of analysis of interregional 
migration in the USSR in relation to the proces of urba
nization", ~~et Ge£9Ea.I?.b.Y= RA~iew__§nd_!£.21)Sl_2~!2!!• 
vol.13, No.2, 197"2, p.1.29.) 

1. 11Theodore Shabad, 11News notes {Ethnic results of the 
197 9 soviet Census) ••, ~2v i.§:!_2~21E.N?!lY..LRe~j.~~-.2nd 
Tr~_!-~tioE, vo1.21, No.7, 1980, pp.483, 487. 
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There is no doubt about the diminishing impact of the 

interrepublican migration on the demographic process in 

Central Asia. The slowing down of the European influx to 

central Asia and a very high birth rate, resulted in making 

the impact of migration from outside on the population 

growth very negligible. 1 

Since the influx of the Europeans was mainly related 

to industry, any slowing down in the growth rate of European 

migration into Central ASi.'l would help the qrowth of indi-

genous industrial labour force. Two examples are cited here 

to under line the relationship of European migration to 

industrial growth in central Asia. The two examples are, 

the construction of the Nurek hydroelectric plant and the 

Dushanbe textile mill, in Tajikistan. In both these plants 

the share of Russians in 1964 was much larger than any other 

nationality and even all nationalities combined together. 

In the construction of the first plant the share of Russians 

was 51.8% and in the second plant 55. 7%. The share of Taji ks 

was as 27.8% and 15. 2% respectively. 2 

-------
1. Between 1939-59, migration accounted for more than 

42% of Uzbekistan~ population growth, the share drop
ped to 10% between 1959-70 and to a further 4% between 
1971-76. N. Lubin, .£!?• ci_!., p.41. 

2. v.r. Perevedentsev, "Population movement and labour 
supply in Siberia (Part V) ", 22• 52!!·, p.454. 
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These two examples reveal many aspects of the Central 

Asian urbanization process. The participation of ethnic 
in 

central AsiansLnon-agricultural occupations, particularly 

industrial occupations, was much small8r compared to the 

Europeans. Among the former, femalP labour participation 

was lower than males. Thus the share of Tajiks in the 

construction of the N urek hydroelectric plant which required 

primarily male labour was higher than that in the Dushanbe 

textile mi 11 which required primarily female 1 abour. 1 

Another aspect was the non-participation of the local labour 

due to the low level of skill of the indigenous labour. 

This is exemplified by the fact that only one-sixth of the 

Taj ik workers at Nurek construction were the local inhabi

tants of NureJ< itself. Most of the Taj 1 ks were from outside, 

since the skilled personnel, particulArly irilJ.ers, blasters, 

tunnelers and excavator operators etc., were mostly those 

transferred from other construction projects and from coal 

and ore mines. 2 

The ethnic trend in the cities was infl u~nced by the 

ethnic trends in industry. The low share of the indigenous 

nationalities in the industrial workforce was reflected in 

their low share in the urban population of the industrial 

cities. This being the correlation, the ethnic composition 

------------
1. !~·· p.454. 
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of the urban areas was ! bound to be affected by the rate 

of development of their industri~l growth. The industrial 

growth rate since the 195os· slowed down as compared to the 

previous period, when Central Asia had a very high gro,,.th 

rate due to the initial low industrial base. In that period 

the rate of industrial growth far exceeded the rate of 

preparing the indigenous population for industrial jobs. 

As a result the influx from ontside had risen manifold. 

But after the take off stage, the growth rate decl.ined and 

the disproportion between industrial growth and. thF? training 

of the indigenous personnel was souqht to be reduced. The 

training of the local personnel as a result of urbanization 

of the Central Asian republics and the reduction of inmigra

tion into Central Asia, would help expanding the scope of 

ethnic Central Asian participation in the labour force. The 

trend of the ethnic composition of the urban population in 

C~ntral ASia showed that since 1959 the share of Russians in 

the urban population had. been on the decline, from 33.4% in 

1959 to 30.4% in 1970 in Uzbekistan and from 35. 3% to 30% 

1 
in Tajikistan during the above period • 

. T.he large urban centres, the main industrial centres 

of the region, whose growth rate slowed do'm substantially 

since the 1960s, witnessed a declining share of Rnssians in 

their ethnic composition. 'l'hese urban cPntre~. aff.ered ·· 

1. IA. R. Vinnikov, "National f!n::i ethnoqraphic groups in 
central Asia· as reflected in Pthnic statistics (Part I),., 
~~e!_So~i;912~, vol.19, No.2, 1980, p.38. 
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the best conditions for European influx, due to the material 

and cultural amenities, they could provide. These centres· 

were now required to act as instruments for transforming the 

indigenous population, unlike the earlier phase when under 

the circumstances these centres were the focal points of 

European influx into Central .Asia. Relevant in this context 

is the case of the capital cities which were possib.ly the 

·most attractive centres of European migration to central 

Asia. The decline ·iA the share of Russians ·in the capital 

cities shm~the trend in the large urban centres. In Tashkent 

the share of Russians in the total population declined from 

43.9% to 40.8% between 1959-70, in which period the proportion 

of Russians in the tDtal population of Dushanbe declined 

from 47.8% to 42%. 1 Apart from the declining industrial 

growth rate, the other major factor in reducing man-power 

demand was the relatively higher industrial labour producti-

vity in large centres. 

The spatial pattern of industrial production in central 

Asia before the 1950s was characterized by concentration of 

-------
1. o.v. I.~armin, V.M. Moiseyenko, B.s. Khorev, "Social

demographic aspects of ur.bani zation in the USSR ••, 
§2~!e~29E~!'lY..!_l!~vi~~~~~_gslati9.!}, vol.13,No. 2, 
1972, p.1031 v.v. Pol<shishevsKiy, "Urbanization and 
ethnographic processes", ~.!~~Q~9!:.2PEY.!.~~.!~~- a~ 
Translation, vol.13, No.2, 1972, p.117; Robert A. 
Lewfs;R1cfiard H. Rowland and Ralph S. Clem, "Moderni
zation, population change an-1 nationality in soviet 
central Asia and Kazakhstan", Canad.ian Slavonic Papers, 
vol.17, Nos.2-3, 1975, p.295. ------------------
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the productive forces in larger centres. The large centres 

offered greater economic advantages, in terms of cost-

efficiency and labour-productivity, for rapid industriali

zation in a short time. The large cities with a higher 

concentration of the skilled manpower or a higher availabi

lity of a skilled workforce and also due to the concentration 
I 

of educational and training facilities, were in a better . ' 

position to constantly improve the technical level and the 

labour productivity in material production. Since the 1960s 

the emphasis on increasing labour productivity increased. 

This could have had an impact on the demand of manpO\oJer, 

leading to a slowing down of the Russian and other European 

influx. 

The decreasing rate of European influx into Central 

Asia, especially the inflow of industrial •NOrkers, increased 

the opportunities for Central Asians to participate in non-

agricultural jobs. Since the participation of the Central 

Asian in the sphere of services and other non-material pro

duction was relatively higher than that in· industry, a faster 

growth of the former surely increased the scope of central 

Asians• participation in urban jobs vis-a-vis the Russians. 

ACcording to Perevedentsev, a leading soviet expert, 

ethnic factors influence both interregional and intraregional 

population redistribution. In fact he argues that the effects 

of ethnic factor on the population movement is comparable 

with that of the economic factors. Since the Russinns found 
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themselves in a familiar ethnic environment in the cities 

of Central Asia the Russian migration was very high. This 

limited the job opportunities for the central Asians in the 

urban areas as well, apart from presenting a different urban 

ethnic environment for the rural Central Asians. It was 

difficult for the tradition-bound rural Central Asians to 

migrate to urban areas with a very different ethnic, cultural 

and linguistic environment. 1 Likewise Gale Johnson and 

Karen Brooks also point out that one major effect of inflo1.v 

of industrial workers from outside to Central Asia has been 

the diminishing job opportunities outsi-'ie agriculture for 

the indigenous population. 'T'he other major effect would be 

the excerbation of labour deficit in North and the Slavic 

2 
areas. 

From the above argl.l.l'nents it is cle:ar that a dec1 ining 

ratio of non-Asicms in Central Asian urban centres would 

create conditions for increasing migration of rural Centr C~l 

Asians. one major step in that direction has been to rerrcve 

the great disparity between the demand for industrial 1 abour 

and the supply of indigenous labour. In fact, between 1959-70, 

the demand for labour in the non-agricultural jobs in the 

slavic areas grew faster than that of Central Asian republics, 

1. v. Perevedentsev, 11POpulation movement and labour 
supply in Siberia (~art V)", soviet_§g_£iol_9gy, vol .. 9, 
No.3, 1970-71, pp.4~2, 460-61. 

2. John son and Brooks, 212• .£!.!· , p. 184. 
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as has been pointed out by Johnson ond Arooks. 1 This might 

have been the cause of low influx into central Asia. from 

outside. If this trend continues, then the conditions for 

a higher level of urbanization among the central Asi c:tns 

would be more conducive. The reduction of outside influx 

to a large extent, however, depends on the nature of incen

tives and the level' of training of the indigenous personnel. 

so far as the indigenous population is concerned, the 

wage structure inside the region's economy was mon:~ weighted 

in favour of industry an1 within industry in favour of heavy 

industry. Thus ideally the existing wage level in central 

Asia should encourage more intrarepublican migration as 

compared to the interrepublican migration. While the wages 

did not provide incentive to labour from outside Central 

Asia, they did provide higher remuneration to Central Asian 

workforce in terms of shifting from agriculture to industry. 

For the indigenous population, customs and traditions 

anq other cultural factors may have been responsible for 

slower mobility to industrial jobs, or within industry from 

the service sector to the material production sector, though 

wage incentives were higher in industry as compared to 

agriculture and higher in heavy industry as compared to 

the light industry and service sector. Aut for the Europeans, 

the system of incentives might have influenced their mJgratory 

1. !E~., p.184. 
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behaviour, especially when more and more central l\Si ans 

were coming up·· to take skilled jobs. The lower availability 

of skilled jobs for non-Central Asians coupled with the low 
I 

incentives to discourage European in-migration, unlike 

earlier when not so much the wages, but the predominance 

of Europeans in skilled jobs influenced European migration 

into Central Asia. The system of incentives ·waa: not enough 

to induce more European influx, but could promote socio-

occupational mobility among the etnnic Central ASian qiven 

conducive socio-cultural environment. 

As far as wage-incentives were concerned, the Central 

As ian industries did not of fer any incentive to others in 

the rest of the country to migrate to Central Asia. Wages 

remained lower than the USSR average. Yet it offered some 

incentives to the local population since the difference with 

the USSR average was narrowing and also because industrial 

wage differences vis-a-vis agriculturew:erenot declining as 

much in central Asia as in the country as a whole. 

Table-41: 

--------.-.....----
Uzbekistan 
Taj ildstan 

1940 

81 

1965 

90 
89 

1970 

93 
90 

1975 

94 

-------------------------------------------------------
(Rahman and Ghai, .2E· cit., p.16.) 
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This shows that wages in central .z~sian industry were much' 

lower than that in the country as a whole in the period when 

migration to Central Asia was most intense~ i.'::'., in the 

1940s. In other words, migration to Central Asia was not 

ju~t because wages were higher, as Johnson and Brooks argue. 

In case of Central Asia the incentives were in the nature 

of better skilled jobs to be had by the European migrants, 

jobs whicn·"ipaid more. Apart from that urban growth in Central 

Asia created better amenities for migration to Central Asia 

than to other regions of the country where there were morP

economic incentives offered. One such exampl€ is Siberia 

and Far East '~here climatic factor also played an important 

role in neutralizing the economic advantages to he gained by 

European migrants. 

In comparison with the collective agricultural sector~ 

central Asian industry offered better wage-incentives. While 

the differences between industrial income and collective 

farm income narrowed down in the USSR as a whole, from a 

ratio of 1.56 to 1.43 between 1965-75, that in Uzbekistan 

increased from 1.14 to 1.32 and in Tajikistan from 1.16 to 

1.19 in the same period. 1 Thus the differences in t.vages 

and f)igher deperrlency ratio due to large size of the ·rural· famili~. 

could have caused enough rural outmigr ation .if mob! li ty had 

been simply the function of an economic process. 

1. Rahman and Ghai, .2.!?• ci_!;., p. 29. 
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By the mid-1970s the highest monthly wages were in 

industry (industrial/production personnel); in construction 

and construction assembly work; automobile, urban electric, 

water and other transport, and loading and unloading orga

ni.zations. This means the wage incentives were more in 

industrial-urban spheres of activity. Within industry the 
I 

highest wages were in the fuel, ferrous and non-ferrous 

metal, construction material and cotton-cleaning industries. 

The lowest wages were in the light and food industries. 

The wages of the former four branches were eacn above the 

average industrial wage in 1975; the average wage in the 

light industry and food industries, on the other hand, was 

1 only 86-87% that of the average industrial wage. 

From the early 1960s to mid-1970s, wages in industry, 

transportation and construction grew more than twice as 

rapidly as those in most spheres of the service sector. 
' in 

Whereas wagesLindustry grew by about 62% from 1965 to 1975, 

and in transport, by 67%, they grew by only 22% in health 

and in government administration and by only 34% in education 

1 . d 2 and cu ture over the same per 10 • 

It is difficult to say how much has the wage> stru.cture 

to do with the migration process. :1>/hile there has been A 

slowing down in the rate.of European in-migration into central 

---------
1. N. Lubin, 212• cit., p.178. 
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Asia, at the same time the rural out-mi9ration in centt'al 

Asia has not been at a rate that would suggest a simple 

relationship between wages and mi-gration. 

However, some conclusions may be drawn from the picture 

presented above. That economic and other material incentives 

have a better influence on the urbanization process in case 
I 

.of nationalities which are less influenced by tradition and 

custom. Thus in case of Europeans, the declining incentives 

or loss of its relative advantage over other areas in wage 

or !other incentive terms, was an important factor i::1 thP.ir 

migration to Central Asia. But in the case of ethnic Central 

Asians, hiqher wages in industry could not induce a higher 

mobility due to the influence of tradition and custom. Skill 

and education also plays a major role, which is conspicuous 

from the concentration of Central Asians in th~ sE>rvice 

sector and not in the material production sector, though the 

latter provided hiqher incentives. 

A major factor that influenced interrerublic and intra-

republic migration was the rise in the educational and skill 

level of the indigenous population. While urbanization 

creates con:Ji tions for the ft=ister developmf'?nt of skilled 

population, the rise in the level of skill olso plays ~n 

important role in raising the level of urbnnization of the 

population by pre~aring them for horizontnl as well ns 
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vertical mobility. Between 1950-75, Central Asi.3 , with a 

rapidly growing network for educ~tion ~~i training, was 

witnessing a rapid territorial and ~ocio-occup~tional 

mobil! ty of its indigenous population. 1 .7\n import ant 

feature of this cultural development was the rise and 

growth of the women intelligentsia of indigenous origin. 

Between 1959-70, the Central Asian repuhlic had a 

much faster growth of persons with higher education. In 

Uzbekistan and TajiKistan the growth was even much fastE'!r 

than the country•s average. 

In short, the educational level of the popul~tion in 

the Central Asian republics, especially among the indigenous 

nationalities, was rising very rapidly. Education d i."l not 

only prepare them for expanded mobility, but also by being 

concentrated in urban areas it was exerting a pressure on 

the rural population to migrate to towns for acquiring 

higher education. Thus education performed a dual function. 

Education in rural areas prepared the rural population for 

urban and non-agricultural occupations, while expanding 

higher educational facilities in urban centres was increasing 

the scope of intake from rural areas. 

However, without underestimating the achievements in 

the sphere of education in Central Asia, it may be stated 

1. "Interrepublic training of specialists", ~EeD! 
Q.!g~_g!_the,..§QVi~~~· vol.28, No.23, Juiy 7, 
f9i6 1 PP• 14-1::> • 
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Table-42: 

------------i15'~-:----___ -.-l.1 ___ _ 

Urban Rural 
-----r97o --- %groW"t"h- o/.,growtll-ut:I>anas
~---R ur ai in urban in r\.ll:a 1 compared to 

------------------------ ---~as areas ~..s..Li!l..:1.Q 

USSR 3,169,391 608,144 7,117,890 1,143,651 124.5 " 880.0 

Uzbekistan 80,914 24,068 201.,636 87, 964 149 265.1 

Tajikistan 16,046 4,639 40,399 16,037 151.7 245.6 

-------------~---------------------------------------------------------

("The level of education of the oopul at ion of the USSR, 
the Union and autonomous republics, territories and 
regions", soviet Educ_.§ti£!:, vc51.1§.; No~~li--12" 
1 97 4 , pp. 1 T-:tZ) • 

6.2 times 

2. 3 times 

2. 5 times 

------
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that the form or the level of quantitative expansion of 

education and skill during the period under study was not 

enough to bring about a radical change in the pattern of 

socio-occupational and territorial mobility in central Asia. 

What had mainly constrained the urbanization process in 

Central Asia was the low efficacy of the rural out-migration 

mechanism. Any change in the urbanization process 

therefore had to emphasize on man-power mobility fran rural 

to urban areas on the basis of the rural push factor. The 

education and training of the population must therefore be 

planned in such a way that the preparation of the rural 

population for skilled industrial jobs takes precedence. 

Instead, urban areas dominated the sphere of higher education, 

tnough a hi9her proportion of the population staye:i in the 

rural areas. 

The faster rate of training and educating the urban 

population was easier. The facilities and infrastructure 

for higher education arrl training could be located more 

easily in large cities and their concentration in such 

centres where the general level of education was relatively 

higher, facilitated the raising of the skill level of the 

urban population. This growth pattern solved one aspect 

of the problem in the urbanization process. It created an 

expanded base among the in::ligenous Central As L:ms who could 

replace the skilled. labour coming from outside the rerr.ion. 

However, it also simultaneously achi~ved little so far as 
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the, other problem in the urbanization process was concerned 

the migration of rural population to the urban areas and 

from agriculture to non-agricultural occupations. 1 How far 

the large urban centres with educational facilities would 

be able to attract the rural population to raise their ~kill 

level, is a matter of speculation. In the existing context 

of lower mobility from rural areas, this prospect seemed 

very limited. 

Women constituted a very larqe proportion of the farm 

labour in the agricultural sector and also a very large 

proportion of the workers in light arrl foo:l industries, and 

so constituted a key element in the process of urbanization. 

since agr icul tur al modernization released a 1 arge nurroer of 

female labour frcm that sector and since light and foo:l 

industries and also the expanding service sector could 

attract and absorb them, the strategy of urbanization 

required emphasis on the edUcation and training of women 

in the rural areas. But as is amply clear. education ;:unong 

women in the rural areas remained at an extremely lo, .. J level. 

The need for cultural change in the promotion of the 

urbanization process was possibly gr~ater in case of women. 

1. By 1970, there were per 1,000 urban residents, 46.6 
persons with higher education in the Uzbek republic 
and 37.5 persons in the Tajik republic. In contr<1st, 
per 1,000 rural residents the number of persons with 
higher education was 11.7 persons in TJzbekistan and 
8. 8 persons in Tajikistan. "The level of education 
of the population of the USSR, the union and nutonomous 
republics, territories and regions", .2,2Vi.!:!..!_ Edu_s;..§_!io_!2, 
~· _sit., pp.19-22; and .tJ2£9dn~y_§_j5~£ZijiS_!:VO..t._§~, 
1974, pp.10-11. 
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This section holds out the possibility of bringinq out a 

radical change in the ~ocess of man-power mobility, once 

the remnants of age-old restriction imposed on them, in the 

name of tradition and custom, are removed. once they are 

freed from the burdens of child-bearing c:md houRehold '"'ark, 

there would be such a spurt in the migration process that 

the urbanization process in Central Asia would be taken to 

·a qualitatively new stage. Once women break the restrictions 

of the family on their movement, either for education or 

for jobs, the ethnic compositi.cn of Central Asia's industrial 

and urban labour force would witness a rev€-rsnl of the 

existing trend. 

The lower participation level of in:1 igenou~ women in 

industrial work, has added to the problem of Jn::lustri.nl 

labour shortaqe, which had to be met by influx frorn out~dde. 

This trend had re strained the prJ.ce of in"lustri al qro•4th, 

since increasing influx fran outside mir.Jht compound. t:h~ 

shortage of labour in European areas and Also n~strict. th"? 

opportunities for Central Asians in indu~triF~l occup.:..t.inns. 

The influx of European women labour ha:J also sometin:es 

created problems such as labour turn-over. Since many 

did not wish to settle permanently in this region, or c2me 

to meet labour shortage for a par.ticulF!r project, the 

problem of la}Jour turn-over was surely to be a feature 

in the migration process. 
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The workers who came from outside, especially young 

women, worked for a short period of a year or two and then 

left. For example, as many as 7o-eoo-::: of the graduates of 

vocatiqnal-training schools left Dushanbe and Lenin<'lbad 

after acquiring specialities as weavers and spinners, as 

reported in the Taj ik press in 1975. 1 In Uzbekistan, the 

shortage was such that it could be met with huge influx 

from outside. The size of the influx was so larqe that as 

much as 88% of the migration to the urban ~reas of TJzbekistan 

between 1959-64, was from outside and only 12~ was from the 

rural areas of the republic. 2 Because of this replenishment 

from outside Uzbekistan did not probably have the general 

shortage of industrial manpmver as Tajikistan where the size 

of influx from outside was relatively smaller. Discussions 

in the Supreme soviet of Tajikistan revealed the acuteness 

3 of labour shortage in many of the undertakings. Another 

way of looking at manpm ... er shortage is the level of utili-

zation of the industrial capacity. one in:Ucator of this i5 

1. "When work is not waiting: Problems of the rational 
utilization of labour resources in Taj ik.i stan'', current 
QJg~t o! the_§2vi~!_££~~, vol.27, ~o.22, June 2S: ___ _ 
1975, p.l. 

2. Ann Sheehy, "Labour problem5 and employment in Kazr:~khs
tan and Central Asia", Central Asir:m qeview, vo1.1_.'1, 
No.2, 1966, pp.169-70. --------------------

3. In 1965, for example, delegates to the Supreme soviet 
of Tajikistan were speaking of the Leninabad footr,.;ear 
factory that was 150 workers short, of Dushanbe tExtile 
combine that needed another 2,200 workers to fulfill 
the annual plan targets. 1.2id., p.l70. 
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the number of shifts operating in an enterprise. In this 

respect, the number of shifts were less ln many enterprises 

of Central Asia due to the short age of manpower, as 'de 11 as 

due to the prevailing customs due to which in the women 

dominated enterprises the operation of a night-shift was 

difficult. Even as recently as 1975/76, the Tashkent 

Cotton Combine was having a shift index of about two, 

whereas the textile enterprises in the Ivanovo province 

operated in three shifts. 1 The two-shift operation in the 

Tashkent combine was largely possible due to a larqe 

recruitment from outside. 2 ~hus the problem was not of 

industrial growth but that of rationalizinq industrir~l 

growth that not only should not be too disprooortionate 

to the level of training of the locnl cadres and the growth 

of the indigenous industrial workforce, but would rather 

correspond to the latter though gradually. Otherwise, a 

very fast industrial grotvth based upon outside recruitment 

woul~ have too many ramifications on the socio-economic 

development of the region. A large number of personnel from 

outside could not continue increasing without increasing 

the problem of rural overpopulation. The decreasin<] ~ope 
mobility 

of horizontal and vertica.lLwould affect the rural economv 

and society. 

1. 

2. 

11Siting industry in Sib~ria, r.Pntrol '-\Si-1'', r::urn'!nt 
D_!gest of the soviet Press, vol. 2P, l'-1o.1f1, M~y-Tr):
T9i'b,p. 4.-------
Ann Sheehy, "Labour problems and employmr>nt in Ka?akhs
tan and Central Asia", £P• sit;., p.l71. 
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The labour problem could become more acute by such a 

recruitment pattern, since this process inv0lved 2lso a 

high degree of labour turnover. Labour turnover was not 

just a feature of the young workers coming from outside, 

it. was more acute in case of local young workers. since 

the Central Asians mostly occupied unskilled jobs, the high 

rate of labour turnover was to be expected. Ho,., serious 

·was this problem can be gauged from the fact that about 

one-third of the young workers of Tashtektsilmash and 

Tashkent textile combine, who joined in l%4, and two-thirds 

. 1 
who joined in 1965 had left by the /\uqust of 1965. ?\nether 

example is that of the Aluminium plant construct ion in 

Regar, one of the enterprises of the filture South 'T'aji }<: 

territorial production complex. In 1974, for the construe-

tion of the plant 2,049 workers were hin=-o out of which 

1,147 were dismissed in the same year. The high labour 

turnover was mainly responsible for th~ low quality of 

construction, the over expenditure of the '.Naqe fund and 
,.., 

extensive losses to the tune of over 1,.000,000 roubles./. 

The training ann education of local c.:~dres in Central 

Asia would play a leading role in promoting socio-occupa-

tional mobility, reducing migration from outside and 

1. !Qid., p.174. 

2. "~r.;hen work is not waiting: Problems of the rational 
utilization of labour resources in 'rajikic::tan 11

, ~l!EreD.! 

Q!3es!;_of_!:~§..2v iet~~, 912· ci!., pp. 1- 3 • 
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increasing productivity. The reduction of cadres from 

outside and expanding the )?ase of indigenous skilled cadres, 

would have a great impact on labour turn-over. This period 

was one in which the economic and cultural directions were 

towards achieving these goals. 

The main direction of economic development in Central 

Asia had been how to slOrJ down the rate of influx: from out-

side and to correspondingly increase the trained indigenous 

cadres for industry and other urban occupations. For this 

purpose the opportunities for professionalization and socia

lization ha1 been expanding along with economic development. 

This process provided the local cadres with the capacity to 

keep step with the economic growth of the republic and 

continue the trend of replacement of Russian and other 

European cadres by indigenous'ones, which has prevailed in 

recent years. The increasing participation of ethnic 

central Asians in industrial, educational and cultural 

establishments has strengthened the trend of ,!Sho~n i~..§!.t~.!E 

' ) 1 (the process of rep! acement • 

and 
The culturaJ.Ltechnical level of the working cla_ss was 

continuously rising by the broadening of thF> number of 

educated cadres in Central Asia. In only three years 

leading to 1974, more than 40,.000 secondary school le<3Vt~rs 

1. James Critchlow, "Uzbeks an:l Russians", Canadian 
~l:E~!!.!S_~.§E~E.§ 1 vol. 17, Nos. 2- "3 1 197 5, -p-: 3613·:-·-
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joined the ranks of the industrial working class in Uzbeki s-

tan. During thos·e years the proportion of ,_.;orkers ·wi:~·h 

complete secondary education in many enterprises of the 

Uzbek republic had gone over 50%. 1 

· R'e'Public ---pe-r-r;oooinhabitant s ---:Per 1, ooo-persons-In 
of 10 years of age or the labour force with 
older, the number of a higher or sec ood ary 
persons with a higher (c~nplete or incomp-
or secondary (canplete lete) education 
or incomplete) educa-
tion 

________ 1939 __ :-1959 __ -l!]J..O _ _:_19}9--!gsq-=·-lJ!O 

USSR 
Uzbek 
Tajik 

1J8 
55 
40 

361 
354 
325 

483 
45f3 
420 

123 
61 
45 

433 
447 
407 

653 
663 
602 

-------------·---~------- -------------- -·-·-..----·------- ----
{G. Maks imov,. .orr he·· ed.~ at ion.al level of the population of 
the USSR", §2_yiet_~Vi!~· vol.XVI, No.1, 1'175,. p. 31.) 

The growth of indigenous skill~1 personnel l~d to their 

increasing participat.ion in manaqer ial and other hiqhly 

skilled professions. For example, Uzbekistan which ha:l no 

engineers or technicians from among the indigenous population 

before the revolution, had nearly 70% of the production 

managers from among the Uzbeks by 1972. The training of 

the skilled workforce enabled many ethnic Central Asi~ns 
j 

to occupy higher positions in skilled occupations. 

1. G. Shister, "The worker: on thP way to technici=!l 
and cultural standards of the intellectual", Soci3lism: 
!~~~y_2!}:;!_~~s;ti~, No.8 (13), 1974, p.65. -------
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Though much had been achieved in raising the educational 

and skill level of the indigenous population, much still 

needed to be done in this regard. What was need~d was not 

just elevating the indigenous cadres to highly skilled 

positions but to bring about a wholesale rise in the sk.ill 

and cultural level of the entire population of the n~publics 

in Central Asia. Without this cultural transformation .it 

·would be difficult to overcome th~ influence of such insti-

tutions like family and marriage and also that of such 

factors like the demographic one, which could otherwise 

make immense positive contributions to the urbanization 

process, given proper conditions. 

The detailed exercises under taken in this st trly .intend 

to show the changes that have been brought about in the 

vertical and horizontal mobility of the indigenous population 

in the two Central Asian republics of Uzbekistan and Taj ikis

tan. These changes were directly related to the patt~rn of 

industrial growth and that of the urbanization proce~s and 

at the same time were constrained by demographic and ct.lltur.al 

factors. The emphasis on he<?vy induc:try and labour produc-

tivity sought to meet the manpower supply situation, that 

was dominated by influx from out side, e1nd l0\11' 

mobility among the Central Asians. This al~o was an attempt 

to break the_vicious circle, wherein the more is the influx 
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from outside, still less is the mobility from the rural 

areas. If the influx from outside is not reduced, inspite 

of lower supply from the rural areas of the region, it would 

be difficult to improve rural labour supply to the urban 

centres in future. The strategy of heavy industrial growth 

resulted in the faster growth of medium size urban centres. 

The slowing down of the growth of large cities, again, has 

"affected the ethnic composition of the urban areas. These 

centres which were more sui ted for European migrants, were 

far removed from rural.Central Asians both due to the ethnic 

and cultural environment of such centres and also due to 

the level of skill required for the labour force in such 

cities. In contrast, the medium sized industriol cities 

would be culturally less alien an:J with the rapid rate of 

training of the local skilled cadres, these centres can 

attract more indigenous labour force. Being centres of 

heavy industry they also would have a greater capacity to 

absorb a faster growing rural population, as compared to 

centres which lack heavy industry. The changes in Central 

Asia so far confi rrned these trends. The rate of European 

migration slowed down, though not complimented by a corres

ponding increase in indigenous labour mobility. The 

training of the Central Asian cadres have gone on at a 

very rapid pace. The effect of this can be imaqined. ~he 

next stage is expected to be one in which migr~tion from 

rural to urban areas with in Central As ir! '~'~ould be very rnpid. 
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Both the urban pull and ru~al push mechanisms hav~ h~en 

set to work. The less the influx from outsi:ie the region, 

the more would be urban pull on the local rural labour. force 

to migrate. Simultaneously the economic organization and 

management of agriculture has alrea:iy started the process 

of large-scale release of manpower,i.e., the push factor 

has become operative. The catalyst in this process would 

·be the e.1ucation and training of the indigenous manpmo.~er 

and raising their skill level so that the constraints of 

custom and tradition, as well as demographic factor are 

removed to the extent the former improves and in the process 

the socio-occupational and spatial mobilir{ of thP. Central 

Asian indigenous population rises to a higher level. 

The relationship of industrialization to the process 

of urbanization was such that the d.ispersal of industries 

beyond the large cities changed the pattern of urban gro•l'lth. 

Urban growth slowed down as did the pace of industrial gro•l'lth. 

But the growth of medium-sized industrial centres was very 

rapid. However, the level of urbanization did not reflect 

the level of urban growth in the two central Asian republics 

under study. The share of the urbart popul<:~tion,espectally 

among the titular nationalities, remaino?.J v~ry lo'~'~· This 

was due largely to the demographic process which witnessP.d 

a very high rate of growth of the rural population. Even 

though migration from the rural areas increased, the high 

gro,Nth rate of population kept the intensity of rural-to-
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urban migration at a low level and similarly kept the pro

portion of urban residents at a 101.·1 level. This is to 

say that the migration of the rural population was ·in no wav 

satisfactory. Far from it, the need for expanding migr-1t:ion 

from the rural areas is much greater due to the nature of 

the demographic process. Othenvi se the reserve 1 abour in 

the rural areas would rpile up to such an extent that pheno

mena like underemployment, expanding private agriculture, 

female unemployment would crop up. Anoth~r important 8spect 

is the socio-o-ccupational mobility without which it would be 

impossible to achieve greater socinl homoqen~.ity. The gro~'ll'th 

. of the working class becomes absolutely crucial to this 

process. The transformation of the society into ~ sin0le 

class structure is a necessary goal under soci ali~m and 

to increase the heterogene.tty within this class is symptomatic 

of advanced socialism. In this sense the pattern of urbani

zation is very intimately related to the growth of a working 

class society and its intraclass heterogenaty. The higher 

the territorial mobility from rural to urban areas, hirJher 

is the socio-occupational mobility of the population. 



CHAPTER V 

GROt"iTH, DISTRIBUTION _.!\.ND 
REDISTRI9UTION OF THE LA80tR 
FORCE I 19S0-197 5 



The growth of the working class in quantitative terms 

is a universal phenomenon in the USSR and Central Asia is no 

exception to it. However, even a quantitative expansion of 

the working class has great relevance to the titular nationa

lities of Central Asia, which had a predominant share of the 

population working in agriculture at the beginning of the 

period under study. More than mere quantitative growth, the 

present chapter would focus on the impact of the urbanization 

process on socio-occupaticnal mobility and thus on the re

distribution of man-power in Uzbekistan and Tajikistan. The 

territorial and sectoral distribution cf the working class 

as well as its distribution in terms of skill, ethnicity and 

sex constitute the nuances of working class growth, en which 

the study will devote greater attention. 

Till the 1950s, the distribution of man-power in the two 

Central Asian repUblics was highly uneven in all spheres -

sectorally and territorially, agriculture and the rural areas 

had a predominant share of the workforce in the two republics. 

In terms of skill, manual workers had an overwhelming share. 

Part~cipation of the indigenous population and women in the 

industr~al labour force was extremely low. The period after 

the 1950s was one in which there were conspicuous changes 

leading to less and less unevenness in this distribution 

pattern. 

A cursory glance at the social and occupational struc

ture of the indigenous population reveals the nature and 



pattern of working class growth in the Central Asian repub

lics till the 1950s. A higher level of urban growth in the 

republic and low level of urbanization among the indigenous 

population resulted in slow changes in the class structure 

of the local population. But the material basis for the 

future transformation was laid during this period. 

In the initial phase of socialist industrialization the 

main concern was to remove the economic backwardness of the 

Central Asian republics by transforming their economies from 

agricultural to a more industrial one. This called for a 

much faster pace of industrialization, a task that could not 

be fulfilled by the local cadres at their existing level of 

skill and mobility. The task was fulfilled by the participa-

tion of labour from outside the region. As a result by the 

1950s the participation of the ethnic central Asi <ms in the 

workforce was disproportionate to their share in the total 

population of the given republic. 

Table-44: 

------------------------------
l!!L %;.;..) _______ _ 

Republic 1939 1959 

---------------·---------------------------------------
Uzbekistan 

Tajikistan 

---------------------

36.56 

29.63 

43.15 

3 2. 59 

---------------------------------
(M.P. Kim and L. s. seni av sk ii, "The gro,~ h 
of the Working Class of the USSR, 195 3-
1961", Soviet sociolomr, vol. 2, No.2, 196 3, 
p. 12.) ------~ 
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According to Arutiunian,· a number of factors had re-

-strained the growth of the ethnic working class in Central 

Asia before 1950s, during the first phase of socialist indus

trialization. Apart from the low level of initial skill of 

the local population and specific feature of agricultural 

production· (cultivation of labour-intensive industrial crops), 

Central Asian republ:ics were also handicapped by low migration 

·and low lt!!vel of urbanization among the indigenous population. 

Thus while the share of workers in the total population increa-

sed very rapidly in both Uzbekistan and Tajikistan between . 

1939-59, that among the indigenous population increased rela-

tively slowly. The share of industri3J. workers in the total 

titular population was almost negligible - 4% among both 

Taj iks and Uzbeks in their respective titular republics. The 

indigenous nationalities still retained an overwhelming share 

among the collective farmers. The share of collective farmers 

in the total indigenous population far outweighed the repub-

lican average for the share of collective farm~rs as a whole 

in the total population. 1 

Similarly, in the case of white-collar workers, propor

tion of white-collar personnel among the indigenous population 

was half the size of the proportion of white-collar workers 

in general in the total population, both in case of Uzbeks _ __.._,_ ___ _ 
1. Iu. v • .Arutiunian, "Changes in the Social structure 

of soviet nations", ~~~...§ES.!21o_g_y, vo1.12, No.3, 
197 3-741 PP• 10-11. 
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and Tajiks in 1959. This would suggest that while the intra-

class structure of central Asian republics, like in the rest 

of the USSR, was moving towards more homogeneity, it was far 

from being so in the case of the indigenous nationalities of 

Central Asia. f 

Another import.an t feature of the working class growth in 
I 

Central Asia was the low level of participation of \.vomen in 

general and those of the titular nation<'llitiE-s in particular, 

in industrial occupations. Due to a variety of factors, 

mainly cultural and demographic, the socio-occupational 

mobility among women from the indigenous nationalities was 

a very slow process. This also affected the sectoral and 

ethnic redistribution of the workforce in general, since a 

major component of the workforce was characterized by extreme-

ly slow mobility. Even by the end of the 1950s women consti

tuted less than a third of the workers from the indigenous 

nationalities in Uzbekistan. In Tajikistan it ~.vas still 

lower, with only about one-fifth of the indigenous workers 

being women. 2 

In this whole background, the man-power redistribution 

in central .a.sia was critically dependent on the quantitative 

growth of the ethnic working class. The numerical growth 

1. !Ei2·· pp.10-11. 

2. In 1959, the percentage of women among workers of 
indigenous nationa.lities was 30.9% in Uzbekistan and 
20.4% in Tajikistan. M.P. Kim and s.L. seniavskii, 
EE· ill· • p.12. 
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between 1950-1975 was not confined to unskilled or lo'ti-Sldlled 

occupations. :r The later stage of th:is period., that was 

defined by Scientific and Technological Revolution (STR), 

provided a new orientation to increase in numbers. The number 

of workers in both unskilled and skilled occupations increased 

rapidly. The growth in the latter came to be morE> and more 

emphasized. This pattern of quantitative growth brought 

about a Whole gamut of change that altered the earlier pattern 

of manpower distribution. It also brought about a higher 

level of social homogeneity and a more heterogenous intra-

class structure in Central Asia. 

_tl£[ler i.£.s.!-9!~-2i~~,2!k ing 
gl§~~d man-power_~distriEuti~n 

Changes in the employment structure are the outcome of 

the growth of productive forces and are influenced to a.-.r.grre•at 

extent by the pattern of urbanization. With the rapid indus-

trial growth and agricultural modernization, there came about 

a restructuring of the employment pattern. Industry created 

more employment, while agriculture required less labour. This 

restructuring had proceeded inspite of the demographic cons-

traints, though some have expresseJ doubts about the existing 

capacity of industry to absorb surplus labour from agriculture. 

9ut the fact is, demarrl had been increasing at a very brisk 

pace and trying to cope with anyexcessive labour supply 

situation. This was true of the economy in general. In 

in1ustry, in many instances the supply had been inadequate, 
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leading to shortages. The quantity of work places, accor

ding to Uzbek scholar N.s. Esipov, outside agriculture, was 

growing faster than the growth of the working-age population~ 

Table-45: Numerical_growth of the factory and office 
workersin UZbeklstan-ana Tifik1stan ____ _ 
1~~2= f21~-1Intfiousana)-·- ----

1955 1965 1970 1975 

Uzbekistan 

Tajikistan 

848 

174 

1,070 

235 

2,083 

444 

2,642 3, 343 

586 745 

The growth of industrial-production personnel in the 

two republics was also very impressive, overtaking the rate 

of growth in the country as a whole. 2 A continuous rise in 

1. For example, in central Asia as a whole, employment 
outside agriculture had grown by 29% bett...reen :956-62, 
as compared to 15% growth of the ~~~orldng-age popula
tion. In Uzbekistan, the rate of growth of labour 
force in the socialized ~ector bE~tween 195 '-1-70 was 
30% as compared to the growth rate of 25% for the 
working-age population. Since agriculture was relea
sing more and more man-power, it is obvious that the 
growth of the labour force was mostly a result of the 
expansion of the non-agricultural sector. J\ small 
part may have been played by expansion of agr.iculture 
in the virgin lands. N. Lubin, g]2. _sit., pp.57-58. 

2. The number of ind ustr ial-product.ion personnel incre.::~sed 
by 2.5 times in the USSR, 3.6 times in Uzbekistan and 
4.7 times in Tajikistan between 1940-1974. !i.s!.:?-':!!12Y2 
~~~ia!ill2t.-~k-1974, .21?• ci.!•, p.l8g. 
Between 1960-70, the number of industrial production 
personnel increased by 60% (including 50% for 't~orkers 
and 100% for engineers an.j technic! ans in the Uzbek 
repUblic. In Tajikistan the increase was by 70~ in 
the same period.. "The cur rent state of development 
of the working class of Uzbekistan"k !212· _£it., p.89. 
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the number of persons engaged in industry and continuous 

increase in their share in the total population has been 

characteristic of the working class growth in the t~>~o central 

Asian republics. By 1975, the structure of employment had 

been entirely rever sed and it was dominated b)' non- agr icul-

1 tural employment. 

I 

The sheer quantitative expansion in demand for the non-

agricultural labour force ha-.'i not been the problem that the 

republics of central Asia were faced with. The factual 

'increase as well as the poten.ti alities for increase had been 

quite high due to the high level of the productive forces 

obtaining in these repub lies. Ho'Never, industrial dr.>mculi and 

agricultural supply of manpower is mediated and balanced by 

the process of migration, which is why the pattern of urbani

.zation becomes a key to the redistribution of the labour force. 

The pattern of urban growth in the two central .1\sian 

republics changed after the 1950s and the earlier pattern of 

growth concentration in the large cities gave way slowly to 

a more wider dispersal leading to growth of medium-sized and 

small urban industrial centres. A diversified industrial 

structure and the dispersed urban gro1...rth had its impacts on 

----------
1. The share of persons engaged in the non-agricultural 

employment increased from 41.7% to 62.3% in Uzbekistan 
and from 38.8~ to 62.9% in Tajikistan between 1957-1975. 
Warren Eason, "Population and Labour force" in Koro
peckyj and schroeder (eds.), !.S~llQ!!!ic~ of _so~ iet_E~g!~, 
~· £1~., pp.76-77, 88-89. 
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the intra-class structure o-E the working class in general 

and the indigenous labour force in particular. This pattern 

of growth facilitated the process of mobility, both hori

zontal and vertical, among the ethnic central Asian population, 

leading to qualitative changes in the economic, social and 

occupational structure of the two Central Asian republics. 

Though much of the effects of the changes in the urban 

·growth pattern were neutlralized by ethno-cultural factors, 

yet irrefutable advances were made in the process of restruc

turing of the economy, society and the working class of 

Central Asi a. 

~.S?lli2~1s-~-1..22.S.!3!L!!.§!E~JJ!i!!.9: 

Industry began to play the decisive role in the economy, 

which was assumed by various forms of industrial production 

that gradually absorbed an increasing portion of the employed 

population. Apart from p~rsons employed in the two spheres 

of material production, there were other broad categori~s of 

occupations that were directly or inoirP.Ctl y rel at•:::!d to the 

development of material production, especially industrial 

product ion. This incl ucled service and sociocul tur:-~1 infr:-a

structure, occupations related t~ scientific research, design 

and 1 ts practical application to production sphere and also 

mass-basP.d occupations in scientific institutions, and finally 

occupations related to supervisory and organizational 

activities. 

A distinctive feature of the chanqe in the soci-'31 struc

ture of the Central Asian working class was the relatively 
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rapid growth of workers in advanced branches of production 

defining scientific and technological revolution. In itself 

the scientific and technological revolution qualitatively 

changed the structure of Central Asian working class in terms 

of occupation an:i culture (qualification). The percentage 

of workers with higher qualifications increased while corres

pondingly the number of those doing unskilled and semi-skilled 

labour declined in proportion. 1 

The period between 1950-75 was on0 of further perfection 

of the social structure of the Central Asian working class. 

Though workers in the sphere of material production still 

remained in majority, the trend was shifting in favour of 

workers in the sphere of non-material prcduction, especially 

in the urban areas. 2 In the earlier phase of industrializa-

tion, the growth of large urban centres in central Asia had 

facilitated the foundations of heavy industry, particularly 

in such fields as power, metal-•t~orki ng ,· petroleum, chemicals, 

building materials etc. In the phase of scienti fie and 

technological revolution, the urban centres acted as impor-

tant means of creating a numerous, literate, cultured, skilled 

and multinational working class in r::entral Asia. 

The development of heavy industry had a significant 

influence on the composition of thP. working class. The share 

1. Shistev, ''The current state of development of the 
working class of Uzbekistan", 2E· ill•, p.1C5. 

2. Ib~., p.105. 
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of the industrial production personnel engaged in light and 

food industrial branches declined from 6 9% in 1940 to only 

41% in 196 9 in the Uzbek republic. During the sa..-ne period 

the share of those engaged in machine-manufacture' and metal

working rose from 15% to 29% in the republic. There vJere 

also substantial increases in the share of worke.rs in such 

advanced branches of heavy industry as fuel and pow-er and 
f 

chemicals etc. For example, in Uzbekistan the number of 

workers in electric power production rose by 90c:,-:, in the 

manufacture of machinery and metal-processing by 70%, and 

1 in construction materials industry by 60%, between 1960-70. 

Within industry the diversification of the labour force has 

progressive!~ .. advanced and by 1975, ";orkers in heavy and mo::lern 

branches constituted half of the total industrial labour force. 

Machine-building and metal-working was the single largest 

branch in terms of man-power employment in the industrial 

sector. This branch, together with such mo.:lern and heavy 

industrial branches like ele~ctric power, fuels, ferrou·s and 

non-ferrous metallurgy, chemicals and petrochemicals and 

construction materials employed the majority of industrial 

2 
workers in Uzbekistan. 

In the period under study electric power, chemicals and 

petrochemicals, machine-building and metal-working and 

-------
1. Ibid., p.89. 
2. s:R apawy, ''R eg ion al employment in the usSR I 1 9 50-7 5 It, 

§~!1et e£9£9mt_JE~!~_Qf_£h~~, compendium of papers 
submitted to the Joint Economic committee, u.s.congress, 
vol.I, Washington D.C. 1979, cited in N.Lubin, .2.!!• cit:., 
pp. 80-81. ' 
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construction matt=·ri Fll s industry •.rJAr"· th"' r ,~3t1= st -~ro•."'ir:q 

branches in terms of employment of rranpr,·..,·c . 

branchP.s dominating the employm~-"nt stru('~t.rl-'· of thr• inlw:-+·r·io.~. 

--------------------Fit) n--·------ -1-07-;-- -- T't7'::--;;;---
sranch of industry ---------- --------

No. % No. % nnr C~".:"nt 
t' f 1 r;f, () 

-------------------·------~--··-~---·------------- ··--·------
P.lE'!ctr ic pO'tJE't' ') '. I :) () ). • 'J ) ~I/. 

Fuels 8 ') 1 ;. 1. ! 1 ': () "--. ' 

Ferrous and non-ferro us 
metallurgy 1 o. r. 'i 0 .1 .. 1 r·,o 

Chemical do:i pP.tr·oc hemic al 11 ~~. ( \ I r' ' ~ I} • ::: 2r,4 

Machine-buildjng and 
met: al-worki ng g3 2~). c ~>WJ 3C.O ? ~~ ~ 

'I'imber etc. 16 4. ., /1 -~. 1 1 C,() 

Construct ion mat.Pr i r:tl s 37 l(t. !) 7h 1 (I • () :·· nc:) 

Light indu~try 1 /:0 ~ 4. (; '! qr) 28. r-, l <.f, 

Fo0d industry 4S 1 ') I ( ) ( ~ l(l.() 
., I -,, .. .L 

Oth~"'rs 21 6. ;-> c:,f, n. n ~) 'i ., 

All Industry 371 lOCJ r:.'n lCO 1 f-:7 

(Source: s. Rapawy, £E• cit.; .-m:i ru .. '~· \forovov·s1~1i. 
'Trudovye resursy Uzbekistane :1 ikh r.~·mr,,delr=·r.iie', 
Kommuni<~t Uzbekistane, no. 9, 1 'YJ>:,, p r:. :~q- 1!rl, c-itE•d in -- --- - ' N. Lubin, QP• SJ!·• p.82., 

o! the work. inn c L) :-; .I 

.force chat· dC ter ized the p~r j_ c.: l un i r · < f 
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Intra-Class structure of the 
wo£l£!Es.. c~:------

The internal structure of the working class was charac-

terized by a certain socioeconomic heterogeneity with its 

division into mental versus physical and skill versus unskil

led work. In the era of scientific and technological revolu-

tion new skilled occupations came to characterize the occu-
' 

pation of the Central Asian working class. Simultaneously 

occupations involving heavy physical labour either declined 

or were eliminated. The new skilled occupations involved 

control, ~djustment and setting of compli'::·X machines, mecha-

nisms, automated devices and mechanized installations. This 

modern d~=>tachment of the Central Asian working class inclu::led 

operators of mining and tunneling multiple-operations equip-

ment in coal industry; apparatus operators and laboratory 

personnel in the chemical industry; set up men and rolling

~ill operators in the iron and steel and non-ferrous metals 

industries; excavators, operators, drivers and mechanics for 

1 road building equipment in the construction industry etc. 

For example, the distribution of industrial '1'1orker s in 

Uzbekistan according to the level of mechaniz.at ion betwe~n 

1959-6 9 shows an increase by 6% in the share of 1NOr.kers who<=:e 

work involved the use of machines, mechanisms and apparatus, 

and also observation and monitoring the operation of machines, 

mechanisms, au tcma ted aggregates, appnr atus and instnll at ions. 

1. G. A. Shister, 'Wfhe current state of development of the 
working class of Uzbekistan", 52£• ci_!:., p.91. 
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Simultaneously the proportion of \vorkers engaged in work 

involving p~rely physical labour d~clined by 8.8% in the 

repUblic during the same period. 1 

The period between 1950-75 represented not simply a 

process of increase of the labour force engaged in the non-

agricultural occupations. The share of workers in skilled 

professions, as well as those in non-material production 

increased in the period. In other words, the share of 

workers in more advanced, skilled and urban trades increased. 

Table-47: 

------------'f'9'E)"()"------~----l970 

TFiOu:--r 'l:'hoU:--%- 'TFiou:-~-
sands sands sands -----------------------------.------

Total industrial 
production personnel 

Of which: 

workers 

Trainees 

Engineers and 
technicians 

clerical personnel 

372.2 100 494.2 

309.2 83.1 404.6 

7.3 2.0 10.8 

29.6 8.0 45.3 

16.5 4.4 21.4 

100 583.0 

81. 9 46 9. 4 

2.2 11.8 

9. 2 61.0 

4. 3 27. 2 

100 

80.5 

2.0 

10.5 

4.7 

--------------------------------------------------------------
(G.A. Shister, "The current state of the development 
of the working class of Uzbekistan", ~~-~.:t . .§.2.SJ.2!.2..9.Y• 
vol.14, No.1, 1975, p.90.) 

The above table brings out thF?. features of ll'lOrking class 

growth in the era of scientific and technological revolution. 

While the nQmber of persons engaged in industry const8ntly 

rose, within industry the share of workers declined and that 

of engineers and technicians increased. This would qive an 

-------
1. I.Q.J.Q.., p. 92. 
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idea of the qualitative restructuring of the indu~trial work-

force in Central Asia, that favoured morA skilled sections. 

An example of the occupational structure of Tajikistan, 

brings into focus the rising share of workers engaged in non-

material production, so much so that by 1970 they constituted 

a majority of the labour force in the republic. 

I 

Table-48: ~uct£I~_g!_Tajikista~§_Labo~_f2££~L-1271 

-----------------------------------Totar-----percentage 
Category number of the total -----·--------- . ~-------.----------
Average annual number of 6 20,000 100 
workers and employees 

Workers 4 22, 000 68.0 

Female workers and employees 238,000 38.3 

Workers in industry 134,000 21.6 

Workers in agriculture 78,000 12.5 

1-/orkers in Transport 58,000 9. 3 

workers in communication 10,000 1.5 

Workers in construction 78,000 12.5 

Workers in trade 54,000 8.7 

workers in communal economy 19,000 3. 0 

tvorkers in health and social 4 2, 000 6.7 
security 

workers in education and 93,000 15.0 
culture 

workers in science and services 18,000 2.9 

'dorkers in credit and social 3,000 0.18 
insurance 

Workers in state and social 17,000 2.7 
organizations ------·----- .. .-------·----------------·- .. -.. --.... ---- ----·.------~--

(zevKatz, et.al.,e.J;>. · .Sll· , pp. 64 9-50. ) 

The above table shows that :-nore than half (50.1%) of the 

workforce I.Yas engaged in the sphere of non-mat ""'rial production;. 
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i.e., trade, communal economy, health an::1 social sectlr i ty, 

credit and social insurance,. state and social organizations, 

transport and communication. 

This reflects the advances made in economic dev~lopment 

as well as in the process of urbanization. The economy had 

become more diversified and the di~tribution of thP labour 
I 

force in various branches of the economy was showing more 

advanced traits and more cor~espondence t0 the trend in the 

intraclass structure of the country as a whole. And since the 

services were mostly concentrated in urban areas, the growth 

of the labour force in the service sphere may be said to 

represent the increasing urban growth in Tajikistan. Another 

feature of working class growth Wi3S the redistribution of the 

employed persons in terms of the broad division of physical 

and mental labour. Bet...,een 1~50-75, the Central Asian repub-

lies were characterized by similar trends as in the rest of 

the country in this respect. 

trep-ubirc--------==-E"m:El~y~d 1>ri~2r!IY.-In--:._--: 
Phys1cal labour Mental labour · -n~g----~·ro- -·19~9--I9W ------------------------------------------

Uzbekistan 

Tajikistan 

USSR 

83.7 

84.7 

80.5 

76.4 

~77. 8 

7 2. 7 

16.3 

15.3 

19.5 

23.6 

22.2 

27.3 --------·------ -------------------------· 
(G. M. Haksimov 1 !21?• £.!!. 1 p. 6. ) 
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Two tendencies are visible in the growth of the skill 

structure of the working population in Uzbekistan and 

Tajikistan. Firstly, since 1950 onward, the central Asian 

republics have been showing roughly a si~ilar distribution 

pattern as in the country as a whole of the employed popu

lation into physical and mental categories. secondly, the 

redistribution of the employed population according to 

physical and mental labour, has been favouring an increase 

in the share of the latter arrl reduction in that of the 

former. Though the existing distribution still leaves a 

very large share of workers who are primarily employed in 

physical labour, the trend in 1950-75 has been in the posi

tive direction. 

Apart from this broa1 division of: the workforce in terrns 

of skill, the intrabranch structure of the wprking class 

showed also an increasing share of workers in trades which 

required a higher level of skill in general and represented a 

higher level of urbanization of the population •. In short, 

not only has there been a redistribution of the labour force 

between agricultural and non-agricultural occupations, but 

also that between various branches of non-agricultural occu

pation itself. 

The growth of the working class and the perfection of 

its internal structure has not been either a simple or a 

singular process. The level of growth of the wor'k.ing class 

in general and that of the ind i9enous working class has not 
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been a simultaneous and corresponding. process. However, the 

changes in the urbanization process, with agricultural push 

. mechanism being more effective, brought about visible ch8nges 

in the class structure of the indigenous nat ion .=,l iti"'-'! s in 

Uzbekistan and Tajikistan. A drastic fall in the share of 

the indigenous population engaged in collective farming has 

provided the class structure with greater balance, with the 

share of industrial workers constantly rising among the ethnic 

central Asians. 1 The constant rise in the number and propor-

tion of the urban population hastened the process of growth 

of the indigenous labour force. By 1970, the social structure 

of the ethnic Central Asians was characterized by a 1 arge 

share of workers in their total population. 

According to Lubin the success of soviet policies in 

creating indigenous local cadres has bPen mixed. Great stri-

des have been made in diversifying the economy and bringing 

indigenous nationalities into all sectors of the national 

economy. This diversification resulted in much quantitative 

and qualitative changes in the working class. While earlier 

the state sector was dominated by employment in agriculture 

1. The share of Kalkhoz peasants among the Uzbeks declined 
from 65% to 45% an~ that among the Tajiks from 74% to 
48% between 1959-1970. Darrell Slic1er, "A note on the 
class structure of soviet nationalities", soviet 
Studies, vol.37, No.4, 1985, p.538; David I.ane:--soviet 
~con~y and...§_9Eiety, oxford, 1985, p. 219. ----

The fall in the share of collective farmers was very 
drastic after 1970. The share among Uzbeks declined 
to 32% and among Tajiks to 30% by 1979. David Lane, 
2£· cit., p.219. 
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and government admini str at ion, by 1975 the structure of the 

labour force in the state sec~or came to be dominated by 

people working outside agriculture and government adminis-

tration, which occupied together only a fifth of the total 

labour force in this sector.· 

The most rapid growth in the non-agricultural sectors 

occurred in construction sector, science sectors, in housing 

and communal services and in education an:.i culture. 1 The 

changes in the structure of the central .I\Si.:J1labour force 

may have been slower compared to the European republics, yet 

compared with the earlier period these changes were certainly 

remarkable.2 

The process of diversification within the indigenous 

labour force was still a slow one, though it had come a long-

way since the revolution. The indigenous nationalities 

continued to be concentrated in 1 ight and food industries, 

the service sectors and agriculture. Despite the decline of 

proportion of the labour force employed in agriculture, the 

number of central Asians employed in this sector still remain-

ed high and growing. Within the non-agricultural sector, the 

r:---Lub':r;;-.Ql?. c 1 t • , p. 1 9. 
:. 9etween 1950-=75, employment on collective farms declined 

more than 3 ttmes more slov,dy in TJzbe~istan than .it did 
in RSFSR. By 1975, only So; of employment in RSF~;r~ was 
in collective '3gricul ture, comp.::~red to ~Sot,, in UzbP}:i stan. 
only 8% of the total 1 abour force was in education And 
culture, against: 14% in;Uzbek.:i.st.::~n and on the other hand, 
emplo'.nnent in i::du~try .in the :1SF'Sq_ \..J::ls ~hout 35<-1.. of the 
total state labour fore( .. , against 20.8% in :jzbl·~'d~;t;.m. 

Lubin, .21?· .£!~., pp. 79-82. " 
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Central Asians were drawn mainly toward the service sector. 

For example, while the indigenous workers constituted 35o/o of 

all workers in the late 1970s, they comprised about 85% of all 

publishing workers in Uzbekistan. Similar overwhelming 

proportion of indigenous workers characterized such profes

sions as teaching, law and trade etc. while indigenous share 

in the workforce in 1general remained low as compared to their 

share in the total as well as working-age population, in 

certain areas like industry and scientific research org-ani

sation, the proportion of ethnic central Asians remainej signi

ficantly lower. In 1967, for example, Uzbeks comprised only 

39% of the men and.21% of all women employed in industry; 35% 

of all men and 8% of all women employed in construction: and 

42% of all men and g% of all women in transport. in the <Jzbek 

republic. In communi cat ion, local representation was some

what higher among males, reaching about 60~ of all men employed 

in that sector. But the proportion of women remained low at 

11%. 1 However, a promising trend lately has been the faster 

growth of indigenous women in the industrial labour force as 

~ompared to men. 

Within industry the indigenous nationalities had a 

smaller share in heavy industry, but constituted a majority 

in 1 ight and food industries and local industries. A survey 

of seven mainly J.arge industrial entE·rprises cited by Lubin 

1. N. Lubin, .2!?• ill•, pp. 85-86. 
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shows that in 1971 Uzbeks comprised less than one-fifth of 

the more than 32,000 workers and employees working in them. ':Jhile 

'their share was very low in the heavy industrial ent-ernri~es, 

the 

yed, hadL}1igher proportion of in~i igenous workers in their 

1 abour ranks. 1 

Table -50: 

-----Enterprise--------------------------Ye~~----p;r-c;nt: 

-------------------------------·-·-----2~tJek __ _ 
1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

Chirchik Agricultural Machinery 
Plant: Workers 

Employees 

Tashkent Agricultural machinery 
plant 

Tashkent Textile Machinery plant 

Tashkent Tractor Factory 

Uzbek Chemicnl Machinery plant 

Navoi Chemical combine 

uzbek combine of refractory metals 

Tashkent Textile ccmbine 

Fergana TextilE· combine 

Kokand · FuL~niture Factory 

Andiz.han Sewing Factory 

1971:1 
1978 

197S 

1971 

1971 

1971 

1971 

197S 

1975 

1971 

197 ') 

1 en '1 

---------------------------·-·------
(Cited in Nancy Lubin, ~· E.!.!:·, p.87.) 

Man-lower rejistribution~ 
tfi~ nj1gen9l~islabo~£:::ror~: 

3.5 
(2.0 

10.0 

12.8 

7.8 

5.5 

14.5 

13.7 

15. 0 

27. () 

5 j. () 

A positive fe -:~t ure of the grovJth of r.entr al As1 ;,r: v:or ld ng 

class was the continuous rise in thf! proportion of ir-:'1 ir1enous 

1. Q?i~., p. 87. 
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workers in the total workforce, ~specially industrial work-

force. In 1959 Uzbeks comprised only 26.71, of the industrial 

workers in Uzbekistan arrl by 196 7 they compr i. sed more than 

a third of the total industrial 1 abour force j_n the n:~pub lie, 

i.e. 3 2. 9% of the industrial workers were Uzbeks. 1 This 

proportion may not look impress! ve npparently. Y 11t consider-

ing the constraints on th~ gro\..;th of thA indigenous cadres, 

this proportion is definitely rAmarkable. The rate of natural 

growth of population among the indigenous population, especic:-

lly in the rural areas, was much hiqher than the rate of 

increase of industrial employment. so even if all jobs 'lfJ'E:re 

to go to them only, non-industria} populAtion would have d~=>c-

reased slowly, if at all. Thus in a situation where a lar~e 

majority of the industrial workforcP was romposed of non-

indigenous naticnalities, the shAre in thP titular nationa
of those 

li ties Lin the industrial labour force could not but rise very 

slowly. The intensive nature of cotton and other farming in 

central Asia, creation of new state farms, expanding cultiva-

tion on a large scale in the v i.rgin land arl'?as like thE?. 

Hungry steppe and Central Ferghana etc. mBant that require-

ment of manpo1ver in rural areas remainai substantial even 

if product! vi ty of 1 abour in agriculturE~ incre ase:-1. Finally. 

the low level of urbanization among the in'iigenous. ponulation 

had been an important f f!Ctor in their sloH mobi 1 itv to in-ius-

trial occupations. Even by 197(1 • as m;=my i=~S 64''~ of th~ 
..........._ _______ _ 
1. G. A. S histeF, "Th~=> current c;t- ate of Jeve lo'X'l'·nt 0'' t-h"" 

working class of Uzbekistan", .§.2:!i!:!...22f.10_!Q2Y, vol. 14 • 
N0.1, 1975, p. 93. 
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population of Uzbekistan was rural, mostly from the indiqe-

no us population. The h iqh~r t h~ mobi 1 i ty to urb C'!n ar~ a~, 

the higher is the p<'!rticipation in industry. That is why 

1 indigenous industrii'.ll cadre had a lmv sharA of participation. 

The number and proportion of the indigenous n<'!tionali-

ties in the workforce in all sectors of the economy has b80n 

increasing. Substantial efforts were made to Pncourage 

socio-occupatrional mobility amonq them. According to Lubin, 

despite the influx of Europeans, the gro,rJth of an indiqenous 

workforce was rapid. However, despite thP.se advances, th<=> 

ind ig.,nous national i tie:s remai ne:-J disproportionately under-

represented in the \.JorkforcP. For exampl!?, ,Nhile Uzbeks 

comprised 68°{, of the 'NOrking-age population in Uzbekistan 

in 197 0, they accounted for only 57. 5".t, of the republic's 

population Pmployed in social pro~uction. Of that the majo-

2 rity were agricultural v.·orkPrs in the countryside. 

In spatial terms, while the share of the titular n~tiona-

1 i ties in the 1 a')our force remained more or less proportionate 

to their relative share in the total population in the rural 

areas, that in the case of the urban are<=Js was quite dis-

proportionate. In other words, the urban labour force had a 

disproportionate ethnic composition. One of the main reasons for 

this might have been the higher skill demands of urban 

occupations and high of influx 

of skilled workers from outside the republic 

---------
1. 

2. 

Ibid • , p. 94 • --
l.£1~·, p.64. 
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despite the fact that the influx has been slowing down. 1 

Table_ 51: 

Nationa1ity ___ Total-popula-:--urt;~ri~popura:--:-RU.ral popula-

"' -------------
Uzbeks 

Karakalpaks 

Russi aQS 

Tartars 

Kazakhs 

Taj i ks 

Others 

tion t ion t ion 
7roFalOf which Total Of which Total-Of whkh 
------~~lo~9__ ______ ~mEl£Yed ________ ~mQloye2 

65.5 57.5 41.1 29.e 7 9. 5 77.3 

2.0 1.e 1.6 1. 2 2. 2 2. 2 

12.5 18.3 30.4 39.2 2. 2 3.1 

3.7 s.o 7.7 C). 2 1.1 2.0 

4.0 3.6 3.0 2.1 4 .f) 4.4 

3.8 3. 3 2.6 1.9 4.5 4.3 

8.5 10.5 13.6 16. 3 5.6 6.1 -----------*---- .. ·-------------- ......... ________________ ---- .... ----
{Charnki n A.S., 11r1otivy k trudu V sfere obshchestvennoqo 
proizvo:lstva", doctoral rUs~ertation. Tashkent, 1976, 
p.45, ctted in Nancy Lubin, .2£• cit., p.65.) 

The r:.thnic disproportion of the urban workforce mi']ht 

have been mainly caused by th~ ethnic disproportion in the 

distribution of skilled cadres and professionals. Due to 

the low level of skill and slow P-nl FH.-qemPnt of the ind i

genous skilled population, the 11rban workforce retained a 

relatively higher share of the non-in::ligenous population 

compared to their shat·e in thF! total urban population. A 

hi9her share of the indi<Jenous workforce in the to tal ur~:>an 

workforce, thus, was a necessity for the structural 

1. For example, in 1 ':17 3, 700 workers and specialists came 
from the RSFSR to Navoi Chemical Combine. Anothor 
example is the Tash'kent metro for the construction of 
which in the early 1970s, about 900 skilled •t-~orkers 
and specialists came from thP. European republics. 
N. Lubin, 2.!2• ~it., pp. 92-94. 
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redistribution of the indi!]enous labour force. S5.rice the 

urban workforce had a very high share of Harkers in the 

material product ion sphere, more skilled indigenous VJork-

force in ·the urban areas was bound to increase their parti-

cipation in the productive sphere. There had been consideca-

ble changes in the skill level of the indigenous population 

during the period under study. But a series of factors 

including the level of skill, the level of urbanization and 

the level of participation of women in the lrJO.Ckforce in 

general and in certain tra:les in particular, prevented any 

substantt al change in the sectoral distribution pattern of 

,~the Athnic Central As ian labour force. 

ri~,~~. In Central Asia, especially among the indigenous popula

\\, ~, ..... ~:,~·· the rapid grov1th of workers in mental work and non-

-.~~-a~cul tural physical work had to go on at a faster pace 
..... ~ 

simultaneously. rrhe industrialization and the growth of an 

industrial labour force before 1950 had still left most of 

the ethnic Central Asian populati.on tied to agriculture. 

without raising the skill level of the indigenous workforce 

and subst.ttutinq the outside skilled workforce by local 

ski.lled cadres, the chances of inducing mobility from r3gt'i-

culture to non-agricultural occup.gtions or from rur.3l to 

urban areas would have been difficult to realize. Tho.s the 

growth in the number of 1t10rkers grr':! atly depended on 

increasing the skill level of the labour force an~ ~lso thP 

number of skilled cadres. 
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There were visible changes in this airection as a result 

of the rise .:fln the cultural levels of the local population, 

which was reflected not simply by the growth in the number 

of persons doing skilled work, but also by the improvements 
' 

in the internal structure of the professional and semi-

professional stratum. The earlier pattern of quick growth 

Qf the administrative personnel and personnel in health, 
1 

j ilStice,•libraries, community centres etc. gave way to a 

rapid increase in the proportion of personnel engaged in the 
. 1 

economy. 

However, in industry in general and in advanced branches 

in industry demanding higher skill in particular, the indige-

nous participation was relatively lower. In industrial and 

technical sectors the share of Uzbeks lagged behind the 

growth of the labour force as a whole. For example, Uzbeks 

comprised 52% of the total number of workers and employees in 

all sectors of the economy, but comprised only about 36% of 

the total number of workers in.1973. similarly among specia

lists their share was disproportionate to their share in the 

total population of the republic. Most of the indigenous 

skilled workers and specialists were concentrated in the non-

industrial spheres like education, culture, administration 

and scientific and artistic professions. Uzbeks comprised 

less than one-thi.rd of the intelligentsia in the productive 

--------·--
1. ru. v. Arutiunian, "Changes in the social structure of 

Soviet nations~, ~~!_§££!2J~9Y, vol.12, No.3, 1973-74, 
pp. 13-26. 
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sphere of the republic, while in the professions outside 

production their share was twice of that in the former in 

1970 .. 1 As is clear, skilled cadres from outside dominated 

technical-industrial jobs, while the Central Asi~ns occupied 

a dominant position at ·all levels of skilled work in non

industrial sectors. 

The growth of the indigenous working class and the 

changes in its internal structure were to a 1 arge extent 

handicapped by the very slo.v socio-occupational mobility 

among their women population. t"iomen constituted a very 

large proportion of the agricultural labour force, thus 

hindering the numerical growth of the indiqenous industrial 

labour force. EVen in industry, their participation was 

mainly in the non-productive sphere and in the light and 

food industries. Any drastic change in the sectoral distri

bution of the indigenous workforce outside agriculture, was 

difficult and had the danger of further inhibiting mobility 

among women. The result was,_ many branches of industry had 

a low level of labour productivity, while others were facing 

labour shortage. The upgrading of skill in certain occupations 

was slow, if at all, due to the participation of indigenous 

women in such occupations. Thus women participation in the 

industrial labour force and its redistribution sectorally 

posed many tricky problems. However, what was more obvious 

L N. Lubin, 2.1?• _£it., pp. 90-94. 
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was the fact that the growth of the indigenous working class 

in all its dimensions would be a smooth process only if 

women participation in the social production and outside 

agriculture is constantly enlarged. In the period since 1950s, 

there have been positive changes in this direction, though 

enough still remained to be done. In the lat~er part of 

the period un::ier study, the growth of indigenous industrial 

labour. force was mostly attributable to the growth in women· 

participation._ which reinforces the argument that participa-

tion of indigenous women is an important elerrent in the 

growth of the labour force and that such posi.tive chanqes in 

the participation level had been taking place. For example, 

between 1967-7 3, the proportion of Uzbeks working in industry 

rose from 31.2 to 35.5%, and the rise bar~ly could be attri-

buted to the male workers of the titular nationality, am6ng 

whom those in the industrial workforce barely changed, i.e., 

from 21.8 to 22.0%. But among women the proportion working 

1 in industry changed sufficiently from 9.4 to 13.5%. Thus, 

changes in the participation level of women in the industrial 

workforce not only improves their social composition,but 

also contributes to the growth of the working class, particu-

larly the ethnic working class. 

~~_n_~ke£!: 

The impact of urbanization on the participation of women 

in industrial and other non-agricultural occupatiom: has been 

---·---
1. lb i~., pp. 86, 26 9. 
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decisive. Since women in rural areas are mostly engaged in 

coll~ctive farming, or work on private plots or in house-

hold works, their leve 1 of participation outside agriculture 

or domestic work is very low. In 1969 women constituted 53% 

of Uzbekistan's and 48% of Tajikistan's collective farmers, 

1 in able-bodied age group. So, the level of participation 

of women in non-agricultural occupations depended to a large 

extent.on the level of urbanization among women. Higher the 

level of urbanization, higher the share of participation of 

' women in industrial labour force. Het ... ,een 195q-70, the share 

of women in the urban population of central Asia had been 

constantly growing. 2 This had its effects in raising the 

share of women in industrial and other urban occupations. By 

1970 women comprised 41% of the workers and white-collar 

personnel in Uzbekistan and 38% of that in Tajikistan. 3 

Their share was the lowest in industry, building, transport 

and construction occupation in which they constituted a small 

share of the total workforce. Their share was also quite 

low in trad.e am analogous occupations, but was substantial 

1. 

2 .. 

3. 

"Women in the USSR: Statistical data", in Soviet 
~i2!29Y, vol.2, No.1, 1972, p.71. -----
Between 1q59-70, the share of women 'in the total urban 
population of the republic increased from 34% to 37% 
in Uzbekistan and from 33% to 37% in Tajikistan. In 
1939, thE~ir share was as low as 23% in Uzbekistan and 
16% Taj ildstan. 
,.!b i~., pp. 58-59. 

G.~. Shister, "The current state of development of the 
working class of Uzbekistan", .21?· _£it., p. 95. 
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in agriculture and in professions (education, science and 

medicine) where women formed the majority of the employed 

persons. 1 

In 1975 nearly 39% of the industrial and office workers 

in Tajikistan and 42% in Uzbekistan were women. This was 

lower than the USSR average of 51%, yet considering the fact 
at 

thatLthe beginning of socialist construction the participation 
. 

level of women in the workforce was extremely low in Central 

As ian republics, the leve 1 achieved was extremely impress! ve. 2 

For example, in 1922, women in Tajikistan constituted only 

5% of the industrial and white-collar personnel as compared 
., 

to the USSR average of 25% for women.~ Apart from this 

initial lag, Central Asian republics arP. still characterized 

by a larger share of rural population, i.e., lower sharte.>. of 

urban population than in the country as a whole, the greater 
in 

influence than ;the rest of the country of tra::U tion and 

customs that restrict the mobil! ty of women outside their 

family work and also the prevailing demographic behaviour in 

central Asia where large families are relatively numerous an::l 

the higher rate of child-bearing limits the scope of parti

cipation of centr~l Asian women in the labour fotce. However, 

1. In 1959, .... "'men constituted 43% of the total employed 
persons in Tajikistan. In industry, building, transport 
and construction the.:ir share was 31%, in trade arrl ana
logous occupations 34%, in agriculture 48%, and in edu
cation, science and medicine 53% of the workforce. J.h. 
Newth, "The establishment· in Tajikistan- I", _§,2Vi!! 
~gies, vol.14, No.4, 1963, p.409. 

2. 

3. 

In 1940, women 
office workers 
1975, p. 22. 

_!Eid.~. 21. .,.-

constituted 29% of thP. industrial and 
in Tajikistan. Soviet Women, Moscov7, -------
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the level of participation of women in occupations such as 

~eaching, medicine and research etc., i.e., in,non-material 

production sphere was constantly r.ising and in th~se profes

sions women accounted for a large majority of thA total 

personnel. 

~~~!!.!!....E£2fes~io!!21 s: 

!he participation of women in the labour force was not 

simply confined to factories or offices. The rising cultural 

level enabled them not only to perform skilled labour, but 

also to join the ranks of the intelligentsia. Some of the 

professions, belonging to the above category, came to be 

characterized as female professions due to the extremely 

high level of participation of women in such occupations. 

Some such professions like teaching and medical professions 

provide testimony to this fact. The figures for women parti

e ipat ion in these professions have already been given. 1rlhat 

was more positive in terms of women participation was that, 

the scientific and technological revolution had a tremerrlous 

impact on the cultural progress of women. The new require

ments were met by participaticn of women in the scientific 

intelligentsia. 

The development of machine industry greatly enhanced 

the social and labour activity of Central Asian women. The 

partie ipation of women in social production was further 

enhanced by technical improvements in machine industry and 

by an increase in manufacturing and services. In future the 
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participation of women in the labour force would be an impor-

tant element of the working class growth in Central Asia. 

Since the 1960s a large number of industries in central 

Asia have been employing predominantly female labour. These 

include egtt;~blish:nents of prectston and complex machine mann·M 

1 facturing, and textile industry etc. In certain jobs, 

women professionals had a higher rlegree of participation 

than th-eir men count<?rparts. 

The restructuring of the sex ratio of thP labour force 

in various branches and sectors of th~ economy was undertaken 

on an extensive seal~ :luring 1950-75, especially among the 

ind.igenous population& Since women constitu~ed a major 

factor in the quantitative growth of the labour force, the 

low level of their participation. affected the size of the 

ethnic working class in the Central ASi.:m republics. However, 

the increasing share of their participation since the 1q50s 

has greatly reinforced the proportion of the in.-iigenous 

1 abour force and thus has quali tat.ively affected the class 

structure of the titulor popul3tion. 

1. v.s. Leontyev, "The impact of the territorial and 
sectoral structure of production on the renewal of 
population and labour reso1.,1rces", ~v!_et GeQ_g£~pby: 
8~Y:!.~_.and_!£2!1§!.ati£_Q, vol.14, "Jo. fn, 1'173,pp~T8-39. 

2. For exampl~, in 1 q7 2 women phy~ici<ms accounted for 
66% of the total in Uzbekistan and 61"1, of that in 
Tt;~jil<i.stan. ":vomen in the ussq: Stat1st1c~l d.:::ltt;~", 

§~~ie!_soc;~~!2.9l• .9.£· .£~.!·, 'P· 7 2. 
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The ~ectoral dic;tribution of th~ labour ·force in term~ 

of nationality composition was more conspicuous in th~ case 

of women. Indi']P.nous women conce!'ltration in agriculture and 

servic~ sectors and their predominance in the lower-skilled 

' manual occupations was more intense than that of the indige-

nous participation as a whole. In 1975, for example, women 

comprised 4 2% of all workers and employees in the Uzbek 

economy. Of these two-thirds or more -were employed in state 

agriculture or service sectors. ~'I i thin the service sectors 

the vast majority were concentrated in health and social 

sec1.1rity (73% of all workers and employees in that sector 

were women) and education and culture (55% of the tot~l in 

that sector- were women) in 1976. 'tlomen constituted a v~ry 

small proportion of workers in construction and transporta-

tion and heavy industry. ~hough in indus~ry in general 

their participation was not low, they were concentrated 

mainly in light and food industries, mainly in textile and 

sewing ent~rprises. While sectorally, womPn concentrated 

in low-ski.ll demanding trades, occupationally, they tended 

~o concentrate in unsk.illed or low-Gkilled jobs in all 

spheres, inclu.:i ing the secvice sectors. Accor.iing to one 

source, cited by Lubin, about 52% o.f all women working .in 

industry in Uzbekistan were employed in manual labour in 

the early 1970s, of whom about 25% were employed in heavy 

manual labour. 1 

-..-..--.---~ 

1. According to Ubaidullaeva in the mi~1-1970s, out of the 
employed women, 50% in fercous-metallurqy, 51% in t-hr:> 
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While the growth of women specialists in Uzbekistan 

was rapid, most of them were medical workers, librarians 

and teachers etc. and very few were agronomists, livestock 

specialists and veter-inarians. For example, women comprised 

about half the 466,800 specialists with specialized second.":lry 

education employed in Uzbekistan's economy in 1977, whereas 

85% of the medical worl(ers with specialized secondary 

education were women, the share of such women specialists 

among•tAchnicians was less than 30% and among agronomists, 

livestock specialists and veterinarians less than 17%. The 

share of women specialists in the latter professions 'l'las very 

negligible - 2% of all women special! sts with higher and 

specialized secondary education were agronomists, livestock 

specialists and veterinarians, and less than 5% were engine

ers in 1 977 • 1 

By the mid-1970s, while more than half the abloe-l:>odied 

population of the collective farms in Uzbekistan was composed 

of women, they comprised less than 3% of the approximately 

22,000 skilled staff workirig on agricultural machinery -

and close to 99% of the manual labourers on state farms. In 

industry about half the manual workers were women, higher 

---------
contd ••• 
coal industry, 46% in oil extraction, 64% in indu~tr ial 
building materials industry, and 49% in China and 
glass· industry were engaged in heavy manual laboll!". 
Cited inN. Lubin,£!?· ci_!., pp.94-98, 271. 

1. Ibi::_!. I p. 271. 
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than their proportion in the total industrial labour force. 1 

Within the liqht industrial enterprises also Central 

Asian women occupied low-skilled positions as compared to 

their European counterparts. Citing one example of a sewing 

factory in the Ferghana Valley, Lubin shows that out of almost 

3,000 workers and employees there 2,743 were women, of '..:hom 

85% (2,373 persons) were Uzbek women. However, by occupation . 
Uzbek women occupied low-skilled jobs in the factory - 90% 

of the women industrial workers were Uzbeks, and in compari-

son slavic women constituted 60% of the female engineers and 

2 technical personnel and.70% of the white-collar workers. 

This was one typical example of women predominance in the 

labour force in the light industrial enterprises And the 

pre-dominance of indigenous women in the low-skilled occupa-

tions even within this sector. 

Employment of women in industrial and. urban occupations 

has a strong influence on the demographic factor. Birth-

rates vary with the occupational status and professional 

skill of women. White-collar mothers have far fewer children 

than workers and workers have fewer than the collective 

farmers. In general higher the skill, smaller is the family, 

and thus relatively few large families are found among 

workers with high qualifications or with engineering and 

_._-~--·----

1. .!bid., p.98. 

2. ,!bi~., pp. 98-99. 
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technical skills. Among women in white-collar jobs, lowest 

birth rates are found alJlong the working in the sphere of 

science, culture and art.; the state apparatus~ cooperatives 

and cultural organisations, public health1 and social 

insurance. Higher birth rate is to be found among women 

engaged in communal, personal and household services. 1 

The table below illustrates the differences in birth 

rates.according to the social and spatial position of women. 

Thus not only the differences among various categories -

workers, white-collars and collective farmers - are estab-

lished, but also within the same category the urban and 

rural difference was glaring. 

Table--52: 

Uzbek !stan 2, 778 3, 740 2, 116 3, 06 2 3, 942 

-------------------------
(Gai 1 i"l. Lapidus, "The female indu!':itr ial 1 abour force: 
dilemmas, reassessments, and options~ in Arcadius 
Kahan and Blair A. Ruble (eds.), Industrial labour 
.!!Llli..Jl~· New York, 1979, p. 252:;---- ' 

The educational level of women also influenced the size of 

the family or the number of children, which is demonstrated 

1. Gail w. Lapidus, "The female industrial labour force: 
dilemmas, reassessments and. options" in Arcadius 
Kahan and Blair A. Ruble (eds.), Industrial labour 
in th~~· New York, 1979, p.253. ------



by the fact that among the women of the Asiatic nationalities 

(Uzbeks, Taj i ks, Turkmen, Kirghiz, Kazakhs and Azerbaidzhanis) 

the ·expected number of children by female educational level 

was - 3.89 for females with higher and incomplE!te higher 

education; 5.16 among females with general and spP.cialized 

secondary education; 5$95 among females with incomplete 

secondary education; and 5.83 for women with primary and lov1er 

education. 1 

The impact of cultural development and urbanization was 

not confint."'<i to women only. Th!=! wh.ole Central Asian workinq 

class with its new forms of intraclass structure was a product 

of the vast cultural-technical changes that. encompassed this 

region since the 1950s. A very developed network of cultural 

infrastructure was created to prepare the new generation of 

the Central Asian working class for the new role that was 

expected of them in the era of great technological progress. 

The emphasis shifted to increase the size of the labour force 

on the basis of improved cultural arrl technical level of the 

population. Quantity came to depend on quality. The need 

for qualitative development of the labour force was felt, 

because the existence of a high proportion of agricultural 

labour itself restrained the growth of industrial and non

agricultural 1 abour force. so any substanti.:=tl increase in 

the labour force required increase simultaneously in the 

skill level and productivity of agricultural labour. Mor0over, 

--------
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the technological upgrading of the industries also demanded 

higher educational level even for jobs requiring physical 

work. 

Cultura1-~~~ges 2~-~E~ 
~!,king....£!2.§..2: 

The working class of Central Asia during the soviet 

period, has not only increased in number but also has develo-

ped qualitatively, which was manifested in the rise of its 

educational-cultural and technical-skill levels. Since the 

1950s this process of qualitatJve tr.;nsf:ormation has b~~n 

more rapid than the simple growth in number.. However, thi~ 

is not to suggest that the quanti t.;tive aspects of devP-lop

ment lost thei.r. importance. In fr:~ct, the numerical growth 

of a working class among the indiqenous population or natio-

naliti~s was the major concern during 1950-75, towards which 

much of the effort W<iS directed. In thi~ pP.r io<i thF: nu~r. i-

cal growth of the ·~iQrkin') class to a great extent dependP.d 

on the qualitative aspects of growth, i.e., on cultural and 

technical development. This was because of the improvements 

that had come about in the production technology and the 

complex nature of work in many branches like metal smelting, 

refining, power production, construction, chemicals, ~ining, 

the operation of spinning and weaving machinery. As mechani-

zation and automation intensified, an ever-increasing number 

of workers were required to combine more completely physical 

with mental labour in their work. Most of the new recruits 



into the working class thus had a higher cultural and techni-

cal level than the new recruits iri the preceding stages of 

industrialization. The qualitative transformation of the 

.local population in Central Asia en'3bled them to increase 

their quantitative share in the total worki nq class of their 

respective repUblics. 

Technological progress in central ~qia created the need 

for raising the skill of the working class. This was 'lone by 

more intensive training of the futur4':' as well as the existing 

labo~ force. The 9th Five Year Plan of Uzbekistan envisaged 

a complete change over to universal secondary education. In 

the field of vocational educa·tion the emphasis wa~ laid on 

training workers with a secondary education. The enrolment 

in young worker•s schools, evening and correspondence d~part-

ments of colleges, universities, and secondary specialized 

schools were to expand rapidly, along with the expansion and 

improvements in in-job training. This process not only resul-

ted in the gro\vth of workers with complete secondary educat.ton, 

but also in a steady rise of workers attending general and 

specialized ed t1cational institutions. 1 

1. G.!\. Shister, "The ··Jorker: on the way to technical and 
cultural standards of the intellectual•, Soci~lism: 
.!~.'?EL2E~-fE~.ice, vol. 13, No.8, 1974, pp:f;4::55.-
By 1976, the level of education among the working popu
lation in the Central Asian republics was nearly equal 
or more than the level achieved in the country as a 
whole. Some of the republics like Uzbekistan and Turk
menia even exceeded more advanced republics like the 
Russian federation in this respect. For every 1,000 
persons employed in the national economy in 1976, the 
number with at least seven-years school education was 
7 67 for the USSR as a whole, 7 71 in RSFSR, 77 9 in Uzbe
kistan, 737 in Ta1ikistan, 763 in Kirghizia and 795 in 
Turkmenia. z.s. Chertina, "The bourgeois theory of "moderni
z..ation" and the real development of the peoples of SQviet 
Central Asia", sovic,!.J3~Y...!~~· vc:>l. ,\.XI J, r-.1o. 2, !. 0.81, l)• 76. 
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Table-53: 

Nat Ionali ty--1959--:_.197 Q -JE_§ 1 ut;1i ng---==--1 970 as 
Total Total Higher C',.eneral Incom- per cent 

and Second- plete of 1959 
s pee i- ary second-
alized ary 
secon-____________________________ da~y_ ______________________ ___ 

Russians 445 663 192 143 328 149 

Ukrainians 404 637 147 182 308 158 

Beloruss ians 309 555 133 143 279 180 

Uzbeks 410 640 108 232 300 156 

Tajiks 378 57 2 98 167 307 151 

(G.M. Maksimov, "Changes in the vocational composi
tion of the ussR•s working peopl~=•, 1959-1970", 
f.ll£.r~_t...!?.!.9~ s t _of the .§.Q::! i e ..LEE!!!§, ·91?. c it • , p. 8. ) 

The stage of scientific and technological revolution 

broadened the sphere of information-related occupation::. invol-

ving a relatively larger amount of mental work. While these 

occupations included such mental workers af; sc ienti f:ic workers, 

designers, economists, laboratory technicians and computer 

operators etc., there were also mass-hased non-manual occu-

pations in this sphere. As a rF>sult of mechanization and 

automation of product.ion, the number of ·.-~orkers enqaqed in 

the sphere of product ion of tangible:s. declined in Uzbekistan 

from 89.1% to 84.4% between 1959-70. 1 

1. G.A. Shister, "The current state of developmt=>nt of 
the working class of Uzbekistan~, ~E· ci!., p.Be. 
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The period since the end of 1950s was characterized by 

not only a higher growth rate of workers in branches defin-

ing technological progress such as metal and machine manu-

facture, fuel, power and· chemical etc., but also by th~ gro\oTth 

in the share of skilled work.ers. 1 

The number of low-educated workers went down rapidly 

with the rapid rise in the educational level. Corre~pon0ingly 

there w~s a decline in the numbfC;?r of those employed in occu-

pations involving predominantly manual labour. With the 

increase in the number of the employed population with an 

incomplete secondary education or more, the number of non-

manual occupations also expanded to keep in step vlith the 

growing cultural level of the population. 

One feature of the structural changes among the indus-

trial product ion personnel was the considerable increase in 

the number of engineering and technical personnel, .=m ou1-come 

of the scientific and technological progress in central A""ia. 

In Uzbekistan, for example, the increase in this cateqory was 

twice as much faster as the growth of the ·~rking class as a 

whole. The share of engin~ering and technical personnel in 

1. For example, between 1 :;}6 2-6 9, in the Uzbek repu">lic, 
the number of skilled workers increase::I from 56.3% to 
62.5%, while the proportion of unskilled workers 
dur;ing this period declined from 43.7% to 37.5%. In 
some branches the growth ·\vas quite high - in oil 
industry from 15.5% to 80.·1%,in machine manufactun~ 
from 1.3.7% to 55.1% and in non-ferrous metallurgy from 
11.7% to 64.9%. G.A. ShistP.r, 12!2., p.91. 
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the total industrial personne 1 cose from 8% to 10. 5% in this 

period, the proportion being nearly equal to the all USSR 

. 1 
proportion of 12% for this categor.y. Another sir;mificant 

aspect of groNth of this cateqory of personnel was that it 

primarily represented persons with higher and specialized 

secondary education. 

In 1970, over 60% of the engineering and technical p""r-

sonne~ had higher or specialized secondary education in 

Uzbekistan. The highest level.of specialized education was 

among the engineers of the republic, 85.7% of whom hacl higher, 

incomplete higher and specialized secondary education. 2 

The engineering .3nd technicC~l personnel were .::~lso ch"lr-"!c-

terized by a hiqher level of work stability- 51.8n{; with 5 

years or more seniority. 3 Also symptomatic was the expansion 

of the ranks of engineers and technicians from arrong the 

workers in industry. An illustrative example was the Chicchik 

Integrated Chemical 1.'-Jorks, where a large majority of engineers 

1 
and tee hnici ans in many deparrtments started as workers. The 

social background of the engineers and technic! ans in 

1. G.A. Shister, "The curcent st"lte of development of 
the \vorking class of Uzbekistan", .2E· _s;it., p.l02. 

2. I~i:.i., p. 102. 

3. l bi2. , p. 10 3. 

4. For example, between 1961-67, about 600 persons took 
engineering degret'>s while on job in the pl=mt. 
Ibld, en. 103-04. 
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~d=>p0rtment of th~ plant shows the ni'lture of socio-occup-3tio-

nal mobility in the process of improvement of the level of 

skilL A majority of enginf>ers and t~chnici ans wr->r:P 

from worker and peasAnt background ri'lther than from pr.ofes-

sional background. Out of g9 engineers and technicians at 

the Chirchik Chemical works, 45 were from ,vorkers families, 

31 from p~asants families and 23 from professionals farnilies. 1 

The change in the educational and cul tur;3l lev(~l of the 

workers in the Chirchik electro chemical plant also indicates 

the changes that were taking place in the advanced branches 

and enterprises in central Asia. In the above plant, the 

proportion of workers with complete secondary edllc at ion rose 

from 17 to 32.2% bet,..,een 1961-70, in which period the nurn!Jer 

of workers with an i.ncompl.c>te secondary education dec 1 ined 

by mor~" than 16%. By 197 3, nf-"ar 11 eo~{ of all '.'\Yorkers in the 

plant had hiqher, specialized or general secondary (complete 

or incomplete) education. 2 

The impressive. statistics of educational proqress in 

Central Asia does not mean that pr.obl,e>ms are few in this 

region. Had this been so, then the recHstribution of the 

manpower would have been much smoother than was the case .. 

Despite the gro\.rth of the skill levels, the gro~.vth lagqf'd 

..-..---..-----
1. 

2o 

Ibi~., pp.lo3-1. 

G. A. shister, "'fhe wor'ker: on the wav to technical 
and cultural st an:J.ard of the intellectual", 21.?· ci_!., 
p.66. 
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behind the contemporary needs of product ion. Ano thee problem 

has been that education by itself has not ensured p~rticipa-

tion. The non-participation of the educated manpower in 

social pro:luction ·..vas glaring. Balanced distribution of the 

skilled personnel sectorally remained a m~jor problem. 

There is no doubt thut thP growth of personnel in higher 

skilled jobs in industry ha::l b~r->n significAnt in th,.,. period 

under stu.-1y. As a result, thf> ;:~verage skU.l level in in~~'Istry 

rose. 13y 1972, about bro-thirds of all indu·~tri-'31 wor.kr->rs in 

Uzbekistan had been rated in third or higher skill bracket, 

and more than half in the fourth or higher skill rankings 

f.Jobs in the USSR are classified on a 7-group scale from one 

' 
(unskilled) to seven - 1 (highly skilledl/. However, despite their 

skill-ratings, the skill-level of· workers in industry still 

remained lo\.,, due to the presence of a high proportion of 

manual labour in industry. In 1973, almost two-thirds of t:he 

total workers in Uzbek industry had received only an elel'TIP.ntary 

level of education and less than 7% of all industrinl workers 

in the republic had received. specialized secon::lary eancation. 2 

The low skill level, especially among the indigenous 

population, created problems for industry, where the demands 

1. 

2. 

Lubin, .Q.l?• .£!!• ,PD. 10Q-10. 

Of the total number of ,111orkers in TJzbekistan•s in:J,lstri.::~l 
enterprises in 197 '3, 0. 7''1. ha.i compkted hiqher e:iucGt ion, 
1. 0~~{ had 'in incomplete higher education, 5. Oo/o had comple
ted specialized secondary education; 28.7% had completed 
only general secondary education. 61.3% had not rec~ived 
a secondary educAtion ar:d 3. 3'% had not received even an 
elementary e..iucation. Lubin, £P·• .£!..!:·, pp.l10#. 274. 
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for skill had been rising very rapidly. While the demand for 

skilled labourers has been rapidly growing, the lag between 

the qrowing demand and lack of enough supply affected produc.:.. 

tlon. According to Ubaidullaeva•s estimatE•s, about 75% of all 

breakdowns in machine construction and upto 30% of broken 

equipment and instruments in the Uzbek repUblic was due to 

the low skill of the workers, who did not possess the essential 

knowledge and habit for work with the new technology. 1 

As has been stated earlier, education by itself had not 

ensured that every educated person works in the social produc-

tion. Even in the cities there were quite a number of persons 

with higher and speci <:1lized secondary education who were 

working in the household and private subsidiary activities, 

though the proportion was higher in case of old, small cities 

"" as compared to the 1 arge and now industrial centres."-

In a very intE·resting samplE! study undertaken by Chamkin 

in seven industrial enterprises and construction trusts in 

the newly opened areas of the Hungry and Karshi steppes, the 

influence of education and the persistence of old values have 

' been brought to focus. The nationality composition of the 

selected enterprises was largely non-indigenous - 48% of all 

personnel were Russians, 21% were TJzbeks and the rest from 

other nationalities. In many enterprises the Uzbek proportion 

1 • .!12!~ . , p. 27 4 • 

2. lbiQ .• p.252. 
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was even lower: the Yangier combine was 8% Uzbek, the Bekab~d 

combine, 13% TJzbek. Most of the Uzbeks were from thP. city 

itself or from the surrounjing areas. In almost all the enter

prises Uzbeks were more highly represented in the lo''' skilled 

occupations; almost 70% TJzbeks surveyed were employed. in un

skilled or semi-sldlled occupations, while 47'Yo of thP Rus~i;:ms 

were in :!Skilled occupations. 

The differences we.re mor~ conspicuous in the social and 

cultural values of different nationalities. UZbRks were invol

ved in social self-<Jdministration and with the coll•~ctive 

acceptance of decisions on questions of social life. 'rhey 

manifested greater interest towards active social vocations~ 

·while the Russians ·were attracted more towards cult11ral acti

vities like studies, reading, literary activities, going to 

mcvies, theatre and conc~rts. With regard to work, Uzbeks 

shO\ved greater inclination for private and household work and 

non-technical activities as compared to the Russians. Their 

lack of interest in more technical pursuits was reflected in 

-- -- the total absence among 1Jzbeks of those '#ishing to occupy them

selves with rationalisation arrl innovation work. Since the 

sample surveyed by Chamkin comprised the most moaern segments 

of Uzbeks - youths who had alread~r ~ntered the i ndustr'i ~1 3nd 

technical sectors and had rnove1 their r~sidence in most cases, 

this study can be an indicator of the qenr:'ral st.3te of social 

and cultural v al•J.es among TJzbeks, espec L.Jlly those who 
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worked in traditional sectors, in rural ar~as. Among women 

of the above category tho; values must be more traditional. 

Like Chamkin, others have also conclt.d<?1 that •cultural 

predilections • in Uzbekistan for certain types of activi t.tes 

still persisted and would take a long time in disappearing. 

Sh. Muzaparov, a Uzbel< Social scientist, in his diss~=>rtation 

on cul t~al changes among Uzbek workers in the oil in::lustry 

of Ferghan3 valley, 1967, has noted tha.t a change in attitude 

has not necessarily followed despite participation of those 

workers in Uzbekistan's industrial vanguard. 1 Similar views 

were also expressed by Soviet Social Scientist r1.F. Sold-3tov 

in 197 2, who conclu::les that moral, sUbjective factors in an 

indi vidual• s relation to work are as important in determ! ning 

one's behaviour as material factors of income or tyoe and 

leve 1 of production. Traditional atti ttrles, he suggests, 

towards work, associated life-styles and to,ilards female pat-ti-

cipation in the labour force not merely persisted, but may 

also acquire .. a somewhat new, perhaps strengthened form with in 

the context of contemporary Soviet society. He puts i·t .in 

more theoretical terms, "The law of the negation of the 

negation suggests not a simple retention, not the mechanical 

repetition of elements of the old in the new, but their appea

rance in a form new in principle... This situation can be 

illustrated by traditions of work which are transferred from 

one generation of worker to another. n
2 

1. Cited in Lubin, E~· ci~., p.21B. 

2. Cited in Jbid., pp.?.lB-19. 
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Cultural change and the rational 
2-~fizatiO_ri_of lab:2ur:-------

A; qualitativ~ aspect of the development of the working 

class was the increasing stability of the workforce in the 

place of work. This means the rate of labour turnover was 

declining. In Uzbekistan by the end of 1960s,73% of the blue 

and white collar workers in industry had five years or more 

seniority. Quite conspicuous in this regard ·was the iron and 

steel industry of the republic, which had the smallest share 

of workers with less than one year • s seniority and a.s many as 

48.2% of the employees in this industry ha:i more than 10 years• 

experience. 1 

In this respect urban-t"ural differences were quite cons-

picuous. Labour turnover was hi9her among fresh recruits from 

rural areas. Unskilled trades attractGd most of the young 

rural recruits and in those branches labour turnover was more 

pronounced. In Uzbekistan while 21'% of thP industrial workers 

had less than one year•s experience, the share of such workers 

in construction was 40.6%. Construction attracts a higher 

proportion of rural youth seeking jobs in towns, since work 

in this branch requires relatively less skill. Relation 

between the level of skill and labour turnover rate i~ clear, 

as the majority of those leaving jobs in '"Uzbekistan were under 

25 years of age, with 8-10 years of schooling an::i less than 

2 years seniority. 2 

---------
1. G.A. Shister, MThe current state of development of the 

working class of UzbekistanM, 22· £!!., pp.92-93. 

2. Ibid., p.92. ---
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The problem of 1 abour-turnover and violation of labour 

discipline, which was quite acute in Central Asian republics 

may have been due largely to overmanning, which in turn may 

have been due to large manpower surpluses there. Ubaidullaeva 

suggests that overmanning in Uzbekistan may have been as high 

as 18% of the total planned labour force in 1970. Similarly 

(and related to manning level), the loss of working-time, 

infractions of labour discipline and the frequency of labour

turnover in Uzbekistan were substantially higher than the 

USSR average. This has significantly affected labour produc

tivity. In 1971, the nl..lMber of failures to report for work 

per worker in Uzbekistan was on average one and a half to 

twice that of the USSR average. Throughout the 1970s the 

number continued to grow. 1 

However, labour turn-over and violation of labour disci

pline was more acute in sectors, which 'llere overmanned and 

where the skill level was low. Thus these problems were less 

in case of heavy industry and more in case of light industr-y 

and the collective agriculture. This also leads to the conclu

sion that a redistribution of the population spatially as 

well as sector ally and the raising of the skill level of the 

workforce are vital to r~luce labour-turnover and maintain 

labour-discipline, \..,.ithout which productivity of labour would 

be seriously affected. In the Central Asian republic this 

process has been going on since the 1950s at a rapid pace, 

1. N. Lubin, .9J?· £!_!:. , p. 70. 
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though redistribution of the workforce was handicapped by 

low~r mobility among the ethnic Central ASians. Yet the 

growth in the ranks of professionals and paraprofessionals 

imparted increasing stability to the workforce. Since this 

section of the working class had a greater stability in the 

.workplace, the improvement in the quality of labour was linked 

to the level of growth of professional and semi-profE·ssional 

sectiorts among the working class. 

Rational utilization of manpower does not necessarily 

depend on capital investment, especially in the central A,.c;ian 

context, where the scope of improvement is quite wide within 

the existing level of capital investment. Similarly the 

slowing down of the tempo of ~echnological progress, 'lllhich 

is what can be concluded from Lubin's argument, is no solution 

to increase participation in social production. 1 'l'hi.s might 

immediately imply more labour use, but in the long run it would 

-----
1. Lubin argues through statistics that technological 

upgrading meant saving in money terms and at the same 
time release of manpower that had to look for employ
ment elsewhere. For example,she cites, between 1966-70, 
enterprises under the system of the Ministry of Cotton 
ginning industry in Uzbekistan spent approximately 67 
million roubles for technological upgrading that saved 
in economic terms several millions of roubles, cut 
released from work hundreds of individuals who had to 
be provided work elsewhere. Lubin also cites Tash
kulova, according to whom in the 1970s, the constant 
modE'!rnization of existing equipment, the introduction 
of new technology,mechanization and automation of 
labour-intensive production processes, resulted in 300 
million r9ubles saving during the 9th Five Year Plan, 
but also freed over 20,000 persons from work in the 
process, who needed to find work elsewhere. 
Lubin, .9.E· £1-j:. , p. 146. 
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mean low level of labour pro.-iuctivity and stagnation in indus

trial growth which ... :ould ultimately result in serious problems 

of generating further employment. 

First of all there was more· scope for improv~:>ITP.nts in 

the use of the already working labour force. This included 

avoiding wastage caused by overmanning, poor time use~ absen

teeism, turnover etc. Apart from these there could he better 

use of the already existing skilled cadres. In 1970, for 

example, about 3,000 specialists in Uzbeki~tan with higher 

education were employed in jobs that did not demand higher 

education. Study of the industrial enterprises in Uzbekistan 

showed that only 58% of the engineers and 48% of the techni

cians were in jobs related to their specialities. 1 

Organisaticnal changes such as two-shift work, part.-time 

work etc. could improve the existing level of participation 

in social production and help the process of structural re

distribution of the manpower. The level of part-time wor'k. 

in Uzbekistan had been very low in the 1970s. A study of 

465 enterprises in the republic in th~ •early 1970s sho ... •ed 

that in as many as 345 enterprises (75% of the total) two

shifts ·.-~ere not in operation. The level of tw'o-shift work 

was extremely low in the small cities, '-"'here 1 abour surplus 

was high, and in local industries and in construction indus

tries. Of the light industrial enterprises surveyed, many 

2. Ib~., p.145. 
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had only one-shift~ and most of those were located in small 

cities. In the study Ubaidullaeva concluded that an a:ldi

tional 11~200 people could be employed in those 465 en~r

prises alone if two-shift work had been intrortuced that could 

have increased the employment level by 30%. 1 Similarly increa

sed f acil itif'!S for part-time work and more provisions of 

goods and services would raise the level of participation of 

Central Asian women. 

However none of these solutions per se would have suffi

cient impact on manpower mobility in Central Asia. Neither 

more provisions of two-shift or part-time work, nor more goods 

and servi.ces would result in increased prlrticipaticn. As it 

is there were enough labour shortages in certain ~ector~ where 

the surplus population could move in for employment if that 

was the main problem. Similarly both the growth of large 

cities and that of small cities have their advantages in 

attracting indigenous manpower. The big cities had rrore 

enlarged sphere for participation in non-productive, service 

sphere, and a large number of Central Asians could be shifted 

to non-agricultural occupatio~by the growth of large cities. 

The argument is also strong in case of small and medium sized 

cities which were closer to the indigenous population in terms 

of cultural environment and the skill level of the occupations 

there. Lastly, the arguments can be both in favour cf heavy 

..,. _____ _ 
1. 1bi_9. I p. 145 e 
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industry and light industry. While heavy industry could 

generate more employment for the growing surplus manpower in 

agriculture, light industry could attract more indiqenous 

population. Techno logy also has both these aspects. Indus-

trial growth, in the context of a slowly mobile manpower, 

required constant technological upgrading. At the same time 

such upgrading might affect the already limited participation 

of tht:" local population. Thus a delicate balance had to be 

maintained between the gro\.Jth of 1 arge and srrtall cities; 

between heavy and light industry; and in the application of 

technological progress. 

However, the most important link in the process of work-

ing class growth in central Asia was the cultural transfer-

mation of the indigenous population. Cultural change in this 

period was the necessary condition for the further growth of 

central Asian working class. The redistribution of central 

Asian manpower sectorc:lly, spatially and in terms of ski.ll was 

critically dependent on the cultural changes. 

Urbanization and_red_i_~_tr_ibutio_n 
£I:Iat>our·: 

The restructuring of the occupational structure typified 

the process of urbanization in Central Asia. The intensive 

growth of production, particularly industrial production, and 

the application of the elements of scientific and technological 

revolution were integrally link~ with urbanization. The 

higher the level of urbanization, higher is the production 
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efficiency and tech~ical-skill level of the workforce. Thus 

urbanization profoundly influences the occu~ational compos!-.. 
tion of the society. 

The social dimension of the socio-occupational structure 

is linked to the existing social relations of production -

socialist state sector, collective and cooper.ativ~ sector ~nd 

the private subsidiary sector. The occupational dimPnsion is 

linked to broad division of labour in the society in terms of 

agricultural and non-agricultural occupation, which are 
' . 

further categorized accordiivJ to the skill-level of the work. 

3oth these di::nensions ar.e related to horizontal and vectical 

mobility of the population. Urbanization, consequently has 

a great bearing on the socio-occupational dynamics of the 

society. 

Since the 1960s, soviet Central Asia entered the phase 

of developed industrial production on thP. basis of scientific 

and technological revolution. During this period workers in 

industri31 branches (injustry, construction, transport) 

became the social and productive core of the central Asian 

republics. The supplementing and enlargement of the working 

class from among the indigenous population took place. LOcal 

women were also drawn into industry on a large scale, l·?.arning 

nev skills as workers. 

The concentration of material and cultural pro.-'luction in 

large urban centres allowe~l thPm to play a a.etermin in:-J role in 

the process of grov.,rth of the worl<:ing class. While large cities 
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are an outcome of the growing division of labour and increased 

prod~lctivity of labour, they in return offer objective pre-

requisites as large and favourable ar.'"'!as for new construction 

and for raising labour productivity further. The emphasis on 

the qualitative indices of development since the t950s have 

made large centres of Central Asia all the more important in 

terms of production and labour efficiency. The large cities 

of fer "the conC.li tions for bui.lding giqantic enterprises employ-

ing large number o~ persons. This especially is so in case 

of certain branches of industry where efficiency is mainly 

determined by the higher level of concentration. 1 The 

creation of very large enterprises creates conditions for 

the growth of many auxi 11 ary enterprises to supplement the 

production of the major big enter}Drises. A large concen

trati.on of population in big citi<!?s nPcesgitates the buil·'Hng 

of servicing institutions and enterprises. In turn, th~ s~r-

vicing branches with thf."ir increasing personnel help ft.p:-ther 

concentration of population 1n large citi•~s. ThE> large cities 

also enjoy the privileged position of a relatively larger share 

of the skilled population in their total' population and possess 

a very developeCI higher educational and training infrastructure 

with most of the important institutions and training proqrammes 

' 2 
of the rP.public situated in them. 

1. V.I. perevedentsev, "Population mov"=m~nt and labour supply 
in Siberia (Part I) ••, ~~!_§~iolo_9Y, vol.7, No.3, 1968-
69, p.40. 
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' 
Thus a 1 arge city not only has but also creates further 

prerequisites for concentration of industrial production and 

labour. The advantages of joint utilization of power, trans-

poLt, water supply and sewage system, of ware-

housing etc., thE> concentrat .ion of skill Ad manpower and types 

of labour distinctive to certain branches production ('women 

for light industry in cities where heavy industry predominates 

etc.) facilitates the introduction of new and better forms 

of prcXiuction and production capacities. 1 

Not just due to the advantages of industrial construc

±on, the large cities are also as a general rule political 

and administrative centres and thus attract a large number 

of people. The higher standard of living in large cities 

due to better housing, supply, consumer and cultural services 

etc., provides a better stimulus for population movement to 

large cities. 2 

The large cities are better equipped for more diversified 

utilization of the labour resources and the use of specific 

types of labour in specific branches and enterprisr!s is possi

ble in large cities, as compared to small c !ties and tovms 

where siting of industry or certain types of industries may 

3 not enjoy such advantages. 

1. 1Eid., p.il. 

2. fb.!3• I p.11. 

3. Ibid., p.41. 
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In short, the optimal territorial utilization of the 

labour resources territorially, 1.~., the highest product!-

vity of labour with the maximum satisfaction of the needs of 

the population, puts the large cities at the centre or foc~l 

point of development. 1 

However, the experience of Central Asia shows that the 

growth of large urban centres has not solved the problem of 

imbalan~es in the comp(:>sition of the industrial and urban 

workforce. AS a result, the sectoral redistribution of the 

manpower still remained a slow processo Since the over-

whelming agrictlltural population was composed of indigenous 

nationalitir->s, the sectorr:ll redistribution of manpower depen-

ded heavily on the mobility of this indigenous section of the 

population from agricultural occupations. But as some studies 

show, the growth of large urban centres ha::i rather accentua-

ted the terri tor ial and sectoral imbalances of the 1 abour 

force in terms of their ethnic composition. While large 

centres predominantly were characterized by high-skilled 

occupati'ons and a large share of non-indigenous labour, the 

small urban centres were·defined by their low-skilled occu

pations and a larger share of indigenous labour. 

Urbanization and ethnic 
di9tr1but1on-or-Ia5e>ur-: --------------

Accor ing to Lubin the problems of sectoral redistribu

tion of labour are compounjed by the tP.rritorial distribution 

-------------
1. Ibij., p.12. ---
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of labour resources by nationality. Citing from Mikheeva• s 

study conducted in 1974, she concludes that cities in Uzbekis-

.. __ tan can be categorized along P.thn±c lines, certain types being 

dominated by Europeans and certain by central Asians. The 

.former are distinguished from the latter by .hiqher levels of 

employment, levels of production, number of industrial produc-

tion personnel, labour productivity and Cnpit<'ll ass~"ts inst~l-

led. in enterprises. Mikheeva divi.des Uzbekistan~s cities into 

four types according to population size arrl level of industrial 

development: large cities with complex economic development 

(Type I); small,medium and large industrial cities with high 

rates of employment (type II); local small and Tnf'=:!dium economic 

centres with weakly-developed industry but with level of 

employment equal to that of the republican average {type III); 

and similar small and medium local centres hut with levels of 

1 employment below the republican average (type IV). In 1970, 

Mikheeva noted, that the levels of gross production in old, 

small towns were less than half those of the industrial centres; 

the average number of industrial product ion personne 1, less 

than one-third that of industrial cities a!rl capital aRsets 

installed in enterprises were four time~ lower in the former 

than in the latter. As much as 15% of the labour resources 
cities in 

in smallL (predominantly 1 nd igenousLe thnic compos! tion) were 

working exclusively in thr.· household and private subsidiary 

economy as compared to 

cities (mainly slavic 

l.LubTn:-.9E: _sit., 
2. Ibid., pp.107-8. --

5-6% in this sector in 

2 in ethnic compos! ti<)P~. 

pp. 107 , 24 7. 

the new industrial 
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The type II cities differ£~ from others by their indus

trial potential, high level of economic activity and employ

ment of labour resources as well as growth of employment in 

social production. 1 . 

Table-54: 

of 
City 

resources em
ployed in 

• social pro
duction 

1970 

sources in hou- of labour of popul a-
seholdjprivate resources tion emp-
subsidiary emp- 1959-70 loyed in 
loyment (in %) socinl pro-

- -1959 -l970 duction 
1951-70 

----------·---------------(!!L!J __ 
I 75.4 90.1 24.6 9. 9 129.6 143.3 

I I 78.8 94. 3 21. 2 5.7 166.5 193.3 

III 7 2. 5 89.6 27.5 10 .. 4 14 7. 7 170.7 

IV 68.5 85.4 31.5 14.6 131.6 160.7 

(Source: v. Mikheeva, .2.1?• ci_!., pp.69-72. Cited in 
N. Lubin, .£1?• .£!!:•, p. 248:1 

Urbanization and territorial 
_9is_!ri:gution:of _!a'bgur:--

The growth of new industrial cities has b~en due 1 arge ly 

to migration and that in the old small and medium sized towns 

was due mainly to natural increase. The former type of cities 

had higher employment and economic growth and the lntter ha:i 

higher grmo~th of the working-age population. In thp large 

cities and new industrial centres of Uzbekistan nearly 80% 

of the growth of the able-bo:'lied population was due to in

migration. In contrast, in tht=~ old, mainly indigenous smF.lll 

1. Lubin, EE• £!:..!:., p. 24 9. 
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and medium cities and towns an average of about 75% of the 

growth in the able-bodied population was due to natural 

increase and there was little migratory moverrent especially 

in cities of type Iv. 1 

Type of ___ Intens!"tyof mfgratlon---Out-mi grants-per--rDO 
City (avera_ge for cities) in-rn.!.9rants --rn:- ---o-ut=---· ns 9-197o-n·=ro:nn 
_______ !!J..!9£..2.!2!§.. ___ !."!.9!:.9.!L!~-----------------

I 83. 3 85.5 1.24 127 

II 161. 3 144.2 142 128 

III 98.8 104.2 120 120 

IV 56.3 7 2. 4 99 83 
----------------------------·----

(Source: Mikheeva, Qp. cit., p.59; Citf>d in 
Lubin, .21?· s;i t., p--:-lso:-r-

Mikheeva•s study indicates the complexities involvPd in 

the manpower planning in Central As 1~: Lubin attributes tre 

present manpower problem, i.P., shortaqe in industrial cities 

.and surplus in small an:l medium local centres, to priority 

development of heavy industry at the cost of light and food 

industries, low level of investment in old small cities etc., 

The emphasis should shift from capital-intensive industries 

that require professional knowledge and productive experience, 

to labour-intensive industries like light and food industries 

and certain sectors of the extractive industry. This rPali-

sation has led to the emphasis by policy makers on thl? cons

truction of agro-industrial complexes. Th~se complex~s while 
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demanding high efficiency and productivity can help diminish 

the effect of seasonality on the rural labour by rational 

use of labour round thP. year, would gradually encouraqe the rural 

workforce to enter industrial sphere, increase tha level of 

skill and educational training and also absorb the growing 

surplus labour in agriculture. According to Lubin, till 

1976 more than 70% of the total amount of capital investment 

in the Uzbek republic .went to the heavy or highly technical 

industrial sectors like fuel, electric power, chemical and 

mar:hine-building industries, whereas only 10.5% of'the total 

capital investment went to light industry. In sp"!tial terms, 

small cities received a small share of the total investment 

as compared to the large citiEs and inJustri al settlements. 1 

The problem of manpower mobility and indigenous parti-

cipation in industrial labour force needed a deeper solu-

tion than the locational situation offered by some. First of 

all the ratio of capital investment is no proper indicator 

of the extent of sPctoral gro•tJth. Per unit cost being more 

in case of heavy industriE!s, a higher share may not necessari

ly mean a 1 arge numb~r of enterpri !"1e s. Simi! ar ly the nurrber 

of enterprises built in the light industrial sector may not 

after all be as small as the ratio might suggest, because 

with a small share of the capital outlay a much larger number 

of industries can be built in this sector as compared to the 

1. !Eid., pp.l35-37. 
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heavy industrial sector. secondly, the increasing capital 

investment in old, smaller centres may not have the same 

effect in terms of generating employment in the industrial 

sector. A lsrge proportion of the investment has to be 

spent on creating infrastructure and building of a skilled 

manpo\ver before the building of industries in such centres:. 

Thus not only the capit:al cost of construction of enterprises 

would pe more in such centres, but also the net effect would 

not be as re'"'arding as the investment would warrant. In other 

words the number of entE;rprises which COUld be created in 

such centres would be much less than in areas where infra-

structure and the skill level of the population b:: already 

developed. Thus in terms of employment generation per unit 

of capital would have less effectiveness in old, small centres 

than in large centres. Finally, there is no guarantee that 

the creation of industrial ent~rprises in the former type of 

centres would attract the indi:Jenous surplus population 

already in existence there, let alone attract from the rural 

areas.. A few examples would hiqhl irJht this aspect of the 

problem. According to Lubin, studies show that enterprises 

opened in the rural or mainly in1i·:;renous centres often 

attract more Europeans or central Asians from non-aqricultural 

sectors. This is true of new industrial enterprises as well 

as new non-industrial or trArlP. or service organisatio~ 

whether in the small citi~s or in thP countryside. 1 

1. Ibid., p.138. 
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One study undert-3ken in the early 1970s noted that a 

larqe shar~ of personnel in the new enterprises in the Fer

ghana valley were being drawn from other republics. This 

study con..iucted on 11 enterprises in thP five ci tiP-s of 

Ferghana valley include::!. enterprises of all varieties, such 

as from construction material and mechanical engineering 

plant in the heavy industrial sector to textile and sill< 

factories in the light industry. TJzbeks comprised more than 

6 6% of the total population of the ci ti.es where the enter

prises were located, but they comprised only 45% of the new 

cadres, as against 37% for the Russi.':lns. Sectorally, the 

indigenous population in these cities were primarily attrac

ted to light and focxl industries. t"'hereas Uzbeks comprise,:l 

over 70% of the new cadres brought into the textile fr:lctories, 

they comprised only 10%of the newvo~orkers and employees in 

the fertiliser factory. The ethnic differences were mo":"e 

distinguish8d in terms of sexes - among the local labour the 

males predominated, while within thP. European labollr force 

females predominated.Most of the UzbPkS attrac~ed to the new 

industries in the said five cities wer.e male (54%), while most 

of the Russians, nearly 70%, were female. In the heavy 

industry participation of indigenous ,.,omen was extremely 

negligible. For example, Uzbeks comprised 27~1, and 11% of 

the new entrants to the two industrial construction m~terials 

enterprises and not one was a Uzbek woman. 1 

1 • !b i~ • ~ pp. 1 3 8- 3 9. 
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Other studies have similarly shown that a very small 

share of the personnel in new industrial enterprises Has 

dravm frcm the agricultural and private sLthsidi-3r<J sectors,. 

even if the enterprises were located in small centres or in 

rural areas. As Maksakova noted, between 1%6-76, only 2.5-

3% of all new personnel in a •representative sample' of new 

enterprises came from the hous~hold and private sector. 

Ubaid~llaeva also noted that even if employ~TPnt opportuniti~s 

existc>d in a labour surplus an~a, thP local particip<'!tion 

remained low. As example, she notes, that of thoso workers 

whu joined the Namangan Sill( and rv1en•s fabrtc Combine in 

1969, only 16o/o were collectiv'= f-3rmers earlier: of· thos~ 

persons who entered new industrial enterpriso.s in th~ Ferghana 

valley, only 5-7% were former collective-farm women. Similarly, 

Uzbeks who shifted directly from agriculture (collective and 

state farms both) at the beginning of November 1970, formed 

only o.B% of the industrial production personll'llel of such 

large plants in Uzbekistan as a major tractor assembly plant 

and the Chirchik Agricultural Machinery Plant, and migrc=mts 

from rural areas constituted only 2% of the workers of the 

Tashkent Agricultural Machinery plant.
1 

Another study conducted in the mid-1970s on th~? enter

prises constructed in the Hungry steppe had simi 1 ar obser

vations to make. Of all the new personnel in construr.~tion 
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organizations there, as the stu1y observed, mor~ than 70% 

changed jobs to work. in a different sector after migrating. 

But most of the new personnel had formerly worked in ano~her 

sector of industry and construction - 56% of the new personnel 

had come. from such sectors. Only 14% had been drawn from 

1 agriculture and 12.5% from the service sector. 

Even in the non-industrial sectors (outside agriculture) 

in the rural areas the level of miq-ration from agriculture 

was very low, indicating the weak link between location and 

mobility in the central Asian situation. A local study 

conducted in 1971 on the composition of personnel in trade 

and services in the rural areas of Tashkent oblast revealed 

that only a small section of the new workers and employees 

there had moved from agriculture. Combinedly in the tr&ie 

cooperatives and service sphere, less than 26% of the new 

personnel had been drawn from agriculture, only 49% of all 

new personnel were Uzbeks and only 18% of the total new 

2 personnel were Uzbek women. Thus even in the service enter-

prises, located in the rural areas the situation -was not very 

bright in terms of socio-occupat~onal mobility of the ind i- · 

genous agricultural population. 

If the construction of new enterprises failed to induce 

mig rat ion from labour. surplus are as or from the non-industrial 

1. !2!2·· p.140. 

2. ,!bi~., p.142. 
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s0ctors, then the creation of new enterprises would have only 

meant movement of labour. within the industrial sector, that 

might have com~ the already existing manpower shortage in 

certain sectors and enterprises and shortaqe of skilled C-'3dres 

in local enterprises. Thus ;my simple solution 11 'ke exten-

sive construction of labour-intensive br::tnches, or locating 

industrial enterprises in loc"!l small centres an:i rural areas 

would not have been enough eithPr in terms of increasing man-

power mobility, or in terms of the progrPss of urb-=mi?ation 

process and working class gro1N'th in central Asia. 

The_Erocess of urbanization and 
iFEE2~_j~~r s tr 1b~£!2E :-

cities played the most infl'.lential role in the develoP-

ment of the Central Asian working class. While the formerly 

• 
backward republics of Central Asia had to maintain a faster 

rate of industriazation to catch up with the more advanced 

regions in a short period of time, this could not be done 

with the lowly s'killed and less mobile workforce of central 

Asia. In this context the large cities played an imnortant 

role in attracting skilled labour from the European regi~ns. 

Even the very nature of industrialization which was charac-

terized by concentration of industry in areas of transport, 

infrastructure and labour availability, made the l"'lrger 

cities the areas of concentration of the workforce. The 

large cities of Central Asia were to be characterized more 

for concentration of labour than for concentration of the 

population. For example, 21% of the population of Uzbekistan 
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lived in the city of Tashkent and the Tashkent oblast, but 

54% of the total industrial production personnel was con

ce~trated ther..e. 1 The more urbanized areas, particularly 

the big cities, continued to have a higher share of the 

industrial labour force. Tashkent city alone had 38% of 

the industrial labour force of Uzbekistan in 1975. 2 

The role of large cities in drawing agricultural popu-

latfon to industrial and other non-agricultural occupaticns 

had been quite significant. Tfli th an enlarged and expanied 

service sector and light and foo.i industrial enterprises, 

these centres were the focal points of manpower mobility in 

Central Asia. However, the grovJth rates of such centres 

could not be sustained wit.hin the existing conditions of 1m.; 

out-migration from the rural areas. Even the industrial 

growth rate in such centres was affected by problems of labour 

supply. The constant upgrading of the technical and skill

level of the occupations in large centres further checked 

the increase in their manpower demands. Apart from all 

these economic factors, the large cities confronted cultural con-

straints in the process of attracting labour from the rural 

areas. The lo•.ver level of skill of the indigenous rural 

population created problems for their absorption in the 

1. 

2. 

G. A. s hi ster, "The current st '""te of ·, development 
of the working class of Uzbeki~tan''. 2E· .£!.!., pp.'?S-1)5. 

Mathew J. Saqers, "Regional distribution of Jn'iustri.al 
employmt=·nt in the u.sSR", .Q.P• ci_!., pp.175-76. 
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urban occupational structure. The large centres continued 

to be the focal point of manpower redistribution because in 

the existing situation, the performance of the small~r centres 

in either increasing employment or increasing influx from the 

rural areas did not offer a ready-made solution. But, ~hether 

it is the large centre or the small centre, the growth of 

urbanization was crucial to manpower redistribution. The 

concentration of branches of production in the urban areas 

determined the growth of the working class in Central Asia 
in 

and also the deeper stratifications with~he working class 

itself. The diversified nature of industri~l and intellec-

tual production, as we 11 as their concentration resulted in 

more rapid social development in large cities than in small 

and medium-sized towns. 

The heterogeni ty of the Central As ian working class 

represents a higher stage in the growth of this class. The 

earlier one sided distribution, either in terms of s~ct-or 

(agriculture), region (Tashkent), E>thnicity (Russifln), skill 

(manual) and sex {males) was replaced by a tendency towards 

a more even restructuring betw~en 1 Cf50-75. While the spatial 

differences in the level of intraclass structure of the 

working class remained, the Central Asian working class came 

to have an advanced structure as in the rest of the country. 

The spatial differences remained and the large citiF!S still 

continued to play a significant role in the urbaniz.ation 

process. The large cities vJer:e the ones which came to 
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represent the advanced social structure that had emerged 

in the Central Asian republi.cs. However, the growth in the 

size and structure of the ~rmrking class was not simply a 

function of the large cities. The totality of the urbani

zation process that led to a redistribution of the population 

between urban areas and rural areas, increasing migration 

from rural areas of the republic and decreasing influx from 

outside the republics to the central Asian citiPs, increasing 

participation of ethnic Central Asi~ns,espec:d.ally·women,due to 

progressive changes in the educational-cultural c:md technical

skill levels of the population, played a determining role in 

the growth of the modern working class in Soviet Central Asia 

in the era of scientific and technological revolution. 

Since the proce~s of urbanization combined both the 

process of rural out-migration and urban in-migration, the 

growth of the working class depended as much on the changes 

in the rural areas as on the growth of urban areas. The 

change in the skill level of the rural population and the 

change in the rural occupational structure had a siqnificant 

bearing on the growth of the ethnic working class in parti

cular. At a time when the growth in the si?.e of the indi

genous working class de~nded on the skill lev~l, the 

advancemPnts in the occupational and skill s.tructure of the 

rural population '"'as of enormous importance to thP. process 

of working class growth. 
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As has already been stated, the restoration of the 

balance between push and pull factor charact~rized the urba

nization process of this period, 1950-75, though the dis

crepancy remained. In fact it was not merely ~ process of 

lessening the rural pull that characterized the period after 

1950. The activization of the rural push mechanism was also 

characteristic of this period. This process entailed among 

other factors the increasing skill and productivity level of 

the agricultural population. In this sense socio-cultural 

and economic changes in the rural areas served as important 

ingredients in the process of working class gro,111th in the 

Central Asian republics. However, urban areAs conttnued to 

play the dominant role in th.is process as urban pull conti

nued to outgroH the rural push, which wAs refl~cted in the 

high growth r<'lte of urban are <=~S And 1 ovJ outmi qr ati on from 

rural areas. As a result labour from outsi1e C~ntral Asia 

continued to play an important role, though on a re~.1uced 

scale. Nonetheless, Central Asia came to have, in the p~riod 

between 1:j50-75, a developed working class '..Jith an .=,dvanced 

intraclass structure in line with the rest of the country. 



CONCLUSION. 



Urbanization is th~ relation between society ani space, 

which arises in the process of organisation specific to · ~ 

particular mode of production. Space achieves its specific 

form, function and significance in rel~tion ,..,ith the broad 

social relations. At ev<=>ry hi ~toric al juncture space arti

culates the dominant mode of production in all its aspects. 

While urbani?.ation articulates a particular mode of produc

tion, it is also capabl•? of affF>ctlng and influ~?ncinq various 

aspects of the mode of production because of th~ specificity 

of their spatial expression, or b~caus~ of th~ir particular 

relations •...rith space. Various urban forms have thr:>ir histo

rical specificities d.epending on th~ nature of the conjunc

ture where earlier sp-3tial forms persist and co-exist with 

emerging and new sp;~tial for"Tls. Even within each mor'Je of 

pro.1.uct ion every sta·1e gives new shape to spr1ttal forms, 

which ho1vever does not mean the disappear.;:mce of the spatial 

forms of the eur.lier staqe or st.:lgPs of the ~arne mo-ie of 

production. 

The historical experience of Central ASia demonstrates 

the rel ationshi[:> between the mode of product ion and the 

process of urbanization. The feudal society of Central 

Asia was drawn into the comnercial network of Russian capi

talism under Tsarist rul€. This conjuncture of colonial

feudal relations created a specific pattern of urbaniznt ion 

in Central Asia. The predominance of ft::>u:lal relations 
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prevented the socio-occupational and territorial mobility 

of thP rural population on any substantial seal-:-. ThP 1acr: 

of growth of pro:'iuctivP forcef'l in oqriculture du~ to the 

pr~valence of share-cropping system an:i the absP.nce of large

scale commojity sector in agriculture, rP.strict~d the process 

of rural man-power mob! lity. ~'lh1le the pea~antry was Pxtre

mely impoverishPd and many were turning landl~~s unier the 

dual pressure of feu~1al as well as comrt1Prc1al l':'xploit-:~tion, 

there was no corresponding industrial development to sti~ulate 

migration to the urban areas from the rural areas. Colonialism, 

by artificially prev~?nting the growth of Central Asian 

industry, slo\.red the process of urbanization and the groi..rt:h 

of working class in Central ASia. Industry could not act 

as a bi.q factor in pulling the rural population to the urban 

,reas nor- to non-aqricultural occupations. Not only wer:e 

the industriPs of light-industry type, but these light indus

tries were VPry small and l?.mployed vPry limitPd m-:~n-poHer. 

The nature and location of industries dP>termined the 

pattern of spatii=!l organizat.ion in CPntral Asia. The urban 

centres were basically c~?.ntrPs of commerce and handicraft, 

with limited industrial function. The link between indus

trialization and urbanization was very VP·ry weak. In f<1ct, 

urbaniz.ation depenjed on the extent to \-Jh ich agricul turf'~ 

was commE-rcialized. Since the main mf?d ium of comm~rc i;;,liza

t ion in Central Asian agriculture was cotton, urbanization 

process to a large extent depended on the expansicn of 
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cotton. Urban centres came up in areas whe:r.e cotton culti

vation was well develcpe.:l, and thu~:: sArver] as links betv...een 

commerci dlized agricuJ turE! <:Jnd the market system. 

In the urbanization proct~ss the larger centrAs became 

more import ant and ueve loped f .-::.ster, though the avP.r age 

size of the urban centres in central Ac;ia was not large. 

The faster growth of large urban centres only helped the 

concentration of EuropAans in such citiAs and did not help 

much in the way of inducing rural man-power mobility or in 

terms of changing the level of u1~banization of the lndi

genous population. In thP context of low industrial pull 

and the near lack of agricultural push in qener al, thP. qro•,,th 

of large urban centres naturally resulted in furthPr concen

tr,~tion of Ew-opAans in the biq citi""~ of CPntr~l Asi,\. 

Thi~ pattern miqht t:avP succeedPd in incrf~.=Js in'l' thP. number 

and the share of urban population, but its irnp,ct on thP 

territori~l redistribution of the indigenous man-power was 

virtually neqligible. In other words, the pattern of u::t_~ani

zation in Tsarist central Asia was characterized by higher 

level of urban growth and lm.;er level of urbanization, 

especially of the in·Hgenous popul aticn. Rural-urban 

mobility was E=>xtn~rnely limi·tE·d, •Jilithin the gen.,..ral pattl==rn 

of non-indu"tric.l urbanization, stimulating ~xternal in-

migration from tho othPr regions of the empirP. 

the migration process in Cr-mtra 1 .a.s i a 1Jifas iomini'lted by 

European in-~iqraticn ann not hv ruraJ-urban migration of 

thP Pthnic Central a.sians. 
• 
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The colonial system prevented the growth of Central 

Asia's productive force.s beyond a certain limit. Con~equently, 

the urban areas were neither products of industriali?.ation, 

nor had primarily industrial characteristics. This pattern 

could not effect the socio-occupational and territorial 

mobility of the population. overwhelming majority of the 

population remained tied to agriculture. The creation of 

an industrial working class among the titular population 

could not go beyond the rudimentary stage. The creation of 

the working class was itself fraught with all types of 

unevenness, ranging from territorial, sectoral, Pthnic to 

sex divisions. Though the foundation of a modern urbanization 

and industrial working class was laid during thP colonial 

period in Central Asia, their further growth was conditioned 

and limited by the same conditions which brought them into 

existence. The social relations created by Tsarist colonia-

li sm created a spatial organization in it.s o~ image - the 

growth of urban enclaves which s~rved the interests of 

distant metropolitan centrec::.. This pattern of urbanization 

had negligible impact on th~ 1 if €' of the indigenous Central 

Asians, in terms of their horizontal and vertical mobility. 

The fetters on the further development of the urbanization 
class 

process and workingLgro,tJth was removed with the dissolving 

of the colonial-feudal social relations under the soviet 

period. 
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The rPvolut ion of 1917 w~~ s follow~d by r .:!d ic al tr an sf or

mation of the socictl and economic struc~urP of the Central 

Asian republics. The developmP.nt. of the urbaniznticn pr.ocPsS 

under the new sociHl rPlations was markedly diffPrPnt from 

the pre-revolutionary p~riod. HO•!iever, the extent of: chanqes 

in the. urbanization process ,.,as limi tE·d both by thP i. nflu~C'nce 

of the earlier. oat tern that continued for a lonq Jler io:-1 and 

also by thP r~"quirEments creatEd by the gro• . .;th of the pro-:luc

tive forces undPr tht=> nev.J socio-er.onomic rf:'lations in the 

soviet period. 

The new agr~rian relations P.stahlished after the revo

lution freE>d the peasantry from various forms of bond age und 

indebtedness. The removal of colonie.l-f~·urlal rF>lations 

created conditions for the gradual socialization of the mPans 

of production. These changes freed the productive forces 

in Central Asian agriculture from the earlier ~onstraints 

and led to rapid increases in production and productivity. 

Modernization, mechaniz.ation and diversification of .:~qricul

ture could be undertaken under the new soci~l relations 

established in central Asia. 

The most impressive gro•...,th of the productive forces 

•:.Jas taking place in the sphe;rP of industry. The di~mantling 

of the exploitative relations and freeing of industry from 

the control of Pu~sie>n capit.=tli ~ts "'lnd r:entr.cJl Asian i.ntF·r

mediaries, created con1itions for undoin~ the uneven 

developmP.nt and unP.<Jual rl?lat.ion!=ihips thr:~t had t.:~":.Pn ~h"'lne 
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in the past. The rPpublics of rentral Asi~ couli ov0rcom~ 

thr-> narro1" onr--sUPd sp~"ci;:,li::-.atir:n of thP. r:olonir1l P'''Tioc1 

and' transform the~selves into industrial econcmiP.~. Nationa-

lizaticn removed tr.1~<> basis for non-P.quivalent exchange 

between regions and the old territorial division of labour 

was slowly being cast away with the socialization of the 

means of production. The growth of industry was e~tremely 

rapid in Central Asia and so also the share of industry in 

the national economy of the rf:·publics of this region. 

Industrial development divPrsified and created con11tions 

for the intE·<Jrated deve lopm(:nt or tl-} is region. which carne 

. to acquire its 01vn fuel~ pmvF.>r nnd machinP-buil:::lin<] base. 

By 1950 Central Asia had alre2dy comP to pos~P:ss a po·verful 

and modern injustry. 

The pattern of urbanization th~t took shapP in this 

phase of socialist develonment wa~ largely an outcoM-=· of 

the vigorous qro . ._~th of th'? pro-'luctive forc"'s taking ol~ce 

within the context of ne•,._, socic.d relations. 'rhe rapid 

development of industry not only led to the qrowth of in~1us

trial centres but also changed the character of the ~<>xis:.ing 

urban centres into in;:lust.rial towns. 'l'he rolr.:. of urban 

centres radically altP.>red with the increasing industrial 

functions that they were performing. Since the dP.velopment 

of key industries was closely as:;oci.:1ted with the development 

of other branches, urlJan centres, unlikP during th~ coloni31 

period, v.Jer-= organically bound up with the life of the arPas 
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surround inq them. ~<'ihereas in th£=~ colon i-3l p~riod the in:Jus

trial centres had little impact on the life of th~ surround-

ing agricultur::l popul3tion, in t'le sovi,ot pP>::"ioj t'lf'? '..lr'oa!l 

centres \"ere so much in tr ic _,te ly li '1 k€'1.-i to thr> rPrJ ion And its 

population that they were key to thP. transformation of the 

region. 

The pattern of urbanization is an outcon~ of a historical 

conjun'ctun~. The concr.etP form it tal.-:~">s i~Y.>f'nds not only 

on thi~ nP.'"' soci,l reL1tlons, but ~lso on such fr'lr:tors as the 

extent of influPnce of the old system and the specific requi:r.e

mP.nts of a territory or reqion at ."J partictllar point of time 

notwithstan~ing the natur~ of scci3l relatLJns. 

combine~l give ,:lefini te shapP. to ths Llrb.:.Jn form an::l ur1J,_mi7a

t lon IJr oc(~ s:-:> • 

The survivals ot patri-3rchal rPlations, VAstigEos of 

clan system, com.1HJ.n;l ways an.i tr.:lditions continued to 

influ"~ncP th0 growth of prod,Jctiv<=> fr_)rr::es i.n CentL~al ASi'i 

in the sovi~t period. A serious c0nstr.:lint was th~ near 

absence of a loc31 industrial proletc'lriat th"lt coul:i un:ier

ti'Jke the task of rPconstruct ion, or at le 'lst prov Lie the 

ba:';is for thP ra:lical tr;msf:,;rm~tion 0f thf' soci·:;-economic 

life. r~'h9 >1is!'l;,ntling of t'lf~ old ten.- itori r'il iivision of 

labour was not an easy 0roc~ss. 

t~P econornv, thP levc->l :)f skill of thP popul"lti.on ,·m'i the 

tr~tdition.=Jl ~=;conomic ti•=>s th;qt ha:1. ttP:'l toq0thPr :iif.fPr<=">nt 

regi<)ns for many ye":lrs, mad.P it P'(trem8ly ~'lifficult to ch,.,n·~"~ 
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the natLlre of speciali?.ation of thP Central Asi.=.m '?conomy. 

The perqistPnce of archaic-patrian~hal p~asant farmin~ and 

pre-capit~list forms of exploit~ti~n for a long tlmo aftPr 

the revolution also l·l·nitf'd th~ scope for iJny rajir.:al 

solution to <'?Conomic probV?r:-~s. N.·Jt ir.)naliz~1tion ·was li:r.iteJ 

in scope Jue to the lack of L:~•·JE!- scale i:~:lustry at th, t lme 

of revolution. i\ poor. and pri:1rit i·v"' transport syst~m in-

heritf~[J from the 'rsdrist day<> hin~IP.red the quick dPVf'-lopmPnt 

of central Asi. ,. At a time 1,.rhen rF>sourr.:es 1n the country 

were marke~i by poor development gFmPrally, CP.ntr'31 Asian 

region lacked th0 cost advantaqe as compared to cthor regions 

of US5R. 

labour skills and kr.o,v-how ha:l "!lrP;=dy accum•ll;Jtr>:l 0vor a 

long peri:x'l in lar-gP-SC·1l•~ inJustry. The pro1r--t.=tr.L'3t in 

Cent:r..,l Asi"l at thP tlm1:~ of thP. revolution wAs small "ln:i 

its technical levPl was v~ry low. 

influenced thP gro·...,.th of Central AS.ia•s pro:luctive forcPs, 

since car~ ha~ to be taken to ensure that the dism3ntli~g 

of the old ter~itorial division of la~our should bP such that 

thP. nattonal <=>conorny of th<" USSR would not br:> seriously 

JisturbeJ. 

In the sp~cific circumstances of CAntral Asia, the 

gro·..Jth of soci.=dizeJ agr.icultun~ was slow to evolve. It 

was only in the 1930s that mas'; colloct:ivizat.l::::n W'3'> Ar~r:r;m

pli shed. Thu·~ for a lonq ':: i :nr-> pet tv-•:ommo·l ity sPr+-)r 

O"rnained predo11inant in ac)Y.'icultur~··, f'lal<:inq it lP.c;•; prof'lc"":tiVP. 

-
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and less mechanized. 

The nature of crop farming in CPntral AsiA r~main~d .the 

same, with the need for cotton sPlf-su[[iciPncy 

was confronted with in the early ph~ses of socialist cons-

truction. The intensive natur~ of cotton cultivation and 

the organization of f armi nq Pi th~=>r in thP pet ty-comrno.i ity 

sector initially and in coll..r:>ctlvf-'s l<'lter, had a qr.<?at 

bearing on the urbanization proc~ss in Central 1.\sia. C~"'r.tral 

Asian acJriculture continued to be highly labour intensive. 

The expansion of cotton cultivation in aqr.lcul tur~ maJe 

man-power re·Iistribution b•~t· ... e~n aqriculture and industry 

a difficult undertakinq, thouqh industrial gro,.,rth and its 

man-power requirements had gro,.vn enormously between 1917-

1950. 

The c;p<=>cific context in which thP urbanization procPss 

was developing in Central AS1u d<?cided its specific p"lttf"rn. 

fNhile the new socio-economic re.l-1tions provide:) industrial 

char ac t~">r to urban arf>as of the r""gion, the spee:i.y qro1,.,th 

of productive forCE."s brou·Jht about: by th('~ new r"" l"lt ions haJ 

its impacts on the miJration process. The man-po~r rPquire
and 

ments of both agricultun,~iniustry '·"'""nt on ~~xp.:m·iing,•.lllhile 

requiremPnts in aqr.iculture str.Pnqthr->ned the ties of the 

rural population to 1 an.i. In short, the :li verse pulls of 

both in.lust:ry and Bqriculture ch.,ractP.rized th,~ ur.h:~n37.'Jtion 
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process of CP.ntral Asia • 

. 1\nothr->r featur.P of urbaniznti(m in this per.io--1 w;_:,s the 

concentration of industry an;J pnpul-=Jt bn in 1 "L':JP. citl~">s. 'The 

' 
an::l . ski lle I man- po1vP r ;ot thP t i. 01"' 0f TI?VO lut ion, c amiO! i:!l thP 

republics. 

the fa~ter urban growth also went alanq with ~n ACtual 

incre~se in thr rural population. 

CPntral Asia ·wa~~ qreatl}' complim~'>nted by incrf>,1Sf?d influx 

ot povulation fcom outsiie Central Asid. The qro ·JJ th of 

lar9e ci tiPs tacilitatPd lhi':> pattern of miqration. The 

larger thr-- city, faster wa~> its Jew:!loprnr:>nt 3ni L:1rger vJas 

the share of Russians in thf~ tot"!l populatlon of th>-- cit'/. 

composition, structm:·,_-. ;m·i l}ro·.,;th of <:P.ntr-"!1 1\s i-'ln '"or.Y.jnq 

c 1 a8~3. 
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in the total population. Naticmallties with a hiqher- l'?V€·1 

0 .(: 
J, ur-banization h3d also a hi(]hPr share of workers in their 

social st.ructurf!. Central Asian womt?.n ha:.l the lo·ve~t lAvel 

of participation in thP irdustrial l;o,bour foccP. Thi~. ;,lso 

among CPntral Asiar. women. 

Central Asia had come to acqulre cer.-tain characteri~.tics 

.,;hich it did not posse.::.._s prior to the revolution. 

In the colonial perit0, ~hen urbanization was charac-

t~?rized by low rural push and lc·..J urban pull, the ir:dustrial 

vJOrking class was small, non-indtqenotls and less diver-sified. 

Sine'~ th·~ urban an~as were not .-lefinr~d by their industri,:...l 

functions, thP urban working cl~ss was mostly 1~ ~hQ se~vice 

sphere, in administration, in cultural an::i comrnercL;l esta'J-

li shment s and in the transport sP:ctr;r. A vr.:.ry small <o""·rplPnt 

of thP urhon .,.,ork forcE· '<'~as injustrial. 

In thP s ov j r-::1: f.:P riod, until thP 1 Go50s, in rontr ast to 

thP PnrliPr pPr io~J, the urban ,.,ror·k inq ClASS ' . .J i1 s 1F3i nl y 

in:J ustri al and th,:; indus tr Lal '..Jor1d nq class was mainly 

urban. Ho•,.,,.=;ver, the ne\..; pattern created ne'" contra:li.ctions 

in the process of deV>'·lopment of the Central ASian rPpublics. 

The socio-occupatLon<31 :nobilit.y of thP population couLl not 

not go on ~ithout accentuating thP sectoral di~tribution cf 

the population along ethnic lines. lut t~is pattern ~as 
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inevitable ir:. th<? circumstances of existing central ASi<:• 

and hdd served its purpose of promotinq the ·1ro·11th of 

productive forces in CE.>ntral Asi.·•, which wer:P extre:nely 

occupational c"lnj tE=·rritor:ic-tl mobility of the in'li'JPnous 
I 

populatic..n hai shown rF·mar":ablP progrPsc.: •..vith the cor:.o:;oli-

triali:z::>tion cr:E>atPJ ar. enormcu~ scope for tho n:distri'l-)ution 

a certain point thP neP;-l fc!r. further. impr.ovp;-nr--nts in the 

socic- economic organ i zaticn was rea li ze~l. 'di t hir. thP existing 

patter-n it W:J3 no mer"' posc;ibl<=< tc effect any furthPr ""ocio-

occupational as well as spr:tt i'-:11 :nobility of th~"- popul;Jtion. 

The period bet..,ieen 1950-75 was onP in 'N'hich thP socio-

economic organization of the central ASian r~'>publics of 

Uzbekistan an:J 'fajikistdn was furthpr pPrfPctE·d. 

system of wagPs, incomFs and incentives was modifiP1 to lin~ 

it with productivity. The croo structure was also showing 
crop cultivation. Collective 

a shift to,_..,ards lPss lMbour-intconsivP/f;qrms i.r:. thf:' t•..,o · 

central ~sian rPpuhlics lost t~Pir ro~~Prly Pnjoyed income 
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incomes in thP in.:-lustria] sectors '.'llithin 1Jzhr->'k:1sti:ln anJ 

Tajikistan were higher than that in the collective f;1rrn 

sector. ·,-lith lar']P. families and mere nur:1h""r of dPpF-n:Jcnts. 

collr->ctives of tr.esP. tHo republics lo~;t whatev""r littlr.:. 

edqe they had in t,:.rms of wages an~l ~=>arnings. Per c;3p11"El 

land area and pPr capita income wr:~s shrinking :'iuP to a 

rapidly increa~;ing rate of natural ropulaticm qrov.;th. 

Agricultural organization was bPcoming more rational 

and effici~nt. Large scalP a~alq~mAtion and merger of the 

('olJectivP~~ Wi'l:<> undertaken. Thi~; process of con--.oli3aticn 

of the collPctivP~; v.~.:~s .'ICCOrnpani.:::,j by i:ln incrP.qc;P.:1 ernph-3sls 

on thP stdtP farms, which werP more capitiil-intF·nsivP an:'! 

used less lnhour. ·rhe grovJth in the numbr->r of state farms 

and t hf> ir increasing share in .:,qricul t ur~~ complimPr. te::1 the 

econorr.ic entitiF•s i.n d'ld.culttlrt-• coul.i rn.,ke rnr:·chani:;-ation 

morf'.• efficient -m-:1 pffective lJ~r h'~vinj thPir ov..m 'T:v:hi.n0 .=,n-'! 

pol~~o'er base an l. ;1lso coul:l fu.rthPr r "Jticnal i?.e thP uc;e of 'T1i'ln

PO\'IIer. ':1et1.vePn 1150-75, a<:Jricultur~=• in TJ'Zb~">"kist-.:m ~.v~c; hPr:om

ing morP and :nore C;:!pital-intensive. The gro\vt._. of fi~F>:i 

capital an.l la':)our prodt~ctivity in n(Jricultt.<re c;ince 1900 •,;as 

faster in these two republics than that in the country r.c; .:~ 

whole. In short the '.vhole :~qriculture in \.Pntral ASia w.:~s 

movin;J to,,.;ard.s greater :::livr-:"!t-~=d.fication, ()r"o~luctivity r"'L~t,~} 

incentives and labour saving me-:hojs. All thesP ch-=tnge:; 

activated the ngricultur-11 push m~chani~m sc far nS the 

mig rat ior~ procP:' s·:; was concP r-ne.i. 



Indu<;try in Uzbekistan anJ 'r."ljl'kic:t;.m undE:r·,vent quMlito

tive transformation iurin.-1 r-hP f"lPri_o.--J b~">t'· . .ve~"'n 1150-:-ns. 'rhe 

in,:lustr~al structure CdrrP tu bP dor.dn"lte·d by hP:W? in:iu~~tr··l· 

l'hP shan=· c)l: lL]ht an.! fnc.d in,Ju~::tries w<-~nt lown thowJh it. 

remaineJ .. Juite su:)~.>tc·mti:.~l by th~-"' 'C·n:1 of this period. 

was also a continuous lncrPd~~·· in th~=? sh ·C"P \Jf non-proJuctive 

branchPs. ':JhilP Uh~ heavy industry Wi:l~~ highly <~apitrJl

intE·n~iVf', the l;;Jtter. t· ... ·o •derP rnnr.;:· l;1bour.- Lnt~nsiv~=?. 'I'his 

pat ten' of gro,..;th hplpP.l to r.P Jurr• tt-·.e J.:>·n:ind for. skille '1 

outsije labouc 

ir.crF·a~dnJ ov!'-:r<Cll1 r.1pit·1l-lntPn~:ity in ·in'!u·,try lf..O 11~1 

l?ffF·ct <1 slo,.Jin·l 1ovm or th0 ''l,'Jn-pov,rer ·1t:>..,t:3n'l in in:·lu~::tr·t· 

whilf' not affectinq the p=;rtici.pntion of in~1i!JPnous population. 

The 'JrC11..=th nf the non- pro:l uc ti V'"~ sphe :-F~ ' . .Jou lJ. hr> lp 1ncr.P ase 

participation of indigenous wom~n in tbe labour foccP. 

ThP '"aqe stn1ctur.P in this pPrioi '1<1'1~"- such that it 

proviJeJ ample incRntivF for thP in4i1enous aqr~cultur~l 

population l0 mlyrate to iniu~try. At thP same time thi '-: 

w-:,ge str.•.lcture couLl not have encouraged European !tdrJration 

to Uzbekistan and Taj i ":ist an. Injustr ial wagPs 

in the~~e t..,·o rc.·publics ,..;erf.' m~ch lowr.::r th'm the TTSSR av~7r-aqe. 

~.Jith rnor.P anJ rnorP Central Asi;:3.ns occupyin] high-pairl 

skilled job~, r.•=·muner-3tions frorr1 in1w:;trL'll employmE>nt 

could no~ have been an injucPMPnt for EuropRan migr~ticn 

tc• thPst CPntr1l g; i ~~n rr-:pub lies. 
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In short, the diverse pulls of industry and agriculture 

on ~he labour--fore~ before 1950 was being replaced by a 

pat tern which sought to effect rF.:> lease of man-po'l·l<:!r from 

1
agricultur.e and lowering the la':>our-intensity of industry. 

This would bring about a balance between agricultural push 

and industrial pull, and a re:Ustribution of manpow<et- betwer.>n 

agriculture anJ in-:Justry. 

The pattern of urban gro·wth rf?fh~cted the changes 

br.ouqht about in the social and '2conornic organizat.ion in 

Uzbekist.:m and T.=dikistan. The neeJ to reducr-= the influx' 

of population from outsiie meant less and less concentration 

of the population in larqe cities. The dispersal of in:lus-

tries an:J U1eir location close to thp SdUr<::E>s of natural 

rf.?sources was reflected in the growth of in:lustrial cities 

outside t'IP yale of the ol:J largE': CPntces. ThP slowin•) Jo:.m 

of the growth of larr;J't"' cities an_-'l_ 3L3o the influ:v: of European 
ccE:~ated 

popul3tion as well .Lcon.:'litlons for- increased rnobilit·r amonq 

the in.H']enous popul<:1t1r)n. <-!oweve:c, by 197S, the l.:::.vol of 

ur.'J3n izat ion among the inJ. igcnou<.:; ti tlllar ponul3tion anzl 

thP rate of migration of rural UzbPks and Tajiks to the 

cities continue.J to remain V':"r:y lc•..v J~spite th~ changes in 

1 
agr-iculture, iniustry anj t~e pat tern of urban growth. 

1. Even with an improvt?j balancP. of p•.1sh-pull. m-'Xhani3:n, 
tot.:tl rni·.Jrat ion accounte:l for only 10.9% of th~'=! total 
ur0 an Jt:"Owth in Uzbekistan bet'.veen 105 9-79, as com
pared to 4 2. 3 '/~ betwe•'?n 113'1-5 9. As it is this mirJr at ion 
cons ti tutr=:d a lot of Europe an mi<Jr at ion. !I!. L11b ln, 
2.12. c ij;. , p. ·1 2. 



This may bP explained by the operation of cectain non

economic factors which have affected further changes in thP. 

socio-economic system. The totality of social dynamics 

tonstitutes the role of these factors, which though affected 

by chanqes in social relations, also show much resilience • 

and autonomy. These factors incL.1d.ed ethno-demographic 

and cultural factors in Uzbekistan and Tajikistan. The 

major •factor that mainly neutralized the effect of agricul

tural push was the demoqraphic factor. T~v-: UzbP.ks and Taji'<s 

had a very high rate of natural increase as compared to their 

Em·opean counterparts. This hiqh rate inflated th,.. number 

of rural population in these repuh lies while that in the 

country as a whole was d.eclining. .1\ large surplus population 

in the rural areas held bacK rapi:i and efficiPnt use of 

machines. AS a result pro:iuctivity of labour could ri-c;e 

only slowly, if at all. 

The influence of culture and tradition was another 

important variable in the process of urbanization. The 

persistence of national traditions, nature of rural families 

and the attitude towards •111omen participation in soci.::1l 

production still remain such that without brinqinq changes 

in this sphere, the f ur.t her growth of productive forces 

and production relations would be seriously constrained. 

Large families, social traditions and attitud.e continue to 

play a major role in inf luPncing the demcxJraphic behaviour 

of the Uzbel<s and Taj i '<s ani their mobi 1 ity outsi:1e their 
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tr ad i ti0nal spatial env i ronrnent. Such things ns early 

marriages, fewer divorc..;os .:3n::! abortions and a strong P.thnic 

propensity for large families v•ere causes for hiqher birth 

rate among ethnic central A..~ians. 

A major vehicle of cultural change is education and 

training, which not only breaks the hcl::i of tradition on 

the population but also prepares people to take up new and 

non-t~aditional occupations. In this respect, though 

Uzbe'kistan and Taji kist an ha:i ma;.le phenomenal achievements 

by 1975, the progreS!3 in the rural areas still lagged far 

behind. The lower educational an::i skill level of the popu-

lation did not help the titular population to overcome the 

influence of tradition and custom, nor enable them to seek 
rhes~ 

better and different jobs in th~ cities. ThP cities ofLrPpub-

lies had also gro,.,rn in a manner that presented a cultural 

atmosphere which was very different from the rural areas. 

The high rate of influx of Europeans into largf.~ cities arrl 

industrial centres, created a vast gap in the cultural 

levels of rural and urban areas. As a result, ~nspite of 

the dispersed urban gro\..rth in this period,. the urban areas 

were divi.-ied along ethnic lines- the large and industrial 

centres were predominantly European an.-:1 the small, non-

industrial centres ·were predominantly indigenous. 

The combination of a high rate of natural increase of 

population and national-cultural tradition with lo1..rer skill 

levels crP.ated huge rural labour surpluses. 1rli th the 



activization of the agricultural push m<?Chanism, the low 

rate of rural-1.1rban mobility only resulted in increasing 

the sphere of private subsiji~ry agricultur~l activity in 

Uzbekistan an::i T~ji kistan. In the specific circumstances 

of these republics, the pr~s~;ure of a large dependency ratio 

on the rural households was sought to be mitigated by incomes 

from privute agriculture and not by seeking employment ou-t

side agriclllture or in th~ to·.ros. 

The effec+:s of agricultural push in thes~=? two rE"'publics 

were over shadowr:d by 1P.mO<.Jr aphic anJ socio-r.:ul tural factor~. 

Though the num'..)er of out-migrants from the villages \,ient on 

increasing, the ratio was very low 01,.,ring to a very hiqh rate 

of natural increase 6f population in the rural arPas and also 

du•~ to the imrnobility of the population rPlea~-;ed from aqri

culture. Ho· .... ever, rural out-mi·:,Jration in this period '.Nas 

not largely duf.'' to urban pult like in the period ~fore 1950. 

In the period under study rural push factor complimented 

ur·ban pull mechanism in the process of migration from rur~l 

to urban areas. 

The arguments that are based primarily on economic 

factors have neglected the role of supPrstructu~al el~~ents 

in soci.:~l transformation. The dic;cusc:;ions centring round 

such themes as rate of inc1ustrial qrOi,.,rth, priority of heavy 

or li]ht in3ustry, emphasis on lA~q~ or small urban c~n~r~s, 

have be~=>n inade·.1uate in the sense that the totality of the 

social re.::Jlit'! is missing in such discussions. Aver·; high 
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rate of in:ius-trial gro,...,th would onlv compound. the problt=.om 

of man-power short.age in industry, which was already evident 

in many sectors by 1975. 'T'he choicf'· for priority deVE·lopTTJent 

in heavy or light industry has not been an ~asy one. ~efore 

1950, such a choice was easy. The all round industrializa-
-

tion of these Central Asian republics was mainly carried out 

through the development of light anj food industries. The 

necessary rPsources for heavy injustry werP either lacking 

or wer;.:.· extremely limite:l. But since 1950 the emphasis shif-

ted to heavy industry which carne to dominatE· the industr-ial 

structure of these republics. Ho·wever. any dr;.'lstic ove:-haul-. 

ing of th~ industrial structure was not possible. It Wi'l~ 

the light an::l food industrial br.qnches that ~ttractPd nest 

the. par tic ip."ltion of t hi"> i ndi W" no us labour fore(-:'. ron ~i()er inq 
the 

the lo1.v skill lev~l ofLindiqFnou:=~ popul;•ticn, the faster 

gro~,.;th of heavy industry contain~::-1 thf:~ possibility of' furthPr 

accentuating thp difference between various nationalities, 

especi.:1lly their labour force, alonq skilJ lines. Lil<P. it 

was difficult to overmephasize the grovJth of heavy industry, 

it was equally difficult to give priority to the low-~'kille::l 

and labour-inte·nsive liqht industries, thouqh these coulC.. 

at tract the irdi genous man-po·,.,~:r most. 

shm.,rs, even in the liqht industr iE~s, there was a fair amount 

of European participation, especially in the skillej occupa-

tions within thls sPctor. The man-pc•,;er shortage in many 

industries also made it imper.ativ~"'· to underyakP sPctoral 

redistribution of the labour force. This could not_ bP :lonr> 
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if the 1 abour- intensity of the light industrial branches 

was not brought down. And finally, the slowing down in 

the rate of European influx could be effected by increasing 

the overall capital intensity of industry in general, which 

in effect meant emphasis on heavy industry. Thus the 

solutions offered in terms of choosing one type or the 

other seem,· too simplistic. The strategy of growth in 

Uzbekistan and Tajikistan, however, had been to balance the 

development of the industrial structure in such a manner 

that while the rate of influx of European labour slowed 

down, the scope for the participation of indigenous labour 

force remained unaf fee ted. 

Equally d iff icul t has been the choice between 1 arge 

and small urban centres. While the process of grov.·th since 

the 1950s witnessed -·~ ·.a·._~ wider dispersal of urban popula

tion and the slowing down in the rate of growth of large 

centres, there can be arguments in favour and against both 

settlement patterns. Large cities are a natural outcome of 

the growing division of labour and increased productivity 

of labour. These centres offer most favour able conditions 

for further expanding the concentration of production arii 

the labour force. Tre grm-rth of such centres would mean 

further expanding the scope for non-agricultural employment 

on a large scale. Ho1..;ever, in the context of Uzbekistan 

and Tajkistan, the grovJth of such centres resulted in 

increasing the scope of influx from the European areas and 



in widening the gap b'=tween rural and urban areas. The growth 

experience of smaller c~ntres have not been very positive 

either. Studies conducted by Charnkin in the Hungry and 

K arshi steppes sho1..v that wor'<.er s in the newly opened entE':r

prises there did not come from the surrounding areas. The 

European participati.on continued to be very high and the 

indigenous ',..rorkforce showed very 1 it tle mobility from the 

rural areas. If this study is an)' indicator, then the 

location of industries outside the large centres and nearer 

to the indigenous rural popul~tion have not bePn much success

ful. Thus, any ovPremohasis on small centres h~s the danqer 

of furt~or dPrpPning the ethnic jivision of settlomont 

pat terns. The small centres woulj remain less 1 n-i ustr iali ~e~1, 

with a low-leve 1 of skill of the population in genera 1 and 

mainly inh-=lhitatFd by the in:jigenous ethnic populAtion. 

i-Jhat is most important in the urbanizFJt ion pr.ocf~ss of 

the Central Asian republics is the mobility of the rural 

population. Any strategy that seeks simply to concentrate 

on the aspect of urban pull- like industrialization pattern 

or urban settlement pattf::rn - would not be of much help in 

the existinq conditions of Central Asic:t. That .is the n=·ason 

why non-economic factors have ass llrn€ d gre at~=-r s ignif j c ance 

in the urbaniz.ation process in Uzbekistan and Tajikistan. 

Since economically, all indicators point ~o both less an~ 

less requirPMent of man-power in aqricul ture An:'! lAss an:'! 

less incPntivPs for the population to remain attach~d to 
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agricu 1 ture, thP actual mo"!JJ li ty hr1s not bePn to any desira

ble extent. Consequently# great.e-r emphasis on the cultural 

transformation of th~ rural popul~tion 3nj rapii devPlopment 

of their eJucation ond skill lev"'l has becomP. the:> urqPnt neE'-i 

in the CPntral Asian republics under study 

The ~rowth of the workinq class is an outcoMe of the 

socio-occupational and territori~l mobility of popul~tion 

and is.thus integrally linked to the urbanization process. 

In a situation where urban gro\.Jth was very faf".t and mobility 

of the indigenous population was v~ry slow, the qrowth of 

the working class was accordingly very rapid, but had a lower 

share of the indigenous popul aticn. With the slowing down 

of European influx, there was somA imorovement in tr.e share 

of indigenous labour force. But evPn so, by the end of 1~75, 

the level of p~rticipation of the indigenous population in 

the work force remained highly disproportionate to their 

titular repuhlic. This disproportion ·wi'!S mor-e consp.i.c.:uoms 

in the casP of large urban centres. 

The indiqenous labour force \'>las Tl"·lntively lo· . .v-~killed 

and was mainly participatl:lgin sectors reprf"'SE'nting lO'N'-~killF>d 

occupations. ·Thus in light and food ir.justriF>s and in the 

non-productive spheres, the participation of the indiqenous 

1 abour force was higher than in other sectcrs. The int~"rnal 

structure of tl:.e labour. force shO\oJed more hetF.-rO:Jeneit.y, whilf? 

that am:::>ng the indigenous \.YOrkers was· much lr:: ss in compa.r.·l.s,)n. 



Another aspect of the working class growth in Uzbekistan 

and Tajikistan was the lower level of participation of indi

genous women ln the industrial labour force. Not only was 

the mobility among women from rural area3 extr~mely r-> low, but 

their propensity to take up injustrial and urban occupations 

was highly influP-nced by culturP. and tradition which dis

couraged the participation of women in works outside t~e 

househoLI. Apart from the low l.ovel of urbanization amonq 

Central Asian women 1 their skill level in genAral was vPry 

low. This lea to a concentrat"ion of indigenous women in 

sectors demandinq lol..-1 skills. Evl?"n somP. trades came to 

be defined as female trades, due to a VPry hig~ l~vel of 

concentraticn of the indigEnous wo~en labour force in these 

branches. 

Thus th~ growth of the working class rPflected the 

contradict ions arising out of the urbanization proce $-> in 

the Central As i.:m republics. The contradict ion bet wet?n a 

hiqn level of urban growth and a lot"' level of mobility of 

the indigenous popul:1tion was reflected in a hiqh level of 

working class growth in these two republics in general but 

a slower growth in the share of indtlstri al workers in the 

social structure of the titt1lar population. 'T'hP terr !tor ial, 

sectoral, skill an:-1 sex redistribution of the ethnic central 

Asian workinq class dP.cisively ·i~pended on the resolution 

of the above contradiction. Man'l st.ops wen~ t~ken in thP 

pPriod b,.t,-vt;•Pf' 1150-75 to resolve~ thi~ contradiction. '1'he 



socio-economic reorganization un:ier-t -1ken in this per 1o:1 

created the mnte.rial basis foe this. 'I'houqh thP achiPvemPnts 

wece.siqnificant in terms of socio-ocrupqtionRl anj tecri

torial mobility of the popul1tion, the full potentiality 

of this reorganization could not be realized du~ to a VAriety 

of factors that hau a~sWTled thP force of an inPrti"l that 

had gripped thF> rural life. Changes in this spher.e were 

discern-ible un::le r the impact of ne . .v social r-e 1 at ions an:l 

advanced productive forces. ~-iowr.::vor, these were not enoug!'"! 

by themselves to sweep away the outlooks and habits acc,lmu

lated over centuries. To deal with these proble~s new strate

gies of priorities have become inevitable in Central Asia. 
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Appendix-!: g~th of_fities..L-l!rba_D._Ce_D.~e_§_End 
Urban .!:,y~_g ttlement.§_ in_.§gvi e1._ cen_!! al 
Md2..L.!897=J959 

----------------------------------------
1897 1926 1939 1959 ------------------------ -------

Uzbek SSR -------
1. Tashkent 155,673 323,613 54 9; 855 911, S30 
2. Samarkand 55,128 105,206 136, ~83 196,4 64 
3. Andiz.han 47,6 27 73,465 84,70 3 130,C8l 
4. Namangan 6 2, c 17 73,610 7 9, 54 2 123,467 
5. "Kokand 8 J, ]54 6 9, 3 24 84,64 5 105,082 
6. Ferghana 8, 928 14, ;::88 35,646 86, 206 
7. sukhara 60,000 46 1 7'78 50,311 69,254 
e. Margelan 36,4 90 44, 3 27 46, c 07 67, S90 
9. Chirchic 14,733 s 5, 5 20 
10. Angren 55,789 
11. Yangiyul 3, 656 1G,193 45, 225 
12. Urgench 5,161 22,46 C) 43,756 
13. aekab?.d 8, ':..7 9 4 2, 186 
14. Almalyk 4 o, 4 eo 
15. Nukus 1 (), 4 56 3 9, 14 6 
16. Kattakurgan 10,087 14,493 25,7 59 34,07 8 
17. Termez 10, 127 11,6 30 2 2, 06 3 
18. Kagan 10 ... 34 2 171656 21,103 
19. Khodzheyli 3, () 27 10, 368 20, 5 25 
20. Leninsk 6, 7 53 11,848 20,416 
21. Karsh! 15,118 15,767 19,70 9 
2 2. Navoi 3, 6 91 3, 086 18,600 
2 3. Gulis tan 3,167 5,6 98 18, 320 
24. Chust 13,785 14, 36 9 14,77 5 18,045 
25. Khavast* 3, 220 10, 33 5 17,66i 
26. Khiva 12, coo 20, 212 14,4 26 17,460 
27. Den au 16,813 
28. S hakhr isabz 10,705 12, 5 31 16,443 
29. Chimbay 5, 393 8, 4 70 1, 595 
30. Dzhizak 15,710 13,522 8, 848 15,689 
31. Syrdarya* 15,139 
3 2. Ordzhonikidze* 2, 505 6,334 14,814 
33. Krasnogv ar.:leysk 14,721 
34. I skander * 171 395 1.3, ?4 4 
35. Stantsiyak~rshi 7, 0 27 1 3. 285 
36. Ps'kP.nt 7, :218 1?,S07 
37. Kuvasay 1,600 1n, 7..-n 
38. Turtkul 3, 1.11 1, 202 l'J,IS01 10,1] '15 
3 9. ~ ir un i H),IJ64 
40. I'1uynak 1,S88 7, 904 10,428 
41. Gi7.h:l UV'3.0 * 3,876 10,171 1'), e.:,o 
4 2. ur9ut * 1?, 7 74 1 C), 4 9(' 11J, 1147 

con': -l ••• 



1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
B. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 

contd ••• 

Taj i l< SSR 

D us han be 
Leninabad 
Ura-Tyube 
Kurgan Tyube 
Kulyab 
Kanibadam 
Kuybyshevskiy* 
l sf ar a 
Regar 
Ordzhonikidzeabad 
Pendzhikent 
Shur ab 
sovkhozirn. Kirov a* 

392 

30, 10 9 
20,6 21 

-
10, 974 + 

-
4,643 + 

3,658 

* Urhan type settl~ent. 

5,607 
37,480 
21, 056 

4, 192 
11, 254 

8,307 

3, 84 7 

+not judicially u city in 1897. 

193 9 

82, 597 
45,5 28 
25, 516 
10,570 

8, 4 39 
11,801 

2,644 
13,123 
4,040 
4,701 
8,666 
3,465 
3, ':'J77 

1959 

2 24, 24 2 
77,465 
23,839 
23,560 
23,455 
17,486' 
14, 985 
13, 5 90 
13,532 
11, 130 
10,829 
10, 1 Tl 
l(J,281 

(Compiled by Chauncy D. Harris, "Special issue 
on population of clties of the soviet Union", 
.§gvi~!_Qf>..;.2_g~,aE.bY!_~ ie'd_il.!Y·!_!r ansl §t:iofl, vo 1. I J, 
No.5, May 1970, New York, pp.in--39.) 
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-,;.---;~~r;:,;;-----------·------ -·- --- --r;;;;;;-; 1-;1= 1(-;--r;;;-;~;1-------
~i t~ I -- ••• • . - ~ -- - _ . ).. • -- - ·~-, ------- ------;:r -----·- --------·--_, ____ _ 

1 95 9 1 9b 7 l 9? 0 1 ~'74 
"0ZoeiCS~R------ ------------------ --·------- ---------------
Chust 
Urgench 
Khiva 
Nukus 
Khodzheyl i 
Chimbay 
Turt~ul 
9 iruni 
Muyna'k 
s hakhr ikhan 
Gizh1uvan 
Dzhizak 
Ketab 
Navoi 
zarafshan 
Uc hkuduk 
Uchkurq.:m 
Samarkand 
Kattakurgan 
Kr asnogv ardeysk 
Urgut 
Aktash 
Yangiyer 
Shirin 
N ar i:nanov 
Akhangaran 
Yangiabad 
Druzhba 

And izhan 
N amangan 
Lenins'k 
Bukhara 
Kagan 
·r~rmez 

Karshi 
s tans.i ya ¥' ar sh i 
r:>ena.u 
S hnkhr isabz 

18, 04 5 
43,756 
1 7, 460 
39,143 
20,525 
15, 954 
10,4 95 
10,464 
10,4 28 

10, 850 
15,589 

12,600 

1 -:}6, ~ 84 
34,078 
14,7 21 

130,081 
123,467 

20,416 
6 1, 2S4 
21,101 
2 2, 06.3 
1 ~, 709 
1 '3, 285 
16. 813 
16, 41) 

6 5, 000 
2 :?., 000 
5fi, 000 
32,000 
1 a, ooo 

23,000 

27, 000 

24 8, 000 
4·1, 000 

169,000 
158,000 

26,000 
102,000 

32,000 
30,000 
39,000 
26, 000 
2·2, ono 
2?,000 

2t:,OOO 11, 000 
76; 000 87, 000 
/41 000 26,000 
74,000 88,000 
361 000 40,000 
1 ~. 000 21,000 
19, 000 21,000 
20,000 24, 000 
10,000 
11,000 
16,000 17,000 
26 .. 000 2 q, 000 
13,000 
61,000 Tl, 000 
1/l, 000 18, 000 
1 q, 000 
17,000 1~,000 

267,000 2')1, 000 
44,000 47,000 

15,000 17,000 
13,000 14,000 
16,000 1 -=1, 000 

2, 000 
6,000 24,000 

2 2, ·JOO 25, 000 
9, 000 
3,DOO 

188,000 211, CJOO 
175,000 20 ?., noo 
2~~. 000 31,:100 

112,000 133,000 
34,000 38,:)00, 
35,000 52, ;')00 

71,000 84,000 

2'.J, nno 28,008 
27,000 '30, 000 

con t,i ••• 
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Appendix- ? •• con td ••• 
1 ::)5q 1967 1no 1174 ---

Tashkent 911, 930 1, 2 3 ·), 000 1,385,000 1, 552,000 
r"\.... 4--'- l\_ 
\....11-LL Cll J..K. 65,520 100,000 107, 000 121,080 
Angren S5,789 74,000 76,000 84,000 
Yangiyul 45,22S S'i, 000 ')'), 000 s '1, 000 
9ekaba,1 4 2, 186 2 9, 000 5(), 000 6 o, 000 
Alrr. al y'k 40,4BO 7 3, 000 81,COO n, oco 
8u] istan 1 f!, 120 2S,OGC 31,000 37, ooc 
Khavast 17, &6 '!. 
Syrjarya 1:., !3 9 17, ooc 1P,OOC: 
Ordz hon i kidze 1r., e14 2 ), 000 
I skander 1 ::;, 344 
Pskent 12, SC7 17 .. 000 
Ferqf!an 0 80,2CC. ) -!, OGO 111. OGO 124, oc;o 
Kol<:and 105,082 131,000 13~1,000 147,000 
Mar gel an 67. 990 i3 '), 000 9'.S, oco 1 Clb, OCO 
Kuvusay 10,791 u, oco 1 c,, 0('0 

Iaji_!._SS8 

!Jus han be 224,242' 3 "{ 3, oco )/4,0CU 1 /_;', oco 
I_;e ni n ao a.:l Tl, ,;6:. lOO,OCO Hl 1, o~:o L 16, O~;() 
Ura-Tyube 21,8~9 31, oco 3 3, 000 16, OCCJ 
V w:- q an- '!'y•.Jbe 21, 56.: "31,000 "35, oco J :;, oco 
t\utyab 23 .. 4S~; 3 3, 0(l0 40,000 4C:,OCO 
Kan ibad 2m 1 '.', 4 86 2 3, oco 27,CCO 2 ·1, oco 
Isfara 1 ::.. 5 90 1/', oco 2 2, oco 25, ocn 
RP.gar 13,532 17,0CO 
Pendzh i kent _HI, o~q 141 oco 16,0GO 
5hurab 1 o, '!..1'7 
Yuyby~;hevshiy 14, ')f.5 lH,OCO 
5ovet a':J.:d 11. '!.. ~0 2f),CCO 
Crdzhon ik idzPabad 1(1,281 2ti,OCO 2 (1, oco 
T·..1:-sunzad~ 1 }?., oco 21~ ONJ 
NL.lrek und~r 1::.1 OCO 21,0CO 
Chkal ov sk 24 1 0CO 27,0CO 
Kayrakkum under 15, OCO 
Khorog 1 ~~. 0('0 H, OCO 
------------------·----------·--·-·-·-----------·---·-----

(Chauncy D. Ha!:Tis, "Popu]ation cf cities of the 
Soviet TJnion ••, .91'· _sg., pp. 337-39; Th~odore 
Shabad, ••pop•.lJ.ation t.rends of soviet Citif-~s", 

21?· .sit. I PPA 150-52. 



-
------- - 197_5_ sec tors 1929 1950 1960 1965 1970 

~-% ____________________ ::::..s,_ ____ No,-~ No. >,(. No.----z- No.--% -~. -% 
State Sec tor 
Industry-- 28 14 254 28.6 371 23.7 492 23.6 57 9 21. 9 697 20.8 
Agriculture 45 22.6 121 13.6 304 19.4 365 17.5 414 15.7 582 11.4 
Forestry 6 0.7 3 0.2 3 • 1 3 • 1 5 0.1 
Transport 22 1!.0 74 a.? 121 7.7 164 7.9 218 e. 3 271. B.l 
Corr.mun ic at ions 2 1.0 10 1. 1 17 4.6 26 1.2 34 1. 3 40 1. 2 
Construct ions 19 9.5 48 5.4 172 11.0 230 11.0 327 12.3 386 11.5 

. 0 ther branches of material product ion a •12 6.0 104 11.7 135 8.6 188 9.0 249 9.4 31]. 9. 3 
· Housing, communal economy and personal 
I services 21 2.4 32 2.0 57 2.7 82 3.1 106 3. 2 I Health services 7 3.5 60 6.7 107 6.8 137 6.6 181 6.9 234: 6.9 
i Etllucation and cultural services 15 7.5 109 12.3 174 11.1 276 13.3 371 14.0 478 14.3 

Arts n. a. n. a. 6 0.7 10 0.6 11 .s 13 .s 15· 0.4 
Science and research 2. 5 1.3 15 1.7 37 2.4 53 2.5 63 2.4 82: 2.5 
credl t an:i insurance 4 2.0 7 o.8 7 0.4 8 .4 11 .4 15 0.4 
Government administration 37 18.6 47 5.3 38 2.4 49 2.4 65 2.5 84 2.5 
Other non-productive sphere 5. 5 2.8 7 .0.8 1 ,_0.4 26 1. 2. 33 1. 2 38 1.1 
Total State sector 199 100 889 100 1565 100 2083 100 2642 100 3343 100 
Collective farms 1369 60.6 1015. 39.3 985 32.1 1042 28.3 1088 24.6 
Total State and collectivized sectors 199 100 2258 ·too 2580 100 3068 100 3684 100 4431 100 

'a' - includes trcde, cartering, material- technical supply and procurement. 
•-• - signifies negligible. 

'n.a.•- not available. 

(Source a 1929 figures from "Soviet Uzbekistan Za 40 let:" 1964, p. 2651 
1950-75 fl9ures from s. !hpawy, "Regional employment in the USSR, 1950-75", 
Soviet eeon:ni'y in a time of eh.!!!,g!, compendium of Papers submitted to the 
Jortit,cono c conrnlttei';U.S. Congress, vol.I, Washington, D.c •• 1979, 
Cited in Nancy Lubin·, .2£• ill• • pp. 80-81.) 
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